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THE PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT OF THE CITY OF JEDDAHo

1~70=1984

George Duncan

ABSTRACT
For centuries Jeddah has been the principal entrepot to
western Arabia and the gateway to the Holy Cities of Mecca
and Medina.
This work covers the period 1970-1984 during which, under
the writer's personal direction on site in Jeddah, the
city's first comprehensive development plan was formulated
and implemented.
In narrative style, this thesis describes
the pr~paration and monitoring of the original plan and its
subsequent review by others.
With the benefit of hindsight and personal experience, the
writer offers an explanation for the successful realisation
of the development plan despite an unforeseen four-fold
growth in population over this fifteen year period.
It can be concluded that this was due principally to the
active nnd harmonious participation of a locally appointed
composite Saudi technical team with the Consultant's British
planning team and the inspired leadership of
Engineer Mohammed Said Farsi, Mayor of Jeddah.
The flexible philosophy and format of the plan enabled it to
be modified in consequence of unforeseen changes to the
Kingdom's base economy arising from the increased demand for
petroleum products in 1973. This approach to city planning
is identified as making a major contribution to the successful realisation of the original objectives of the plan.
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PRELIMINARIES
TRANSLITERATION
The transliteration and spelling in English of
Arabic names of places and people can be a matter
of debate, even disagreement, by expert translators.

Over the last fifteen years spent in the

Arab world, the writer has listened to many
discussions by experts on this subject.

One is

tempted to adopt the approach used by T.E.
Lawrence in his work "The Seven Pillars of
Wisdom" where,

in an exchange of letters with his

publishers, he states that he used different
spelling at different times for the same person
or place throughout the book.
The source for place names which has been adopted
in this work is twofold:
a

The series of Reports prepared by Robert
Matthew, Johnson-Marshall and Partners
(RMJMP) for the Saudi Ministry of Municipal
and Rural Affairs over the period 1971-1984.
The English spelling set out in these
Reports was as approved by the Ministry in
1971 (see Figure One).

(xvi)
b

The reference map of Saudi Arabia
(Figure Two) in the Saudi Ministry of
Planning Third Development Plan, English
edition.

These two sources, for example, adopt the identical spelling for the cities of Jeddah, Mecca,
Taif and Medina.
DATES
The year dates used in this work are Gregorian
unless the source used quotes the Hijra date.
Appendix E sets out, for reference purposes,
Hijra Year Dates and their Gregorian equivalents.
METRICATION
Sauda Arabia follows the Metric System.

Thus all

linear and area dimensions are given in metric
rather than Imperial units.
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CHAPTER ONE

PHYSICAL SETTING

GEOLOGY
An understanding of the striking physical nature of the
Arabian Peninsula can be derived from its geological origins.

Originally, when it formed part of a gigantic con-

tinent conjointly with Africa and south-west Asia, the
western part was composed of a great variety of rocks,
both sedimentary and igneous.

These geological deposits

were subsequently altered by great heat and pressure,
shattered by faults and traversed by intrusions of magma
over hundreds of millions of years.

They now form the

Arabian ShiAld - thA Arabian counterpart of the African
Basement Complex.
In Palaeozoic periods the sea spread across the old
landscape and laid down the sedimentary deposits which
remain today as the sandstone of the Nafud Basin
outcropping in the northern part of the western area of
the Arabian Peninsular.

Later the area was arched up over

what is now the Red Sea and the sandstone cover was eroded
back to its present extent revealing the older Shield
beneath.
During the Oligocene period (Tertiary) great movements of
the Earth's surface were taking place with the break up
through continential drift of the proto-continent.

Great

fissures or tensional faults appeared and outpourings of
basic lava covering many thousands of square kilometres
l

occurred.

This vulcanicity was to continue up to the

thirteenth century AD.
At the end of the Oligocene or in the early part of the subsequent Miocene period the earth movements reached a climax
and the land between Arabia and Africa was fractured into a
rift so that the central block sank to become the depression
subsequently filled by the Red Sea.

The edge of the eastern

wall of the rift was gradually worn back by erosion to the
point where the escarpment now stands.
About 90km to the west of the escarpment, the coastal
plain (Tihama) was then built out by a process of deposition and the upward movement of the land relative to the
sea.
In the pluvial periods associated with the great Ice Ages
of the Pleistocene, deep river valleys were cut to a sea
level far below the present datum.

Sharm Obhur, a narrow

bight of deep water at right angles to the coast, 30krn
north of the centre of Jeddah was formed in this way.

The

raising of the land relative to the sea during the last
ice age 40,000 years ago left large banks of coral above
the high water mark where it subsequently became fossilised forming much of the foundation of present day
Jeddah.
The Arabian Peninsula is shown in Figure 1.1 and Figure
1.2 illustrates a composite section of the western part of
the peninsula.
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PHYSICAL SETTING
The coastal plain on which Jeddah is located is only 12km
wide and the general area on which the city stands is almost
completely flat and featureless.

Within the built up area

of Old Jeddah the land rises to a maximum of approx 13m.
This could, in part, be due to repeated overbuilding on
earlier settlements throughout the past centuries.

To the

east of the coastal plain are the foothill outliers of the
southern extremity of the Hejaz mountains.

The Holy City

of Mecca lies 73km inland from Jeddah and the ancient
route which connected these two settlements winds through
a gap in these hills.
This gap is the Wadi Fatima - one of a number of ancient
river courses which intersect the coastal plain in the
vicinity of Jeddah.

With the exception of the Wadi Fatima

and the Wadi Beni Malik, all have relatively small catchment areas.

However, due to the nature of the subsoil and

the intensity of the intermittant rains in the inland
foothills beneath the escarpment, flash flooding can
occur.

Mecca is particularly prone to to severe flooding

in which, formerly, loss of life and damage occurred.

To

a lesser degree, Jeddah can also suffer flooding, but the
construction there of an encompassing storm water channel
in 1970-72

and later extensions now minimise this danger.

The most recent period of heavy rain and thunderstorms
occurred in Jeddah over several weeks in 1979, the first
time since its construction that the stormwater channel
was required.

It then justified its existence.

3

The water table, which is uniformly high throughout
Jeddah, varies from one to three metres below ground
level.

The run off gradient is low and is characterised

by three drainage axes: Wadi Qawz, Wadi Ashir and Wadi
Mashwab.

The location of these wadis in relation to

Jeddah is shown at Figure 1.3.

Local variations in the

water table occur due to construction works and varying
permeability.

The presence of high concentrations of

soluble· salts, mainly chlorides and sulphates, necessitates the use of salt resistant materials and careful
detailing if foundations are to be secure.
SUBSOIL CONDITIONS
Much of Jeddah is built on made-up ground or naturally
variable deposits of mud, sand and shell debris.

In the

porous coralline limestone beds that underlay much of the
old city, solution cavities filled with sand occur.
Standard tests carried out prior to the construction of
the public utility routes in these areas indicated a very
low bearing capacity of below 0.2 kg/sq em for the former
and 2 kg/sq em for the latter.
CLIMATE
Due to its location within the Tropic of Cancer, Jeddah
has a tropical-desertic climate characterised by long hot,
humid summers which, before the advent of modern airconditioning, had a debilitating effect on both residents
and visitors.

In effect, the climate is a cross between

the mild climate of the Mediterranean Basin and the

4

Monsoon climate of the Indian Ocean.
Mean monthly temperatures in Jeddah vary from a maximum of
43°C during the summer (May - August), to a minimum of
14°C during the winter

(December~

February).

annual temperature is approximately 25°C.

The mean

During the

summer months, diurnal temperatures may exceed 20°C.

June

and July are normally the hottest months, January and
February the coldest.
Rainfall is spasmodic and may not occur for several years
at a time.

Rainfall that does occur is often intense.

Mean annual rainfall for Jeddah 1s approximately 40mm.
However,

there have been years in which this figure has

been greatly exceeded, for example, 1968 (l73mm), 1969
(l28mm) and 1971 (106mm).

December is usually the wet-

test month.
The Red Sea influences the level of Relative Humidity
throughout the year.
60%.

The mean annual humidity exceeds

Mean monthly levels vary from less than 20% (May) to

100% (August).
75-80%.

The diurnal range can be as high as

Evapotranspiration occurs during the summer if

the surface and ground water is high.
Similarly, the Red Sea brings cooling winds, the prevailing wind direction being north-north-west on at least
one day in three (36% of the year).

However, there are

dust storms on an average of 30 days in the year, and in
one day in s1x the preva1ling wind direction is east-

north-east (17% of the year)o
Climatic conditions recorded over the period
set out in graphic form in Figure 1.4.
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HISTORICAL REVIEW

CHAPTER TWO

PRE-ISLAMIC
Variations of the place name Juddah, Djuddah, Djudda,
Djadda, Jiddah, Jeddah, Djeddah, Jedda remain in use.
This uncertainty as to both spelling and pronunciation
allows doubt as to derivation and meaning.

A widely held

view is that Jeddah is derived from jaddah,

(grandmother).

According to tradition, the Tomb of Eve, the universal
grandmother, was located near the city (see Figures 2.1
and 2.4).

A more scholarly interpretation is that Jeddah

derives from juddah (seashore).

This opinion was sup-

ported by the early Arab geographer al-Makdisil who wrote
in the lOth Century:
"Juddah is a coastal town and its name is derived
from its position in relation to the sea".
Another Arab geographer, al-Bakri2, writing in the llth
Century noted:
"Juddah is the name given to a coastal town near
Mecca named thus because it is on the sea. The
juddah of a sea or of a river is that part of the
land a<?-jacent to it".
The Tomb of Eve is not a fiction.

Sir Richard F. Burton,

visiting Jeddah en route to Mecca (in disguise as a Muslim
pilgrim) in 1853, sketched and described the Tomb.

The

earliest reference to it was made by Hamdani in the lOth
Century:
"It has been related that Adam was in Mina when
he felt a yearning to see Eve ... , that Eve had
come from Juddah and that he knew her on Arafat."
11

There are historical references to the Tomb of Eve3, and
to the fact that barren women came to offer a prayer for
motherhood.

Although the cemetery in which the Tomb stood

remains the Tomb was demolishGd in 1928.

The shrine was

domed with two long low parallel walls extended on both
sides in a north-south orientation.
The fact that Jeddah is a settlement of antiquity, and has
a significant location on the Arabian Peninsular is not in
doubt.
The eastern coastline of the Red Sea is notorious for its
impassible savage reef formation.

One of the few navi-

gable gaps in these triple reefs occurs at the point where
Jcddah is located vu the coastal plain.

About t5Ukm

inland, the foothills and outliers of the barren Hejaz
mountains give way to the Hejaz-Azir-Yemen mountains.

The

principal feature of the Azir-Yemen range is an escarpment
rising dramatically from an elevation of 400-SOOm to more
than 2000m.

From a position almost due east-north-east of

Jeddah the escarpment runs in an unbroken sweep southwards
for over lOOOkm to the south-west corner of the Arabian
Peninsula.
This natural setting bears evidence of very early settlement.

The south-west part of Arabia saw the growth of an

early civilisation of almost equal importance to that of
the Nile and Fertile Crescent.

This was the ancient

Kingdom of Saba and the later period of dominance by the
tribe of Himyar.

Known today as the North and South
12

Yemens (the Yemen Arab Republic and the People's
Democratic Republic of the Yemen respectively), this was
the "Arabia Felix" of the Romans (see Figure 2.2).

A fer-

tile interior, fed by the monsoon rain of the Indian
Ocean, allied to a strategic trading location - the Nile
and the Fertile Crescent to the north and the Indus Valley
and the spice trade of the Indies to the east - combined
to give rise to this early civilisation.
Jeddah and an inland settlement called Macoraba, now the
Holy City of Mecca, were links in a chain of settlements
on the caravan route from Arabia Felix to the civilisations of the north (Figure 2.2).
By the 6th Century AD, the

~trGtcgic

importQncc of Jeddah

attracted the interest of the Persians.

They fortified

the city and constructed underground conduits and cisterns
to bring water from the fertile Wadi Fatima to Jeddah.
The water supply of this wadi promoted growth at this arid
coastal location.

The only remaining evidence of Persian

occupation is the course of this conduit4, together with
the remains of wells and open circular walled
inspection/access points on its routeS and large
underground water storage chambers still extant beneath
the old city of Jeddah6.

No significant archaeological

excavations have yet been undertaken within the historic
core of Jeddah or in the Wadi Fatima to cast light on
early settlements.

13

ISLAMIC
A Roman expedition attempted, but failed,
Arabia in the 1st Century BC.

to conquer

The importance of these

early trade routes declined with the fall of the Roman
Empire and the fortunes of Mecca and Jeddah were similarly affected.

There matters may have rested but for the

advent of the Prophet of God - Mohammed Ibn Abdullah - in
the 7th Century AD.

Thereafter Islam and the rapid growth

and expansion of the Muslim Empire became a momentous
event in world history.
As the centre of Islam, Mecca derived vast wealth and
importance.

Simultaneously, Jeddah became a flourishing

trading centre.

Supplies from Egypt, the north

Mediterranean countries, Africa, India and the Far East
channelled through Jeddah to Mecca as the message of the
Prophet Mohammed was spread throughout the world.
Even when the secular capital of Islam moved north, first
to Damascus under the Ummiyad Caliphs and then to Baghdad
under the Abbasids, Mecca remained the religious capital
and Holy City of Islam and, as required by the Fifth
Pillar of Islam, the place of pilgrimage for Muslims.

The

decline in trade which had accompanied the transfer of the
Caliphate from the Hejaz ended with the collapse of
security in the Abbasid domain in Mesopotamia at the time
of the Mongol invasions in the 13th Century.

Goods from

India and the Far East which had previously been taken
overland from the head of the Arabian Gulf to the Levant

14

and Europe were now brought to Jeddah and transhipped from
there to distributive centres throughout the Red Sea.
Thus, before the end of the 13th Century AD and with the
Abbasid Caliphate transferred to Cairo, the survival and
prosperity of Jeddah was assured.

This led to the Mamluk

Sultans casting acquisitive eyes on the Hejaz, with its
Holy Cities of Mecca and Medina and its main port of
Jeddah.
The rulers of Mecca, the Sharifs, were able to resist outside dominance until the middle of the 15th Century when
an internecine conflict between Sharif Barakat I
(1404-1452) and his brother allowed the Mamluks, under the
pretext of establishing order, to station a permanent
garrison in Mecca.

Subsequently, they took over the

collection of customs duties in Jeddah.

Simultaneously,

exorbitant duties began to be applied by the Emir ruling
in Aden, which by that time had become a busy and
prosperous entrepot.

This led to Aden being by-passed by

trading ships which, encouraged by the Governor, Kirkmish,
started to use Jeddah as their main Red Sea port of call.
A further boost to the growing prosperity of Jeddah
occurred when Constantinople fell to the Turks in 1453,
thus closing off the spice trade to Europe through the
Black Sea from the Asiatic overland routes.

The Red Sea

route became the only safe and practical route for this
trade.
Great political importance was attached to the post of
15

Collector of customs dues.

In the later 15th Century,

one~

third of the cargo unloaded had to be pepper and the dues
collected on cargoes arriving at Jeddah were between 5%
and 10% of their value7.

Also at this time pilgrims and

traders started to settle in Jeddah, establishing the
city's cosmopolitan composition and outlook, which remains
to this day.
The growing power of 15th Century Portugal and its savage
dominance of the rich spice routes and trading stations
from Europe to the Indies, posed such a threat to Jeddah
that the city wall, which had lain in ruins for the previous 500 years, was reconstructed to encompass the city.
This reconstruction occurred during the early years of the
16th Century8.

These fortifications saved Jeddah from a

Portuguese invasion in 1516 when the Portuguese leader,
Lopo Soares de Albergaria, realised that the combination
of the dangerous reefs and powerful guns in strategic
emplacements made punative action impossible.

Figure 2.3

shows the fleet of Lopo Soares de Albergaria before the
city.

This is the oldest existing view of Jeddah.

However, this strength and prosperity was relatively
short-lived.

The growth of the Ottoman Empire saw the

Holy Cities and Jeddah fall under Ottoman rule in 1517.
The Ottoman rule in Arabia was stifling and cruel and by
the 17th Century, the English and Dutch navigators, to
avoid areas of Muslim dominance and thus danger to their
fleets, started to use the longer Cape passage round
16

Africa.

In 1631, the Turkish Governor of the Yemen bru-

tally pillaged Mecca.

Jeddah, having :refused to submit,

suffered the same treatment.

Merchants were tortured to

reveal the hiding places of their hoards of wealth.
An unstable period ensued in which the Sharifs of Mecca,
too weak to overthrow the Ottomans, attempted to profit
from intermittent periods of Ottoman negreet or vacillation.

This situation continued until 1813 when the Hejaz

fell to the armies of Mohammed Ali.

This led to the

establishment of close ties with Cairo.
The reawakening of European interest in the Arabian
Peninsular led to British and French
established in Jeddah in 1825.

Con~ulates

being

The British, both as a

means of containing the Ottomans and to support their
interests in India, began to establish their influence on
the ports of southern Arabia and the Arabian Gulf.
During the last years of his life before his death in
1849, Mohammed Ali attempted to assert direct authority
over Arabia against the suzerainty of the Sublime Porte
(the Turkish imperial government's chief office at
Constantinople).

On the death of Mohammed Ali the harsh

Ottoman regime was reintroduced.

Riots and violence

ensured, fuelled by a local feeling of interference with
trade by the growing number of European trading houses.
In June 1858 the British and French Consuls were assassinated.

Typically, the British responded by sending a

fleet to bombard Jeddah.

Subsequently, with the payment
17

of indemnities by the Porte and the execution of the
assassins, this incident was closed forever.

As an

after~

math, the Porte strengthened its garrison in Jeddah and
reorganised the Government of the Hejaz.
The opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, together with the
measures taken to ensure a greater stability in the
region, saw the re-emergence of Jeddah as the dominant
trading centre of the Red Sea.

It is from this period

that the magnificent merchants' houses, many of which
still exist, were constructed.

A British Admiralty Chart

of July 1859 shows the approaches to the harbour through
the reefs and also a sketch plan of the city at that time
(see Figure 2.4).
THE EMERGENCE OF THE KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA
The origins of Saudi Arabia lie in the history of the
ibn-Saud family.

This family originated from Anazia, a

settlement on the edge of the Great Nafud Desert.

About

the beginning of the 18th Century, the family had settled
in Diraiyah in the Wadi Hanifa, a fertile valley in the
desert heartland of Arabia.

In this area - the Najd - a

religious reform movement began which led to the
establishment of a powerful state based on the orthodox
adherence to the teachings of Islam.

This movement

founded by Mohammed ibn Abdul Wahab is known as Wahhabism.
Ostracised by the severity of his preaching in his home
town of al-Uyaynah in the Najd region and forced to flee,
Mohammed ibn Abdul Wahab took refuge with Mohammed ibn

18

Saud in Diraiyah about 1740.

Ibn Saud thereafter embraced

this interpretation of Islam and, combining spiritual and
temporal strength, they began to spread the message of
religious revival.

By about 1786 all the Najd,

from the

Great Nafud southwards to the Empty Quarter, was subdued.
In 1803 the Wahhabi captured Mecca, enforced their austere
ways, and laid seige to Jeddah where a Turkish garrison
was stationed.

The city wall withstood the efforts of the

Wahhabis and they retreated to their homeland, leaving a
small force in Mecca.
Sherif Ghalib.

This was forced to surrender to the

However, Mecca was recaptured by the

Wahhabi in 1806 under the leadership of Saud ibn Saud, the
grandson of Mohammed, who consolidated their power and
authority over the Hejaz and much of the Arabian
Peninsular.
In 1810, a Wahhabi raid on Damascus forced the Porte to
recognise the growing strength of the ibn Saud/Wahhabi
combination and the Sultan encouraged Mohammed Ali, his
viceroy in Cairo, to crush this movement.

Mohammed Ali

invaded the Hejaz in 1811 and, by 1813, had completely
repulsed the forces of Saud ibn Saud.

Saud died in 1814,

leaving to his son, Abdullah, the task of continuing the
war.

But, by 1818, defeat for the ibn Saud family was

complete.

Diraiyah was razed to the ground7 Abdullah was

deported to Constantinople and subsequently beheaded.
The resulting power vacuum in the desert interior of
Arabia, allowed the emergence and dominance of the Shammar
19

tribe, which was centred in Hail, and led by Mohammed ibn
Rashid.

In 1891 an alliance was formed with the Porte

and, with the help of the powerful Harb tribe, Mohammed
ibn Rashid proceeded to destroy the last remnants of the
ibn Saud family.

The leader of the house of Saud, Abdul

ar .. Rahman, was forced to flee to exile in Kuwait.

With

him went his eleven year old son, Abdulaziz9, who was
destined to become the conqueror and first ruler of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Abdulaziz left Kuwait in the autumn of 1901 at the head of
a column of forty men resolved to recapture the homeland
of his family or perish in the attempt.

On the 15th

January 1902 in an intrepid action, he recovered the city
of Riyadh.

This was the starting point of a series of

military victories which ultimately achieved the unity of
the country.

On the 23rd September 1932, Abdulaziz ibn

Abdul ar-Rahman Al Faisal Al Saud was able to proclaim
that the Arabia he had united was henceforth to be known
as the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
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NOTES

l.

al-Makdisi.

Descripto imperii mostemica.

ed. by

M J de Goeje; in Bibliotheca Geographorum
Arabicorum, + 111.
2.

Leyden 1960 p.79.

Mujam rna Istajam - Das Geographische Worterbuch
des Abu 'Obeid

'Abdallah ben Abd al-Aziz el Bakri.

ed. by F Wustenfeld, Gottingen - Paris 1877 p.234.
3.

(i )

Ibn Jubayr (Late 12th Century), writing from
experience of a visit to Jeddah, states that
in Jeddah:
"
is a place having an ancient and lofty
dome, which is said to have been the lodging
place of Eve ... when on her way to Mecca".

(ii) Ibn Khallikan (13th Century)
Wafayat al-azan wa anba abna az-zaman
(iii)l9th-20th Century descriptions of the tomb
(other than Sir R F Burton) by Saleh Soubhi
(1894), Nawab Sultan Jahan Began (1931), H
StJohn Philby (1922) and others.
4.

Observed by writer during a helicopter flight
along the Wadi Fatima in 1972.

5•

Observed by writer traversing the Wadi at various
times during 1971-75.

6.

Inspected by writer during detailed study of
Historic Area of Jeddah 1978-79.
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7

British Admiralty - Naval Intelligence Division.

0

Western Arabia and the Red Sea, Oxford 1946.
8

0

Rebuilding of City Wall.
(i)

Sources:

Portuguese
Barros, a Portuguese historian, makes
reference to the wall being built by Husayn
al-Kurdi at the same time (1514) as Alfonso
d'Alboquerque built the fortress of Calicut.

(ii) Arabic
Husn al Kira fi Awdiat Umm al Kura
(Translation - The good hospitality in the
valleys of Mecca).

A 16th Century

geographic work in which the author states
that the fortifications were built in 912AH
( 1506-1507)
9

0

0

The exact date of his birth is unknown, but it
was probably in November or December 1880.
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NATIONAL AND REGIONAL CONTEXT

CHAPTER

THREE

NATIONAL PLAN CONTEXT
Jeddah is the principal point of entry into Saudi Arabia.
With a population of about one and a half million,
ranks second to Riyadh, the Capital City.

it

As part of the

Jeddah-Mecca-Taif corridor Jeddah is an integral part of
the most populous area of the Kingdom.

Together, these

three cities and their surrounding areas contain about
one-quarter of the total population of the Kingdoml.

In the Ministry of Planning Third Development Plan for the
Kingdom,

1980-1985, for planning purposes the country was

divided into five regions - Northern, Western, Eastern,
South-Western and Central2.

The Plan considered that

regional disparities existed in the structure of economic
activity and employment.

For example, the distribution of

the labour force by region in 1974 was as follows:
Table 3.1: Distribution of Labour Force by Region
PLANNING REGION

% OF TOTAL LABOUR FORCE

Western
Eastern
Central
South-Western
Northern

34.6
11.9
23.1
20.0
10.4

Source: Central Department of Statistics (CDS) Population
Census (1974)
By comparison to the other regions, the Western Region has
28

also a much more diversified economic structure, being
almost totally indirectly dependent on the oil industry.
The Ministry of Planning quantified this as follows:
Table 3.2: Distribution of Regional GDP
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF REGIONAL GDP l396-97AH (1976)
SouthActivity
Western Eastern Central Western Northern
Oil

0.8

90.7

0.3

99.2

9.3

99.7

3. l

4.9

Manufacturing,
mining & utilities 6.7

&

oil taxes

Non-oil
Composition of
non..;..oil GDP
Agriculture

100

100

5.6

33.2

32.2

6.5

6.2

3.1

2.6

Construction

25.9

26.5

25.1

16.3

16.7

Distribution

26.6

21.7

21.7

11.8

8.0

Transport &
communications

4.9

8.8

4.3

4.3

8.3

Other services

22.7

21.7

24.5

15.5

16.5

Government
services

10.9

9.8

12.6

16.0

15.8

Source:

Third Development Plan, Table 2.21, p.60

In so far as the Western Region was concerned, the
sustained economic growth of Jeddah, the religious significance of the Holy Cities of Mecca and Medina, combined
with the massive investment being made, by the Royal
Commission for Jubail and Yanbu3,

in Yanbu was likely to

result in the Western Region retaining its economic
ascendency.
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One of the main thrusts of the Third Five Year Plan was
to achieve a better balance of regional and, additionally,

rural/urban distribution of growth and provi-

sion of services.

In particular, a major objective of

the Third Plan was to avoid over concentration of resources in a few urban centres. Thus, the regional strategy
was designed around the following key elements.
"(1) The coordination of activities, projects and
programs of ministries and other development agencies
having regional or district geographic responsibilities. This coordination will strengthen the
provision of services to the individual and enable
more efficient use of manpower;
(2) The more equitable distribution of socioeconomic opportunities and wider access to public
services in line with the promotion of productive
activities and individual initiative;
(3) The provision of a development framework, for the
design and implementation policies and programs in .
all regions, especially the rural areas.
Such a framework will pay critical attention to the availability of the resources, including manpower and water,
of the Kingdom."
(Third Plan, p.l08)
In their Plan for the Western Region4,

RMJMP examined

the advantages and disadvantages of rural versus urban
growth and how to achieve a balance.

In doing so, they

concluded that improved mobility, education, employment
opportunities and the aspiration for a higher standard of
living would result in a drift into the major urban
centres.

To counteract this, an equivalent infrastruc-

ture at local level required to be developed.

Realising

that it would not be possible to spread services evenly
over such a vast and sparsely populated region, RMJM&P
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advocated the development of a hierarchy of service
centres.

The first level was the major cities of which

Jeddah was to be one.

Three levels of centres were

thereafter proposed5:
a)

Town (primary centre) servicing a population of
30,000-40,000

b)

Rural town (secondary centre) servicing a population of
10,000-20,000

c)

Village Centre (tertiary centre) servicing a population
of 1,500-2,000

This was comparable to the approach adopted in the Third
Plan which was set out as follows:
"3.7.1.2 Policies The policy to achieve the regional
goals and objectives is to introduce a system of
national, regional and district centers, spread
throughout the Kingdom, for the provision and effective
coordination of development services. This system of
development service centers is deemed the best method of
both stimulating development activities, and aiding the
most deprived sections of the population. The development centers are arranged in a hierarchy according to
whether they are judged to be of national, regional or
local significance. The ranking of a particular area
will be changed if it later demonstrates greater potential than currently realised.
The three types of centers are defined as follows:
(l) District Center, the location of the institutions
and services needed frequently, but not daily, by a
given population which is termed a district (which can
be delineated according to both accessibility to the
particular services and the capacity of the services);
(2)
Regional Center, the location of various specialized economic, welfare and administrative institutions, which can reasonably be shared by a number of
districts;
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(3)
National Center, fulfilling various economic and
administrative functions for the whole country, providing very specialized service, and a growth pole of
national significance."
(Third Plan, p.l09)
Jeddah stands as an established 'National Centre' within
this hierarchy.

As an indication of its national

impor~

tance, approx 30% of the government's project expenditure
during the Second Five Year Plan was invested in Jeddah.
The primary function of Jeddah is that of the Kingdom's
most important sea and air communications centre.

Some

80% of the foodstuffs imported into the country arrive
through the seaport and the combination of international
and domestic passenger/freight traffic make Jeddah's King
Abdul Aziz International Airport the busiest in the
Kingdom6.

Because of its long established role as a

seaport and trading centre; the strength of its mature
commercial activities and its growing industrial base,
Jeddah is less dependent on government investment and
funding than are other regions or cities in the Kingdom.
Between 1986 and 1987, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
the Embassies of all foreign countries will have moved
from Jeddah to Riyadh.

Thus Jeddah will have lost its

status as the diplomatic centre for the Kingdom.

However,

it will still be necessary for most countries for reasons
of business or the Hadj, to retain a Consulate in Jeddah.
The Government's current policy is that banks and other
major institutions should locate their headquarters in
Riyadh but, notwithstanding this, Jeddah should remain
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pre-emininently the business and commercial centre of the
Kingdom.
Therefore, although for historical reasons the seat of the
Governorate of which Jeddah forms part is located in
Mecca, most Government Ministries will continue to have a
regional office in Jeddah.

Jeddah also remains the health

centre for the region as well as the centre for defence
and national security.

King Abdul Aziz University in

Jeddah, one of the first universities to be founded in the
Kingdom, with its staff and student population of 10,000
in 1978 is planned to increase to 40,000 by 1990.
JEDDAH WITHIN THE NATIONAL STRATEGY
The principal objective in the development of Jeddah was
to have been for the city to continue to make an effective
contribution to the economic and social growth of the
Kingdom.

To achieve this, development was seen as pro-

ceeding within a framework which would seek to minimise
the effects of social and economic change to the religious
and cultural values of a Muslim country.

The possibility

of creating a North American or European style city would
be totally inconsistent with this approach.
With this as the basic objective, the role and function of
Jeddah at both national and regional level can be summarised
as follows:
1.

As a centre of sea, air and land communictions.

2.

As a commercial and business centre,
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for the Western

Region and the Kingdom as a whole.
3.

As a manufacturing and service centre.

4.

As an educational, health and cultural centre.

5.

As the arrival and departure point for non-Saudi
pilgrims during the Hadj and also for the Umra or
visit to Mecca outside the Hadj period.
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NOTES
l.

Precise information on population or its distribution is not made public in Saudi Arabia.

In

1971, the RMJMP social survey enumerated the
populations of Jeddah, Mecca and Taif as 381,000,
301,000 and 106,000 respectively.
villages (e.g.

Surrounding

in the Wadi Fatima and Wadi

Khulais) added about 60,000 producing a total of
about 850,000 people.

At that time it was likely

that the population of the Kingdom was significantly less than 4,000,000.

Today, because of

the dramatic increase in population in Jeddah,
Mecca and Taif, it can be stated that this subregion maintains a comparable proportion of the
Kingdom's total population.
2.

See Figure Two, Preliminaries

3.

"The Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbu was
created by Royal Decree M/75, dated 16 Ramadhan
1395. The organization is directly responsible to
the Deputy Prime Minister.
It is the sole and
controlling authority responsible for planning and
implementing the basic infrastructure necessary to
transform the two regions of Jubail and Yanbu into
industrial areas. The authority for controlling
the development of the regions of Jubail and Yanbu
is also vested in the Royal Commission".
(Third Five Year Plan, p.240)

4.

RMJMP.

Regional Physical Plan and Development

Programme, Jeddah 1973.
5.

The list of these centres, as set out in the RMJMP
"Regional Physical Plan and Development Programme"
(approved 1973) was as follows:
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Primary Centres:
Al Ula
Afif
Taraba
Bah a
Bajurashi
Qunfidah
Secondary Centres:
Dub a
Al Wajh
Urnm1 ug
Taima
Khaybar
Rabigh
Khlais
Khorarna
Ranya
Tertiary Centres:
To be defined as part of more detailed follow-up
sub-regional studies.
6.

A press release by the Presidency of Civil
Aviation in 1984, stated that Jeddah Airport,

in

the first quarter of 1984 had a total domestic
traffic of 1,100,000 passengers and international
traffic of 851,000 passengers.

During the same

period traffic at King Kha1id International
Airport, Riyadh was 1,300,000 domestic passengers
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and 392,000 international.

Total air cargo during

this period amounted to 37,100,000 kilos at Jeddah
Airport; 22,000,000 at Riyadh and 23,100,000 at
Dhahran (the third of three International Airports
in the Kingdom).
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CHAPTER FOUR

JEDDAH 194'7=1970

INTRODUCTION
It is not possible to describe the recent history of Saudi
Arabia, and thus of Jeddah, without referring to the role
of the Kingdom as one of the world's leading oil producers.

Without oil it is possible that Saudi Arabia might

have remained a predominently harsh and barren country of
vast size and scattered population, inward looking and
with the custodianship of the Holy Cities its only significant international function.

Certainly, its oil wealth,

from the end of the Second World War onwards, has produced
a very different situation.
Before 1944, oil production averaged less than 20,000
barrels per day (bpd)l,but by 1948 this had increased to
almost 400,000 bpd.

In 1950 world demand for petroleum

suddenly took an upward curve, due principally to an
upsurge in post-war international industrial reconstruction and growth and also as an outcome of the Korean War.
Oil production then began to increase dramatically, from
546,703 bpd in 1950 to 1,247,140 bpd a decade later.
In 1950 when the total oil income amounted to SR56,000,000
this was said by King Abdulaziz Al Saud to be "fabled
wealth".

In 1972, Abdulaziz Al Suleiman (the son of the

King's Treasurer) told the writer that, in 1930,
"the entire treasury of Saudi Arabia was packed, in
gold pieces, on the back of one camel and was in the
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custodianship of my father, Abdullah Suleiman, the
King's Treasurer."
The steady increase in oil production continued and, by
1970, production, at 3,548,865 bpd topped the three million
mark for the first time.

Subsequently, production peaked in

1980 at 9,631,366 bpd and,
Saudi Arabia,

in 1982, stood at 6,327,220 bpd.

in 1982, was the world's third largest oil

producing country (USSR and USA being first and second).
In terms of proven oil reserves, Saudi Arabia has more
than any other country.

In 1982, these reserves stood at

167,920 million barrels.
Of even greater significance was the dramatic increases in
crude oil prices over this post-war period.

In 1950,

Saudi Arabian crude was marketed at $1.75 per barrel.
This price remained constant through the '50s.
the posted price2 was $1.80 per barrel.

In 1960,

The first OPEC

"show of strength" in the mid 70s increased the posted
price to $24 per barrel by 1979.
peaked at $36 per barrel in 1981.

Saudi Arabian crude
The 1984 posted price

was $29 per barrel.
The total oil revenues can be set out as follows:
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Table 4.1:

Oil Revenues

Barrels
per day
1950
1960
1970
1979

546 703
1 247 140
3 548 865

9 251 097

Posted
price ($)
1.75
l. 80
LBO
24.00

Revenue
per day ($)
956 730
2 244 852
6 387 957
222 026 328

Sources:
(i) Aramco Handbook -Oil & The Middle East, 1968
(ii) Third Development Plan, Chapter Four, 1975-80
Note:
These totals do not reflect the amount of oil
exported compared to domestic use.
Indications are,
however, that about 93% of crude oil production per annum
is exported3.
This outline description on the subject of oil and Saudi
Arabia places in perspective the wealth of the Kingdom,
and the extent to which such revenues could allow a very
large and rapid rate of investment to be made by the
public sector in all aspects of development.
JEDDAH :

1947-1970

While Jeddah participated in the skirmishes and Middle
East power struggles during World War One,

little, mention

is made of Jeddah in the annals of World War Two.
Presumably, the neutral attitude evinced by King Abdulaziz
implied that, as long as Turkey remained neutral and the
Axis powers failed to capture the Suez Canal, the Arabian
Peninsular was sufficiently well removed from hostilities.
It is recorded4, however, that Italian planes bombed
Dhahran on October 19, 1940 when only very slight damage
was done.
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Saudi Arabia maintained a position of benevolent neutrality towards Britain and USA during the Second World War
until March 1945, when the Kingdom entered the war on the
Allies side.

Meanwhile the country as a whole continued

its evolution from a tribal and regional society into an
established modern state.

In 1953, a month before he

died, King Abdulaziz Al Saud established a Council of
Ministers.

Ministries and government agencies were sub-

sequently set up to advance the Kingdom's economic and
social develoment.
Thus Abdulaziz Al Saud paved the way for a change from his
personal and direct rule towards a broad based national
government administration.
an expanded form,

The Council of Ministers,

in

remains the nation's governing body.

During the period between the First and Second World Wars,
Jeddah saw little significant change and remained a compact town encompassed by its protective wall - the same
wall which had been built by Husayn al-Kurdi, early in the
16th Century and strengthened by the Ottomans in the 19th
Century.
A vivid description of Jeddah at this time is given by
T E Lawrence in the "Seven Pillars":
"
It was like a dead city, so clean underfoot, and
so quiet.
Its winding even streets were floored with
damp sand solidified by time and as silent to the
tread as any carpet. The lattices and wall-returns
deadened all reverberation of voice .... Everything was
hushed, strained even furtive.
There seemed no life
in it.
It was not burning hot, but held a moisture
and sense of great age and exhaustion such as seemed
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to belong to no other place ... a feeling of long use,
of the exhalation of many people, of continued bath
heat and sweat. One would say that for years Jidda
had not been swept through by a firm breeze ... " (5)
Within the city wall, the lofty elegant merchant palaces,
town houses, mosques and caravanserais were closely packed
together in an informal, unplanned layout.
of varying length and

Streets were

width~

narrow ways linked one irre-

gular open space to another.

The largest of these spaces

was by the seafront adjoining the Turkish built Customs
building which,

together with a rather smaller area in the

north-east corner of the city, functioned as an open air
market.

A photograph taken in the 1920s looking from the

landward side of the Customs building eastwards towards
the main souk appears at the end of this chapter
(Figure 4.2).

This illustration gives an excellent

impression of the compact urban form and character of
Jeddah at that time.
Commercial life was centred on the souk and the harbour.
In the souk, open-fronted shops, screened by palm leaves
and canvas awnings

them from the effects of the

sh~elding

sun, opened directly onto the two main streets : Shara
Qabil and Shara al-Kharratin.

Itinerant traders and

pilgrims both found refuge in the port's caravanserais and
khans.

At night, the gateways to the city were barred and

guarded.
A·number of extra mural settlements became established in
the vicinity of Jeddah.

Nakatu, which consisted of a
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sprawl of reed huts to the south of the port, housed an
East African community providing labourers for the port.
To the north there were two local villages, Ruwais and
Bani Malik.
Jeddah was graphically described by the architectural critic and writer, J M Richards,

in an article in the

'Architectural Review' of August 1947.

At that time, the

walls were extant and Jeddah had a well defined, clear cut
urban form and magnificent groups of traditional
buildings.

The following quotations provide a cornprehen-

sive description of this historic city:
"Jedda, nevertheless, still preserves evidence of its
old position on the India trade-route. There is virtually no timber in the whole of the Hedjaz, and the
timber superstructure of Jedda's towering housesmostly teak - carne from as far away as the East
Indies. The elaborate carving, moreover, with which
porches and balconies, and the characteristically Arab
mushrabiyah windows, are ornamented is said to be done
by Javanese craftsmen, descendants of craftsmen who
carne, perhaps centuries ago, from the East Indies.
Jedda, as befits a trading port, has a markedly
cosrnospolitan population, which includes many Indians
and Javanese, a proportion of whom have stayed behind
after corning to make the Pilgrimage, for Java is a
Moslem country - numerically the biggest outside the
Arab world."
"Inside the walls the town is one of closely packed
buildings, arranged on no regular plan; there are few
streets of any length, the tall buildings giving the
impression of having been stacked inside the town
walls like flowering stalks into a vase. They are
separated by narrow alleys that open out here and
there into little squares.
The only large open spaces
are an oblong one behind the docks, containing such
public buildings as quarantine and customs offices,
and a wide roadway immediately within the walls on the
north and north-east sides, separating them from the
outer row of houses. There is no paving - since there
is no durable stone. These open places and the courts
and small squares are all floored with a fine sand,
trodden hard, but with a dusty surface that glistens
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whitely in the sun.
It makes Jedda a city of silent
traffic~ the rare wheels of carts grate dreamily as
they pass, and the padding of bare feet is pleasantly
muffled."
"The streets and squares are clean; in fact the cleanness of Jedda is one of the surprises in store for the
visitor accustomed to the dirt and smells of other
Middle Eastern cities."
Figure 4.3 illustrates an aerial photograph of Jeddah
taken in 1948 and shows the compact nature of the old
city.

This photograph was taken just after the city wall

had been demolished.
The principal features of post-1947 Jeddah were created
during the first oil 'boom', which induced unrestrained
investment in roads,
large villas.

installations, royal palaces and

The Quarantine Hospital, the PeLromin refi-

nery, the new harbour, the original airport, and the
Khozzam Palace were all either completed or started between 1947 and 1956.

Medina Road, Airport Road, and the

Baghdadiyah-Airport-Palace-Seaport Ring Road were also
completed, and many main roads were asphalted for the
first time.

At the same time, as a consequence of the

increase in employment and population, virtually the whole
area within the Ring Road was developed to provide
urgently-needed accommodation.

As a result of this expan-

sion, the city wall and its gateways were demolished in

The closure of the Suez Canal in 1956 caused cutbacks to
be made in investment and development was mainly confined
to public works such as the new harbour and the airport.
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In 1968-69 King Faisal Road was cut through the heart of
the old city to alleviate the growing traffic problems
within the city centre.
The growth of Jeddah was renewed when King Faisal ibn
Abdulaziz assumed power in 1964.

Thereafter the pace was

slower and more controlled than during the earlier
post-1947 period of growth.

During the period 1964-1970

the airport was extended, the harbour modernised and considerable building operations took place.

A desalination

plant was constructed in 1968 to augment the city water
supply which, until then, had relied upon piped water from
aquifers in the Wadi Fatima to the east and the Wadi
Khlais to the north.

New factories were built and

existing factories extended.

An air defence system was

installed and the crude oil refinery located SE of the
Seaport was extended.

Residential development continued,

but with a shift of emphasis to the northern, Medina Road
area as opposed to the eastern, Mecca Road, axis, which
had been the trend in the post-1947 period.

Uncontrolled

"squatter" development coalesced on the southern outskirts
of the city.

New development and redevelopment continued

within the city itself.

The introduction of advanced

construction techniques led to changes in the built form.
Instead of horizontal outward growth, tower blocks began
to appear in the commercial areas of the city centre.

To

a great extent, this reflected the unrestrained growth in
land values which began to occur during this period.
Precise information on this subject is unobtainable, but
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to the writer's knowledge, land values in the city centre
increased from a few hundred Saudi Riyals per square metre
in the early '60s to over four thousand Saudi Riyals in
1970.

Using the 1970 conversion rate of SR10.6 to £1,

this amounted to approx £400 per square metre.
Figure 4.1 presents a generalised picture of city growth
up to 1971.
Thus, by 1970, Jeddah had extended outwards from its
historic core, principally along the two main road
arteries, towards Mecca to the east and towards Medina to
the north.
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NOTES
l.

The barrel, which is the standard unit of
measurement for oil, equals 34.9726 imperial
gallons or 158.984 litres.

2.

The posted price is the official market rate
within the OPEC price control agreements.

It can

vary from the actual price realised.
3.

The Third Development Plan, Chapter 4, p.l68.

4.

Aramco Handbook

5.

Lawrence, T.E. Seven Pillars of Wisdom.
published

6.

p.l20

edi~ion,

Lonrlon, Jonathan Cape,

First
1915.

At the time the city wall was demolished and
dumped into the sea by the American company
Bechtel in 1947, the five gateways were:
a.

To the north
Bab al Medinah
Bab al Jadida

b.

To the east
Bab Makkah

c.

To the south
Bab al Sherif

A corner tower is all that survives of the city
wall.

It is located in the south-east corner of

the old city and is built into the structure of
the Bab al Sherif Hospital.
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THE TERMS OF REFERENCE

CHAPTER FIVE

INTRODUCTION
In 1968 the Government of Saudi Arabia,

through the

Ministry of Interior, Department of Municipal Affairs,
requested the United Nations to advise them on how to prepare a programme of regional and city planning for the
Kingdom.

The UN set up a committee, chaired by Dr Omar

Azzaro (head of the UNDP Mission in Beirut) with members
from several Arab, European and American countries.

The

British member of this committee was the late
Professor J R James, who was the Chief Planner in the
British Ministry of Housing and Local Government from
1961-1967 and subsequently Professor of Town & Regional
Planning at Sheffield University.
The Committee realised that Consultants would be required
to initiate and carry.out such a major programme of
regional and city planning.

Based on a pioneering study

on planning by a Saudi, Abdulaziz Hussein Felemban,
Kuwait University,
this work),

in

(see Appendix B for an extract from

the Kingdom was divided into five regions:

1

The Central Region

2

The Western Region

3

The Eastern Region

4

The Northern Region

5

The Azir Region
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Consultants of international stature were shortlisted and,
with Members of the Municipal Affairs Department under
Senior Planner Eng. Saud Lingawi, the Committee visited
their offices.

Several consultants were then invited to

Riyadh to discuss how they would approach tackling
regional and city planning in Saudi Arabia.
In 1969-70 the Committee recommended that the British
practice of Robert Matthew, Johnson-Marshall and Partners
(RMJMP) be given the first appointment and that this
should be for the Western Region.

RMJMP then spent over a

year drawing up an Agreement with the Ministry to prepare:
"A Regional Physical Plan and Master Plans and Detailed
Mecca, Medina, Jeddah, Taif
and Yanbu - in the Western Region of the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia."
Plans of the Major Cities -

This Agreement subsequently formed the basis on which consultants were appointed for the other four regions.
BACKGROUND TO THE PREPARATION OF TERMS OF REFERENCE
Experienced planning consultants know that such is the
complexity of major planning projects that, no matter how
precise or detailed the Terms of Reference, much will
remain to be resolved as the work proceeds.

It is thus

important, to establish a "modus vivendi" with the client
so that clarification and agreement on the meaning,
methodology or purpose of the project can be maintained
during the progress· of the work.

If this relationship can

be achieved, a productive and positive outcome to the project is likely.
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Planning projects are service rather than product
tated.

orien~

Contracts in Saudi Arabia carry heavy financial

penalties for delaysl.
programme is vital.

Thus, adherence to the agreed

Also, as consultants incur heavy ini-

tial setting up costs, fee payment by stage of work is
essential.

This conflict, of the nature and scope of a

planning study on the one hand and of financial pressures
and cash flow problems on the other, is a far from ideal
way to.carry out a major planning project:
this way that consultants are appointed.

yet, it is in
A better

understanding of the nature of planning studies on the
part of the client and the demonstration of proficiency by
the consultant is perhaps the way in which this gap can be
bridged.
To this end, a consultant must study the project brief
with great care.

If he finds that it is generalised or

inappropriate, then he should seek to achieve more pertinent terms of reference otherwise he will place himself
and the project at risk.

This important matter and how it

is resolved could be regarded as the first test of the
future client/consultant relationship.

If both pass the

test, then, given continued dialogue, proficiency on the
part of the consultant; interest and support by the
client: then a positive outcome should be achieved.

It is

also important that the consultant is clear as to the
client structure he is dealing with.

Where the client

lacks experience of the scope and nature of a major
planning project, the consultant should exercise diligence
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in informing the client on how such projects can best be
carried out.

The "business" approach of first securing

the contract then asking questions is not the way for a
planning consultant to proceed - neither in technical
terms, expection of reasonable financial equilibrium, nor
in building a positive relationship with a client.
In the case of the Western Region, the preparation of the
Terms of Reference and the Programme, then reaching
agreement on staffing and fees took fifteen months of
JOint effort to accomplish.
THE TERMS OF REFERENCE
Agreements in Saudi Arabia, whether for consultants or
con-tractors (indeed, in 1971, no difference was seen between the two by the Government) are formidable documents.
When signed, the consultant is irrevocably committed to
complete his tasks to the client's total satisfaction.
The major item of an Agreement is the Scope of Services to
be provided.

This is, however, only one of eighteen to

twenty Articles.

Non-technical Articles deal with matters

required under Saudi Government Regulations such as the
Labour Laws, Tender and Contracts Regulations and taxation
matters2.

A standard arbitration clause3 allows disputes

of a technical nature to be settled by an arbitration commitee of three members, one appointed by each of the two
signatories to the Agreement and a third member to be
agreed mutually.

Non-technical disputes must be referred

to the Diwan Al Mazalim - in effect the equivalent of a
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British High Court Judge.
Agreements are prepared in Arabic, the language of Saudi
Arabia.

Normally, an English translation is also pro-

vided, but Arabic remains the legal basis of interpretation of the Agreement.

Arabic is also the required

language of communication.

All matters, letters, reports,

files, maps, etc. must be in Arabic.

However, English is

the second language of the Kingdom and is spoken and
understood by almost all trained Saudis.

In practice,

all non Arab consultants and contractors adopt a dual
Arabic-English approach to all written material.
Total confidentiality of all information was insisted upon
by the Ministry.

Thus, all maps, documents, reports, etc.

were exclusively the property of the Ministry and could
not be made available to any other source unless written
approval was granted by the Ministry.

Specific mention

was made, however, that use of information for professional and educational purposes would be permitted.

As

this requirement remains in force even after the termination of the Agreement the writer received permission
from H E Eng Mohammed Said Farsi, Mayor of Jeddah, to prepare this work4.
The scope of services consisted of five stages:
1

Preparation of mapping.

2

Evaluation of existing conditions of the Region
and its main cities (Mecca, Medina, Jeddah, Taif
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and Yanbu) and making recommendations for dealing
with all aspects requiring immediate action.
3

A framework for a Regional Physical Plan and
Development Programme for the Western Region.

4

Master Plans and Reports for development of the
major cities of the Region, Mecca, Medina, Jeddah,
Taif, Yanbu and a village cluster.

5

Action Areas requiring detailed plans where specific and immediate development is required.

This work is concerned with the City of Jeddah.

The point

must be made, however, that the scope of services embraced
regional, urban and local planning.
The Western Region covers a land area larger than the
United Kingdom (381,000 sq km compared to 244,000 sq km).
Most of the Western Region is uninhabitable, being either
desert, rock or lava and, in 1971, the total population
was approx 1.6 million.

Thus, while physically, socially

and economically, Saudi Arabia's Western Region is totally
different from, say, a region in Europe, the need for
planning at first regional, then city level, remains
valid.

Indeed, as a city of any magnitude is a recent

phenomenon in Saudi Arabia,

it is even more necessary to

view the wider picture in order to identify matters such
as the patterns of population movement; the nature,
distribution and interaction of activities or the growth
and development of communications by road, sea and air
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between settlements.

Only within such a perspective does

it become possible to identify the role and function of
the city and, from this knowledge,

to create a supportive,

rather than competitive, whole.
Within this overall context, the technical specification
for the preparation of the Master Plan for Jeddah contained the following elements:
General
a)

The relationship and implications of the city to
regional policies.

b)

The city's main functions: administrative, commercial,
industrial, cultural, etc.

c)

Historical growth of the city and architectural and
aesthetic values, character of the city

d)

Structure of the city.

Description of existing struc-

tures (type, height, use, services, etc).

Land

ownership.
e)

The principal problems of physical planning.

f)

The major purposes of the Plan and the relationship of
the Plan to more detailed local plans.

Population and Housing Needs
a)

Population projections for the town as a whole and
distribution by neighbourhood.

b)

Housing needs derived from population increase,
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rehousing and redevelopment programmes.
c)

Obsolescent housing, housing policies for improvement
and replacement.

d)

Residential density policy.

e)

Land requirements for five,

f)

Distribution of new residential areas, direction of

ten and twenty year periods.

future growth and overspill arrangements.
Employment
a)

Composition of employment, future trends.

b)

Distribution of employment centres, office, shopping,
industrial etc. within the city.

c)

Broad distribution of incomes.

d)

Employment needs.

e)

Industrial location policy.

f)

Skills and training.

Civic, cultural and commercial centres
a)

The Hadj and religious centres.

b)

Areas of special historic, architectural and cultural
quality where special measures are required for conservation and development.

c)

Distribution of functions in central areas and subcentres.
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d)

Growth and location of shopping and office centres.

e)

Growth and location of other community services,
including health and education.

Education and conservation areas
a)

Policy for recreational development.

b)

Policy for tourism.

c)

Major recreational areas.

d)

Preservation of coastline.

e)

Conservation areas.

f)

Development control on the outskirts.

Primary communications
a)

National and regional routes, including motorways, connections from these to urban centres.

b)

Major urban and rural routes (other than (a) above).

c)

Development of port and dockyard facilities.

d)

Railways and other forms of communications.

Transport
a)

Land use/transport study, summary of changing demand.

b)

Locational policies, redistribution of main traffic
generators.

c)

Traffic control policy.
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d)

Primary road network.

e)

Public transport.

f)

Environmental management policy.

g)

Pedestrian movement.

h)

Car parking policy.

i)

InYestment needs for five, ten and twenty year periods.

Power supplies and utilities
a)

Location and distribution of existing services and population served.

b)

Proposed facilities and services.

Land Use
a)

Existing land use map showing all major land uses and
communications.

b)

Development plan map showing proposed land uses.

c)

A central area map where indicated by the scale of
change.

d)

An implementation map.

e)

A written statement summarising the major policies.

f)

Proposals for future action area plans.

Existing and

proposed town planning legislation and regulations.
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These Terms of Reference were the result of a joint effort
by the Ministry, its advisers and the consultants.

The

consultants were appointed at the end of the selection
process mentioned earlier in this Chapter subject to the
proviso that agreement would be reached on the Terms of
Reference before a contract would be formalised.

The

con~

sultant's fee, which was negotiated on the basis of staff
and overhead costs, was also agreed during this post
"appointment-in-principle" period.
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NOTES
Delay Penalties

l.

Government regulations require the application of
financial penalties to Consultants and Contractors
for the late submission of reports or plans or
completion of work.

This applies to each stage, or

sub-stage of the work in the following manner:
1 week's delay
1-2 weeks' delay
2-3
"

3-4

1% of the value of that stage
loS%
2%
"
2.5%
"
11

"

Any period more than
4 weeks' delay

3%

"

These delay penalties are rigorously applied.
Thus, the consultant HAD to keep to his programme
or be penalised.

In practice, the weakness of this

system was that it led to an approach of submitting
reports on time whether or not a proper job of
work had been achieved.

2.

The constitution of Saudi Arabia is based on the
Holy Qur'an and the Sunna
Prophet}.

(Tradition of the

Islam is held to be a way of life and to

provide a practical legal system, laying down precise rules of behaviour in private, social and
business life.

Saudi Arabia thus follows the

Sharia', or religious law, in regulating the
Kingdom's affairs.
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3

0

Arbitration
A standard Article on arbitration reads as
follows:
Pi?P~~?S

and Differences

If and when technical disputes arise between the
two parties to this AGREEMENT, these disputes
shall be referred to arbitration by a committee
formed by three members (technical engineers of
good experience) as follows
delegate chosen by the MINISTRY
delegate chosen by the CONSULTANT
delegate approved ·and selected by both parties in writing.
In case the two parties do
not agree on the selection of this delegate
within a period of one month, the delegate
shall be named by the Diwan Al Mazalim.
The above mentioned delegates shall have no
direct or indirect connection with the work which
is the subject of the dispute, and their decision
shall be final and binding on both parties and
shall not be subject to any appeal.

The decision

or judgment shall be made by majority.
Other disputes which are not technical shall be
sent to the Diwan Al Mazalim in Saudi Arabia and
his decision shall be final.
Each party shall pay the costs of their own delegate and share the cost of the third delegate
equally. Work under this AGREEMENT shall if
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reasonably possible continue during the arbitration proceedings and payments of fees due to the
CONSULTANT for work other than the subject of the
arbitration shall not be withheld by the MINISTRY
because of such proceedings.

4.

Copyright and Security
Letter from H.E. Eng Mohammed Said Farsi, Mayor
of Jeddah, giving permission to prepare this work
is attached as Appendix A.
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TEE PROGRAMME AND T~AMu INCLUDING
TEE SAUDI SECONDED STAFF

CHAPTER SIX

BACKGROUND
In the negotiations prior to their appointment, RMJMP were
requested to introduce a training element into the scope
of work.

This was due to the wish of the Saudi authori-

ties to create a cadre of experienced planners.

Also, in

the sensitive matter of planning the Holy Cities of Mecca
and Medina, local Muslim professionals could be used.

RMJMP welcomed this approach for three reasons.

First, it

would make a signal contribution to the cultural and
language problem.

Secondly, even though rich with oil

wealth, at that time Saudi Arabia did not have enough
trained and experienced technical personnel to manage its
affairs.

Thus, training indigenous professional and tech-

nical manpower was accepted by RMJMP as a useful step
towards attaining manpower self-sufficiency.

The third

reason relates to the effectiveness of planning consultants.

It has often been the case that consultants'

reports, though they look and read well, have failed to
have their proposals and plans implemented.

This could be

because the proposals were inappropriate to the needs or
mechanisms of plan
departure of the

implementation~

Con~ultant-

or because after the

on completion of the plan·

making stage, the translation of report to reality was
beyond the capacity of the client.
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Thusu to have an indigenous team participate fully in the
plan making processes would strengthen the likelihood that
the implementation of the plans would be achieved.
Accepting the validity and need for a training programme,
however, left many matters of a practical nature which
were of concern to RMJMP.

Wherein would lie the respon-

sibility for the direction of the work?

With an extremely

tight work schedule, would training be compatible with the
speed and rate of work required?

In other words, would a

demanding work programme allow sufficient time to ensure
the success of a training programme?

And, could a

Christian team of expatriate British professionals merge
with an inexperienced team of Muslim "trainees" into a
homogeneous and harmonious whole?
Answers to these questions could not be resolved prior to
actually starting the work.

From the contractual point of

view, however, it was made clear by the Saudi authorities
that leadership and responsibility would lie with the consultants.
THE PROGRAMME
The overall scope of work, programme and team was for the
purpose of preparing a Regional Plan and detailed plans as
well as Master Plans for five cities, of which one was
Jeddah.
Five months was required to prepare new mapping.

This,

the initial stage of the programme, required a special
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arrangement to allow work to start on map preparation in
advance of signing the Agreement.

This was necessary

because aerial photography is possible only during the few
cool winter months.

In summer, the heat haze makes it

impossible to obtain clear photography.
The four planning stages which followed the preparation of
the mapping were programmed for completion in thirty
months.

The start date specified in the Agreement was the

5th May 1971.
Stage Two, Existing Conditions and Immediate Action
Proposals, occupied the first year of the programme.

This

stage included carrying out four major primary surveys socio-economic, transportation, natural resources and
basic land use.
Stage Three, the Regional Plan, was in three parts.
First, the Regional Framework, produced at the end of
month ten.

This was a key document as it established the

statistical base and context for all future work at
regional and city level.

The Regional Plan, first as a

draft and then a final report comprised the following two
parts of this Stage. This work was to be completed by
month twenty.
Stage Four consisted of the preparation of the five Master
Plans for Mecca, Medina, Jeddah, Taif and Yanbu.

This

started in month eight (i.e. an overlap between each-stage
took place) and was again in three parts.
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First, an

Existing Conditions and Alternative Urban Strategies Report
for each city (to be completed by month fourteen),

followed

by a draft and then final Master Plan and Report.
Completion date for this stage was month

twenty~seven.

Stage Five required the production of detailed
scale Action Area Plans and Reports.

1~1000

An initial stage, to

be submitted at the end of month sixteen, was to recommend
the selection of the areas to be studied.

Work was

programmed to start in month twenty (which coincided with
the submission of the Draft Master Plans), with the draft
and, subsequently, the final submissions to be completed
by month thirty.
Monthly progress reports were to be submitted at the end
of each month.

Including these progress reports, a total

of seventy-nine reports and plans were to be submitted
during the thirty month study period.
be in Arabic and English.

These were all to

A list of the reports relevant

to Jeddah is set out in the bibliography (Appendix G) to
this work.
As the Ministry had to give written approval to each submission a one to two month consultation and review period
separated each part of each stage of the programme.

All

final reports were to be submitted in draft form, which,
when approved (including amendments as required), allowed
the printing of the final report.
Authority for approval of the plans and reports was vested
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in a High Committee supported by a Technical Committee,
which were established for this specific purpose.

In the

case of Jeddah, the committee membership was as follows:
High Committee
HRH The Governor of Mecca, Chairman
HE The Deputy Minister of Interior for
Municipal Affairs
HE The Deputy Governor of Mecca
HE Dr Omar Azzam, Town Planning Advisor
HE The Director General of Town Planning
The Director of the Town Planning Office,
Jeddah
HE The Mayor of Jeddah
The Chairman of the Municipal Council, Jeddah
Technical Committee
HE The Deputy Minister of Interior for
Municipal Affairs, Chairman
HE Dr Omar Azzaro
The Director General of Town Planning
The Director of the Town Planning Office,
Jeddah
The study thus progressed from an intensive survey stage
to collect information on such essential fields as
transportation, land use, population and employment
(paralleled with a first evaluation of the existing conditions in the cities and recommendations for immediate
action), to strategic forecasts and plans at regional
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level and then to Master and detailed plans at urban
level.
THE PLANNING TEAM
A wide range of skills was required.

Over the three years

of the programme the emphasis changed from broad based
natural resources, socio-economic, transportation studies
at regional level to more detailed urban studies.

Thus

the contribution of the regional
planner,. sociologist,
.
regional geographer, economistl and transportation
planner2, gradually was replaced by that of the architect~
planner, urban geographer, highway and infrastructure
engineer.

Of necessity, this change in emphasis took

place within a consistent thread of thought, evolution and
development of the planning process.
The UK element of the team comprised five full time members supplemented over the first twenty months by five
senior visiting experts.

During the last fifteen months,

three senior architect-planners replaced the regional
planner, geographer and economist.

This professional team

was supported by three A'rabic-English speaking local technicians and an administrative staff of ten.

A key member

of the administrative staff was the translator who,
because of the volume of work, was one of the hardest
pressed members of the team.

The writer was the full-time

resident director of the project.
Initially, the Saudi seconded team consisted of a
geographer-planner (Abdulaziz Hussain Felemban, the
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planner whose thesis had helped to initiate regional
planning in the Kingdom), three architect-planners, a
civil engineer and three draughtsmen, i.e. a total of
eight Saudis.

At the end of the first year, the training

programme was considered so successful that these numbers
were doubled.
The Ministry designated a liaison officer to supervise the
work of the Saudi seconded team and to support the consultants' project director.

The architect appointed to

this post was Eng. Mohammed Said Farsi, at that time the
head of the Western Region Planning Department, but later
to be appointed the Mayor of Jeddah.

Eng. Farsi helped

considerably to bring together the British and Saudi staff
into a creative, effective and harmonious team.

He was

also a tower of strength in facilitating access to information, securing of visas and permissions and, generally,
supporting the team in every way.
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NOTES
1

The consultants RMJMP socio-economic team
members were supported by the expert
assistance of the late Harold Caustin OBE, a
former UNDP Head of Mission to Libya.

2

The Highway engineering/transportation
planning input was provided by the consulting
practice of Jamieson Mackay and Partners
(JMP) under the overall direction of RMJMP.
The senior partner of JMP, George Jamieson,
was personally involved as a visiting expert.
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APPROACH = PHILOSOPHY & METHODOLOGY

CHAPTER SEVEN

"The stewardship of the planner is of a higher degree
than the stewardship of the owner. To the planner has
been entrusted the oversight of all the lands in the
community ... It involves a love for God who gave the
land, a love for the community and for each individual
in it, no matter how unlovable."
David Craig, in "Planning" 1960, Chicago
Planning, as seen in this light, places a heavy burden of
responsibility on the planner.
Planning deals with today in the context of yesterday and
tomorrow.

It is a means to an end.

That end being to

secure order, regulation and a degree of control over the
changing face and nature of man and his environment and to
do this in a way which improves the function and the
beauty of the whole and each of its parts.

The future

cannot be predicted within narrow or accurate

limits~

to

different people or groups it can mean different attitudes, priorities or aspirations.

To a nation or a govern-

ment, local or central, it should mean the wise allocation
of resources towards the achievement of coherent, sensible
and affordable objectives.

Within this, often changing,

often ill-defined, remit the planner has to find a broad
consensus; identify needs; promote order and method to
achieve goals and objectives; be prepared to review and
reconsider both objectives and plans in· the light of their
continuing relevance to society and the locus to which
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they apply.

It is also likely that the planner will be

involved in the conflicts which occur between the needs of
today, as seen or required by the public, and his views on
the longer term, but nonetheless essential, needs of
tomorrow.
In all of this, the planner needs to be creative, to
retain a sense of strategy and to direct tactics towards
and not tangential to the attainment of the longer term
strategy.
leadership.

This requires wisdom, experience and
Without such attributes, planning can become

a negative and bureaucratic system out of touch with the
society and community it serves.
In his address to the Municipality of Jeddah, as part of a
training seminar for Engineersl, Roy Gazzard expressed his
views on the subject of growth and change as it relates to
the responsibility and attitude of the planner.

He con-

sidered that in Arab society, today, there are five
distinct areas of change.

A slightly edited version from

the tape recording of this address is as follows:
"First - philosophical change. How we relate to the
secular and religious world around us. The extent to
which the Islamic structure can accommodate change in
science and technology and yet still retain its
integrity. Second, the area of scientific change.
Scientists have been inst~umental in changing the
basic concepts of what man thinks about himself and
the world about him. Third, technological change - an
offshoot of scientific change. Technology will continue to advance at an ever-increasing rate bringing
dramatic changes in the pattern of life itself.
Against the evolving technological background development has to be viewed as a continuum which does not
begin or end within the period of plan-making and
implementation. We inherit from the past but we also
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borrow from the futur·e. 'fhe moral imperative therefore is to leave this world a better place than we
found it and, as such, a worthy future inheritance.
This is why we retain old buildings. A town without
old buildings is like a man without a memory. We need
the buildings of the past to serve as signposts to the
future and as markers against which we can measure
progress. Fourth = social change. How will people
continue to live together in harmony and accord in a
period of rapid change. Finally, the all important
changes in sensory experience. The way things are
packaged and presented. The emergence of fads, styles
and simulated forms. A good example is Jeddah's
highly representational metal sculpture simulating the
natural plant form of papyrus.
In course of time
natural planting has developed around it so that now
we.view the sculpture not as an isolated art object
but as part of a more satisfying and creative entity.
Sensory change in our towns and cities is concerned
with the quality of design and creativity - something
which is self-evident here in Jeddah.
In the British
new town of Killingworth is a sculptural form which is
a replica of the Horns of Minos - some 4,000 years
old. The fact that it is plastic rather than stone
and serves as an extractor for cooking fumes and
admits daylight to a works canteen does not detract
from its value as a work of art.
It introduces humour
and humanity to the townscape. Less worthy perhaps is
the standard deformed American supermarket deliberately designed to shock and scandalise."
Planning a city starts with an awareness of its history
and

traditions~

its particular characteristics, problems,

needs and aspirations; its healthy and developing institutions and way of life.

This does not imply that change is
But continuity between

unnecessary or undesirable.

yesterday, today and tomorrow should be maintained, particularly in the social and cultural customs of the people
and in the physical manifestations of its history as
expressed in the city's built environment.

Links to the

future should be evolutionary and positive and stem from
existing roots and functions.
Jeddah is an ancient Arab city which has withstood the
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vicissitudes of history.

The Plan for such a city should

be built upon these qualities and should not be the
vehicle for their destruction, debilitation or decay.
To reinforce the concept of how almost impossible it would
have been to foresee what the Region and the City of
Jeddah would be like in twenty years time - the period for
which the Master Plan was to span -

it is relevant to look

back twenty years - to 1951 - and to describe the
situation which pertained then.
Jeddah had just started to expand outside its city wall,
which had been demolished only a few years earlier.

About

50,000 people lived within an area of not more than three
sq km.

The motor car had not yet replaced the camel and

donkey as the principal means of transport of people and
goods.

Water was a limited and precious commodity and air

conditioning still a future luxury.

Sailing ships as well

as steamers plied their trade, but many wrecks highlighted
the dangers of navigation through the reefs that guarded
the Quay.

The Turkish built Custom House still commanded

sea trade and the reception of the pilgrims en route to
the Holy City to perform Hadj.

The number of foreign

pilgrims arriving at Jeddah in 1951 was about 100,0002,
probably at that time regarded as a great influx, but
small compared to twenty years later when the number of
foreign pilgrims had grown to almost half a million.2
In 1951 the pilgrimage involved long and often arduous
journeys by sea or land and the 73km journey from Jeddah
to Mecca was measured in days, not hours.
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No asphalted

roads existed.
Because of the great size of Saudi Arabia and the poor
communications the journey to Riyadh, or northwards to
Tabuk and the neighbouring countries of Jordan and Iraq
took weeks.

Thus, Jeddah had an almost entirely

self~

contained economy and was, to a large extent, isolated
from the other provinces of the Kingdom.

A few single or

twin engined aeroplanes made use of the desert landing
strip to the north-east of the city, often bringing King
Abdulaziz, who still ruled, or members of the Royal Family
or important visiting guests to the city.

The outside

world was still recovering from the effects of the Second
World War.
Saudi oil production was in its infancy.

Wealth was

calculated in gold and silver, with the English Sovereign
and the Austrian Maria Theresa Thaler the main trading
currency.

Day to day life was not appreciably different

from that of previous generations.
If we compare this situation to that of twenty years
later,

it is evident that a plan prepared in 1971 could

not aspire to remain unchanged throughout the following
two decades.
One example of the impact of technology on a hot dry climate such as that of Jeddah illustrates the changes which
can take place to city growth, social improvement and economic development. Without water, urban growth is not
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possible.

During their occupation of Jeddah, at the turn

of the 20th Century, the Ottomans installed a sea water
condensation plant which was noisy, inefficient and produced only a modest amount of potable water per day (this
plant introduced a new "arabic" word into the vocabulary
of the people of Jeddah -'kindasah').

Oil revenues

allowed Saudi Arabia to apply the rapidly growing

tech~

nology of desalinating sea water to provide potable water.
Under th.e leadership of HRH Prince Mohammed ibn Faisal Al
Saud, first as a Deputy Minister in the Ministry of
Agriculture and then as Minister for Desalination Affairs,
a massive desalination programme was initiated in the
early 70s to provide abundant water for the City of
Jeddah.

This thus secured a fundamental requirement for

urban growth.
The approach adopted in the preparation of the Master Plan
for Jeddah aimed at flexibility and continuity;

more the

setting up of a process of planning, than the production
of a plan.
respond to

In this way, the process would be able to
gr~wth

and change.

Hopefully, the minimisation

of waste, in terms of both human and financial resources,
would also be possible.

The process adopted is shown

diagrammatically in Figure 7.1.

Within this philosophy

of planning, the methodology of the plan process is set
out in sketch form in Figure 7.2.
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:NOTES

1

Municipality of Jeddah:
E~gineers

Training Seminar for_

13-15 February 1984.

Report published

by the Centre for Middle Eastern and Islamic
Studies, University of Durham.
2

Estimates derived by RMJMP in The Hadj - Special
Action Area Study, September 1972, Chapter 8,
Figure 8.1 and Table 8.1
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CHAPTER EIGHT

PREDICTIVE PROCESS!';S 1971

BACKGROUND
When RMJMP commenced their planning studies for the
Western Region and its major cities, no accurate infor=
mation was available on two subjects which were basic to
the plan making process.

Thus, primary surveys had to be

carried out to obtain, first,

socio-economic/housing data

which would yield information on the existing situation
and from which predictive modelling of future levels and
characteristics of population and employment would be
based, and, second, data on transportation and highways
This, again. was essential in understanding and analysing
the existing situation and thereafter for plan making purposes.
THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC SURVEY
The socio-economic survey was based on a 5 per cent random
sample.

Such a small sample frame requires the applica-

tion of a rigorous and consistent methodology.

With the

assistance and approval of the Central Department of
Statistics (whose observers maintained a close scrutiny on
all stages of the survey), this was achieved.

The survey

methodology and the questionnaire used are set out in
Appendix C.
The results of the survey established that, in 1971, the
population of Jeddah was 381,000.
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The salient demographic

features of Jeddah at that point in time are summarised in
the following Tables.
Table 8.1:

Sex
%

Male
Female

54.31
45.69

Table 8.2:

Age Group
%

0
5
15
25
45
65

4
14
24
- 44
- 64
and over
-

-

Table 8.3:

17.67
28.52
15.27
27.36
8.83
2.35

Marital Status
%

Married
Single
Widowed/divorced

Table 8.4:

36.47
59.88
3.65

Place of Birth of Head of Household
%

Same house
Same Hara
Same city
Other
Table 8.5:

3.52
3.29
4.97
88.22

Nationality
%

Saudi
Non-Saudi
Source:

57.94
42.06
RMJMP Social Survey, 1971
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From an analysis of aerial photography which had been
taken in 1948 and based on discussions with selected Saudi
heads of households, Jeddah's population in 1948 was
placed by RMJMP at approx 50,000, thus giving a total
increase of about 330,000 people over the period
1948-1971, i.e. an average growth rate of approx 9%
pound per annum.

com~

Table 8.4 indicates that, with 88% of

heads of households born outside Jeddah, immigration was a
major factor in this population growth.

Of these

immigrants, about 60% were born outside Saudi Arabia.
This concentration of immigrants, both Saudi and non-Saudi,
is understandable when it is appreciated that Jeddah is
the port of entry for the great majority of foreigners.
Also, the rapid growth of Jeddah's economy meant that jobs
were available to both Saudis and foreigners.

This admix-

ture of indigenous and foreign workers echoed the manner
in which previous periods of growth occurred.
The significantly higher percentage of males to females as
well as the near 60% single status of the population can
be explained by the large proportion of foreign
immigrants.

When compared to an age group distribution of

over 46% fifteen years or under (Table

8~2),

the rather

low average household size of 5.06 is a further reflection
of the large amount of non-Saudi households.
Of the heads of households in the social survey sample,
88% were born outside Jeddah, and 29% had moved into
Jeddah in the 5 years preceding the survey.
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Most of the

immigrants were foreigners.

About 60% of those born

out~

side Jeddah were also born outside Saudi Arabia and 58% of
those who had moved into the city within the last 5 years
had lived in foreign countries at the beginning of the
period.

About 47% of the heads of households and 42% of

total population did not state Saudi nationality and
Jeddah had rather more than half (53%) of the total number
of non-Saudis in the Western Region urban sector.

Since

male foreign immigrants outnumbered females, the population of Jeddah contained a rather high proportion of
males.

In one respect, however, Jeddah's population

structure followed a norm established throughout the
Western Region : its age structure was heavily biased
towards young people with 46% under the age of 15 and only
2% aged 65 or over.
Despite its strong specific economic functions as the
Kingdom's commercial capital, diplomatic centre and main
port, Jeddah in 1971, did not differ appreciably in
employment structure from the rest of the Western Region
urban sector (see Table 8.6).

A slightly higher propor-

tion of the workforce was engaged in the
transport/communications industry and the proportion
engaged in government services was actually lower than in
the other cities.

The concentration of the Western

Region's manufacturing industries in Jeddah did not appear
to make much difference to the relative size of the city's
basic economic sector.

In other words, establishments

such as the port, airport, diplomatic complex, wholesaling
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trade and other industries which cater for regional,
national and international markets, were relatively small
in employment terms and almost submerged by the local service sector which consisted of industries such as small
shops, garages and cafes.

Since the composition of this

general local sector was fairly similar in each city of
the Region -

reflecting a general uniformity in tech-

nology, tastes and income levels -

its large size provided

a levelling influence which made their economies very
similar to one another.
Table 8.6:

Employment Structure: Jeddah and the Urban
Sector*
Jeddah

Western Region
Urban Sector

Primary Industry

3.4

2.1

Manufacturing and Handicrafts

3.6

2.1

Construction

10.4

10.0

Distribution

17.8

17.8

Transport and Communications

9.8

Electricity and Water

2.0

1.7

Education

2.6

4.3

15.5

23.5

Other Government Services
Other Private Sector Services
Source:

28.7

RMJMP Social Survey, 1971

The Urban Sector is the aggregate of the five main
Western Region cities (Jeddah, Mecca, Medina, Taif and
Yanbu')
This similarity was also reflected in the occupation structure.

The proportion of workers in professional and higher
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managerial occupations was only slightly higher in Jeddah
than in the whole urban sector and the proportion in all
non~manual

occupations was only slightly lower.

Personal

incomes were rather lower in Jeddah than in the whole urban
sector, but because a higher proportion of the population
was in employment, per capita and household incomes were
similar to those in the urban sector (Table 8.7).
However, Jeddah households had a rather better provision
of vehicles:

25% owned vehicles against the urban sector

average of 22%.
Table 8.7:

Household Income: Jeddah and the Urban Sector
Jeddah

Urban Sector

%

Less than SR

%

400 per month

46o4

45,9

SR 401 -

SR

1000 per month

35.9

37.1

Over

SR

1000 per month

17.7

17.0

Source:

RMJMP Social Survey, 1971

The housing survey indicated only a very small proportion
of detached villa style houses.

Villas, shanties and

apartments were all more prominent in Jeddah than the
Urban Sector, as would be expected in a metropolitan
centre with higher land values (giving rise to
apartments), large numbers of immigrants (giving rise to
shanty housing) and a sizeable affluent middle class
(giving rise to villas).

The proportion of households who

rented accommodation was also higher in Jeddah, largely
because of the prominence of foreign immigrants, who are
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not allowed to own land, as indicated in Table 8.8.
Table 8.8:

Type of Accommodation: Jeddah and the Urban
Sector

Dwelling type

Jeddah

Urban Sector

%

%

4.3

3.1

Non-detached

51. l

61.6

Apartment

28.3

23.4

Shanty

15.7

10.1

Others

0.6

1.8

64.6

57.0

Detached

Percentage of households
which rent accommodation
Source~

RMJMP Social Survey, 1971.

The highest residential densities occurred in the city
centre (the historic core) where 82% of the dwellings were
apartments and the density was 450 persons per hectare.
Other densities of over 170 persons per hectare-were confined to the southern part of the city.

A middle density

category of 80 to 170 persons per hectare occurred in the
remaining part of the city within the Bagdadiah-AirportHarbour Ring Road and in the outer southern suburbs.

The

remaining parts of the city (the northern and eastern
suburbs) averaged 61 persons per hectare or less.

The

proportions of the population living within the three density categories were as follows:
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Table

8.9~

Population/Density Categories
%
47..5

Over

170 pph
80 ~ 170 pph
Less than 80 pph
Source~

36.8
20.7

RMJMP Social Survey, 1971

Thus, the main lines of socio-geographic differentiation
were South against North and East as opposed to Inner
against Outer.

In this respect, Jeddah conforms more

c1o~

sely to Hoyt's model of the "sectoral" city than Burgess's
model of the "concentric" city.

An explanation would seem

to have been as follows:
The Mecca and Medina Roads were the first roads outside the old city walls to receive metal surfaces.
'Living near the asphalt' had always conveyed a certain social prestige which was still evident in 1971.
(Land prices are higher for plots which front onto
asphalt roads and they drop sharply as one moves
further away.)
b

In the same period that the Mecca and Medina roads
were improved the Sebeel area to the south of the old
city was released by King Abdulaziz specifically to be
occupied by low income immigrants to the city.

c

At an early stage in the

~ity's

development the

Northern and Eastern areas came under the ownership of
speculatively orientated large landowners.

In order

to maximise their returns they divided their land into
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large grid iron plotsq initially for villa development
~

although as land values rose the more central plots

were used for high status apartments.
Because of the difficulty of tracing such events back in
time it was difficult to say whether the third factor was
independent of the other two.

Were the landowners simply

reacting to a pattern which had already been set or did
they help to determine this pattern?

Whatever the answerq

it was clear that by the end of the 1960s the essentials
of Jeddah's social geography had been decided.
ges' of the south, east and north were finally

The 'irnaset~

high

income residents were unlikely to consider dwellings in
the south and low income residents were barred from
settling in the north or east (except in a few enclaves)
by high land prices and a lack of unappropriated land.

THE TRANSPORTATION SURVEY
The transportation/highways survey comprised five types of
surveys:
1
2
3

4
5

Roadside interviews
Traffic counts
Horne interviews
Journey time
Parking

The purpose of these surveys was twofold.

First, to

obtain comprehensive and compatible information on the
exist~ng

situation.

Secondly, to create a data base from

which computer modelling techniques could be applied to
examine and test the highway/transportation requirements
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of future urban growth alternative population and
employment distributions.
As with the socio-economic survey, pilot surveys were
carried out to test the feasibility and methodology of the
survey.

The Jeddah Traffic Police Department, whose par-

ticipation was essential, assisted the survey teams.

The

methodology adopted for the transportation surveys is set
out in Appendix D.
The Roadside Interview and Traffic Count surveys comprised
an external cordon survey (to obtain information on intercity traffic movements) and 'screenline' surveys inside
the city at selected points from which all traffic movements from one part of Lhe
measured.

~iLy

tu

dnoth~r

cuuld be

Traffic counts applied to all traffic from

which a sample was stopped and interviewed.

This survey

collected information on the origin, destination and purpose of traffic journeys.
During the 24-hour period of the external traffic movement
survey, a total of 41,457 passenger car units (pcu's)
entered or left the city.

The flow during the morning and

evening peak periods represented 12% and 14% respectively
of the total daily traffic.

The internal traffic counts

gave the following totals:
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Table BolOg

Internal Traffic Flow8

Period

24~hour

Morning Peak Period
(0700 - 0900 hours)

Evening Peak Period
(1700- 1900 hours)

Flow

Flow

% of daily

205,706
pcu's

22,099
pcu's

ll

Source:

RMJMP Traffic Census, 1971

% of daily

26,585
pcu's

13

The roadside interviews indicated that during the morning
and evening peak periods the amount of 'through traffic'
(having neither origin nor destination within Jeddah)
amounted to 1% of the total traffic crossing the external
cordon.

The computer analysis of the origins and destina-

tions of

th~

traffic crossing the external cordon indi-

cated that the main traffic movements to and from Jeddah
were:

Locations near Jeddah 46.0%: Mecca 33.7%: Taif

8.1%; Central and North Region 4.0%: Baljurashi 1.9% and
Medina 6.3%.
From the roadside interviews, the purpose of journeys was
found to be:
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Table

Individual Purpose of Journey (%)

8.11~

Work

Shoping

Educ=
ation

49

3

0

Table

Goods
5

4

Entertainrn't Horne
8

Personal

29

2

Individual Purpose (%) during Peal< Hours

8.12~

Work

Shoping

Education

54

6

l

Source:

Social

Social

Goods
2

4

Entertainrn't Horne
2

Personal

28

3

RMJMP Traffic Census, 1971

For subsequent computer analysis, trips were combined into
four purposes, as shown in Table 8.13.

In this Table, a

'home based' trip is any jouTney whirh has one or both
ends of the journey starting ot finishing at horne.

A 'non

horne based' trip is any journey with neither end at home.
Table 8.13:

Combined Person Trip Purposes
(Figures are percentages)

Home based trip purpose
Work
Shopping
Other
40

Source:

9

Non-home based

45

6

RMJMP Traffic Census, 1971

The Horne Interview surveys were designed to collect information on the travel characteristics of different types of
household,

~·9·

car owning or non-car owning households,

and frequency and purpose of car journeys.
valid horne interviews were recorded.
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A total of 973

The findings of this

survey are set out in the following Table.
Table 8.14:

Vehicular Types

Households owning vehicles
% of total Private
households Vehicles Taxis

446

55

Light
Goods
Vehicles

Heavy
Goods
Vehicles

22

14

Motor
Bikes

Buses

75

3

4

An average of 6.5 trips per day was made by each vehicular
owning household i.e. an average of 1.29 trips per person.
Source:· RMJMP Traffic Census, 1971
Length of time of journeys, which was obtained from the
Horne Interview Survey, was found to be as follows:
Table 8.15:

Trip Length in Minutes

Accumulative Percentage of Trips
0 -

5 rnins
20

Source:

0 - 10 mins

15 mins

0

79

6.2

0 - 30 mins
98

RMJMP Traffic Census, 1971

The Parking Survey identified the locations of 'on street'
and 'off street' parking in the Central Area of Jeddah.
During the morning peak period 1,060 of a total of 1,433
street parking places were occupied and in the evening
peak 827 places were occupied.

A total of 1,042 off

street parking places were counted of which 652 places
were occupied during the morning peak and 763 taken up
during the evening peak.
The road network within.the central urban area of Jeddah
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in 1971 is shown in Figure 8.1.
comprised 10.3km of dual
lane

roads~

roads.

The main network

carriageways~

6.4 km of 3 or 4

l4.8km of two lane roads and 7.0km of unpaved

Thus, relative to the existing population in the

main urban area of the city (230,000), there was lkm of
paved road per 7,302 residents.

However, although 82% of

the main road network was surfaced, because of no apparent
programme of maintenance work and proper reinstatement of
road openings many of the surfaced roads were in poor condition.
Publi~

Transport services were also surveyed as part of

the Transportation Survey.

In 1971, there was no orga-

ni.sed comprehensivP Pnhlir. RuR SP.rvicP..

Small buses were

permitted by the Traffic Police Department, but there was
no set time schedule.

The frequency and convenience of

this service varied according to the attempts of the drivers (usually owners) to meet demand.

Taxis were there-

fore an important element of public transport.

Two taxi

'stations' catered for external trips; the larger station
for Mecca/Taif or Medina and the smaller for the sea ports
of Yanbu and Rabigh.
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SEA AND AIR TRANSPORT
In former times all deep sea freight arriving at Jeddah
was lightered by sailing dhows through the reefs to the
Customs Quay.

In 1951, the first pier, 658m in length and

carrying an 8m road, was built.
freighters simultaneously.

The pier could take two

A major expansion of the sea

port was started in 1967 and, by 1971, was operational.
This development increased the capacity to nine berths
and, in addition, provided all ancillary equipment such as
storage areas, an administrative complex, lighthouses and
approach beacons through the reef.

Vessels up to 36 feet

draft and 650 feet length could now be accommodated.
Cargo unloaded at the Seaport in 1969 was as follows:
Table 8.16:

Timber
36,972

Cows
47,744
Source:

Cargo Unloaded at Jeddah, 1969

Iron
13,962

TONS
Cement
22,760
ANIMALS
Sheep
1,293,585

Other

Total

710,048

783,742

Camels
25,661

Total
1,366,990

RMJMP Survey Reports, 1972

The Seaport also functions as the arrival and reception
roint for pilgrims coming by sea.

In 1970, 86,137

pilgrims arrived at the Seaport en route to Mecca.
Jeddah International Airport developed on the site of the
first runway built for King Abdulaziz in the late 1940s.
At that time it was about two kilometres outside the city
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wall in a north=easterly direction"

By 197lo howevero

city growth surrounded the airport perimeter, and thus
landing flight paths were over built-up areas.

However,

the writer knows of no other national and international
airport which was as conveniently located for the majority
of the residents of the city .
The amount of air passenger traffic using the Airport in
1969 was as follows:
Table 8.17:

Total Passenger Arrival/Departures, 1969

International Hadj
Passengers
Passengers
392,890
Source:

130,000

Domestic
Passenger
Arrivals
102,9S?.

Domestic
Passenger
Departures
103,614

Total
729,456

RMJMP Survey Reports, 1972

ESSENTIAL URBAN SERVICES
Essential urban services or, as they are sometimes termed,
public utilities, comprise water, electricity, foul
drainage and stormwater.

Gas distribution in Jeddah was,

and still is, by bottled gas and no plans exist to provide
a piped gas service.
Of these essential services, for Jeddah, the most critical was water ..
Figure 8.2 indicates that, in 1971, there were three sources of water to serve the city's needs.

Underground water

reserves in the Wadi Fatima and the Wadi Kh1ais provided a
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total of 14 million cubic metres of water per year
(Mm3/yr) and a further 6 Mm3/yr was provided by a desalination plant on the coast about 10 km north of the city
centre.

Two service reservoirs had a storage capacity of

85,600m3, which represented 1.5 days of average demand for
the entire city.
Piped water was available only in the Mecca Road and the
Medina Road suburban areas fed by the Wadi Fatima and Wadi
Khlais pipelines respectively.

The central area within

the Airport Ring Road and outlying areas to the north and
south of the city were supplied by public standpipes or
tankers (or, within the Historic City, donkey carts)
which, in many cases, supplied individual underground
storage tanks.

The Social Survey quantified methods of

provision as follows:
% of population

Piped water available
Public stand pipe
Tankers/donkey cart

46
34
20

The Socio-economic Survey also indicated that, in 1971,
42% of households had one or more flushing water closets,
while 35% had either a bath or shower.
Three main power stations, with a total installed capacity
of 116 Megawatts, served the electricity needs of the
city.

The socio-economic survey showed that 68% of house-

holds were connected to the public supply and that
slightly under 2% had their own generator.

From this it

can be deduced that, in 1971, 30% of households were
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without electricity.
In 1971, the disposal of water and foul sewage from properties within Jeddah was achieved entirely by means of
cesspit drainage.

However, work had commenced on the

installation of a city-wide foul drainage system and, by
1971, the major trunk and the main lateral and branch
sewers were almost complete and a sewage treatment

works~

located 14 km to the south, had been nearly completed.
House connections to the main system were about to start.
Due to the flat nature of the terrain, some 23 pumping
stations were required to collect and forward the flow
from various parts of the city to two area pumping stations which, in turn, passed the flow of the entire
drainage network to a main forwarding pumping station
(situated near the Seaport) which pumped the flow south to
the treatment works.
By 1971 the construction had started of two open storm
water channels which would encircle the built-up area of
the city.

The purpose of these channels was to intercept

and deflect storm water during the rare occasions when
heavy rain storms occur in the hills to the east of the
city.

Proposals to construct a storm water drainage

system within the city were in hand as a follow-up stage
to the building of the storm water channels.
Refuse collection, a further essential public service, was
the responsibility of the Municipality of Jeddah, which
employed about BOO labourers with barrows plus 14 mechani99

cal rubbish trucks.

Goats, which roamed through the side

streets of the city, performed a valuable scavenging service.

The collected rubbish was tipped on the southern

outskirts of the city and burnt

~

an unsatisfactory and

unsightly system.
CIVIC, CULTURAL AND COMMERCIAL FACILITIES
As part of the overall land use survey/data collection and
assessment of the existing conditions in Jeddah in 1971,
the provision of civic, cultural and commercial services
and the facilities provided for these services such as
mosques, schools, hospitals and clinics were studied and
assessed.
With respect to civic facilities, Jeddah, as the
Diplomatic Centre of the Kingdom, accommodated 41
embassies as well as the Saudi Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.

This Ministry was one of the few newer buildings

of architectural distinction and character.

For the most

part, embassies were located to the north of the city in
the Medina Road area.
Due to Jeddah's importance as a regional centre, 32
Governmental and Ministerial Departments were located
within the City, mostly within the Mecca Road area.

The

Ministry of Information building complex included radio
and television broadcasting studios.

The headquarters of

Saudi Arabian Airlines, a major tower block landmark, was
another major government building located in Jeddah.

Near

this building was also sited the High Court - a building
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inadequate for its dignified function and soon to be
replaced by new purpose built Courts.
The Government provides free medical services for the city
in the form of hospitals, clinics and dispensaries.
Emergency ambulance and first aid services are provided by
the Red Crescent Society.

Private hospitals also func-

tion and, in 1971, Jeddah possessed five government and
five private hospitals, with a total of 119 doctors
(including specialists) and 904 bed spaces.

During the

Hadj period a further 1,300 bed spaces were made available
at the Government's Isolation Hospital.

Nine

clinics/dispensaries were in operation providing general
health services to the community.
With regard to cultural activities, the predominant
feature in Jeddah, as in the Kingdom,

is that of religion.

A total of 72 mosques plus an Eid Prayer Ground served
this need in convenient locations throughout the city.
Educational facilities, provided free by the Government,
supported a full range of services, from basic primary,
intermediate and secondary schools to teachers' training
colleges, university and specialist institutions.

At all

levels, boys and girls have totally separate facilities.
The educational services provided for girls and boys in
Jeddah in 1971 is summarised in Table 8.18 6verleaf.
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Education Serv:ces in Jeddah

Tal)le 8. 18

Girls anc Boys

GIRLS
NURSERY SCHOOL
Gov
Private

10

Gov

PRIMARY
Private
13

34

INTERMEDIATE
Gov
Private
4

7

SECONDARY
Gov
Private
1

Gov

T.T.C
DOMESTIC SCIENCE
Private Gov
Private

:;_a

1

1

2

COLLEGE/UNIV

BOYS
~

o

N

NURSERY SCHOOL

PRIMARY

INTERMEDIATE

SECONDARY

T.T.C

SPECIAL
EDUC.

11

5

1

1

31

9b

Notes:

Source:

a

King Abdul Aziz University

b

Private Day Schools

c

Many private Institutes for typing

RMJMP Surveys, 1972

1c

INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION
2

ADULT
LIT.
31

COLLEGE/
UNIVER.
-'-a

In terms of commercial and retail development,

four main

types of development were distinguishable : city centre,
ribbon develoment along the Mecca and Medina Roads,
shopping centres and markets.

local

The city centre contained

most of the regional and specialised level of
commercial/shopping activities including banking, offices,
service trades and administration.

No

pre~planned

shopping centres were in operation, but five small and two
large supermarkets provided shopping focii around which
smaller shops clustered.

The most important market was

the main souq in the city centre.

A fish and a vegetable

market were located on the fringes of the central area.
The principcil manufacturing industry comprised the
Petromin enterprise, which consisted of the Petroleum
Refinery and Steel Rolling Mill,

located close to the

seaport and deep water tanker berth in the southern sector
of the city.

An industrial estate, which provided 109

plots of land available for rent, had just been
established, again in the southern part of the city.
first
1973.

indust~ies

The

were scheduled to be in operation by mid

This estate was designed to encourage small and

medium sized enterprises and included central facilities
such as a Mosque,

shops, bank, canteen and fire station.

In the service industry sector some of the establishments
were port orientated and proximity to the harbour and its
main communications network within the city and the region
made an ideal location for these facilities.
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A small part

of the central area was given over to industrial activities of mixed category.

Bab Shariff and Bab Mecca con-

tained a large proportion of the light industries dealing
mainly in metal working and repairs.
The third aspect of industrial activity was construction
which,

in its widest sense,

included contracting firms

constructing roads and buildings, others handling the
1nstallation of plumbing and electrical equipment and
woodwork and joinery.

These uses were dispersed

throughout the urban area.

THE NEED TO UNDERSTAND THE QUALITY AND SENSE OF PLACE
Planning is not simply about gathering and learning how to
use data, maps and statistics.

To this disciplined ele-

ment has to be added less tangible matters.
Geddes,

Patrick

the progenitor of town planning as practised

today, described this as 'genius loci' - a sense of place,
the specific and individual qualities of a community and
its location.
The writer lived with his wife and children in Jeddah
throughout the preparation of the Plan.

If the planner of

a city wishes to understand the nature and quality of the
city for which he accepts the responsibility of planning,
then he should be prepared to do this.
family rather than a

Again, living as a

'worker' allowed a much greater par-

ticipation in the social life of the Saudi community.
This involvement opened up many insights into the dif-
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ferent way of life of the people of Jeddah and provided a
a fuller understanding of the social and cultural customs,
values and attitudes of the people whom the Plan was to
serve.
To ignore or ascribe little value to this aspect of
planning could lead to a mechanistic rather than organic
attitude to this initial stage of plan preparation.

THE ANALYTICAL AND PREDICTIVE PROCESSES
In examining the patterns of change likely to take place
over the twenty year period of the Plan (1971-1991),

it

was necessary to place Jeddah within its regional context.
The evidence of the regional and city surveys had already
pointed towards an increasing imbalance in urban as
opposed to rural growth.

In the preparation of the

Regional Development Plan - which preceded the urban
Master Plans in its preparation - considerable thought was
given as to how to obtain a more equitable distribution of
opportunities for growth and how to direct investment
towards this objective.
Thus the analytical and predictive stages of the plan were
prepared on the basis of a regional, and not individual
city, framework.
In estimating population growth, trends in such factors as
the natural increase of the existing population, activity
rates, household formation and migration require to be co-
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relatedo

The most striking features of the existing popu-

lation structure -

features which could be anticipated to

be also present in the future - were the large proportion
of young people and the high rate of natural increaseo
The future size and structure of the population however
would not be determined by these characteristics alone,
but also by the numbers of expatriates required to complement the indigenous labour force.

In turn, the size of

this expatriate element would be governed by the rate at
which economic development took placeo
Whatever the overall rate of increase which took place,
certain areas would grow faster than otherso

Within the

Western Region, Jeddah, on the evidence of past trends and
from the assessment of its economic base, faced the
highest growth rate.
Due to the ambitious Government development programmes,
Jeddah would continue to have a very substantial proportion of expatriateso

Jeddah also possessed an emerging industrial base, and
with its pre-eminent access to imported raw materials or
semi manufactures; its fast developing transport links by
road and air to the Region and the

Kingdom~

its role as a

Diplomatic and service centre, and as the point of arrival
of sea and airborne pilgrims,

it was evident that, even

within a_distributive growth policy, Jeddah's location and
opportunity for economic activities would result in the
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city having the fastest growth rate of any centre in the
Western Region"

With the assistance of the University of East Anglia
Department of Geography and advice on population and
employment predictive modelling from the UNDP Middle East
office in Beirut, estimates of population growth and
distribution were prepared"

As mentioned in Chapter

Seven,. it was evident that rigid plans based on a single
population figure for twenty years ahead were unsuited to
the needs of the Western Region and its cities"

Thus a

range of estimates were made, based on a high or a low
growth rate"

This resulted in the following overall popu-

lation growth estimates for the region:

Table 8.19

Population Growth Estimates

Mecca
Jeddah
Medina
Taif
Yanbu
Tabuk
Sub-Regional
Centres ( 2)
Rural Areas
(incl" small towns)
Source:

Low
Estimate

High
Estimate

1971

1991

1991

301,000
381,000
137,000
106,000
19,000
41,000

550,000
800,000
250,000
175,000
55,000
100,000

950,000
1,650,000
450,000
250,000
100,000
100,000

60,000

100,000

620,000

80,000

RMJMP Regional Framework Report, 1972

The writer remembers vividly the presentation of these
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projections to the High Committee responsible for the
approval of the Consultants work.

The thorough and

reasoned methodology which had led up to the preparation
of these projections was appreciated.

However, with such

a vast difference between the high and low prediction,
inevitably the question was asked 'why has it taken so
long to reach such an imprecise conclusion?'.

Had a

single estimate of population been tabled for the year
1991, backed up by an impressive array of statistics and
computer print-outs, there is no doubt that the High
Committee would have been more impressed.

But a

discussion on how misleading such a conclusion would have
been, did much to make the Committee Members more aware of
the nature of planning and that any specific estimate
which spans a 20 year forward time period would inevitably
be wrong.

From this discussion emerged a better

understanding of how planning should be seen as a process
rather than a finite 'once and for all' answer to cityor regional - growth and change.

This was an important

step forward.

TRANSPORTATION/HIGHWAY NETWORK - COMPUTER ANALYSIS
TECHNIQUE
Specifying the highway network for computer analysis
comprises the determination of the existing vehicle
running speed for each length of road between junctions
and for new links a speed appropriate to the class of
road.

Traffic Zones are connected into the network by a
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series of "dummy links" and a set of minimum

t.ime~paths

obtained for each possible zone to zone movement.

The

minimum time-paths are often referred to as 'trees'
because the tracing of minimum time path routes produce a
patern similar to the branches of a tree.
schematically in Figure 8.3.

This is shown

Routings are printed out by

the computer and the results checked against reality.
Trip generation is the prediction of the number of trips
with origins or destinations in each zone by mode.

This

is calculated from planning data and trip characteristics
derived from the external cordon roadside survey, the
screenline roadside cordon survey and the transportation
home-intPrview survey.
Having derived the total number of origins and destinations, by _mode in each zone,

the next procedure is to

distribute them between zones.

This is known as trip

distribution and in this study the procedure was based on
the gravity model'concept.

Formulated after Newton's

classic statement of the Law of Gravity, the gravity model
expresses the trip interchange between successive pairs of
zones as a function of the land use characteristics of the
two zones and a suitable measurement of the spatial
separation between them.

Therefore although one zone may

have a large number of origins

~or

a particular

purpose/mode combination, another zone a large number of
destination opportunities,
in terms of travel time,

if the distance between them,

is high, some trips wi 11 be
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attracted to nearer zones even though they have indivi=
dually a smaller total number of attractions.
Mathematically the formulae is expressed as follows:
T ..

lJ = Pi·

Aj.

Kij

Fi j.

j=n
Aj.

Fij.

Kij

j=l
where
T·.
lJ = Trips produced at zone i which are attracted to
zone j
P·1 = Total trips produced at zone i
A·J = Total trips attracted at zone j
d .. = Driving time from zone i to zone j
lJ
b
= Empirically determined exponent to account for the
effect that zone separation has on zone to zone
movement
K .. = Socio-economic or topographical factor influencing
lJ
trip interchange between zone i and zone j
F .. = 'Friction Factor equal to
1
lJ
""T(
_ __
~d_i_j-;)--:-b

An example of the Gravity Model concept is illustrated in
Figure 8.4.
Having determined the total trip interchange between any
pair of zones at the distribution stage,

the computer

allocates these trips to the appropriate minimum time path
for each zone to zone pair.

Trips are accumulated per

link and the results given in the form of link loadings
and turning movements at junctions.
When the assignments have been plotted the results must
then be evaluated in terms of desirability and feasibility.

From the initial assignments conclusions can be

made about the form of the future network and the widths
of the transportation corridors.

These preliminary

assignments also indicate whether radical revisions are
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necessary in either the land use structure or the proposed
highway network, or both.

Finally, the modal split bet-

ween Private and Public Transport is examined and where
necessary adjusted to achieve a satisfactory total
transportation system.
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Job
location

Attraction based
on journey time

Harbour

3,000/10 2

Factory

1,000/ 5

2

Refinery

2,000/15 2

=
=
=

Number of
work trips
per 1000

Percentage of
total attraction

30

38.0

380

40

50.7

507

8.9

11.3
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30

33.3

333

40

44.5

445

20

22.2

222

JOB SPLIT AFTER NEW ROAD
Harbour
Factory

3,000/10 2
1 ,000/ 52

Refinery

2,000/10 2

Source:

=
=
=

RMJMP Transportation Analysis, 1972
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CONTEXT
The Master Plan and its accompanying Report synthesised a
series of wide ranging but interrelated studies.

At

regional level, Jeddah was considered together with the
other five major cities (The Holy Cities of Mecca and
Medina~

and the cities of Taif, Yanbu and Tabuk) as an

integral part of the overall plan for the Western Region.
Basic planning factors such as population and employment
growth and distribution and the role of Jeddah in the
Region were defined within the overall objectives, needs
and priorities of a framework for regional growth and
development.
Within this context, Jeddah's strategic location
sustained, as it had done for centuries, a thriving port
and trading centre.

The city was well placed to enjoy a

full and beneficial share of national growth.

The

Regional Plan asserted that Jeddah, with its national and
international sea port and airport, would emerge as the
dominant trading-centre for the.Western Region with its
influence and commercial activities
the Kingdom.

spre~ding

throughout

Future prospects for economic and industrial

development would be such as to sustain a high and continuous level of growth in these sectors.

As Jeddah is

the point of arrival for foreign pilgrims corning by sea
and air to perform the Hadj, this annual activity would
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further sustain the total economy of the city.
ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES
A comprehensive survey and review of existing conditions
in Jeddah was carried out in 1971.

From this, potential

growth to fulfil the population targets predicted for 1991
was analysed.

Taking both the low and the high growth

estimates, i.e. 800,000 and 1,650,000 respectively, the
order of magnitude of future housing demand was estimated
as follows:
Table 9.1:

Future Housing Demand
High
Estimate

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1,650,000
Estimated population 1991
Estimated Saudi population 1991
610,000
Estimated non-Saudi population 1991 1,040,000
130,119
No of Saudi households
No of non•Saudi households
290,746
Total households 1991
420,865
Allowance for vacancies (2.5% of 6)
10,522
Total dwellings required by 1991(6+7)
431,387

Source:

Low
Estimate
800,000
540,000
260,000
115,168
81,941
197,109
4,928
202,037

RMJMP Alternative Urban Strategies - Jeddah, 1972

Allowing for improvement in future standards of residential density, an average gross residential density (i.e.
including the local roads, schools, mosques, open space,
sho~s,

etc required within a predominantly residential

area) of 75 persons per hectare (pph) was assessed to be
an appropriate standard for
population growth.

cal~ulating

land

u~e

needs for

When this average was applied to a

100,000 population unit of growth (this unit had no signi-
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ficance other than that of a manageable total on which to
examine alternative population distributions) each unit of
100,000 population required 1,744 hectares of land as
follows:
Table 9.2:

Average Land Requirements per 100,000 New
Population

Land Use

Area

ha

Gross residential area (75 pph)
Open space
Main highways
Main centres

1334
200
170
40

TOTAL

1744 ha

=

Density
Note:

57 pph gross city density
This calculation makes no provision for
industry, public utilities, cemeteries or
major land uses other than open space.

Source:

RMJMP Alternative Urban Strategies - Jeddah, 1972

It was thus possible to make a broad assessment of the
amount of land required to meet the high and low population forecasts.

This assessment was made in two stages.

First, it was necessary to calculate the amount of vacant
land within the existing developed or partially developed
areas of the city.

Unlike local governments in the United

Kingdom, Jeddah Municipality does not have a 'statutory'
boundary.

Thus the 'city' in this context was taken as

the total area within which existing development had taken
place.

Freed of such

administr~tive

boundaries, forwaid

planning could take place without manmade constraints as
its area of search.

Figure 9.1
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sho~.the

extent of the

built-up and partially developed areas of Jeddah in 1971.
Within this area, approx 1,600 hectares of land was found
to be available for development, but part of this would be
required to rectify deficiencies in the provision of educational, recreational and highway requirements for the
existing population.

A realistic figure of the population

capacity of the existing built-up area was estimated to be
approx 470,000 i.e. 89,000 more than the existing figure
of 381,000.

Thus, taking the high growth estimate of

1,650,000, 1,180,000 people would require to be accommodated outwith the existing urban area.
1,744 ha per 100,000 people,

At an average of

206 sq km plus land for major

land uses would be required to accommodate this population
growth.

Similarly for the low population growth to

800,000, 57.5 sq km of land would be required plus major
individual uses.
From this assessment of land requirements, alternative
growth strategies could be examined within a consistent
framework.
Constraints to the growth of Jeddah were much less complex
than, for example, would be found in assessing constraints
to such a magnitude of growth in a British city where
agricultural, environmental, existing adjoining communities, local authority boundaries and so on would
require careful and detailed appraisal.

Also, as Jeddah

is a seaport rather than a inland city, only a 180, rather
than a 360 degree, arc of examination was available.
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Because of the irregular configuration of the inland
foothills of the Hejaz mountains, their difficult barren
rock and soil conditions and the possibility of flash
flooding inundating the wadi formations,

this area was not

considered suitable for urban development.
Thus the most suitable terrain for development was the
coastal plain.

Varying from about six to twelve kilo-

metres in width and without limit in a north and south
direction, in physical terms this area was capable of
supporting unlimited growth.

However, large areas of the

coastal plain were liable to flooding from the wadi run off
to the sea.

A storm water channel was under construction

to protect the city from this hazard.

If future develop-

ment was to take place outside this channel, it would
require protection and a means found of conducting storm
water run off to the sea.
The dominant natural feature of the coastal plain was
Sharm Obhur or the "creek", an ancient river indentation,
some thirty kilometres north of the city centre.

Already

partially used for recreation - sailing, fishing,
swimming, water skiing - and with a mass of deep coral
reefs, it would obviously be a major recreational attraction for a growing, prosperous city.
This natural beauty was threatened by the Ministry of
Defence and Aviation's proposal, initiated in 1967, to
relocate the existing airport on a site immediately south
of the creek, i.e. between the creek and the existing city
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built up area.
major factor,

As a final decision had yet to be made,

a

in considering alternatives, would be the

evaluation of the suitability of this location.
To summarise,

the major factors,

in addition to the physi-

cal factors already described, which conditioned the preparation of alternative growth strategies were:
a.

The Stormwater Channel

b.

The Airport

c.

The Creek (to which was added the protection and
enhancement of the entire coastline)

In all cases, alternatives had to satisfy the high population growth requirement with capacity for further expansion.

Land use studies demonstrated that,

including

infill to the existing urban area, 600,000 people could be
accommodated within the Stormwater Channel if the Airport
remained in its existing location.

If the Airport was

relocated, this total increased to 800,000.
Eleven alternative growth strategies were then identified.
Five of these assumed the Airport remained on its existing
site and the remaining six assumed that the Airport would
be relocated during the Plan period.
These eleven alternatives are shown in diagrammatic form
on the accompanying illustrations (Figures 9.2-9.4) and a
brief description of each option is as follows:
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OPTION ONE
This option proposed a large, mainly self-contained, second
city growth centred on Sharm Obhur with a population
rising to 950,000.

Additionally, a 100,000 community,

served by its own district centre, but dependent on the
existing city centre for higher level facilities,

was

located to the south of the existing developed area.
OPTION TWO
Essentially as described for Option One but with a
redistribution of population to the north and south
involving a larger planned growth to the south served by a
city centre.

Options One and Two thus exemplified a

policy of dispersal rather than concentration of major
activities.
OPTION THREE
Substantial growth to the north of the present city was
planned on a broad front from the northern boundary of the
existing city.

A modest development for 100,000 people

was represented as a separated planned growth to the
south.

Growth implied full reliance upon the existing

city for central area facilities.
OPTION FOUR
Similar to Option Three, but differing in the relative
distribution of population to the north and south of the
existing city.

The large growth, proposed to the south,

would ultimately extend to and link with the existing
city.

No separately defined centres were assumed in asso122

ciation with growth outside the Stormwater Channel.
OPTION FIVE
Option Five was similar in population distribution to
Option Four, except that in this case separate city centre
facilities were indicated, serving the new development to
the north and south of the existing city.
OPTION SIX
In Options Six, Seven, Nine and Ten, the airport was moved
to its proposed new site north of Jeddah.

Option Six pro-

posed a linear growth following the coastline from the
northern stormwater channel to Sharm Obhur.

Development

to the north of Sharm Obhur would be served by a district
centre.

The linear growth along the coast would be ser-

viced by its own city centre, which would be strategically
related to the new airport site.

Provision for a further

250,000 people was made to the south of the existing city,
served by its own central area.
OPTION SEVEN
Similar to Option Six, but with a greater population proposed to the north of the existing city.

A community of

100,000 was located to the south which would be served by
a district centre.
OPTION EIGHT
This examined a variation of the current proposals for
relocating the site of the present airport.

Moving the

site approximately 3 km eastwards, two significant advan-
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tages emerged:
a

new development from Sharm Obhur south to the existing
city could utilize a broader coastal strip reducing,
in consequence, the extent of development required
north of Sharm Obhur

b

the flight paths would move eastwards and thus away
from Sharm Obhur.

This point was particularly impor-

tant as the new airport site blanketed most of the
creek with a severe noise level due to aircraft departure flight patterns.
OPTION NINE
In Options Nine and Ten the airport was shown on its proposed new site

~o

the north of Jeddah.

Option Nine indi-

cated a linear growth on two axes to the north of the
existing city - one along a coastal strip and the other to
the east, along the line of the foothills.

The wedge area

between these strips would contain a city centre serving
and linking them both.

The developments to the north of

Sharm Obnur and south of the existing city would be served
by their own district centres.
OPTION TEN
Similar to Option Nine, except that, in redistributing
population, the development to the south of the existing
city, beyond the floodwater ditch, would cater for 200,000
people and support its own city centre.
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OPTION ELEVEN
This option proposed an entirely new location for the airport to the south of Jeddah.

Three "city-centre served"

developments to the north and south of the existing city
were further suggested.

The airport in this location

would have the considerable advantage of eliminating all
noise and nuisance effects on the existing or future urban
development.

This option could not be compared to the

others, as no conclusive evidence existed to demonstrate
whether or not an airport could be located in this area.
Such being the nature of the coastal plain, however, there
seemed no obvious reason why this would not be possible.

In the evaluation of the options, particular regard was
paid to the following criteria:
l

The opportunity for creating a pollution-free,
high quality environment, through the conservation of historic areas and areas of natural
physical significance, as well as through the
planned development of areas such as the coastal
strip and Sharm Obhur.

2

The opportunity for planning industrial and commercial growth which could offer a wide choice of
employment within reasonable distance of residential areas.

3

The opportunity to develop,
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from the existing

transportation network, systems to meet the need
of both dispersed and centralized growth whilst
maintaining high environmental standards and economic viability.
4

The opportunity to expand existing, and economically develop new, public utility services.

It was concluded that Options Three, Four and Five were
variously in conflict with these criteria, particularly
with regard to the environmental problems which would
arise as a result of the massive traffic interaction to
the north and south of the existing city, where growth on
a broad front was envisaged as contiguous with the
existing city.

The remaining options represented more

practical solutions.
A basic problem which arose in evaluating the remaining
options was that, at that point in time, no final decision
had been reached as to whether or not, and when, the airport would be relocated.

However, as it would take five

to six years to build and commission a new airport,

it

would be only at that time that the present airport could
close.

Therefore, if the airport moved,

its site would

not be available for development before 1979.

By then,

in

accordance with the high population growth, the population
of Jeddah would be approx 600,000.
During the preparation of the alternatives, the Airport
Consultants were requested to investigate the possibility
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of moving the new airport site to the east of the present
main Jeddah-Medina Road.

However, no conclusive results

emerged and thus Option Eight, which had considerable
advantages from an environmental point of view, could not
be pursued.
As the final decision on the location of the airport
remained to be made, the Consultants decided to assume
that the airport would remain on its present site, but
that the option chosen for development should not preclude
the possibility of the airport being relocated on a new
site at a future date.

Thus the proposed new site, and

the possible site to the south, were not considered for
future urban development.
In practical terms this meant that 600,000 of the low
population estimate of 800,000 could be accommodated
within the Stormwater Channel leaving a balance of
200,000.

Options One, Two and Six to Eleven had a reaso-

nably common ground in that population growth was shown to
both the north and south of the present built-up area. It
was therefore proposed that, for the low population estimate of 800,000, 600,000

~ould

be distributed within the

area of the Stormwater Channel and the remaining placed as
two 100,000 units, one n6rth and the other south of the
existing city.

When related to the high population esti-

mate of 1.65 million, if this high growth rate were to be
achieved, it would not be until after 1982 that the total
of 800,000 would be passed.

This gave sufficient time to
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allow a decision to be made on the airporta anda if it
were to be relocated, to have it operational.
Thus, the selected strategy for growth to 800,000 people
allowed flexibility to choose an option for growth to the
high estimate of 1.65 million.

This decision was in

accord with the approach outlined in Chapter Seven as it
would make it possible to modify and refine the Plan as
information increased and options therefore became
clearer.
THE MASTER PLAN
During the preparation of the Master Plan, following a
series of meetings with officials of several Government
Ministries and Departments, the Ministry of Defence and
Civil Aviation decided to proceed with the new Airport on
the site to the north reserved for this purpose.

Thus

what had been a major imponderable during the Alternative
Strategies stage of plan preparation was resolved and the
Master Plan could now incorporate this as a fixed major
elementl.
The Royal Saudi Navy set out requirements for a base in
Jeddah to the immediate south of the Seaport.
again, became a fixed element of the Plan2.

This,
Also the

large land requirements for Seaport and Industrial Area
extensions were indicated to the Consultants.

Other sen-

sitive matters such as Defence requirements and safety
zones were also obtained.
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The point made earlier in this work that Consultants
should work in the city they are planning makes practical,
as well as theoretical, sense.

The information on the

above mentioned subjects was obtained and integrated into
the Plan during its preparation, mainly because the
Consultants, aware of the need to resolve such major
issues, were able to convene the meetings required to make
such decisions.
Two other significant matters were also dealt with at an
early stage in the preparation of the Plan.
First, the Alternative Strategies proposal to site
townships of at least 100,000 people to the north and
south of the Stormwater Channel.

In discussions with the

client, the view emerged that it would not be realistic
to pursue this policy because development control procedures would be inadequate to achieve its implementation.
However, this debate was overtaken by the second matter.
This was: was the Plan to be prepared for growth to
800,000 with capacity to expand to the high growth estimate of 1,650,000 or was it to be for the high estimate
with phased growth, one stage of which would be the low
growth of 800,000 people?

This matter was resolved when

the client decided that the infrastructure (including
roads) must be able to serve the high growth rate.

The

Plan was 'prepared therefore on the basis of the high,
rather than low, population estimate.

This decision was

one which needed the co-operation and support of the
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planning team as it meant that considerable additional
work would be involved without an equivalent increase in
fees - and thus resources.
Such debates, within the team and with the client, are an
integral part of the plan-making process.

Planning is a

dynamic process which requires that the individual and
expert skills involved combine and synthesise their
contribution during the important, and indeed exciting,
period of plan gestation.
Within the overall objectives of the Regional Plan, which
were:
(a) promote regional contribution to the Kingdom
(b) provide a reliable supply of essential services
(water, food, energy, communications)
(c) ensure an equitable distribution of social services
(d)

improve the man-made physical environment

(e) maximise the return on development projects
Thirteen key objectives to be satisfied in the preparation
of the Master Plan were identified:
A

Provide sufficient information on which to base
requirements to ensure an adequate and continuous
supply of water and energy.

B

Promote the maintenance of public health at all
levels.
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c

Provide an adequate road network at city and
local levels.

D

Encourage the development of appropriate public
transport systems in order to assist in achieving
a balanced choice between private and public
transport.

E

Achieve, by the balance of residential density
and housing types, an appropriate mixed distribution of high, medium and low income groups to
maintain social cohesion and well being as part
of city growth and development.

F

Provide sufficient religious, medical, educational, administrative and recreational facilities to meet the needs of the population
according to recognised (international) standards
taking into account special aspects of life in
Saudi Arabia.

G

Encourage development of local industry and
employment.

H

Support development of business and commercial
activities at the same time as recognising the
many inter-related aspects of city centre development.

I

Control city growth to the extent that is necesary to allow maximum benefit to all, at least
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inconvenience.
J

Provide development controls to ensure the beneficial and balanced growth of the city.

K

Safeguard areas of buildings of outstanding
architectural and historic value as part of the
conservation of the Islamic tradition as
reflected in the built environment.

L

Relate and develop planning techniques and methodology as part of a dynamic sequence of city
planning which will be able to respond to the
pressures of growth and change.

M

Establish an effective information and classification system for data storage and retrieval.

The process of preparing the Master Plan fell into five
broad subject/study headings.

First, socio-economic,

which embraced aspects such as population and housing;
employment; government, cultural and commercial functions;
recreation and conservation.

Secondly, transportation and

communications, including road, sea and air transportation
and public transport.

Thirdly, public utility services,

including public health.

Fourthly, the manner in which

all these elements were to be combined into a physical
land use -

transportation plan and,

finally,

the stages of

implementation i.e. the development programme.
The principal element in these factors is the spatial
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distribution of population and employment.

Following the

principles examined during the Alternative Strategies
stage, this required the structuring of 600,000 population
within the Stormwater Channel (including the existing
population of 381,000).

When the existing airport site

became available for development, a further 200,000 people
would be accommodated within the Channel, thus achiving
the low 1991 population growth estimate.

The concept of a

new northern growth centre, sited approximately midway
between the northern arm of the Stormwater Channel and
Sharm Obhur was maintained and planned to initially
accommodate 100,000 people.

Growth, capable of accom-

modating approx 600,000 people, would subsequently proceed
northwards to Sharm Obhur.

Emphasising this northern

growth "corridor" in the Master Plan accepted an already
existing trend and, by following the coastline to the west
of the new airport, took advantage of the potential high
environmental quality of this area.3

This northern deve-

lopment was separated from the existing built-up area by a
wide· arc of open space which followed the lower lying wadi
outfalls from the foothills to the

s~a

and would thus act

as a floodwater course for the Wadis Bani Malik,
al Hifnah and Daghbj.
This northern development area, plus the area within the
Stormwater Channel (including the future development of
the existing airport site) would accommodate approx
1,400,000 population.

The remaining 250,000 population

required to meet the high growth rate estimate was distri133

buted in new growth areas to the south and within the
Mecca Road eastern arc of development.
This population/employment distribution was acceptable in
transportation terms as it produced a linear structure in
the form of a wide arc from Sharm Obhur southwards,
thickening at the centre, and then eastwards towards
Mecca.

Jeddah's location, on a flat plain between the sea

and the mountains, lent itself to a linear form of growth.
From the point of view of open-endedness, one of the
requirements set for the Master Plan to fulfil, a linear
structure is more amenable to expansion without disruption
to the existing than is a concentric form of growth.
In order to achieve an efficient population/employment
spatial distribution relative to the highway network which
would be required to serve this distribution, 78 zones or
sub-divisions of the total plan area were established.
Computer analysis techniques then tested the traffic
generation and

distr~bution

patterns arising from dif-

ferent population/employment assignments to these zones
which, in turn, can be represented as road structures.
Preliminary analyses of the first model led to refinements
in the land use distribution.
computer analysed.

A second model was then

Further refinements were

i~troduced

and the third computer testing and analysis produced the
optimum land use/transportation balance.

This skeletal

structure then formed the basis of the development of the
Master Plan.
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A brief description of the main elements of the Plan

~

Economic Growth (including the Hadj and its effect on
Jeddah), Open Space and Recreation, Communiciations and
Utility Services -

is as follows:

ECONOMIC GROWTH
Possessing a major seaport and airport and at the hub of
the Region's communications system, Jeddah would inevitable enjoy a major role in the Region as a primary
distribution centre.

In 1971 Jeddah was also the diploma-

tic centre for the Kingdom.

The main offices of SAMA (the

Saudi Arabia Monetary Agency) were also situated in
Jeddah.

In employment terms Jeddah had therefore a high

degree of specialisation in Professional and Scientific
Services, Construction, Transport and Communications,
Manufacturing and other services.
The total employment in Jeddah was estimated to grow from
the 1971 level of 103,000 jobs to about 240,000 for the
low population growth and to about 503,000 for the high.
The main developments were forecast to be in utility
services, health and education, construction and the provision by the private sector for the goods and services
required by a society increasing in size and in affluence.
Limited but significant growth was predicted to take place
in manufacturing industry, particularly over the first
decadi of growth, as the large new industrial estate
located to the south of the Central Area came into full
operation.
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The major identifiable employment centres were the
seaport, the naval base to the south of the seaport, the
industrial estate and the adjoining Petromin complex, King
Abdulaziz University to the north of the Mecca Road and
the new international airport.

The Central Area would

become the largest single employment centre and was
planned to develop to provide a full range of commercial
and business services at city, regional and national
level.
In order to maintain a balance of employment location and
accessibility, the Master Plan proposed the establishment
of two major District Centres at strategic locations in
relation to the future growth of the city.

These centres

would provide the opportunity to create modern well
planned focal points efficiently located in relation to
the new road network and future urban development.

They

would also prevent the over centralisation of functions
within the central area to the benefit of both new and
existing centres and the overall transportation system,
including public transport.
In addition to these two district centres, local, or Hara,
centres were proposed to meet day to day shopping and
ancillary needs.

The location of schools, mosques and

other social services was recommended to be planned as an
integral part of these centres as appropriate.
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THE HADJ AND ITS EFFECT ON JEDDAH
The activity which has the greatest single impact on the
city of Jeddah is the arrival and departure of pilgrims en
route to the Holy Cities of Mecca and Medina.

During the

period 14 days before 9th Dhul-Hijjah and at least during
the 14 days after llth Dhul-Hijjah Jeddah is host to a
population numerically larger than its resident population.
Jeddah's role in the Hadj is historic.

Deep water access

to the Red Sea and its proximity to the Holy City are the
two major reasons why the city has always been the main
reception point for pilgrims on their way to Mecca.
A new dimension was added to the city's Hadj role in the
mid 1940s: that of catering for pilgrims arriving by air.
In 1969, the airport handled approximately 130,000
pilgrims; in 1970 some 145,000 and in the 1971 Hadj
233,700 pilgrims.
three years.

This represents a 77% increase over

A dramatic increase occurred in the 1972

Hadj when 320,300 pilgrims arrived and departed by air.
This represented a 37% increase over the previous year.
This increase in air

tr~nsportation

resulted in a decline

in the number of pilgrims arriving by sea, although in
absolute terms the numbers were still substantial.

In

1965 the seaport handled 101,400 pilgrim passengers, but
by 1969, the number had decreased to 91,000.
sented a 10% decrease over a four year period.
port arrivals amounted to 96,300 and,
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This repreIn 1971

in 1972, the figure

was 134,600.
Overland pilgrims represent a substantial proportion of
the total.

The majority of Saudi pilgrims travel this way

as do many pilgrims from the Arabian/Northern Arab
countries land-mass.

By 1990,

foreign pilgrims by land

could number some 350,000 while Saudi pilgrims by land
could reach 800,000.

It was anticipated that about a

quarter of these overland pilgrims would spend some time
in Jeddah.
The Hadj season cannot be defined precisely.

The period

of time between the arrival of the first pilgrim·and the
final departure of the last pilgrim can be as much as 5 to
7 months.

The period of maximum concentration of pilgrims

in Jeddah is the two weeks before the ninth of Dhul-Hijjah
and after the eleventh of the same month.

In the future,

the time of arrivals and departures could become more concentrated resulting in a higher intensity of use of the
facilities provided to accommodate pilgrims as well as a
higher intensity of use of the essential urban services.
The projected growth of foreign pilgrims using Jeddah as
an arrival point is shown in the following Table:
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Table 9.3:

Growth of Foreign Pilgrims by Mode of Transport

Pilgrims by Type of Transport

1970

Foreign pilgrims
Foreign pilgrims
Foreign pilgrims
All Foreign pilgrims

141,555
86,137
17,033
398,023

Source:

(Jeddah)
Air
(Jeddah)
Sea
Land (Jeddah)
(Kingdom)

1990
500,000
200,000
80,000
1,180,000

RMJMP Hadj Survey Special Report, 1972

The services Jeddah provides to pilgrims during their
visit to the Kingdom range from documentation to welfare
and accommodation.
the terminals.

Health clinics are incorporated into

Pilgrims with contagious diseases are iso-

lated immediately before transfer to the Isolation
Hospital located to the south of the city.
In view of recent and future urban expansion, the relocat~on

of the Isolation Hospital was under examination in

1971, but a new site had not yet been allocated.
~aster

The

Plan provided for such needs by designating for

Special Government purposes a large area of land to the
south of the seaport.
The Plan identified the three reception areas required for
pilgrims as follows:
A:

The new airport Hadj facility.

This would accommodate

50,000 pilgrims assuming a rapid turnover in numbers
from the time of arrival to departure for Mecca or
Medina.

However, this total had been based on projec-

tions made in 1966 which, in the event, were much
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lower than the actual increase which had taken place.
It was therefore recommended that this figure be reexamined by the Airport Consultants. As approx
1,000 ha of land north of the airport had been set
aside for a Hadj village, adequate space was available
for expansion.

B:

The existing terminal buildings at the seaport.

These

would require expansion to accommodate the projected
increase in numbers referred to earlier.

Reclamation

of a large area of land available to the east of the
present centre could provide the additional land
required to accommodate this increase.
C:

In order to rationalise the arbitrary camping and
parking arrangements used by overland pilgrims, new
Hadj rest and replenishment stations were recommended
to be established at the main entry points to the
city.

Two special areas were designated in the Plan

for this purpose adjoining the Mecca and Medina Roads.
If required in the future, a third Hadj transit camp
could be created by using the pilgrim facilities at
the present airport which otherwise would become
redundant when the airport moved to its new location.
OPEN SPACE AND RECREATION
The Red Sea is the dominant recreation element of the
city.

The cooling sea breezes, the coral reefs and the

many kilometres of sandy beaches provide the city with a
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major recreation and leisure asset.

The protection of

this coastline was thus a significant factor in the Master
Plan.

Of particular importance was Sharm

O?hu~

area beyond this known as "Twenty-nine palms".

and the
It was

proposed that the latter area and the adjoining coastline
should be zoned as a public recreational area or national
park for the city.
The inland Hejaz foothills provide another area of natural
recreational potential.

This would allow the tradition of

families meeting and eating in the desert and foothill
areas during the cooler times of the year to continue.
The Master Plan proposals recommended that urban development should not take place in these areas and a large land
area with interesting rock and sand dune formations was
zoned as a natural
In 1971,

park~

in addition to the existing stadium,

four major

sports centres were being developed within the city.

The

main existing area for leisure activity was the Khozzam
Palace gardens which had recently been opened as a public
garden (this was the complex of palaces and'gardens built
for King Saud in the
abdication in 1964).

'50s and abandoned,

following his

The Plan proposed that three large

additional areas be zoned as city parks.

A northern park

followed the confluence of low lying wadis to the sea.

An

area to the south was zoned for major agricultural and
landscaped open space development.

Thirdly, when the air-

port moved to 1ts new location, part of the present air-
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port site was zoned to be planned as a large park near the
centre of the city.

The entire coastline was zoned as a

Corniche or special recreational area.

Attractive

recreational proposals were at an advanced stage of design
for the sea lagoon immediately to the north of the central
area.

The large area in front of the Al Hamra Guest

Palace was already being landscaped and attractively laid
out as was the Al Ruwais (Old Port) area.
In addition to these large recreational areas, the Master
Plan gave support to the ambitious programme of general
landscaping, tree planting and beautification of the city
which was already underway.
The Plan recommended the provision of l hectare per 1,000
people for local recreational space in new development
areas.

These spaces, which could be of a variety of sizes

depending on their function and context, should be so
located as to be within easy walking distance of all
houses.

COMMUNICATIONS
In 1971, Jeddah had two asphalted road links, one northwards to Yanbu, Medina and the Middle East Countries and
the other eastwards to Mecca, Taif and Riyadh.

It was

estimated that, over the next twenty years, the growth of
traffic on these routes would be substantial.

For

example, a sixfold increase in non-Hadj traffic flows on
the routes to Mecca and Medina were predicated at the low
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population growth rate.

At the high population growth

rate the traffic flows would increase over the 1971
existing volumes by a factor of twelve.
Additionally, the further demands of the Hadj, which over
the next twenty years was estimated to increase from about
one and a quarter million pilgrims to over two million,
would add to the volume of inter-city traffic.

It was

considered, for example, that a six lane capacity would be
required between Jeddah and Mecca at Hadj times.

The

Plan thus proposed a new dual three lane motorway route
connecting Jeddah to Mecca.

In the longer term, it was

also recommended that a rapid transit system would be
required for Jeddah and to link Jeddah to Mecca.
Provision was made for this in the Master Plan by safeguarding a route which linked the new Jeddah Airport, the
Central Area and the University to Mecca and the Holy
Areas.
The new primary road network proposed for Jeddah provided
a very high standard of access and mobility in phase with
the urban growth requirements.

Basically linear in form,·

a network of high speed routes was located to respect
existing community groupings and to allow the development
of new communities free of major through primary traffic
routes.

Maximum use was made of the existing airport site

to create cross city roads to urban motorway standard.
The~e

measures, plus the longer term proposed rapid tran-

sit system, were required to ensure that the rapid growth
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rate forecast for Jeddah and the Jeddah-·Mecca-Taif subregion would be served by a high standard of mobility as
well as environment and amenity.
PUBLIC TRANSPORT
The analysis of the 1971 traffic surveys indicated that,
whilst Jeddah had relatively high level of car ownership,
buses and taxis accounted for 41% of the total traffic in
the morning peak period.

Relative to the low population

expansion predicted growth of vehicle ownership, the preliminary analysis indicated that public transport services
would be required to carry approx 104,000 passengers in
the peak period by 1991.

This would generate some 7,500

taxi and bus trips in the peak hour.

The proposed road

system was thus designed to accommodate these demands.
However, the problem remained of accommodating the growth
in vehicular traffic required to transport the increasing
number of pilgrims to Mecca and the Holy Areas.

In par-

ticular, the rapid growth of pilgrims arriving by air and
the increasing capacity of aircraft such as the "Jumbo
Jet" highlighted the need to extend the public transport
system.

The Plan thus incorporated an overland mass tran-

sit system to transport pilgrims from the reception
centres in Jeddah to Mecca and the Holy Areas.

Such a

mass transit system would have to operate along a
gated'

rout~,

traffic.

'segre-

free from conflicts with other vehicular

Consequently, the final Master Plan analyses

examined the travel demands within Jeddah on the basis
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that the overall transport system incorporated a special
public transport route linking the new Airport through the
central area, to the University off Mecca Road and then
eastwards to Mecca and the Holy Areas.

Whilst the 13,000

passengers attracted to the public transport system did
not have a significant effect on the vehicular traffic
demands and highway requirements of the low population,
when the total public transport demand of 67,000
passengers occured at the high population situation, a mass
transit system would provide an effective means of serving
the 500,000 people located in the Northern townships.

In

any event, it was considered that, in planning Jeddah to
accommodate nearly two million people, provision should be
made for the development of fast and efficient public
transport services.

ESSENTIAL UTILITIES : WATER
The water supply for Jeddah is the sole responsibility of
the Ain

Azi~iyah

Administration.

The three main water

resources of Jeddah are the lower course of the Wadi
Fatima,· Wadi Khlais and the desalination plant on the
north coast of Jeddah at Kubbat Asharah.

In 1971 the

total water delivered by these resources amounted to about
20 million cubic met~es (20 Mm3).
With regard to water consumption, it was calculated that
gardenin9 water. demand accounted for about 5 Mm3 of water

pet annum.

Essentialurban services ac:counted for about

55% or 11 Mm3

-per year and the remainder was taken up by
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other uses and wastage through network losses.
The projections made in the Plan indicated that the urban
water requirement could increase in total to some 84
Mm3/yr for the low population increase and to 172 Mm3jyr
for the high.

From previous studies of the water

resour~

ces of Wadi Fatima and Wadi Khlais it was concluded that
this demand could only be met by the desalination of sea
water based on the expansion of the present plant, and in
the future,

the construction of new plants.

Thus the Plan

proposals recommended that a major programme be carried
out to greatly increase the provision of water by means of
desalination.
ESSENTIAL UTILITIES : ELECTRICITY
In 1971 about 70% of Jeddah's population was supplied with
electricity provided by the Saudi National Company Limited
for Electric Power.

Three main power stations were in

operation, one of which was part of the desalination plant
complex.
It was estimated that by 1991, for the high population
growth, there would be a need for an installed capacity of
1880 MW.
810 MW.

For the low population growth this reduced to
In view of the desirability of effecting econo-

mies of scale and the different peak load characteristics
of Jeddah and Mecca, recommendations were advanced for
considering a unified grid for the two cities.

There

appeared to be very good reasons to concentrate water production and energy generation in the same area, provided
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that a site or sites were chosen which, as well as meeting
the sea water extraction requirements, would not conflict
with the recreational and amenity use of the coastline.
ESSENTIAL

UTILITIES~

PUBLIC HEALTH

The disposal of waste-water and foul sewage from

proper~

ties within Jeddah until 1971 was achieved entirely by
means of cesspit drainage.

However, as part of an exten-

sive programme of drainage projects being implemented
across the Kingdom, the Ministry of the Interior had initiated work on a foul sewage disposal system for Jeddah.
By 1971, the installation of both the major trunk and the
main lateral and branch sewers had been virtually
completed.

House connections were scheduled to be made

within the next few years.

The construction of the

southern treatment works had been completed and the machinery installed, although, in 1971, it was not yet in use.
When operational, the foul drainage system and the treatment works would be operated by the Municipality of
Jeddah.

The works, located 14 km south of Jeddah and 3 km

from the sea, was designed to provide fully treated secondary effluent.

The treatment works as constructed had a

capacity for treating sewerage from a contributing population of 96,000 people, but this capacity could be
increased to be capable of handling the flow from a population of 200,000 people.

A series of some 23 local

pumping stations were in the course of construction to
collect and forward the flow from various parts of the
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city to two area pumping stations located on the coastal
fringe of central Jeddah.

These in turn would pass the

flow of the entire drainage network to the main forwarding
pumping station situated near the port.

The purpose of

this station was to pump the flow out to the treatment
works.
In 1970, work began on three contracts to intercept runoff corning from the hills outside Jeddah and prevent it
from causing embarrassing conditions within the city.
These contracts covered the construction of two storm
water channels; one to the north-east and one to the
south-east of Jeddah to carry storm run-off to the Red Sea
and a darn in

~adi

off from hills.

Mashoub behind the city to reduce runStorm drainage provisions were becoming

increasingly necessary in Jeddah and the Plan recommended
that the most sensible approach to this problem would be
to rely upon graded, well kerbed streets (not major roads)
to serve in the first instance as open collecting channels
for storm flow and carry such flows to appropriate collection and/or discharge ponds from which the flows could be
safely pumped to the sea or to public open spaces that
could benefit from flood irrigation.

It was not con-

sidered justifiable during the early stages of Plan
Implementation to invest large sums of money in installing
elaborate storm drainage networks that would rarely be
used and require costly regular maintenance to ensure that
they would be available and fully operational when needed.
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The Municipality is responsible for refuse collection and
disposal within the City of Jeddah.

In 1971, a force of

some 800 labourers was employed on this work.
In their forward planning for the extension of the
sewerage and treatment facilities, the Consultants Watson Saudi Arabia - recognised the need for a second
treatment works site to be developed to the north of the
city.

They proposed a treatment unit which could accom-

modate 'the flow contributed by 200,000 people with a per
capita water consumption yielding at the treatment plan a
flow of about 180 litres per person per day.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
The final stage of Plan preparation was to establish a coordinated growth programme.

This was developed in four

five year phases to span the 20 year plan period - from
1971 to 1991.

Two years of the first five year phase

would elapse in the time taken to prepare and submit the
Master Plan.

In any case, the major works which could be

completed during this phase had already been commissioned
- such is the time scale involved in major developments.
Following government approval of a development project
proposal, a design contract has to be let; drawings, specifications and Bills of Quantities have to be prepared,
approved and then put out to tender; a contracto~ has to
be appointed and, finally, the work has to be executed.
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Thus, the first phase of the Plan could be regarded as the
phase of execution of committed development.

It was

essential, however, that as soon as the Plan was approved,
land required for roads and other major developments would
be safeguarded and all new development conform with its
land use structure.

The salient features of each of these

five year phases of growth were as follows.

Phase One : 1971 - 1976
During this phase of the Plan, Jeddah's population was
forecast to increase to about 410,000 persons i.e. an
increase of 29,000 persons.

Most of this expansion was

phased to take place within the existing built-up area,
with new development only slightly extending the 1971
urban boundary.

The extensive programme of beautification

would continue, including the asphalting of major and
minor roads.

Essential utility services and community

facilities would also continue to improve.

During this

period, the new sewage network was planned to come into
operation.

Large developments included the expansion of

the Industrial Estate and the Petromin Refinery and the
new base for the Royal Saudi Navy.
was due to be completed.

The stormwater channel

Development in the Central Area

should be controlled in accordance with the strategy for
growth.

This strategy would be developed in detail in an

Action Area

st~dy.

The physical structure of the city in 1976 would thus not
have expanded greatly.

Most of the development activity
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was at policy level und concerned with establishing the
framework for the implementation of the Master Plan and
the formulation of development control procedures.

Phase Two : 1976 - 1981
The second phase of the development programme presented
the first opportunity to incorporate major developments
proposed in the Master Plan.

As it was not too far into

the future, events could be forecast with some degree of
certainty.

One purpose of this phase was therefore to set

out a planning framework within which more detailed urban
design work could be undertaken.

During this period the

population was expected to increase by some 90,000 from
410,000 to 500,000.

Redevelopment and infill development

would continue with new development directed to growth
points such as the Naval Base to the south, the University
area which included the development of a

Regional

Hospital.
New development areas, mainly to the north, would extend
to the stormwater ditch and those to the south east would
extend to the southern channel of the stormwater ditch.
Improvements in essential urban services carried out in
the first phase would mean that a reasonably high level of
provision should be available to the new residents.

New

and improved provision of community facilities for religion, health and education were forecast.
An important feature of this period of the Plan was the
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preparatory work to be undertaken in anticipation of the
major growth during the next phase.

This work involved

major extensions to the power stations7 implementing proposals to improve the city's water
to the city's primary road

supply~

network~

major extensions

further improvements

and extensions to facilities required for the Hadj7
general improvements in the built environment and the
safeguarding and landscaping of the existing agricultural
areas and open spaces.
Although a fairly sizeable growth in population was anticipated during this phase, considerable major works would
have to be undertaken to allow for the higher growth rate
foreseen during the second decade of the Plan.

As this

rapid growth would not occur until later in the Plan
period as this would enable the preparatory work to be
undertaken in good time.

In view of the time scale

required to commission major new works - it could, for
example, take five years to complete a major new primary
road building programme -

it was strongly recommended that

these works should be given early consideration.

Phase Three : 1981 - 1991
During the second decade of planned growth the population
was estimated to increase to 800,000 at the low growth
rate,

i.e. an increase of 300,000, and to 1,650,000 at the

high rate of growth.

Construction activity would peak

during this period of the Plan.

This growth would bring a

greatly increased demand for roads and services; schools,
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health centres, commercial and recreational facilities.
The expansion of the University should be completed during
this period.
It was considered essential however, that, as many changes
would inevitably take place over the period from 1971 to
1981, follow-up and review studies should be carried out
during the earlier phases so as to ensure that the Plan,
and the estimates and projections it embodied, were in
conformity.

This was in accord with the processes recom-

mended in the Master Plan Report.

Phase Four : Beyond 1991
This last phase of the Plan was concerned with the long
term growth prospects for the city.

In terms of popula-

tion growth it was assumed that this phase would cover
city growth from the low estimate of 800,000 to the high
1,650,000.

The purpose of this phase was to describe the

longer term

strat~gy

for growth

an~

how this could be

accommodated as a logical ext€nsion of the twenty year
structure.

In this respect it provided the distant

perspective and long range planning goals within which
shottei term developments could be evaluated.

The impor-

tance of planning the infrastructure requirements of the
city from the outset with sufficient future capacity to
cope with the high population estimate was stressed in the
Plan.
The Master Plan was prepared at a scale of 1:10,000 on.
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maps which accompanied the Master Plan Report and was
approved by the Council of Ministers in 1973.

A copy of

the Master Plan to 1:50,000 scale is illustrated in
Figure 9.5.
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NOTES
l

During the preparation of the Master Plan, a
series of meetings, chaired by H.E. Sheikh Hisham
Nazer, Minister of Planning, took place in the
Consultant's office in Jeddah.

Although

impressed by the reasons advanced for siting a
new airport to the south of the city, after due
consideration, the Committee decided that the
commitment to the proposed site to the north and
the views expressed by the Ministry of Defence
and Civil Aviation in support of this site were
such that this site should be developed as the
new International Airport for Jeddah.
2

There is an interesting footnote to this decision
- on which neither the Municipality nor the
Consultants were consulted.

When the Consultants

appointed by the Navy visited the RMJMP office to
obtain mapping and other information (and,

inci-

dentally, appraise RMJMP of this decision), RMJMP
were able to point out that the site was within
the Wadi Fatima flood plain and thus could be
subject to flash flooding.

The development of

the Naval Base had to take this factor into
account - no doubt at considerable cost.
3

In 1971, this area was blighted by the presence
of a large cement factory located about 12 km
north of the existing built-up area.
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When the

Master Plan was approved a resolution was passed
that the Cement Factory should be phased out over
the period 1973-78.

In fact,

it was only in 1985

that this factory ceased production - by which
time it was surrounded by development.
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INTRODUCTION
Institutional frameworks is a term which can be used to
describe the overall structures and processes, private as
well as public, through which decisions are made and
actions taken in the course of urban development.

It thus

includes policies, plans, regulations and procedures.
Some degree of authority and control to apply regulations
to achieve, for example, the acquisition of land or power
to control both public and private development is required
to allow the implementation of a city plan to proceed.
The 1947 British Town and Country Planning Act has no
equal in the sense of a legal commitment by a nation to
invest planning with the broad sweep of powers necessary
to secure the orderly and coherent control over the use of
land by Statutory Planning Authorities.

The owner of a

piece of land, no matter how powerful, wealthy or otherwise; no matter the vastness of his ownership nor the
value of his land, was no longer free to make use of it as
he deemed fit, nor to prevent part or all of his land
being acquired in the public interest.

A singular feature

of the '47 Act' was that the Planning Authority could prevent any development or change of use (with certain minor
exceptions) without requiring to compensate the owner,
provided that such prevention did not impair the con-
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tinuance of the existing use of the land.
No such powers existed in Saudi Arabia in 1971; nor do
they exist todayo
NATIONAL AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
The origins of the present system of local government in
Jeddah can be traced back to the Ottoman administration of
the Hejaz which, under Turkish laws of 1864 and 1871,
established a Majlis (Council) and a Rais (Mayor) for the
Vilayet (Province of the Hejaz).

These men were appointed

by the Sublime Porte in Constantinople and generally
regarded the appointment as a profitable sinecure.

Their

duties were largely confined to the collection of extortionate customs duties, the regulation and protection of
pilgrims arriving by land and sea, settlement of disputes
between members of the Council and providing hospitality
to visiting dignitaries and local officials.

Their aim

was inevitably to seek every opportunity to add to their
private fortune.

In discharging their duties and main-

taining peace amongst the often factious sectors of the
community and to protect the city from the occasional
Bedouin sally against the city's encompassing wall, the
Mayor and his Council relied on a permanent garrison stationed in Jeddah.

This garrison was housed in the Ottoman

built Kishla or barracks located on open land immediately
north-north-east of the Bab Medina.
This state of affairs remained unchanged until the
Hashemite family were expelled from the Hejaz by Abdulaziz
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Ibn Saud in 1926.

Despite the codification of the Saudi

Constitution of the Hejaz in the same year and the
appointment of Emir Faisalo the second son of Ibn Saud, as
his viceroy for the Hejaz, few changes took place in local
government until 1932, when King Abdulaziz established the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

The years that followed,

including the period of the Second World War, were devoted
by Ibn Saud to the consolidation of his Kingdom.

It was

not until 195j, that the Council of Ministers was
established and ministries and government agencies set up
to replace the wise but autocratic rule of Ibn Saud.
During this period, Emir Faisal controlled the affairs of
the Hejaz.

This period of stewardship contributed to his

experience as an incorruptable leader and administrator
and did much to equip him for sovereignty when his less
capable older brother Saud was finally persuaded to abdicate in 1964.
The setting up of the Council of Ministers was the first
stage of an evolutionary process which, in terms of
national and local government, placed emphasis on two
aspects:

the unfolding complexity of development and,

secondly, the ability of planning to set the pace for, and
give direction to, complex development 1 .
The history of the development of institutional frameworks
in the Kingdom can be described in terms of the interaction of four basic trends.

The first of these is the

expansion of the administrative institutions for the
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diverse functions of the state.

The second is the contri-

bution of the oil sector to development through exports
and revenues.

The third is the thrust of planned economic

and social development.

The fourth relates to the spon-

taneous response from society,

including the private busi-

ness sector, to the opportunities offered by development.
The interaction of all four is mutually reinforcing;

the

higher the level of oil revenues, the broader the scope
for development and institutional growth, and the greater
is society's involvement in the process.

The first three

of these trends fall under government control and, therefore,

can be

consider~d

as planhing variables.

The turning points in the Kingdom's history of development
were those times when adjustments were made to synchronise
the different growth potentials of the three controllable
planning variables.

Both contractions and expansions of

growth rates were used, depending on the nature of the
preferred adjustment,
in the economy.

Thus,

to correct the underlying imbalances
in the period up to 1970, before

the First Development Plan which covered the period
1970-1974,

institutional expansion followed the growth in

oil revenues.

Later,

in the first half of the First

Development Plan, the rate of expenditure growth was
reduced to correspond to the anticipated lower income
flow.

In the second half of the First Plan period, after

the increase in the income flow from oil, the rate of
feasible economic growth was determined by the narrow base
of domestic resources and the slow increase in the Saudi
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labour force.

The Second Plan (1975-1979) which con-

centrated on building the infrastructure necessary for
future development, aimed at maximizing absorptive capacity (including the immigration of foreign labour) to the
extent that was compatible with an acceptable rate of
inflation.

In contrast, the T.hird Plan deliberately

limited higher levels of expatriate employment, and relied
for growth on the existing base of available manpower and
on other elements, particularly improvements in productivity.
The year 1948 may be regarded as a turning point in the
history of development in Saudi Arabia, since it marked
the beginning of a period of historic innovation, and the
start of the Government's new role in organizing and
leading the process of economic development.

Against the

background of rising oil output and revenues,

the first

formal national budget was prepared that year.

Modern

port facilities were completed in Jeddah.

The first local

radio station began broadcasting in 1950.

The first muni-

cipal electricity system was introduced in Mecca in 1951.
By 1952 more than 20,000 students were undergoing formal
education at all levels.

Also in 1952, for the first

time, a newspaper was published daily, though an official
government gazette had been published weekly since 1932.
At the same time the infrastructure for oil production was
being completed in the Eastern Region.

The Trans-Arabia

pipeline was finished in 1950; the Ras Tanura tanker port
came into operation, and a small refinery was built.
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Oil

production increased from about 1 million barrels per year
in 1938 to just under 200 million barrels in 1950.
During the period 1952 - 1970 (when the First National
Development Plan was prepared) the Government managed to
sustain steady national development and economic growth at
an impressive rate in this period between the first innovations and the First Plan.

Statistical data for the

early years of development is sparse and not always
reliable, but during the period 1963 - 1970 the Gross
Domestic Product grew at an average annual rate of 10.6%
in current prices, and 9.5% in constant prices.
infrastructure was developed rapidly,

Physical

the educational and

health services expanded enormously, and manufacturing
industry also demonstrated a healthy growth at an average
annual rate of 11% after 1963.

Furthermore, the

demographic and social pattern was undergoing far-reaching
changes.

Riyadh, Jeddah, Damman, Mecca, Medina and Hofuf

all emerged as substantial metropolitan centres.
Within this national framework, urban and regional
planning was the responsibility of a department of the
Ministry of the Interior - The Department of Municipal
Affairs.

In collaboration with the Central Planning

Organisation (the department in which the National
Development Plan was prepared), as mentioned at the start
of Chapter Five, the Department of Municipal Affairs, initiated a programme of regional and city planning.
The Department of Municipal Affairs delegated day to day
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matters to regional planning

offices~

Region was located in Jeddah.

that for the Western

However, final decisions

were made in the Department's office in Riyadh.
This situation failed to resolve the historic division of
responsibility between central and local government.
Major cities such as Mecca and Jeddah had a say in their
affairs only to the extent of the strength and personality
of the Mayor.

Municipality staff were generally lazy,

incompetent and inefficient.
In 1976, the Department of Municipal Affairs was separated
from the Ministry of the Interior and a new Ministry of
Municipal and Rural Affairs (MOMRA) formed.

An annual

budget of SR15,000 million was granted to MOMRA.
McKinsey International Inc., an American firm of management experts, was commissioned in 1976 to advise MOMRA on
how to reorganise and structure the relationship between
central and local government.

Whilst highly confidential,

the writer was consulted during the preparation of
McKinsey's recommendations2.

One fact will be sufficient

to underline the need and importance of this study.
Despite the intention to meet the pressing need in every
part of the Kingdom to upgrade municipal services and to
keep pace with the enormous surge of growth, particularly
in the principal cities, MOMRA's decision making machinery
utilised only 40% of their annual budget.
One of the principal recommendations made by McKinsey's
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was to delegate substantially increased authority to the
three largest Municipalities in the Kingdom, one of which
was Jeddah (the other two being Riyadh and the
Damman-Dhahran-Al Khobar group of cities in the Eastern
Region).

This recommendation was accepted by the

Minister, HRH Prince Majed Ibn Abdulaziz.
This decision revoked the traditional secondary role of
the Municipality of Jeddah but, equally, placed new
demands on the organisation.

The Municipality was faced

therefore with the challenge of assuming important new
responsibilities and increasing the quality and quantity
of services it had hitherto provided.

At the same time,

the continuing rapid growth of Jeddah would further
increase the demands on the Municipality for new and
existing services.
In order to meet this challenge, the King appointed the
Wes~ern

Region Planning Officer, Eng. Mohammed Said Farsi,

as Mayor of Jeddah.

How he responded to this challenge

will be dealt with in a later chapter of this work.
LAND OWNERSHIP
The present systems of land ownership and tenure represent
the outcome of many different influences including Koranic
Law, tradition, Turkish Law, expedience and Saudi Royal
Decrees, which have never been brought together into a
codified system.

To add to the complexity there is a

geographical variation in the application of these practices so that a different set of rules applies outside the
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municipalities from that which is followed inside
pality administered areas.

munici~

Similarly, tribal rules of

usufruct prevail in grazing areas and detailed conditional
leaseholds cover government settlement schemes.
In all, about a dozen different forms of modern and traditional land tenure exist in the Western Region.

These can

be summarised as follows:
Crown Land:

All land to which some form of private claim,

of the types outlined below, has nbt been attached is considered as Crown
State.

Land~

that is, land held in trust by the

The purpose of creating such a category - which

covers over 90% of the Western Region -

is not to derive

revenues for the State but to protect the land resources
of the country from abuse.
Privately owned (urban):

In the municipalities most land

is already owned on the basis of a freehold title; many of
those in the main cities being of Ottoman origin.

Anyone

wishing to establish a claim over a piece of unoccupied
land must register his intentions with the court clearly
marking and defining the limits of the land.

The court

will then advertise the claim for one month and, if there
are no contestant or counter-claims, a deed is made over.
To build on land, however, the owner must obtain a licence
from the Municipality.

It is also necessary to consult

the Town Planning Office with reference to plans for the
area in which the building plot is situated.

Both

authorities can prevent building if it is contrary to
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existing plans or the public good.

It is not uncommon,

however, for the system to be bypassed and, once ownership
to the land is established, to build on

it~

a practice

which, although officially condemned, still takes place.
All land claims and changes of ownership are registered
centrally.
Privately Owned (rural):

Outside the municipalities in

areas where cultivation is practised, individual ownership
to land is established through use.

Thus the raising of

crops over several seasons on a piece of land is sufficient to establish a witnessed claim before the court
and to receive a title

~eed.

Many farmers rely, however,

on their claim being uncontested because their families
have farmed the same area for generations and so they do
not bother to formalise their claims before law since they
can be easily substantiated by members of the community.
Renting:
tional.

Outside the municipalities, renting is excepWhere it does occur it may take one of several

forms e.g.
a

Sharecropping:

here part of the harvest is handed

over to the owner of the land in lieu of a cash rent.
b

Fixed Sum:

the cultivation of wheat and barley on

rented land is often on the basis of a fixed sum
payable at the end of the year or harvest.
Heqr:

Heqr land is privately owned but not occupied by

the owner.

The occupier has the right to build on the
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land and the building remains the property of the builder
not the landowner.
Waqf:

This peculiarly Islamic form of land tenure allows

the wishes of a landowner to pertain to his land generations after his death.

The Waqf conditions apply as long

as the stipulations of the Waqf statement apply and, when
this ceases to be the case,

the land reverts to the

Ministry of Waqfs which uses the income from the land for
religious or charitable purposes.
Jeddah,

for instance,

The Ain Aziziah land in

is a Waqf of the late King Abdulaziz

Ibn Saud.
Lease:

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry has intro-

duced the system of leased property on its industrial
estates in Jeddah and Riyadh where skeletal factory units
are leased on a long term basis but remain the property of
the Ministry.
Conditional Lease:

On land classified as "Unexploited"

(a

category of Crown owned land), a form of short-term conditional lease has been introduced to ensure the development of scarce new land and water resources along approved
lines.
Usufruct:

In .the tribal areas where grazing is the main

form of land use the traditional form or customary land
tenure obtains.

Under this, control over the use of a

recognised and agreed tract of land is vested in a tribe
acting through its elected authorities.
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All rights under

this system are user rights and there is no recognition of
individual ownership per se.

These rights will gradually

cease to have much relevance as the ancient system of
nomadic or transhumant pastoralism disintegrates.
Hema:

The Hema system is most commonly found in the Asir

and the Hejaz and is a very ancient form of conservation
and insurance.

Under this practice tribes closed off

areas of grazing so that they would form a reserve for the
community's animals in times of drought.

Although the

system was abolished by a Royal Decree in 1953, its merits
have caused it to persist.
Others:

Mention must be made of squatters.

Very often

these are people too poor to purchase the land they
require or want but who are anxious to live in, or around,
built up areas.

Often they hope that by establishing a

position of occupancy they will gain rights over the land.
On occasion, especially where Government land is involved,
the squatters have been granted the rights to the land
such as happened in the early 70s at the northern coastal
town of Wajh and on one of the earlier sites of Jeddah's
Industrial Estate, where the presence of squatters
necessitated the acquisition of a new site.

However,

where private land is involved the situation is often one
of conflict.
In the case of Jeddah, all the land in and around Jeddah
is owned, that is if ownership is taken to mean an element
of control over the use of the land.
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Within the central area of Jeddah most of the land is
privately owned on the basis of a freehold title, many of
which are of Ottoman origin.

Much of this privately owned

land in the centre of the city belongs to family estates
and· the major portion of privately owned land in the urban
area is developed and rented.
The structure of land ownership in the city is characterised by the large tracts of land belonging to
Government Ministries:

e.g. the seaport; the land bor-

dering the sea to the south of the city which belongs to
the Ministry of Defence for Royal Saudi Navy purposes; the
radio and television stations belong to the Ministry of
Communications: the Airport is owned by the Ministry of
Defence and Aviation; and specific safeguarded sites owned
by the Ministry of Defence.
To the south and south-east of the city, the Mecca Road
area, the land tenure falls under the Wagf system (this is
the Ain Aziziah land which, as has been mentioned, is Wagf
of the late King Abdulaziz Ibn Saud).
The Ministry of Commerce and Industry has introduced the
system of leased property and sites on its industrial
estate on a long term basis but the land remains the property of the Ministry.
To the south of the city some of the land is occupied by
squatters.

These people are either, if Saudis, too poor

to purchase the land or,

if non-Saudis, not able to do so
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but are anxious to live in or around the built up area of
the city, because of the employment opportunity it provides and kinship ties which exist.

Saudi nationals hope

that by establishing a position of occupancy they will
gain rights to the land.
A different situation prevails to the north of the city
centre.

Here the land falls into three categories of

ownership:
1

Most land between the present urban limits and Sharm
Obhur is privately owned and large areas have been
marked and subdivided.

2

The Government has designated specific parcels of land
between the city and Sharm Obhur for government purposes.

3

The site for the new airport, which lies 24 kms to the
north of the city, belongs to the Ministry of Defence
and Aviation.

To the east, Government development,

missile sites, coastguard and desalination plant
occupy large areas of land.
LAND VALUES
Land values in Jeddah have a considerable influence on the
way the owner seeks to use his land.

A real estate market

exists and is growing, but land values change constantly
as a result of market forces of supply and demand.

It is

therefore never possible to obtain a precise picture of
the patterns of value.

In any case the value of land can
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vary greatly according to such factors as location,
access, services and size of plot.

It is thus only

possible to give a generalized view of land values and an
indication of the rise in land values which took place
during the '70s and early 80s.
The highest land values are to be found in the city centre
and in this area values have increased dramatically.

In

1972 land values stood at about SR4,000-SRl0,0003 per
square metre.

In 1984 it is reputed that values on prime

site had risen to as much as SR250,0004 per square metre.
This value is reflected in the type and density of
buildings being constructed, with heights often in excess
of 20 floors.
In the ultimate analysis, the value of any plot of land is
a reflection of the use (and the nature and intensity of
that use) that the planning authority is prepared to permit.
The decrease in land values outward from the central area
generally follows the radial pattern of the main roads.
The long, finger-like extensions of high values, radiating
from the centre, show the important role that the Mecca
Road and, even more conspicuously, the Medina Road play in
the city's structure.
To the north of the central area, along Medina Road,
values are rising rapidly.

land

1984 land values for sites

fronting onto the north and southbound carriageways now
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ranged from SR5,000 to SR6,000 per square metreo
the main frontages,
square metre.

Behind

values fell to SRl,OOO to SR3,000 per

To the north of Palestine Road, which in

1972 marked the edge of the desert and land values averages less than SRlO per square metre, prices vary.

Highest

values are in the Hamra Area - between the Medina Road and
the sea - and can reach SR2,500 per square metre.
Land values are not so high in the area to the east of the
central area, along Mecca Road towards the King Abdulziz
University and beyond.
the Petromin Refinery,

To the south,

in the vicinity of

land values are low. Much of this

area is used for surface storage of containers and bulk
cargoes imported through the seaport.
Amortisation is usually calculated over a 4 to 5 year
period, which is reflected in high rental costs.
example,

For

in the newer mixed office/retail developments

outside the central area, agents ask up to SRl,OOO/sq
m/annum for office space, while within the central area
small retail units of only 75 sq m are being leased for
over SRl million/annum.
Such high land values have had the effect of forcing a
great deal of spasmodic development at isolated locations
unrelated to the guidelines laid down in the Master Plan.
It should be noted that there are no local taxes in Saudi
Arabia on either land or developmento Thus Jeddah does not
raise its own taxes but is entirely dependent on central
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government funding for all its activitieso
DEVELOPMENT CONTROL
The approval of the Master Plan for Jeddah meant that
development could be controlled within an organised and
consistent frameworko
Development control stands in its own right as an essential part of the planning processo

A major purpose of a

Master Plan is to provide the vehicle within which development control can be carried out in an orderly manner.
It is essential to ensure that the Master Plan requirements for such matters as parks/open spaces/recreational
areas or new road corridors are safeguarded.

An effective

system of development control should minimise the risk of
permitting new development which would subsequently be
found to be in conflict with the Plan.
In order to provide the Town Planning Office with guidelines on how to organise a development control service, as
part of their follow-up work on the Master Plan, RMJMP
prepared a report setting out the procedures required to
set up an efficient development control service.

This

service, would also have to be capable of coping with the
..

future substantial increase in the applications for development likely to be received by the Town Planning Office.
The system set up was developed from the existing
approach, but reflected the need for greater sophistication and method to achieve consistency in implementing the
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objectives and proposals of the Plan, as well as
interpreting day to day detailed problems.
placed on a basic principle:

Stress was

that planning is concerned

with land and its beneficial use in a planned context, and
not with individuals.

Development control, therefore,

must reflect the impartiality of the Planning Authority in
applying this basic principle.
The process of dealing with planning applications was set
out as follows:
1

On submission the application should be checked to
ensure the application forms are correctly completed
and in accordance with the information required.

2

A reference number is then given to the application by
the Town Planning Office and the site is located and
plotted on a 1:2500 or a 1:1000 scale map.

3

The application is acknowledged in writing.

4

The application is referred to other authorities,
departments or groups as required.

5

The application is passed on to the professional
officer (i.e. architect, planner

o~

engineer) for

study and recommendation and from this the decision is
made by the Planning Authority.
6

The decision, with any reasons or conditions (e.g. car
parking provision) is made known to the applicant.
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7

The decision is recorded on file and maps for future
referenceo

The Consultants also prepared a policy for car parking and
traffic managemento

This was considered to be an

tial element of plan implementation.

essen~

The aims of this

policy were:
l

To provide for efficient flows of traffic by deciding:

a)

Where and when no waiting at all would be allowed
(except for picking up and setting down passengers)

b)

Where and when waiting would be allowed for loading
and unloading of goods only

c)

Where and when on street parking would be allowed and
as necessary, controlled by time and price.

2

To provide off-street parking space by ensuring that:

a)

Provision was made foi private operational parking
space in all new develc>••K:nts

b)

Appropriate charging policies were adopted to ensure
efficient use of public parking space when available.

In support of this policy, car parking standards to be met
within the landowner's plot were established for the
various use classes defined in the Master Plan,
residential and non-residential development.
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The source of this information is the Review of the
Achievements and Main Issues of Development in Saudi
Arabia set out in Chapter One of the Third
Development Plan 1980-1985.
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Improving the Management of Municipal Affairs,
McKinsey International Inc., July 1976.

3

While of limited relevance, the exchange rate between
the Saudi Riyal and the Pound Sterling in 1972 was
SR10.6 = £1.

4

In 1984 the exchange rate averaged about SR5.7
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=

£1.

THE FIRST FIVE YEARS 1971=1975

CHAPTER ELEVEN

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL CONTEXT
The Master Plan was prepared and approved by the Council
of Ministers during the period 1971-75.

In order to

ensure that applications for development were vetted, the
Consultants were authorised to set up a Master Plan development control section to work in collaboration with the
Jeddah Town Planning Office.

The primary purpose of this

team was to check applications against the approved Master
Plan to ensure that new development would not be in
conflict with the needs of the Plan.
If permission to develop was refused, no right of appeal
was allowed.

The landowner, having proved he had a legal

title to the land, would receive the full current market
value of his land in compensation.

In the case of an

owner's land being partially required (e.g. a building
line for a new road or road widening), then the Planning
Authority could take up to 30% of the land without
requiring to compensate the owner.
In applying these controls, the 1:10,000 scale Master Plan
was not sufficiently accurate, particularly in built-up or
semi built-up areas, for such detailed purposes.

Specific

building lines or the investigation of local modifications
to the plan to allow, for example, locating a road through
a large land ownership parcel rather than many small land
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parcels could not be defined from a 1:10,000 scale plan.
Nor could such matters as the land take required at road
intersections readily be determined.
Thus, even before the Master Plan was approved, the
Consultants were retained to initiate a substantial
programme of detailed 1:1000 scale Action Area Plans.

The

Consultants found that in a situation where there was no
previous experience of the discipline of town planning, it
was essential to demonstrate that there was a 'plan' to
follow.

This, as well as preventing irrational or contra-

dictory decisions, convinced the people whose land was
affected that it was because of the needs of the 'plan'
and for no other reason.

To generalise, the due produc-

tion of a file (in this case a 'plan') carried weight and
conviction, indeed a certain amount of awe and respect, to
both authorities ind public alike.

Without such

"officialdom" it would have been difficult to impose the
needs of a plan on, in this context, a relatively
unsophisticated community.
It says much for the patience and understanding of the
Saudi Authorities that, having anticipated that the Master
Plan would provide them with an answer to their problems,
it was accepted that its production led to the need for a
further, more detailed, stage of planning work in order to
secure its implementation.
The early-mid seventies saw the start of dramatic
increases in the price of oil and thus oil revenues.
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This, in turn, led to development taking off at a much
faster pace than could hitherto have been anticipated.
The national projected annual average rate of growth of
the Gross National Productl (GNP) had been fixed in the
First Five Year Plan at 6.5% from
1975-1979.

1970~1974

and 5.0% from

In fact, during this period, the GNP grew at

an average rate of 12% per annum.

The excess cash

liquidity resulting from this increase in wealth began to
fuel speculative land dealing and building development.
This, in turn, placed severe pressure on the development
boundaries and phasing programme set out in the Master
Plan.

IMPLEMENTATION
The timescale required, from initiative to completion, of
major development projects in the public sector is such
that most of the major works to be carried out during this
first period of the Jeddah Master Plan implementation were
already either committed or in the course of execution.
Thus the main objective of this first period of implementation was to integrate these commitments into a comprehensive pattern of growth and development and to ensure,
wherever possible, that this would be the case.

This

operation is more important than perhaps might be appre- ·
ciated.

For example, until the Master Plan was complete,

the planning of public utility services had been done on
an empirical basis as regards the nature, density and
distribution of development and thus the capacity required
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and priorities of the service to be provided.

This

unsa~

tisfactory situation had to be corrected and the many
Consultants involved in their specialised fields of water,
sewage, stormwater, electricity and telecommunications,
given parameters of distribution and demand for these services.

This information included population and

employment densities, road alignments, major land users
and the rate and location of growth envisaged over the
plan period.

Such is the enormous cost of the provision

of essential services, that the benefit of a Plan which,
by comparison, costs very little to produce, is incalculable.
The planned growth of population during this five year
period had been estimated to increase from the 1971 base
year figure of 381,000 to 410,000 at the low growth rate
and 440,000 at the high rate of growth.

Employed

residents had been assessed to increase from 100,000 to
113,000 or to 125,000 at the high growth rate.

No

reliable statistical data on population and employment
became available (i.e. post 1971 when RMJMP had carried
out their socio-economic survey) until a second
socio-economic survey was carried out in 1978.
placed the population of Jeddah at 916,000.

This

In view of

the overall surge in the national economy, it is likely
that, by 1975, the population of Jeddah would have
exceeded the high growth rate estimate of 440,000 by as
much as 150,000 people.

A large proportion of this

population increase consisted of foreign immigrants,
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principally as a result of the high labour demands
generated by the National Development Plan.

Thus, the

start of the dramatic growth in the city's population was
'employment led'

i.e. the number of jobs and the workers

required to fill them was a principal factor in setting
future population levels.
The evidence of this dramatic increase in population could
be adduced from the increase in planning applications made
and which were given consent, including those in areas
which were not proposed, at this stage
development in the Plan.

~f

growth, for

The most marked of these was the

extensive development of apartments and medium cost
housing on both sides of the Medina Road north of the
stormwater channel and the start of large private land
sub-divisions, particularly in the area west of the Medina
Road (i.e. between the Medina Road and the sea) stretching
north to the Cement Factory.

This latter area became

known as New Jeddah and emphasised the shift in axis of
growth away from the Mecca Road corridor.

The point made

in the Master Plan that no stormwater protection was
available in these new areas went unheeded, such was the
growing demand for land for development.
A major development proposed in 1975 was to create a
'Crown Prince Mod - L Garden City' on the area between the
new airport site and the sea,
factory.

i.e.

north of the cement

Had this development succeeded, it would have

achieved the Master Plan concept of a self-contained corn-
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rnunity with a major centre for shopping, office and

com~

rnercial development for over 100,000 people as a focus for
planned growth in this area.

The British Consultants for

this development were aware of the Master Plan proposals.
However, this development had to be abandoned when the
Ministry of Defence and Civil Aviation decided to reserve
a large part of this land for future airport staff
accommodation.

Thus, this well-conceived development,

which would have done much to raise the quality of private
community (as opposed to housing) development, did not
materialise.
Another equally ambitious comprehensive development was
however implemented.

This was the Prince Fawaz University

housing and community development on a location about 15km
east of the city centre to the south of the Mecca Road.
Co-ordination was achieved between the planners and the
consultants for this project and the layout organised in
such a way as to leave clear the alignment of the motorway
to link Jeddah and Mecca which passed through the site.
Other large scale developments which started during the
period 1971-75 included the expansion of Petromin (in part
the result of a fire in 1972), the start of factory development on the Industrial Estate, where an initial site of
1.5 sq km was prepared and provided with utility services
by the Ministry of Industry; the development of the new
base for the Royal Saudi Navy on a site of over 8 sq km
immediately south of the seaport, adjoining Petromin and
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the Industrial Estate.
In the central area, the first high rise complex - the
Queens Building - was completed.

This comprised a base-

ment car park, ground and upper level shopping floors, an
office block and a separate apartment tower.

For the

first time in new development, internal shopping "malls"
featured in this impressive complex.
did not last.

Its initial success

The escalators soon ceased to work and,

lacking an integrated air conditioning system, the individual air conditioners, usually placed above or at the side
of the entrance to the shops, made the malls noisy, hot
and sticky.

Of its time, however, this building repre-

sented a major step forward by the private sector in large
scale planning and design.

It also made clear the need

for maintenance and upkeep if such ventures were to remain
commercially attractive and successful.
A 1974 air photograph (Figure 11.1) shows the Queens
Building (the double curved block with the residential
tower immediately to its east near the top left hand
quadrant of the photograph), dominating the skyline.

This

photograph shows the many underdeveloped spaces adjoining
the sea.

Also visible, at the northern mouth of the

Al-Manaqabah lagoon (easily identified at the bottom of
the photograph) is the start of land reclamation.

The

British Embassy is the group of four buildings on the
south side of the lagoon entrance channel.

A noteworthy

aspect of this photographic record is the small amount of
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traffic using the roads.

Unfortunately, the time of day

is not recorded, but it is revealing to note the lack of
congestion on the roads serving the city centre at that
time.
During this period dramatic increases in land values
placed heavy pressure on the Town Planning Office to relax
the Master Plan regulations for plot coverage and building
heights.

The problems inherent in doing this were con-

siderable~

it would threaten the Plan balance of land use

density: road framework and traffic assignments; utility
network capacities.

However, the unchecked escalation of

land values and the rapidly growing demand for accommodation forced the Municipality to consider how far the
Plan could be 'stretched' to meet these pressures.

In

other than two storey residential areas, amendments to the
building heights, laid down in the Master Plan, were
finally permitted.
These pressures highlighted the wisdom of the approach
adopted in preparing the Plan - that planning is a process
rather than a finite matter and that the Plan should be
capable of responding to high as well as low rates of
growth.

A third, equally important factor was that the

team which had prepared the plan was still functioning and
that the officers in the Town Planning Department had
progressed to their posts after taking part in the preparation of the Plan.

Thus a compromise was achieved

which, while permitting higher densities, particularly
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where development would front on to wide roads, could be
absorbed within the robust framework of the Plan.

One

aspiration which proved impossible to achieve was that of
placing high density residential areas between, rather
than along, major roads.

The conflict, between fast

moving vehicles and a safe living environment posed no
dilemma to landowners.

The wider and more impressive the

road, the greater was the demand to erect high rise
buildings.

Perhaps it is only in a new town situation,

where total planning can be achieved and where there is a
strong authority (which is also the landowner), that this
desirable planning theory, which separates the areas of
maximum potential danger to families from where they live,
can be applied.
During this first five year period, social services e.g.
schools, 'mosques, hospitals and clinics tended to lag
behind need.

This was mainly because the providing

authorities were still at a planning, rather than
implementation stage, in their development plans.
There w9s also, .at that time, over centralisation of
decision making by Ministries such as Health and
Education.

Consequently the time gap between centralised

reviews of plans and programmes and actual implementation
resulted in provision falling behind need.

Such was the

availability of funds, however, that once programmes did
get under way, results were soon forthcoming.

During this

period, the Dar-al-Hanan, a girls' private school in
Jeddah, raised to a new level the standards of girls'
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education in the Kingdom.
In 1970, the King Abdulaziz University comprised four
large converted villas sited in an open area to the east
of the airport and north of the Mecca Road.

In 1972,

Consultants were appointed to prepare a Development Plan
for growth to 20,000 students (including a self-contained
women's faculty).

Also, under the .guidance of Major

Mahmood Nassif, the buildings and projects manager of the
University, a large new multi-purpose library and teaching
building was completed in 1974.

This heralded the first

achievement in the development of the University.
During this first five year plan period a start was made
on the implementation of the highway network.

After com-

petitive tendering, the Italian engineering consultants
SAUTI were appointed in 1973 to start a major programme of
road construction and urban beautification.

For the most

part, the early years of their work were taken up with
road surveys, preparation of designs and contract documentation.

Priority was given to the most congested traffic

junction in Jeddah - the Kilo 2 Mecca Road intersection
with the Airport Road/Mina Road ring road.

By 1975 the

first flyover in Jeddah was under construction and Airport
Road in course of being widened into a dual three lane
carriageway (see Figure 11.2).
To the north of the city centre, a start was made on the
construction of Shara Settin (the 60m street, subsequently
to be named Prince Fahd Road) as a parallel relief road
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to Medina Road along the west boundary of the existing
airport.

One of the first secondary roads to be asphalted

at that time was Shara Khalid ibn Walid, again parallel to
the Medina Road, between it and Shara Settin in the
district of Sharafiyah.
experience.

Therein lies an interesting

Land acquisition was necessary to link Shara

Khalid ibn Walid to Shara Palastine.

To achieve the cross

section requirement, together with junction sightlines,
about 60% of a large land parcel was acquired, leaving, in
the landowners' hands, two strips of land about lOrn wide
on either side of the new road.

The junction was paved

and when opened, with Khalid ibn Walid serving as a oneway road into the city centre from Palastine Road, an
application for a parade of shops on both sides of the new
junction (i.e. on the residual lOrn strip of land) was submitted by the landowner.

The Town Planning Office felt

unable to refuse this application, and the shops were
built - without adequate parking or servicing.

Thus the

highway requirements for safety at a busy junction were
thwarted and a bad highway/land use interrelationship
established.

But the lesson was learned.

Henceforth when

faced with a similar situation, the Municipality acquired
all the land or sufficient land to provide a landscaped,
frontage-access free zone at junction intersections.
By 1975 urban growth had reached the former self-contained
fishing village of Ruwais.

This was the first northern

settlement to lose its separate identity.

Subsequently,

as Ruwais was an irregularly planned community of narrow
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winding alleyways with predominantly single storey
housing, a new road (Hail Road) had to be pushed through
this community to link the city centre with the northern
coastal development.

(Note~

Andalus high speed road

=

only in 1985 when the new

the Master Plan coastal

expressway on reclaimed land to the west of Ruwais

=

was

completed was Hail Road then able to revert back to a
secondary shopping thoroughfare and Ruwais re-attain at
least part of its village character).
The location of these highway improvements/new roads is
shown in Figure 11.2.
The stormwater ditch was completed in 1974-75, but by then
urban growth had overtaken its planned function - to contain the built-up area of the city.

(Note:

the northern

extension of the channel was achieved eight years later
when the new Airport Authorities insisted it be built to
protect the airport from flash flooding.) The southern
sewage treatment plant became operational, but could not
be used for another five years until house connections
were installed to the main and secondary sewage network.
This first five year period also saw the start of the vast
desalination programme mentioned in Chapter Nine.

During

these early years, however, particularly in the summer,
Jeddah was plagued by power cuts.

This was in part due to

urban growth overstretching the capacity of the power station and partly due to an argument between the electricity
company (Jeddah Electric), which regarded itself as the
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providing authority, and the Desalination Department of
the Ministry of Agriculture as the desalination plant
would be a dual water/energy type.

The electricity com-

pany required assurances as to the timing, amount and
dependability of the electricity supply from the desalination plant.

These, at that time, could not be made speci-

fic, but the reluctance to embark on a duplication of
energy supply meant that, until this common policy was
established, Jeddah Electric did not receive the necessary
funds to build new power stations.
To provide a·forum within which all aspects of plan
implementation could be viewed, in 1975, the Municipality
set up a Supreme Co-ordination Committee.

This committee

was chaired by H.E. Eng. Mohammed Said Farsi, Mayor of
Jeddah.

Eng. Mohammed Said Farsi was an outstanding

choice as Mayor.

As the consultants RMJMP liaison

officer, he had participated fully in the preparation of
the Master Planr as a trained architect, he had the
experience and ability to understand technical matters;
and, as a personality, he possessed the enthusiasm, drive
and energy required to undertake the task of
implementating a far-sighted and ambitious plan for city
growth.
This "human" element i.e. the involvement at the right
point in time of a team of responsible and dedicated professionals who share a commmon bond of trust, loyalty,
indeed friendship towards a unified purpose, is perhaps
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even more important than the "mechanics" of the plan in
achieving its implementation.
Such were the growing pressures on the Coordination
Committee that it was soon necessary to hold day long
weekly meetings.

Consultants and contractors would meet

with the Municipality and other Government Department
representatives and thrash out how to co-ordinate the
complex art of city development.
Thus, during this first ·five year period of implementaion
Jeddah began to show signs of dramatic growth and expansion.

Modifications and updating of the Master Plan was

already under way as well as a programme to detail and
refine it.

In general, apart from the beginnings of a

higher growth rate than envisaged, the activities which
took place during this period were in accord with the
principles established in the Master Plan.
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Gross National Product (GNP):

l

the total value of

all final goods and services produced by a
nation's economy.

GNP is equivalent to Gross

Domestic Product (GDP) minus the net factor
payments abroad.

GDP is the combined total for

"value added" or "net output" in the economy
domestically produced.
(1)

It includes:

employee compensation and operating surplus of
enterprises (i.e. profits including depreciation)

(2)

balance of indirect taxes and subsidies.

(Source:
Third Plan, Glossary of terms and abbreviations.)
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MASTER PLAN FOLLOW=UP STUDIES

CHAPTER TWELVE

INTRODUCTION
The Master Plan defined the overall planning objectives
and policies and established the land use/transportation
structure for the growth of the city.

This framework pro-

vided the context for more detailed studies which were, in
themselves, part of the implementation of the plan.

In

turn, these detailed studies led to revisions and amendments to the Master Plan.

This interaction is an essen-

tial part of the planning process.

The skill lies,

particularly in built-up areas, in maintaining the principles of the overall plan, but accepting that local conditions may necessitate amending the Plan to achieve, for
example, a more satisfactory route for a road corridor or
the location of a local centre.
Local plans must conform to the Master Plan in terms of
broad land use and intensity of development in order to
maintain

~he

land use/transportation balance of the Plan.

The purpose of preparing local plans, as well as providing
the discipline of a detailed physical form (e.g. type of
permitted land use including school sites, open spaces,
building lines), is also to set the standards and regulations to be applied in controlling the bulk and density of
development.

The attached table (Figure 12.1) gives an

example of the zoning, bulk and height regulations which
formed part of the 1:1,000 plan layout sheets prepared by
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RMJMP for all areas for which they established detailed
plans.

Such specific regulations were considered by the

Town Planning Department to be essential in controlling
the height and intensity of any development.

These regu-

lations were incorporated into each 1:1000 scale plan so
that when the plans were approved, so were the regulations~

the one an integral part of the other.

During the preparation of the Master Plan, two specific
subjects had been identified as requiring special study the Historic City and the Seafront.

Additionally, other

aspects of city development which required study included
the development of a public transport system and the
naming and numbering of streets and areas.

In the early

1970s neither Jeddah nor any other city in Saudi Arabia
possessed street names or house numbers

~

much to the con-

fusion of new arrivals, particularly when visiting friends
for the first time.
These matters were part of the implementation of the
Master Plan.

It was also considered important that the

people of Jeddah should appreciate that, even though
living in a fast growing city, it was a city with purpose,
order and organisation in its growth.

A further dimension

of this aspect of the work was the conscious effort by all
involved in the planning and development process to retain
the qualities of an Arab city, accepting that it was the
20th Century.

Thus romantic or inappropriate visions of

what this meant or how it could be interpreted were not an
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answer.
Reality,

in the form of the motor vehicle externally and

air conditioning internally, were factors that could not
be ignored.

The impact of the motor vehicle meant that

adequate road space and standards for car parking had to
be achieved at both city and local level.

In such a harsh

climate air conditioning allowed a new and different
approach to living and working.

The need for natural ven-

tilation - which had given rise to an expressive and functional style of architecture in the traditional buildings
of the old city - was not longer paramount.

Nor could the

scale of new development be that of walking distances between buildings and from one part of the city to another.
The car, it should be remembered, is also air conditioned,
and its contained privacy could be considered as an extension of the horne.

The provision of an abundance of desa-

linated water would soon remove a cogent restraint to the
lifestyle of the people and their environment.
The combination of technical innovation and great private,
as well as public, wealth inevitably leads to dramatic
changes in the aspirations of people and thus to the outward expressions of this in their lifestyle.
There is no simple answer as to how or in how far the plan
and the planners should be able to, or could be expected
to, control such a situation.
ters was, at least, a start.

The awareness of these matWhat the planners also

appreciated was that there were two stable and basic fac201

tors which technology would not change.

First, the impor-

tance of the family in Saudi society and, second, an
unshakable belief in the moral and religious precepts of
Islam.

The protection and, if possible, enhancement of

these social values was an essential factor in the
approach adopted by the joint Saudi-British team particularly in the preparation of local plans.
The next seven chapters (Chapters 13-19) set out, in the
following sequence, a brief description of the follow-up
studies which were carried out as part of the development
and implementation of the Master Plan:
The Central Area
The Historic Area
The Corniche
Detailed Area Plans
Private Sub-divisions
Urban Public Transport
Street Naming and Numbering
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

THE CENTRAL AREA

The Central Area had been defined in the Master Plan as an
area of approximately 17 sq km contained within an encompassing road to be constructed to urban motorway standard
(see Figure 13.1).

The east and west flanks of this road

required no demolition or disruption of existing development as they were located within the old airport site and
in the shallow sea water respectively, as were the two
extremities of the northern flank.

The route of the

southern flank passed through the disused Khozzam Palace
Gardens and followed the line of a wide, existing road.
Thus the difficult problem in urban areas of achieving a
high speed road network within a built-up area was, for
the most part, resolved by making maximum use of undeveloped and available land corridors.

The use of the sea

for the west flank was a deliberate decision as any alternative would have necessitated a major disruption to the
historic core.
The principal components of this area were the historic
core, the radial roads containing most of the commercial
activities, mixed residential, shopping, business and
office areas between the radials to the north and east
and, in the southern area, a large enclave of irregularly
laid out single storey block built low cost housing.
The Master Plan population and employment proposals for
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the Central Area were as follows:
Table 13.1
DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT
A
POPULATION
Area

1971

1991 low

City Total
Central Jeddah
Action Area

381,148
189,672
63,255

800,000
152,900
69,500

B
EMPLOYMENT
Area

1971

1991 low

1991 high

City Total
Central Jeddah
Action Area

100,000
68,800
19,465

240,000
99,900
24,490

495,000
172,400
42,000

Source:

1991 high
1,650,000
165,250
69,500

RMJMP Jeddah Central Action Area, 1975

These statistics highlight the relatively small change in
the population to be accommodated within central Jeddah.
However, expressed as a proportion of the total population
of the city, the population resident within central Jeddah
was planned to decrease from nearly 50% in 1971 to 19% of
the 1991 low population and to 10% of the 1991 high population.
The Master Plan policy for dispersal of employment
throughout the city resulted in the proportion of jobs to
be located within central Jeddah reducing from 69% in 1971
to 42% of the 1991 low and to 35% of the 1991 high
employment opportunities.

However, the actual number of

jobs within central Jeddah would increase significantly at
the low growth rate and by nearly threefold at the high
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growth rate.
The transportation analyses carried out during the Master
Plan study highlighted that the peak period traffic flows
within Jeddah would exceed 128,000 passenger car units
(pcu's), for the low population and 260,000 pcu's for the
high population.

Provision was made for highway corridors

and interchanges of adequate capacity to accommodate the
traffic demands of the high population, which, when calculated, required the directional -distribution of 59,500
vehicles entering and leaving central Jeddah in the 1991
peak hour.

Six out of every ten of these vehicles would

be generated to the north of central Jeddah.
The transportation analysis also identified that 70% of
this traffic had a purpose in central Jeddah and consequently only 3 out of every 10 vehicles were making
journeys across central Jeddah.

Thus, the Master Plan

proposals to accommodate these traffic demands were based
on the adoption of a high capacity (1,500 pcu's per hour
per lane) urban motorway routes.
This detailed examination of the Master Plan proposals for
central Jeddah confirmed the feasibility of the policies
for development, but indicated some practical modifications arising from detailed surveys of existing conditions
and committed projects.

In particular, the detailed engi-

neering feasibility studies of several highway network
options highlighted the planning constraints and opportunities and the environmental impact of alternative
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routes and interchange locations.

This developed primary

road system is shown diagrammatically on Figure 13.1.
As in the case of the Master Plan, the specialised studies
to determine the detailed design requirements of the rapid
transit system were beyond the scope of this central area
study.

However, the proposals outlined in the Master Plan

were reviewed in conjunction with the primary road system
and three amendments were incorporated into the detailed
plans.
a

These were:

In order to minimise the barrier effects of major
transport corridors, the main line of the rapid transit system was located within the proposed urban
motorway by widening the central reservation to 20
metres.

b

In view of the engineering feasibility and planning
constraints of incorporating any form of fixed track
system within the central area, a more flexible busway
system was adopted as a local transit system linking
the main line system to the city centre.

c

In addition to the busway system, provision was made
to accommodate an extension of the main line transit
system around the harbour area to serve the seaport
and along the north and south corniche to serve the
expansion of the urban developments along the coastal
plain.

The general disposition of land uses which were developed
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in parallel with the transportation system for central
Jeddah is also shown diagrammatically in Figure 13.1.
The relatively modest increase in resident population proposed within the central action area was determined by the
need to improve living conditions and associated community
facilities such as schools, health centres and parks and
to accommodate an increase in land area for central city
facilities for civic, commercial and transportation purposes.

This population increase was thus achieved by

increasing net residential density from an average of
around 200 persons per hectare (pph) in 1971 to slightly
more than 250 pph.

The resultant decrease in land area

for residential development released some 43 hectares of
land, most of which was occupied by poor quality housing,
for improvements in community facilities.

In total,

therefore, the land area allocated for residential purposes would remain much as it was in 1971 and the
increased provision for central city facilities was
achieved through a more efficient utilization of the
remaining space.
By 1974-75 the structure of the residential communities
had produced considerable socio-economic and physical
diversity.

One of the aims of the Master Plan was that

such areas should retain their separate identity in the
development of the city even though physical change could
be expected.

In order to achieve this, the development of

local centres was promoted at focal points within the com-
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munities in order to improve the level of social amenities
available to residents.
Employment opportunities within the central area were
mainly concentrated in services and distribution with a
very substantial increase in both private and government
offices.

The predominance of employment in service trades

(especially in the Mecca Road area) would be likely to
continue but larger space using industries in the central
area were relocated.

The main centres of employment were

proposed along Mecca Road and Airport Street and in the
lagoon area.

In addition, the Master Plan proposal to

concentrate private office development in areas where it
could be served by adequate car parking facilities with
direct access from the primary road system was incorporated into the detailed plans.
Having reviewed and established the detailed application
of the Master Plan to the existing situation, the last
stage

o~

this study was to prepare detailed 1:1000 scale

plans and regulations.

In 1974-75 when this work was

carried out, funds were not available to prepare these
plans for the entire 17 sq km area, and the decision was
made to omit the historic area and the southern low cost
housing areas from this phase of the study.
As is set out in the next Chapter, a special conservation
study was carried out for the historic area, but the
southern area was not subsequently studied.

This omission

is to be regretted as this area still remains unplanned.
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When the new road network was thrust through,

it was

without regard to the active and, until then, settled
social character of the areal.
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NOTES

1

A well researched study of this southern area was
carried out as a post graduate thesis at
Newcastle University by a Saudi student,
Eng Haider Assad.

Eng Assad made use of the

RMJMP surveys and general planning context as the
basis of his study.

While his work was received

with interest and appreciation by the Town
Planning Department, it did not prove possible,
due to greater pressures, for his proposals to be
implemented.
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lo. I.

THE HISTORIC CITY

CHAPTER FOURTEEN

In 1971, during the Immediate Action stage of their
programme of work, RMJMP had included a description of the
outstanding urban heritage present in the Holy Cities and
in Jeddah and stressed the need to take action to protect
buildings of architectural and historic quality as well as
their encompassing traditional areas.

While no positive

action was taken by the authorities at that time,

in the

preparation of the city plans, the Consultants respected
these historic areas and routed new highways and land for
urban growth and redevelopmment away from,

rather than

within or through, such areas.
The Consultants action area planning programme was not a
suitable vehicle for the study of the rich,
sensitive fabric of such historic areas.
Jeddah, the magnificent old

cor~l

intricate and

In the case of

limestone buildings

were, almost without exception, located in tightly packed
groups through which narrow tortuous alleyways threaped
their way like veins of calcite in a block of marble.
Small squares provided much-needed breathing spaces and
formed a focal point for community life, while minarets
provided a guide for location and an aid to navigation for
sailors entering the port through the reefs.

Sir James Craig, when British Ambassador to Saudi Arabia,
provided the writer with a somewhat amusing account of the
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old city penned by Sir Reader Bullard who spent a term as
British Consul in Jeddah in 1923-25.

He describes

'nightlife' as follows:
"As though the summer nights were not hard enough to
bear we were plagued by pariah dogs, and for a time by
owls, which would make a hissing noise for hours,
about two seconds on and one second off".
(It should be noted the the Consulate stood on the
northern edge of the town near the city wall and it was
in the desert outside the wall that the owls found the
rats and jerboas that they fed on; having fed,

the

Consulate cornices and parapets provided a convenient
perch.)
"So sore was the persecution that I borrowed a
shotgun, and after a tremendous safari through the dim
rooms I would, if I was lucky, find the owl outlined
against the sky and shoot him sitting".
It was to take RMJMP, assisted by the Mayor, until 1978 to
convince the authorities to mount a detailed social, physical and conservation study of the old city of Jeddah.
The Historic Area was the centre and the business heart of
a large, rapidly growing and prosperous city.

In such

circumstances, owners had little desire to meet the cost
of maintaining the large family homes of their ancestors
when the possibility existed, through redevelopment, to
.build a

'modern' office or apartment block which would

provide an excellent yield on investment.

New development

is much more profitable than maintaining an old building;
indeed the more magnificent the building, the more costly
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the maintenance.

By 1978, land values had reached over

SR9,000 per square metre.

Traditional buildings had

become vulnerable and their future perilous.

The scale of

development in the 'boom' years of the mid to late 1970s
had already accounted for the loss of many historic
buildings in the city centre, particularly, as shown in
Figure 14.1, in the area west of King Faisal Street
(sometimes termed Shara D'ab as a pot of gold was found
during its construction in the mid 60s).

For most of the

remaining historic buildings, the major problem was lack
of adequate maintenance.

The sub-division of these large

buildings into small units which were rented,

in many

cases on a room by room basis, worsened this situation.
Equally bad for these buildings was their use for storage
or warehousing.
By 1978, without a major reversal of the existing
situation and prevalent attitudes, the historic fabric of
the old city would, almost certainly, not have withstood
this combination of neglect and greed.

Probably, with the

few exceotions of families who still either lived and/or
worked in their family homes or who respected their qualities, the old city would have been razed and redeveloped
as part of a great tide of growth and prosperity.

Thus,

in every way, the study undertaken by RMJMP was timely and
essential.
The three stages of the study programme were:
Stage One

Surveys & Alternative Strategies
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Two

Urban Design Proposals

Three

Development Control & Civic Design
Manual

Because of the rich quality of the townscape of the
Historic Area, planning proposals were prepared at 1:500
scale with 1:200 and 1:50 scale details as necessary.
The study progressed from an overview of the Master Plan
context and role of Central Jeddah, to the detailed study
of the Historic Area and, finally, to the preparation of
full contract documents for the restoration of five
historic buildings.

The programme allowed twelve months

in which to complete these tasks.
The transportation, land use, population and employment
context of the Central Area within the Master Plan context
had been established in the Central Area study carried out
in 1974-75 and described in the previous chapter.

In

strategic terms and in relation to the ongoing implementation of the Master Plan, the city centre role, when
reviewed in 1978, was found not to have changed significantly.

The Central Jeddah structure plan which formed

the planning context for the Historic Area study is
illustrated in Figure 14.2.
The Historic Area, as defined for the purposes of the
study (see Figure 14.1) comprised approximately one and a
half square kilometres contained within the Corniche on
the west and the King Abdulaziz ring route around the
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north, east and south, i.e. the area contained within the
old city wall.
The area comprised three main components, the waterfront,
the primary new/redeveloped commercial and business centre
between King Faisal Street and the new Corniche service
road, and the older residential/shopping/service industry
area to the east of King Faisal Street.

The four main

city radial roads: Mecca Road, Medina Road, Airport Road
and Port Road, converged on the King Abdulaziz ring and
served as the major traffic routes to the city centre.
The lagoon, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the Kishla
formed an area of urban design importance immediately
north of the Historic City.

To the south was an area of

mixed uses including offices, warehousing and residential.
Thus the study area contained a wide range of new commercial and residential buildings as well as most of the
remaining historic buildings which formed an important
part of the architectural heritage of Jeddah.
was under severe pressure for new development.

The area
Large

areas had been developed or committed for substantial
modern development projects mainly of commercial and
office use, particularly in the western part of the study
area.

The existing land uses within the study area in

1978 are shown in Figure 14.3 and are summarised in
Table 14.1.
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Table 14.1

Existing Land Allocation

Land Use

Area (hectares)

Residential (including local footpaths)
Hotels

21.66
2.57

Commercial
i
ii
iii

Retail/offices
Warehousing
Fish and vegetable souk

21.60
3.11
1.65

Civic

4.91

Mosques

1.82

Schools

0.86

Taxi and bus station

0.68

Public open space

3.10

Roads and related spaces

49.95
7.80

Vacant sites

119.71

Sub total
Land at present under reclamation

148.72

TOTAL
Source:

29.01

RMJMP, Historic Area Study, 1978

The procedures used for the control of new development
lacked a sufficient basis of information on building
disposition, their potential and problems and as such were
inadequate to secure the proper planning framework for the
historic core of the city.

'It was also apparent that the

majority of the old buildings were becoming dilapidated
and unless measures were taken to revitalise and restore
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them they would be likely to reach a condition beyond
repair with demolition being the only course of action.
In order to prepare a strategy and suitable structure
within which new development could proceed but still
remain and respect the historic areas, a balanced approach
to the problem was adopted.

Total preservation was

impossible as the historic core had been fragmented by
demolition and new development projects.

In any case,

total preservation would have tended to deaden the area
and render it obsolescent.

Such an approach would also

inhibit the regeneration of the historic fabric and
quality of the area in a way which could respond to contemporary social and economic needs and amenities.

Thus,

the need was to carefully relate new development within
the context of the old and traditional.
This approach to conservation and rehabilitation was also
one which would not impair the day to day functioning of
the city.

However, to enforce and implement this policy

special responsibilities and controls would have to be
applied to protect the qualities

oi

the urban environment.

The first stage of the study comprised comprehensive surveys and appraisals of the existing situation.

The

resulting appreciation of the Historic Area was that it
was generally suffering from multi-occupancy and poor
maintenance and gave an overall initial impression of
being ripe for redevelopment.

More detailed

surveys, however, indicated that it would be possible to
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rehabilitate many of the old buildings as the basic
tures were in a sound condition.

struc~

Also, an immediate and

vigorous programme of rehabilitation could provide an
attractive environment and preserve an historic continuity
for future generations.
Although less than fifty years ago the Historic Area
represented over 90% of the entire area of the city, by
1978 it constituted only 0.2% of the Metropolitan Area.
The results of the socio-economic survey indicated that
the resident population in June 1978 was 47,400.

This

showed a decline from the 1971 figure of 56,000, attributable to the extensive redevelopment of the Central
Business District.
For the purposes of the socio-economic survey and analysis
of the Historic Area, three districts were defined (see
Figure 14.4) as follows:
l

The Central Business District, within which new office
and apartment buildings predominated (Zone 2).

2

The Traditional Residential District, within which was
located most of the traditional houses and activities.
(Zone 3, including 2a and 2b).

3

The Eastern District, mainly comprising newer, nondescript buildings (Zone 3a).

The distribution of population and employment within each
of these districts was:
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Table 14o2

Population and Employment by District
Employment

Central Business District

Population

30912

9191

Traditional Residential
District

5869

30893

Eastern District

7898

7286

44679

47370

Source:

RMJMP Historic Area Study, 1978

The high population densities were reflected in the ratios
of floor area in square metres per person, shown in Table
14.3.
Table 14.3

Occupancy Rates, Gross Floor Space/Per Person
Density in
Traditional
Residential
Dwellings
(sq m/person)

Density in
Modern
Residential
Dwellings
(sq m/person)

CBD

ll. 8

14.97

15.59

TRD

11.36

16.18

29o28

ED

13.37

15.18

17.58

Zone

Source:

Density in
Retail and
Office
Properties
(sq m/person)

RMJMP Historic Area Study, 1978

The population density was marginally higher in the traditional housing than in the modern apartments, with highest
densities in the Traditional Residential District in the
older house types.

The relatively high space in commer-

cial premises in the traditional district was attributable
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to the large areas of storage usage in many of the trading
establishments.
The most notable feature of the population composition of
the Historic Area was that a large proportion of the population was comprised of children.

The under-15 age group

accounted for 40% of the area's population.

The

distribu~

tion of population within the old city by age and sex was:
Table 14.4

Population Distribution by Age and Sex
Males
%

0 - 4
5 - 9
10 - 14
15 - 19
20 - 24
25 - 29
30 - 34
35 - 39
40 - 44
45 - 49
50 - 54
55 - 59
60 - 64
65 +
TOTAL
Source:

14.0
11.4
12.7
14.0
8.2
7. l
6.2
5. l
7.5
4.7
3.7
1.6
1.3
2.4

Females
Total
3574
2911
3243
3576
2094
1813
1583
1302
1915
1200
945
408
332
637

%

12.1
15.2
14.8
13. l
10.0
7.9
6.9
6.7
4.4
2.9
2. 3
1.0
1.4
1.4

25533 (53.9)

Total
2642
3319
3232
2861
2184
1725
1507
1463
961
633
502
218
306
284

Total
%

13. 1
13.2
13.7
13.6
9.0
7.5
6.5
5.8
6. 1
3.9
3.1
1.3
1.3
1.9

21837 ( 46. l)

Total
6216
6230
6475
6437
4278
3538
3090
2765
2876
1833
1447
626
638
921
47370

RMJMP Historic Area Study, 1978

This age structure suggested a history of improved general
health and a recently declining level of fertility.

Taken

on its own, and disregarding the ratio of males to females, the age structure was not significantly different
from that of Jeddah as a whole, nor did it show par222

ticularly strong evidence of in-migration.
The average household size was a little over 5 persons per
household, marginally higher than for the city as a whole.
This probably reflected the smaller proportion of single
male in-migrants.

It proved impossible, during the socio-

economic survey, to determine the average number of
married couples per household owing to the reluctance of
respondents to reveal details of this nature.

It was

observed, however, that the families living in the Central
Business District area consisted mostly of only one
married couple, and an average of four to six persons.
The same was true for those living in the modern blocks
within the traditional area and in the Eastern District.
Several examples of larger, two or three generation
extended families were found in the sampled buildings.
These were all Saudi in nationality, and tended to be
found in the single occupancy, larger type of traditional
house, especially in the Shara Al Alawi area.

In the case

of the latter, household sizes of over 20 persons were
found;

in most cases these belonged to higher income

groups.
The incidence of communal groups of bachelors, employed
mostly in the construction industry, was high 1
as high as in other parts of the city.

though not

It was estimated

that there were approximately 1900 single person households in the area, indicating that family units with two
or more members had an average size of about 6.5 persons.
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The majority of the one person households were found to be
living in crowded conditions.

In particular, they were

found over shops in the Shara Al Alawi or in the southern
boundary of the area in King Abdulaziz Street.
Despite the presence of numbers of bachelor migrant
workers, the general impression of the area was that it
was one of family dwellings, especially in the inner areas
away from major streets.
Income

leve~s

within the area were very close to those

found in the city as a whole.
Table 14.5.

This is illustrated in

The class boundaries were found to be com-

patible with those of the city as a whole and a large proportion of the households fell within the SR 2,000 to SR
4,999 per month income group.
Table 14.5

Income Groups of Households

Income per month

Study Area

Jeddah

Under SR
SR 1,000
SR 2,000
SR 5,000

4.8
18.2
48.6
28.4

4.9
19.6
45.8
29.7

100.0

100.0

Source:

1,000
to ~,999
to 4,999
and over

RMJMP Historic Area Study, 1978

The Historic Area therefore was representative of the city
as a whole, containing a range of income levels.

An ana-

lysis of the nationality of households within each income
group showed that Saudi nationals predominated in both the
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highest and lowest income groups.

The Yemeni population

represented a large proportion of the lowest income group.
The Egyptians, Levantines and persons from the Indian subcontinent had a more even income distribution in the
middle income ranges.
The percentage of households possessing selected amenities
is illustrated in Table 14.6.
Table 14.6

Possession of Household Amenities (%)

Electricity, piped water
Sewage (mains or septic tank)
Air conditioning
Television
Radio
Telephone
Flush toilets
Washing machines
Source:

98.6
99.7
78.4
93.7
93.5
46.6
70.0
81.2

RMJMP Historic Area Survey, 1978

The only noticeable deficiency was in flush toilets but,
by 1978, action to improve the sewerage infrastructure was
under way.
A final important

~spect

of living conditions was that the

great majority of houses were rented, and there were very
few examples of owner occupiers.
shown in Table 14.7
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The ownership pattern is

rrenure

Table 14.7
Rented
Owner Occupied
Other

100.0%
Source:

RMJMP Historic Area Survey, 1978

Since the Historic Area was confined within the larger
city, any population growth was likely to be a function of
population movement and socio-economic conditions rather
than natural growth.

In particular, the form of future

development and relative rent changes would have a considerable influence.

The population of the area had

remained broadly in line with the figures estimated in the
1971 Master Plan.

It had declined somewhat below the ori-

ginal 1991 target of 54,000, to a level of 47,000 mostly
as a result of redevelopment projects.

For planning pur-

poses, allowing for a slight decline, a

'benchmark' figure

of 45,000 was used.
It was estimated from the results of the socio-economic
survey that there were approximately 44,700 persons
employed in the Study Area in mid 1978.

The distribution

of this employment was concentrated in the Central
Business District where employment density was high and
population density low.

The Traditional Residential

District contained 66% of the area's population but only
13% of the jobs, and the Central Business District 90ntained 69% of the jobs, and only 19% of the resident popu226

lation.

There was a fairly even balance between the

number of residents and the number of jobs in the Eastern
District.
In order to test the resident population's awareness of
and reaction to the qualitites of the areas in which they
were living, an attitude survey was conducted as an
adjunct to the socio-economic survey.

Some of the

questions asked were open-ended, to which the respondents
answered in their own words, others were of the simple
yes/no/don't know type.

Generally, it could be antici-

pated that a potential conflict would arise between a preference for old buildings which have greater aesthetic and
cultural importance, and modern buildings which can provide better living conditions.

The questions were aimed

at determining to what extent the prospect of better
housing conditions might override aesthetic considerations.
The 'closed' questions are shown in Table 14.8 together
with the responses.

A total of 81% of respondents stated

that they liked living in the area, and a majority of 58%
thought the area had not deteriorated in recent years.
However, a large proportion, 86% believed there was a need
for more attention to be paid to the appearance of the
area.

A sizeable majority, 68% believed it was worthwhile

repairing property in the area suggesting that the inhabitants, though mostly tenants, would not allow their houses
to fall into serious disrepair through apathy and neglect.
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Table 14.8

Responses to Closed Questionnaires
%

yes

1

Do you ltke

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

ll

lj_ ving

no

81

9

10

Do you think it worth
repairing and maintaining
your house in this area?

68

10
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Do you think this area
requires more attention to
improve its appearance?

86

11

3

Do you think this area has
deteriorated in recent years? 28

14

58

Do you like the appearance of
the new buildings which have
been built recently in
73
Central Jeddah?

9

18

Do you like the appearance of
~he older type of house in
this area?
65

14

21

Would you like the old
buildings to be replaced by
modern ones?

52

12

36

Would you prefer to see the
old buildings repaired and
modernised in the
traditional style?

81

10

9

Do you think some buildings
should be removed to create
room for cars?

53

18

29

Do you think more open space
with trees should be created
in the city?

73

11

16

If there was no cost to
yourself, and you had the
choice of living in a new
building or having your
existing building restored
and modernised, which would
you choose?

56

7

37

Source

here?

not
specific

RMJMP Historic Area Study, 1978
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The open-ended questions were aimed at eliciting the
qualities of the older buildings which were valued most
and those which represented drawbacks.

The responses are

shown in Table 14.9.
The most frequently cited reason for liking the old
buildings was not, surprisingly, the latticed wood balconies and windows but an element of nostalgia.

Over half

the people interviewed stated that it reminded them of the
past.

Another frequently mentioned quality was that the

buildings were cool; fifteen per cent mentioned that they
were cool and thirteen per cent commented on the diminished need for air-conditioning.

Adverse comments

centred mainly on the state of repair of buildings and
concern that they were not structurally sound.

The most

important improvements needed were stated to be repairs,
especially to the windows.
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Table 14.9
1

Responses to

Open~Ended

Questions

What do you like most about the old type of buildings?
% Citing

2

Reminds me of the past

52

Beautiful windows

18

Coolness

15

Less need for air conditioning

13

No answer

13

Do not like the buildings

5

The buildings are "less crowded"

6

The buildings are strong

3

What do you not like about the old type of
buildings
% Citing:

Buildings are not strong or safe

32

No answer

17
5

Cracks in walls
Too much woodwork

11

Fire risk

3

Dangerous stairs

3

Bad

layou~

5

of rooms

Insects

4

Poor streets

8
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3

What are the most important improvements needed in the
buildings?
% Citing

General repairs

36

No answer

19

Paint outside

5

Paint inside

8

Repair windows

4

16

Improve sanitation

4

Repair woodwork

3

Repair facade

2

Bathrooms required

3

Improved water supply

3

What are the most important improvements needed in the
street?
% Citing
Lighting

61

Asphalting

67

Cleaning

34

No answer

13

Pavements

12

Trees

2

Repairs

4

Storm water gullies

3
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5

If you had to leave this house, would you prefer to stay
in Central Jeddah or move to another part of the city?
% Citing
Prefer to stay

64

Elsewhere

20

No answer

13

100
Those answering "elsewhere":
% Citing
Medina Road

12

Mecca Road

6

Other

2

20

Source:

RMJMP Historic Area Study, 1978

The most important improvements needed in the streets were
fairly predictable and reflected known deficiencies street lighting, paving and asphalting and cleanliness.
Finally,

respondents were asked what they would do,

they had to leave their house.

if

Sixty four per cent stated

that they would prefer to stay in central Jeddah, confirming that the area was not thought of as an undesirable
area.

Those who wished to move opted (perhaps through

wishful thinking) for the more expensive areas of Mecca
Road or Medina Road.
In summary,

it could be concluded from this survey that:
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1

The inhabitants were in the main aware of the
improving conditions in the area.

2

There was a high level of awareness of the aesthetic
qualities of the traditional buildings.

3

Most inhabitants were primarily concerned to see an
improvement in housing conditions, but most would
prefer to see traditional styles retained.

4

Most residents had a feeling of attachment to the area
and would like to continue living thereo

5

There was a strong inherent support for the principles
of conservation among the population of the Historic
Area.

In addition to the land use and socio-economic surveys, a
detailed examination of the traditional buildings was
undertaken as part of the consultants comprehensive surveys of the Historic Area.

As these surveys were both

extensive and informative they are described fully in this
work.
Seven principal building types were identified:
a)

Mosques

b)

Caravanserais (khans)

c)

Storehouses

d)

Small traditional houses

e)

Medium-sized town houses

f)

Large merchants' houses and palaces, and
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g)

Public buildings

A brief description of each of these types, as surveyed in
1978~79,

a)

is as

follows~

Mosques

Until 1967 the soaring, white minarets of Jeddah's mosques
were the city's most distinctive feature, being visible
from as far as twenty kilometres out to sea.

By 1978 they

were no longer visible from the seaward side because of
high rise development along the margins of King Abdulaziz
Road and King Faisal Road, but their local significance
remained undiminished.

Of the dozen or more mosques

within the city's historic core area, five remained which
were of particular architectural and historic significance
ie. Masjid ahs Shaf'i Mosque (minaret, c.l251, remainder
1532); Masjid abu Hanifah or Maslid al-Hanafi Mosque
(1732); Masjid al-Mimar Mosque (before 1834); Masjid
al-Akash or Masiid al-Akashah Mosque (before 1834),
restored and radically altered 1959); and Masjid Uthman
bin Affan or Masjid al-Albanus Mosque (c. 15-16th century
AD).

Constructed of coral limestone blocks faced with lime
stucco and whitewashed, all were comparatively austere in
appearance.

Window openings were small and ornamentation

strictly limited to shallow mouldings.

There were no

domes as such and only single minarets of which those of
Masjid ahs Shaf'i Mosque and Masjid abu Hanifah Mosque
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were the most elegant being octagonal in plan form and
divided into three diminishing stages by protecting balconies whose undersides are embellished with "stalactites".
Each mosque had a rectangular plan form derived from that
of the Prophet Mohammed's house at Medina comprising an
open courtyard (sahn) and an arcaded or colonnaded sane=
tuary (liwanat) on the side facing Mecca.
Mecca is indicated by a niche (mihrab).

The wall facing
Regrettably, a

sixth mosque of similar merit to those above mentioned,
Masjid

al-Basha or Masjid

Sultan Hassan Mosque (1735)

had been recently demolished.

b)

Caravanserais

Known locally as "khans", Jeddah's caravanserais were
celebrated among travellers as " ... sanctuaries and sacred
places, free from insults and robberies ... ", wherein all
could stay and enjoy, without payment, the shade provided
by an arcade-surrounded courtyard, as only rooms and
storage were charged for.

Camels and other beasts of bur-

den were housed on the ground floor while their owners
were quartered on the upper floors.

During the Hadj they

would be full of pilgrims and at nightfall musicians and
story-tellers would provide entertainment by the
flickering light of oil lamps.

Once numerous, they were

located close to the city's entrance gates:

Bab al-Medina

(Medina Gate): Bab Mecca (Mecca Gate); Bab al-Sharif
(Noble Gate): and Bab
Africans' Gate).

al-Magharibah (Westerners' or North

Since the demolition of the city walls
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and entrance gates in 1947, most had disappeared.
However, five examples of architectural and historic
significance had survived in the northern sector of the
city's historic core area.

Each was two-storeys in height

and constructed from coral limestone blocks faced with
lime stucco and whitewashed.

With one notable exception,

which was ornately decorated and had arabesque designs
carved into the plasterwork, all were without ornamentation.
c)

Storehouses

Many storehouses had survived, particularly in the vicinity of the main souk and Shara al-Alawi.

As befits their

purpose, few were of individual architectural and historic
significance.

In construction and size they were similar

to caravanserais.
d)

Small traditional houses

Small traditional houses of two, three and four storeys,
built of coral limestone faced with lime stucco and either
whitewashed or colour-washed pastel shades of pale blue,
pink~

cream, yellow, etc, constituted the major part of

Jeddah's heritage of buildings of architectural and
historical significance.

Few featured the ornately-carved

bay windows (rawashin) that distinguish the larger town
houses and merchants' houses, possessing instead small
balconies with lattice screens (shish)·and simple casements (mushrabiyah).

Of the older surviving examples,

many exhibited ornately-carved plasterwork on the lower
storeys.
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e)

Medium-sized town houses

Similar in construction and finish to small traditional
houses, medium-sized town houses had broader frontages and
rose up to six storeys.

Their principal distinguishing

feature was their large, ornately-carved rawashin.
Constructed of teak (tectona grandis) or similar hardwoods
resistant to insect attack and high levels of relative
humidity, and supported by either corbels or projecting
timbers and raking supports, these extravagant structures
traditionally varied in number and quality according to
their builders' means.

Many featured intricately worked

panels and shutters, and had broad projecting canopies.
Normally they were unglazed to allow the circulation of
cool air.

Entrance doors were also ornately-carved and

comprised two heavy leaves of teak hung on substantial
wrought iron hinges and secured with a robust lock.
had wickets in them to restrict access.

Many

Of the older sur-

viving examples, many featured ornately-carved plasterwork
on the lower storeys or fine stone heads and jambs to the
doors and windows.
f)

Large merchant's houses and palaces

Jeddah's large merchant houses and palaces were the embodiment of the city's greatness as an entrepot and trading
centre.

Though few in number, such buildings as the Nasif

House and the Noorwali House represented the ultimate
development of the builder's art.

Monumental in

their overall dimensions yet delicate in their detailing,
they were built by the city's merchant princes in the 19th
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century.

All were constructed of coral limestone faced

with lime stucco and whitewashed.

Similarly, all were

lavishly furnished with ornately-carved bay windows, latticework balconies and balustrades, roof-top terraces, and
casements.

Front facades were generally symmetrical in

their arrangement and in a number of examples featured a
central projecting bay.

On the ground floor a spacious,

stone-flagged entrance hall, kept cool with constantly
sprinkled water, was used to receive visitors.

On the

same floor both guests and servants were quartered, access
to which was controlled by the house-master.

Upper floors

were occupied by the owner and his family and often by the
families of his children who were quartered in large
apartments each of which included a large reception room
for the exclusive use of the women of the household.

On

the topmost floor a series of timber loggias enabled the
whole family to gather together and enjoy the cooling
onshore breezes.

These rooms were generally lined with

panelling and divided by elaborate screens.

Persian and

Chinese carpets enlivened the floors while the glittering
light from crystal chandeliers reflected in gilt-framed
mirrors.

Of the dozen or so such buildings that had sur-

vived few have remained in their original condition and
usage.

Until the early 1970s many in the northern sector

of the city's historic core area were in diplomatic use as
legations and chancelleries.

Regrettably, the most famous

of all Jeddah's large merchant houses, a large building on
the harbour front known as Beit al-Baghdadi which once
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housed the Turkish Governor and later accommodated the
celebrated Arabist H. St. John B. Philby, was demolished
in the 1950s.
g)

Public Buildings

Few public buildings of note had survived in Jeddah
historic core area.

The half demolished Hadj Quay, with

its colannaded frontage and vaulted roof, and the
adjoining Ministry of Health building were the only reminders of the Old Port.

Similarly, the Municipality

Offices, which once housed the British Embassy, with its
splendid Corinthian portico and Norman-inspired windows,
was a reminder of an earlier period in Jeddah's long.
history that was to make way for redevelopment.

The

nearby Lawrence Chancellery building was, in 1978,
undergoing rehabilitation.

Unique in Jeddah, the Al-Falah

School building was crowned with an onion dome sheathed in
timber.

The main souk which runs from north to south,

parallel with King Faisal Road, comprised many buildings,
few of which were of individual architectural or historic
merit.

However, the importance of the area lay not in the

individual quality of its parts but in the overall relationship of those parts each to the other.

From them

sprung the diversity and richness of human endeavour that
gave the area its unique character.
A number of buildings of architectural or historic
interest were examined under the following headings:
a)

Foundations and formation
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b)

Load bearing masonry walls and openings

c)

Suspended floors and roofs, and

d)

Other attached structures.

a)

Foundations and formation

From onsite observations it appeared that few buildings
had a definable foundation.

However, below ground level,

a larger size of coral limestone block was generally used
which, while not acting to spread the load, assisted in
the redistribution of any imposed loading ensuring that
heavy pressures were evenly distributed.

The formation of

these limited foundations was variable, some being taken
down to the coral limestone bedrock, some being founded on
the loose to medium dense sand which overlays the coral
limestone bedrock, and others being constructed of moderately compact coral limestone hardcore.

These variations

accounted in part for the variation in movement that was
visible.

Depending on the plan form of the buiding a con-

siderable difference of loading may arise between the
internal and external load bearing elements of the structure causing differential settlement to take place.

For

example, external walls were generally continuous in
contrast to internal walls which were pierced by numerous
openings necessitating the use of arches and piers.

The

former evenly distributed the loading whereas the latter
concentrated the loading and unless foundations had been
adequately increased in size settlement took place as a
faster rate. As a result, arches initially tended to crack
at mid-span and then throughout necessitating the intro240

duction of a beam spanning from springing to springing.
This ensured that the arch would not collapse but would
not prevent further settlement cracks.
b)

Load bearing masonry walls and openings

The majority of random rubble walls were constructed of
cut blocks of coral limestone of roughly cubical

proper~

tions, varying in size from 250 to 400mm, laid with a thin
bed and perpendicular joints using either lime mortar or
mud as a binding material.

Stout timber members, laid

horizontally at approximately lm vertical centres and set
into both the internal and external faces of the walls,
resist horizontal tensions arising from differential
settlements.

Openings were formed either by the introduc-

tion of timber lintels or masonry arches depending on the
span and loading.

Timber lintels usually comprised a

series of stout parallel beams spread across the full
thickness of the wall and tied through into the masonry
for a good length.
c)

Suspended floors and roofs

The most common form of floor structure was timber
boarding laid on timber joists which vary in section
according to span and loading.

Long spans of up to 5m

were not uncommon using rough uncut timber of 150 to 200mm
diameter.

Superimposed upon this timber supporting struc-

ture there was usually a layer of small coral limestone
hardcore bonded with lime upon which was in turn bedded
either a screed or floor tiles.
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The total thickness of

this superimposed layer varies from 100 to 400mm, but was
generally between 150 and 200mm.

Roofs were similarly

constructed but had a thicker superimposed layer in order
to prevent water penetration.

Insect infestation and

water penetration were common problems.
d)

Other attached structures

These may be divided into three groups, ie. concrete beams
and posts some of which support timberwork

above~

timber

posts and spreaders on the same line as the main load
bearing masonry walls where storey height windows are provided, and timber framed balconies (shish) and bay windows
(rawashin) which were either self supporting cantilevers
or carried down to the ground.

The first group had suf-

fered from spalling due to the presence of soluble salts
in the concrete and deflection due to the inadequate
tion of beams.

sec~

The second and third groups suffered from

the same problems as the suspended floors and roofs, but
were magnified by embrittlement of the timber work due to
a loss of natural oils and breakdown of cell structure
from the effects of intense ultraviolet radiation.
Figure 14.5 illustrates an axonometric view of these typical construction methods.
From this examination of all the traditional buildings
within the Historic Area - more than a thousand historic
structures - a total of 537 were selected as buildings of
architectural and historic significance because of their
architectural character, integrity, quality of workmanship
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and setting.

Individual merit divided these buildings

into three categories:
buildings of national significance (unique

Class 1

or outstanding examples of their type)
buildings of regional significance (good

Class 2

examples of their type)
buildings of local significance (examples of

Class 3

buildings of lesser individual merit which
collectively form the vital backdrop against
which Class 1 and Class 2 buildings are seen
ie. buildings of townscape importance)
The number of buildings allocated to each category is set
out in Table 14.10.
Table 14.10

Buildings of Architectural and Historical
Significance. Number and Classification

Class 1

Buildings of National Significance

Class 2

Buildings of Regional Significance 236 (43.9%)

Class 3

Buildings of Local Significance

TOTAL
Source:

58 (10.8%)

243 (45.3%)
537 (100%)

RMJMP Historic Area Study, 1978

The large majority of these buildings were located in six
groups, which

wer~

graded A, B or C according to the rela-

tive proportions of Class 1, 2 and 3 building in each.
The most significant single building group (Grade A) lay
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to the east of King Faisal Street and comprised more than
75% of the total number of listed buildings.

Two other

Grade A groups were identified, both located immediately
west of King Faisal Street in the northern sector of the
study area.
The location of these buildings and the area grade is
illustrated in Figure 14.6.
Following this comprehensive survey of all aspects of the
Historic Area, the consultants then reviewed the opportunities and constraints to conservation.

The key to the

physica·l survival of Jeddah' s historic core lay in its
continued functioning as a thriving community.

This, in

turn, would depend upon its ability to adapt and accommodate change.

It was not envisaged that the future of

the area would be that of an open air museum, forever frozen in time and unchanging.

On the contrary, the pressing

need was to improve the low standards of amenity enjoyed
by the area's residents related to their increasing levels
of expectation.

These had to be brought more closely into

line if residents were not to move out of the area in the
pursuit of a better 'quality of life'.

The concern was

not whether change should take place, but how that change
should come about and what its exact nature should be
within the context of the Historic Area.

This view was

wholly in accordance with the strategic' objectives_ of the
Jeddah Master Plan.
On the basis of the evaluation and appraisal of the survey
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information four alternative strategies were selected for
detailed study and evaluation.

In each case, these alter-

natives were considered within the Master Plan and Central
Area context.

The two basic objectives the alternatives

required to satisfy were, first, preserving, in as far as
possible, the historic character and architectural heritage of the city and, second, achieving, in a balanced and
efficient manner, a distribution of people,

jobs and ser-

vices (eg. roads, car parking and utilities) compatible
with the existing opportunities and constraints within the
area.
Option 1 proposed the conservation of all areas which were
identified as possessing groups of historic buildings.
Within these areas the policy would be to protect all
Class l and Class 2 buildings and, as far as possible,
retain Class 3 historic buildings.

New develoment within

these areas would be required to be strictly in scale and
conform with the existing traditional architecture. This
strict policy of conservation would apply to 58 ha (about
40%) of the area.
Optioh 2 was significantly different in the degree to
which the conservation policy was applied.

Strict conser-

vation would be applied only to the large homogeneous
Grade A area to the east of King Faisal Street.

Within

the other areas with historic buildings, Class l and Class
2 buildings would be protected, and Class 3 if circumstances permitted.

New development would be in sympathy with
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the older buildings.

'rhe area for total conservation was

reduced to 44.5 ha (30% of the study area).
Option 3 balanced the previous two in terms of listing all
Grade A areas (51 ha, or 34% of the study area) for conservation.

This was perhaps the clearest and best-defined

statement on conservation.

The strict regulations which

would apply to the preservation and improvement of these
areas both in terms of buildings and their setting, were
applied directly to the Grade A areas.
Option 4 was selected to show what could be considered the
minimum significant area for conservation.

Areas were

downgraded to a more flexible policy, which would aim to
protect Class 1 and Class 2 buildings only.
covered 36ha (24% of the study area).

This option

This option repre-

sented the present trends and pressures for redevelopment
and would likely, without a policy for conservation,
reflect the situation in about five years time.
Of the four options, number 3 was commended as achieving
both the best balance of conservation and growth and
change within the study area and fulfilling the Master
Plan targets for the city centre.

Option 1 did not meet

the Master Plan target and Options 2 and 4 - particularly
Option 4 - would reflect a population increase.
Following a presentation of these options to the Mayor and
Municipality officials, it was agreed to proceed into the
detailed planning stage of the project on the basis of
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Option 3

~

the recommended option.

Part One of the second stage of the study was to prepare
the urban design proposals.

These comprised a report and

1:500 scale plans of the Historic Area, supported by 1:200
and 1:50 scale urban landscape details, street furniture,
planting and paving inventories.
the land use proposals.

Figure 14.7 illustrates

Figure 14.8 indicates a typical

plan layout of a part of the traditional area and the
accompanying sketches (Figure 14.9) give a sequence of
views through this typical area.

The open space network

and its relation to the overall road layout in shown in
Figure 14.10.
Part Two of this second stage comprised the preparation of
complete sets of contract documents for the restoration of
five traditional buildings.

These buildings comprised a

Class l buiding, a caravanserai - another Class l building
- and a linked group of three Class 2 buildings.

These

buildings formed a group on a conspicuous site around an
open space (wherein had formerly stood the Bab Medina) at
the northern perimeter of the study area.

The purpose of

this part of the study was to study in depth the feasibility (and probable cost) of the restoration of historic
buildings and to demonstrate how this could be carried
out.

In addition to a complete set of working drawings,

which included measured drawings of the buildings, general
specifications and bills of quantities, a special specification was prepared which itemised, by description and
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drawing, specific details of plasterwork (internal and
external), timber details of doors, windows and decorative
woodwork and wrought iron grilles, fanlights, etc.

In

all, a complete and exhaustive inventory of every significant part of the exquisite detailing of these buildings
was recorded and instructions set out for the required
renovation or restoration.
A selection of photographically reduced plans, sections
and elevations of one of these buildings,

(Beit Bajneid)

showing the existing condition and the proposed renovations is illustrated in Figures 14.11 to 14.18.

The third and final stage of the study was to prepare a
Development Control and Civic Design Manual.

This Manual

set out, building by building, a descriptive list of the
537 buildings (see Table 14.10) of architectural and
historical interest.

This list included a comparative

analysis of the 537 buildings under the headings shown in
Figure 14.19.

A policy statement on conservation prin-

ciples and practice was also prepared.

With regard to the

three categories of listed buildings, the conservation
policy, related to the quality of their encompassing area,
was described as follows:
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Table 14.11

Buildings of Architectural and Historical
Significance.
Proposed Conservation Policy

Listed
Building
Class

Conservation Area Grade
A

c

B

D

1

Preserve/
Restore
57(10.6%

Preserve/
Restore
1 (0.2%)

Preserve/
Restore
Nil

Preserve/
Restore
Nil

2

Restore/
Rehabilitate
223(41.5%)

Restore/
Rehabilitate
9 ( 1. 7%)

Rehabilitate/
3 (0.6%)

Rehabi 1itate/

3

Restore/
Rehabilitate

Rehabilitate/ RehabilRehabilRedevelop
tate/
tate/
(traditional) Redevelop
Redevelop
(traditional)
25 (4.6%)
8 (1.5%)
1 (0.2%)

209 (38.9%)
Source:

RMJMP Historic Area Study, 1978

Methods of safeguarding these buildings were listed under
the appropriate headings of legal, adminstrative, financial, technical and educational.
These measures were followed by detailed recommendations
for development control standards and procedures to be
applied conjointly with the 1:500 scale plans plus
detailed plans prepared, first in draft form and then, on
approval by the Municipality, as final plans for the
Historic Area.
A Saudi seconded team worked with the consultants
throughout the study period.

Towards the end of the pro-

jeqt, in 1979, the Mayor decided to establish a separate
entity to deal with the implementation of the plans and,
generally, the care, protection and enhancement of the
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Historic Area.

The Saudi team leader, Engineer Amr

Dawish, was charged with this responsibility.

For the

first six months of its existence, Engineer Dawish and his
team continued to operate from the Consultants Office
until they had refurbished a historic building which
became the conservation centre and

sub~municipality

of Al

Balad.
During this period the consultants assisted in defining
the duties of this office as follows:
1

Cataloguing of all locally-known records (survey,
plans, drawings, illustrations, photographs, etc)
relating to Jeddah's unique architectural heritage;

2

Compilation of detailed information on local building
materials and methods of construction;

3

Registration of local tradesmen and craftsmen approved
for conservation works;

4

Processing of all development applications (both priv~te

and public sector) to ensure compliance with

zoning and civic design regulations;
5

Advising on the issue of building permits for conservation works;

6

Checking that all new development and conservation
works are in accordance with approvals, and initiation
of enforcement procedures against infringements;
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7

Documenting all changes and updating of all plans and
other records:

8

Cataloguing and 'recycling' of salvaged building
materials and fittings (particularly doors, windows,
trelliswork, etc) from demolished historic structures:

9

Review of conservation policy, zoning and civic design
regulations, and advising on necessary amendments: and

10

Liaison with other Municipality and Ministry departments on current and proposed works.

Since its inception (Eng Dawish was appointed Mayor of
Tabuk in 1982 and was succeeded by Eng Saud Al Gofeidi),
the conservation of the old city has been vigorously yet
carefully pursued.

Supported by the great interest and

direct assistance of the Mayor, the area has been transformed.

Landscaping, paving, utility services, street

lighting, refuse collection and the restoration of over
thirty historic buildings had been achieved by 1985.

It

is now possible, particularly with the street lights aglow
of an evening (the new electric lights are replicas of the
old kerosene lamps), to walk through large parts of the
old city, to feel a warm sense of history and heritage
and, indeed, to conjure up visions of Lawrence, Doughty
and the other travellers who walked the self-same streets.
The task is not yet complete, but it is gratifying for the
writer to record that a heritage has been saved.l
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NOTES
1

A different fate applied to Suakin - a Sudanese
city on the Red Sea WSW of Jeddah.

Not a

building now remains of this historic city which
shared the same indigenous architecture and use
of materials on Jeddah.

It is fortunate that

Jean Pierre Greenlaw in his book "The Coral
Buildings of Suakin" recorded the city as it was
in the 1920s.

This superbly illustrated book

shows how identical in design and construction
the buildings were in both cities.
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During the preparation of the Master Plan, the consultants
and their Saudi··seconded team realised that Jeddah,

"The

Bride of the Red Sea", was failing to make use of the
potential of its Red Sea coastline.

Thus, in order to

protect the unique opportunity presented by the beautiful
reef-lined coast, the entire coastline was zoned for open
space/recreational use in the Master Plan.
In the early 1970s the situation was that the downtown
seafront was being used as a rubbish-dumping area with
random car parking taking up the empty spaces adjoining
the sea.

The north coast, i.e. the coastline north of the

desalination plant, seemed distant from the city.

Apart

from the Medina Road, there were no asphalted roads north
of the Palestine Road.

But already seafront sites were

beginning to be closed off by the erection of 2m high
boundary walls.
open land.

Most of the south side of Sharm Obhur was

The more popular north side con=ained several

enclosed beach-hut'type compounds and a few private
villas.

Access from the Medina Road was across open

desert and grazing camels had to be avoided when driving
over this large area of sand and scrub.
About 10 km to the north of Sharm Obhur lay a large abandoned palace which had been built for King Saud ibn
Abdulaziz.

This building was taken as the northern extre-

mity of the North Corniche Project.
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The south coast, i.e. the coastline south of the Saudi
Naval Base, was remote and totally undeveloped.

Access

was possible only by four-wheel-drive vehicles and there
were no access roads from the city.

In the southern

fringes of the city a growing number of unplanned lowincome shelters were proliferating to house
unskilled labour.

non~Saudi

Also the southern areas were being used

by the Municipality as a

rubbish~dumping

ground.

So, at

that time the south coast was unused, indeed practically
unknown, to the people of Jeddah.
The Master Plan team were enthusiastic about creating a
beautiful "Corniche" to equal, or even surpass, European
or American examples.

It was accepted that a corniche

should be not only for the city centre but for the entire
coastline,

in anticipation of the future growth of Jeddah

to a city of almost two million people.
It was also realised that,
tial,

in order to achieve this poten-

it would be necessary to act quickly or this oppor-

tunity could be lost.

This initiative was supported by

Eng Mohammed Said Farsi, at that time the Planning Officer
of the Western Region, but soon to become the Mayor of
Jeddah.
Thus the consultants who had prepared the Master Plan were
commissioned to carry out a detailed study of the entire
coastline - over 120 km in length.

This was to be a part

of the overall development and beautification of the City
of Jeddah and an integral part of the fulfilment of its
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open Gpace and recreational policies.
The primary objective in planning the Corniche was not
simply to design a dual carriageway road along the
coastline.

A Master Plan new high speed route was planned

inland of the coast

~

The Andalus Expressway - to allow

the Corniche and its access roads to become a scenic,
landscaped recreational route for the relaxation and
enjoyment of the families and people who would wish to
make use of this natural asset.
made clear in the Master Plan.

This principle had been
The value of having a

Master Plan is that each discrete part of the city can
grow and develop in accord with the overall concepts and
plans for the city as a whole.

This approach is an essen-

tial part of city planning, its methodology and execution.
The first stage of the project was to prepare and update
the 1971 mapping.

New air photography and mapping were

necessary because the earlier mapping was already out of
date, particularly in the central and northern sectors of
the city.

The 1967 British Admiralty Chart of the

entrance to the port (Figure 15.1) was of value in
appraising the overall sea contours and coral reef locations.
In parallel with the preparation of up-to-date mapping,
surveys were carried out on the geology of the coastline,
landscaping potential, and climatic conditions.
marine/ecological survey was also prepared.
the findings of these surveys is as follows:
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A special

A summary of

GEOLOGICAL
North of the city centre massive coralline limestone lies
on the surface or at the relatively shallow depth of less
than 2 metres over almost the entire area.

The main

exception is on the north side of Sharm Obhur where relatively thicker deposits

(2~5

metres) of silts and clays or

detrital limestone in a sandy matrix overlie the
limestone.

From the city centre southwards the near

coastal area is composed largely of thick soft unconsolidated marine sands and silts often in a sabkhah-type
environment.

The survey emphasised that more detailed

investigations of the subsurface conditions would be
essential for any major civil engineering works, particularly in the southern part of the area.
LANDSCAPING POTENTIAL
Borehole investigation indicated that existing sources of
ground water showed a very high content of dissolved
solids and high levels of salinity thereby rendering them
unsuit~bl~

for irrigation.

Recycled sewage effluent was recommended for irrigation of
ornamental planting.

Until this became available it would

be necessary to utilise treated water (i.e. desalinated
water mixed with water from Wadi Khulais) both for human
consumption and irrigation.
The soils of the study area were found to be unsuitable
for plant growth due to their lack of humus content and
plant nutrients.

Therefore sweet soil, humus and
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nutrients would have to be imported.

Because of the

inherent high salinity of the soil together with the salinity levels of the ground water, a degree of isolation
would have to be maintained between the improved growing
soils and the natural soils of the area.
The introduction of irrigation water, sweet soil and
nutrients and the isolation of growing soils from saline
soils would permit the range of potential plant species in
the area to be extended beyond the existing small range of
scrub and saline tolerant species of shrubs and trees.
MARINE/ECOLOGICAL
One of the major

d~ngers

to the coral reef and therefore

the balanced life pattern of its marine inhabitants was
pollution.

The existing and likely future sources of

pollution were the discharge of untreated sewage directly
into the sea and especially into areas of shallow water
(such as lagoons); the discharge (either accidental or
intentional) of oil and waste from craft at anchor or
passing along the coast; the increase of sediment in
inshore waters resulting primarily from the land reclamation and dredging procedures and, finally,

the discharge

from industrial plants, especially desalination plants, of
waste water which, as it is of a higher temperature than
is normal in the sea, has a higher salinity level and contains toxic materials.
The urban/recreational development along the sea coast,
especially in Sharm Obhur, had started to produce detri276

mental effects upon the

mar~ne

ecology.

The minimum tidal range of the Red Sea, whilst having
advantages in the creation of marinas and the development
of. the seashore, creates problems of water circulation and
change.

In semi-enclosed areas such as lagoons and Sharm

Obhur, sea temperatures of 250 C to 300 C encourage sea
based leisure activities - bathing, snorkelling, water
skiing, sailing and boating.
As a result of these surveys, a further study was prepared
listing the types of trees and plants which would be most
suitable for use under the prevailing soil and climatic
conditions.
STAGES OF PLAN PREPARATION
The three stages of work for which detailed 1:1000 and
1:500 scale plans were to be produced were:

1

The Central Area

2

The North Corniche (including Sharm Obhur)

3

The South Corniche

As the pressures of development were greatest within and
adjoining the existing built-up area, the Central Sector
of the Corniche was tackled first.

This sector, as well

as the coastline, included about 20 sq km of land for
layout and subdivision proposals.

The sequence of work

was as follows:
1

From the new land and marine maps examine possible
areas of reclamation of land from the sea.
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2

Detail the primary road network in accordance with the
approved Master Plan.

This included the Jeddah-Mecca

Motorway; the access and servicing of the seaport; the
city centre network and the primary connections to the
north.
3

Relate the potential for reclamation to opportunities
for recreational roads, sea-facing parks, gardens and
open spaces.

Ideas and concepts for an overall

recreational route and associated facilities were examined.
4

Delineate sites (on reclaimed land) for a central Bus
Station and city centre car parking areas.

5

Give special attention to the recreational opportunities and landscaping of the three lagoons:
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs lagoon
The Northern lagoon (where a new large sports
centre was to be built)
The Hamra lagoon.

These aspects, plus other detailed analyses and studies,
formed the basis on which the detailed layouts were prepared for the central sector of the Corniche.

In addi-

tion, special regulations were prepared to control the
height, massing and layout of buildings which would
overlook the sea.

This was to ensure that the prevailing

cool north-westerly winds would still be able to penetrate
inland and,

in particular, to the Historic Area.
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Immediately following the approval of the plans and
reports, contract documents for implementation were
missioned.

com~

An important point is that the implementation

processes were monitored and controlled by the design
team.

This minimised delays and ensured that the plans

and concepts would be translated into reality.

The

planning stage and all the subsequent stages to implementation and then maintenance - particularly of landscaping were all part of one continuous process.
The second priority area was the Northern Corniche i.e.
from the Hamra area to the old palace north of Sharm
Obhur.
The marine survey had indicated that there was a shallow
natural sea shelf 200-300 metres wide extending from the
Desalination Plant to the mouth of Sharm Obhur.

At the

sea edge of this shelf was a 30m deep coral reef with its
abundant varieties of coral and myriads of fish - a
complete ecological system.
Almost all the s:·af;ront land along the North Corniche between the Central Area and Sharm Obhur was privately owned.
Much of this land was in the course of being developed.
It was realised that it would be both extremely difficult
and costly to expropriate this land.

This problem led to

the decision to make use of the wide, shallow shelf between the land and the reef.

This provided the "key" to

the concept of the North Corniche.
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This basic concept

wa~

developed and after several years

of hard work has been implemented as a magnificent
Corniche (see Figure 15.4-15.6).
The third and final part of the study was the Southern
Corniche.

This extended 50km southwards from the Saudi

Naval base located south of the seaport.

A

Radio/Communications Station was proposed on an isolated
site about 25km south of the Naval Base.

After prolonged

negotiation, the site of the Communications Station was
moved inland from the sea thus preserving the coastline.
The Southern Coastline was planned and is now implemented
as a 50km long seafront recreational area.
The planning policy adopted for the southern area was different to that of the north.

This southern coastline was

planned for use, not only by the people of Jeddah, but by
the residents of Mecca and Taif and the inland areas.

To

this end, a direct link from the Jeddah-Mecca Motorway was
incorporated into the Master Plan.

This is an example of

how regional, city and local planning should be integrated
towards achieving overall, coordinated planning and development.

The Jeddah-Mecca-Taif sub-region has the

greatest single concentration of people in the Kingdom.
Additionally, economic and social ties and transportation
linkages, plus the opportunities for cultural, leisure and
recreational interactions must be considered in the
making processes.
In support of this regional function, the Southern
280

p~an

Corniche plans made allowance for residential/holiday
homes and local facilities, as well as sports and
recreation centres.

Provision was made for hotels and

restaurants, a major marine and residential/commercial
complex as well as stadia, ice-rinks and a large
"Disneyland" for children and adults alike.

Improved city

centre-corniche road access, including a southern
expressway linking to the Motorway, as well as the general
beautification and revitalisation of the southern areas of
the city were planned as part of the overall southern corniche studies.
The planning, design and implementation of the Central,
North and South Corniche was all achieved within a period
of seven years.

The inspiration and driving force was the

Mayor of Jeddah - Engineer Mohammed Said Farsi.
An "extra dimension" was given to this achievement by the
Mayor.

This is the sculptures and monuments which grace

the Corniche with their beauty and variety.

These were

provided by citizens and companies as a voluntary contribution to their city.

The interplay of sea and land in

this attractive and sensitive manner has achieved for
Jeddah a Corniche perhaps unequalled anywhere in the
world.

This asset is available freely to all the people

of Jeddah and the Western Region.
Five photographs (Figures 15.2 - 15.6) show first, the
neglected state of the central area seafront in l973 and
then views of the completed Corniche.
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Plate 7 . 3

A Photomicrograph of an 83% w/w

c 16 TAC1

Int(l) Phase Sample at 40 C
!'-lag. nx 100

Plate 7.4

c 16 TAC1

A Photomicrograph of an 88% w/w
Gel Phase Sample at

3ooc
Mag.

n

X

100
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Plate 7.5

A Photomicrograph of an 88% w/w c 16 TACl lamellar
Phase Sample at 6ooc.
(oil streaks )
n

Mag. x 100

Plate 7.6

A Photomicrograph of an 88% w/ w c 16 Tl\Cl lamellar
Phase Sample at 60 °C.
(mosaic texture )
Mag.

n

X

100
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Plate 7 . 7

A Photomicrograph showing the c

16

TACl-Water

Interface at 3ooc
n

Mag. X 100

Plate 7.8

A Photomicrograph showing the c

16

TACl-Water

Interface region at 40°c
Mag.

n

X

100

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

DETAILED ACTION AREA PLANS

Two detailed studies of residential areas were prepared by
RMJMP as part of the Master Plan follow-up work"

The

areas selected were, in 1974-75, for the most part unbuit
on, but likely to be developed at an early stage of city
growth.

In these two studies, one to the north and one to

the east of the city centre,

in addition to preparing

1:1000 detailed layout plans, the standards set out in the
Master Plan for the provision of social services,
including open space provision, density and form of development could be tested and applied.
The northern action area, the location and context of
which is shown on the attached diagram (Figure 16.1) was
640 hectares in area and located south of the stormwater
channel and east of the Medina Road.

The Master Plan

population and employment proposals for the area can be
summarised as follows:
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Table 16.1
DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT
A
POPULATION
Area

1971

1991 low

City Total
North Jeddah
Action Area

381,148
3,828
2,215

800,000
133,105
46,000

B
EMPLOYMENT
Area

1971

1991 low

1991 high

City Total
North Jeddah
Action Area

100,000
914
746

240,000
41,612
6,962

495,000
68,903
15,700

Source:

1991 high
1,650,000
200,585
46,000

RMJMP Jeddah North Action Area, 1975

These statistics indicate the undeveloped nature of the
northern sector in 1971 as well as its anticipated development to capacity over the Master Plan period.
Expressed as a proportion of the total population of the
cit~

the population resident within the northern sector

would increase from 1.0% in 1971 to 16.6% of the 1991 low
population forecast and 12.2% of the 1991 high population.
No numerical increase in population resident within the
action area was anticipated between the low and high rates
of urban growth as its planned capacity would be achieved
at an early stage of Plan implementation.
The Master Plan policy for dispersal of employment
throughout the city resulted in the proportion of jobs to
be located within the northern sector increasing from 0.8%
in 1971 to 17.3% of the 1991 low and 13.9% of the high
employment growth rate.

The major employment locations
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within the action area would be located along Medina Road
where service industry was well established, in the new
industrial estate along its northern boundary and within
proposed service centres.
The transportation analyses carried out during the Master
Plan study highlighted very large peak period traffic
flows within the north Jeddah sector.

However, only a

small proportion of the traffic volume would be generated
by the sector itself, the larger proportion having an origin or destination elsewhere.

Of the 66,500 passenger car

units (pcu's) entering and leaving the action area in the
1991 peak hour, more than three out of every four vehicles
would be journeying through the sector.
Thus, the highway network for the action area that was
developed allowed for major north-south traffic movements
to be served by the Medina Road, which was increased in
scale to an all-purpose primary road with parallel service
roads and grade-separated intersections; a second allpurpose primary road with service roads and gradeseparated intersections, which (when constructed) was
named Prince Fahd Road, and along the eastern boundary of
the action area, an urban motorway primary route with a 20
metre central reserve for the rapid transit system.

The

road network also included a principal
collector/distributor road to link local residential roads
into the primary road network.
East-west traffic movements were served by an all-purpose
290

primary route with service roads (Tahlia Road) in the
north of the action area and a principal
collector/distributor road in the south.
The princ1pal land use within the area would be residential,

including ancillary facililities for the 46,000 per-

sons who would live in the action area.

Overall, and in

accordance with the Master Plan standards, the density of
development was limited to 72 persons per hectare (pph).
The proposed breakdown of residential accommodation,
including villas (palaces, large and small villas), medium
cost housing and low rise apartments in carefully selected
locations was as follows.
Table 16.2
RESIDENTIAL ACCOMMODATION
Tvoe

Resident Population

Villas
Medium Cost Housing
Apartments

13,000
24,000
9,000

TOTAL

46,000

Source:

RMJMP Jeddah North Action Area, 1975

In addition to the provision of local facilities in the
action area a district centre to serve a population of
60,000 was zoned within its southern boundary where the

proposed highway network afforded a high level of vehicular accessibility.
An area for industrial and distributive use was zoned
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along Medina Road and in an induotrial estate along the
northern boundary of the action area.
The Master Plan policy for building heights permitted
villa and medium cost housing to a maximum of two storeys
and apartments up to five.

Apartments in excess of two

floors could be permitted but only in areas associated
with service centres and adjoining the larger areas zoned
for public open space.

In this way, the demand for apart-

ment accommodation could be satisfied within easy reach of
community facilities and without affecting the privacy of
residents in low rise developments.
In accordance with the Master Plan policy, a district
centre occupying a site of 17.5 hectares was located
centrally within the action area.

Local roads were

planned to provide direct access to the centre from the
major routes, thereby ensuring a high level of vehicular
accessibili~y

serve.

for the 60,000 residents the centre would

Good pedestrian links from the surrounding housing

area to cater for shorter movements on foot were also
integrated into the deiailed plans.
The district centre comprised six main elements; a commercial area consisting of some 120 shop units,

bank~,

cafes

and other services at ground floor level along pedestrian
malls and landscaped courts with a mixture of office and
residential accommodation over; a medical centre and day
hospital; a zone of government services including police,
fire and administrative offices; community buildings
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comprising a Friday mosque, recreation centre and meeting
hall: residential development and a park and sports area.
The provisional gross land area allocated to each was:commercial area, 1.0 hectare: hospital, 1.0 hectare:
government services, 0.5 hectares; community buildings,
0.5 hectares: residential development, 4.0 hectares: park,
8.5 hectares.

A further 2.0 hectares of land was allo-

cated to car parking, loading bays and road space, giving,
in total, a 17.5 ha land allocation.
The standards of provision adopted for facilities to support the resident population were as follows:

Table 16.3

Space Standards for Ancillary Facilities in
Residential Areas

Facility

Ha/1000 population

Schools
Local Open Space
Mosques
Shops
Clinics and other

0.64
1.00
0.25
0.25
0.25

TOTAL

2.39

Source:

RMJMP Jeddah North Action Area, 1975

The provision of school sites was based on the Ministry of
Education's policy as expressed in the Master Plan report
and on an assessment of school catchment areas within the
north Jeddah sector.

In total twenty four schools, each

accommodating, on average, 500 pupils would be required
to serve the 46,000 people resident within the action area
by 1991 according to the forecast age structure of the
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population at this date.

The

composit~on

of this proposed

school provision was calculated as follows:
Table 16.4 Proposed School Provision
Elementary

Type

Source:

Secondary

Total

7

4

2

7

3

1

13
ll

14

7

3

24

Boys
Girls
TOTALS

Intermediate

RMJMP Jeddah North Action Area, 1975

The location of school sites was related to population
distribution and the location of other community facilities.

Elementary schools, for example, were distributed

to ensure that all homes were within approx 400 metres of
their nearest school.

The layout plans made provision for

children living within a five minute walking distance to
walk to school along a safe pedestrian system.
One of the aims of the Plan was to establish school sites
as an integral part of the open space system for an area.
Thus,

in addition to providing safe and attractive

pedestrian

r~utes

to and from the schools, parks,

playgrounds and playing fields would combine to provide a
recreation facility for both the schools and the community.

The average site area of the 24 schools

designated in the 1:1000 scale layout plans was 0.9 hectares - equivalent to a ratio_ of O.Sha/1000 population.
This was deemed an adequate provision.
The provision of local open space was made in accordance
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with the breakdown indicated in Table 16.5.

In new deve-

lopment areas such as this locational problems did not
arise, and the full standards of provision were capable of
implementation.

The space provision was broadly split

into three: that to cater for children's playgrounds and
incidental open space; that to provide local amenities and
that to provide parks and sports grounds.
Table 16.5

Local Open Space Provision
Rate/1,000 population

Children's playgrounds and
incidental open space
Local amenities such as gardens
and kickabout areas
Parks and sportsgrounds

0.4 ha
0.4 ha

TOTAL

1.0 ha

Source:

0.2 ha

RMJMP Jeddah North Action Area, 1975

Locational factors (in addition to providing open spaces
near to schools) were dictated by the need to provide play
areas for small children close to dwellings, especially
where the dwellings would be concentrated in apartment
buildings.

Local open spaces were also provided at focal

points within the community in association with local
centres or with a mosque and small groups of shops.
Landscaped areas aimed at providing visual relief between
housing and other uses such as primary roads were also
integrated into the layout plans.
Provision was made for 30 local mosques within the action
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area, some of which wer·e allocated to the industrial zone
in the north.

The distribution of mosques within the

residential areas was made having regard to the density of
development and the need to locate local mosques within a
reasonable walking distance of all homes.

At an overall

density of 72 persons per hectare each mosque would serve
about 1,500 persons (the majority of whom would live
within a walking distance of not more than 200 metres).
Allowing for 25% attendance (equivalent to all males in
the population over the age of 10) at any one time and for
washing facilities and a garden included with the
building, a site of 450 sq m

was considered adequate as

follows:
Table 16.6

Proposed Space Standards for Local Mosques
sq m

Prayer hall for 400 persons
Ablutions
Garden/courtyard

235
15
200

TOTAL

450

i.e. an overall rate of provision of 0.3m2fperson of total
population.
Source:

RMJMP Jeddah North Action Area, 1975

A Friday mosque was designated within the district centre
and a site area of 3,000m2 allocated for this purpose.
The car parking provided for the adjacent commercial area
would be available on Fridays:

thus no separate parking

area was required for the Friday mosque.
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In addition to the shopping contained within the District
Centre, provision was made for corner shops at the rate of
two units of 20 sq m each per 1,000 residents.

Two

slightly larger units of 25 sq m each for a similar
number of residents were allocated to local centres.
Generally, corner shops were located adjacent to local
mosques.
Two local centres were proposed to serve the residential
areas most distant from the district centre.
serve a population of about 10,000.

Each would

Both local centres

were located so as to provide a high level of pedestrian
and vehicular accessibility for local residents.

In addi-

tion to shops and service trades, each local centre would
contain a full range of community facilities including the
local mosque, community buildings for health, police,
etc., elementary and intermediate schools, car parking
areas, gardens and recreational space.

It was in these

locations that provision was made for the development of
medium rise apartments, both over shops and on separate
residential

pl~ts.

The Master Plan made an allowance of 0.25 hectares per
1,000 population to cover the provision of clinics and
health centres as well as sites for less specific community facilities which might be required.

After con-

sultation with the Ministry uf Health, a health centre on
a site of 1.0 hectares was allocated within each local
centre to serve up to 10,000 residents.
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This site area

accommodated surgeries, waiting rooms, other local health
requirements and car parking.

A small hospital with a

more comprehensive range of medical facilities was located
adjacent to the district centre.
Thus, the content of the two local centres was:
Table 16.7

Proposed Local Centres

Approximate Shops and
population Service
served
Premises

10,000

20 - 25

Health
Centre &
Community
Facilities
1

Mosque

1

Car
Parking

200

*

* Approximately two thirds of this number was required for
households living in apartments over shops.
Source:

RMJMP Jeddah North Action Area, 1975
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,:.JEDDAH EAST ACTION AREA

Applying a similar approach and methodology to that of the
Northern residential area, detailed

1:1000 scale plans

were prepared for a smaller area of 244 hectares in the
eastern sector of the city, south of the Mecca Road (see
Figure 16.2).

The Master Plan road structure, land use

zoning and planning standards were taken as the basis for
the development of the area.

Again, modifications were

introduced in order to apply the more generally based
Master Plan proposals to a specific area.
In these, and in subsequent action area plans prepared by
RMJMP and other consultants, a similar approach was
adopted.

Thus, over a ten year period, which included the

first review of the Master Plan, the built form of the
city gradually evolved.

This process took place, not

as a constant fixed plan in time or in physical form, but
as the application of principles set out to control the
macro elements such as the broad distribution and density
of land uses and the transportation structure which would
serve them.

Within this discipline, local plans were

developed and then fed back into a constant review and
updating of the strategic plan and its parameters.

In

other words, plans and plannning was an iterative, rather
than static, process.
In parallel with this work by Consultants, and adopting a
similar approach, the Town Planning Office prepared land
donation plans for large areas of land, particularly to
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the south of the city.

The land donation system allows

the King to disburse building plots to Saudi citizens who
require a plot of land on which to build a home.
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EAST JEDOAH DEVELOPED STRUCTURE
F lGURE 1~.2

PRIVATE

SU~=DIVISIONS

By the mid 1970s it was clear that the pace of development
and the consequential demand for land was outstripping the
capacity of the Town Planning Office and its Consultants
to prepare the layout plans to meet this need.

Instead of

a controlled and phased release of land to meet the
pressures of growth in accordance with the phasing proposals of the Master Plan, the reality was that the Town
Planning Department was not allowed to refuse development
of land not in conformity with the phasing of growth
defined in the Master Plan.

While this topic will be

discussed later in this work in the chapters which evaluate the relative worth and application of the Plan, by
the mid 70s, owners of large parcels of land, in their
haste to place building plots on the market, began to
commission local, sometimes even international, firms to
prepare layouts for planning approval.
There is, of course, nothing unacceptable in principle
about this approach to the development of land, provided
that adequate provision is made for both the Master Plan
needs (e.g. the highway network and the appropriate use of
the land) and the ancillary support facilities required.
Thus, although the carefully prepared programming of development (related to a programme of provision of roads and
public utility services) set out in the Master Plan was
overtaken and disrupted by events, the Town Planning
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Office maintained the principles of setting planning standards (as distinct from preparing a plan) and required
these standards to be achieved in private sub-division
land planning.
It was unfortunate that one of the earliest private development initiatives - the
Chapter Eleven -

MOD-L Garden City mentioned in

failed to be implemented as it incor-

porated generous standards of open space and provision of
social facilities.

For the most part, private landowners

wished to achieve the greatest possible return from their
land holding - a situation not peculiar to Jeddah or
indeed Saudi Arabia.
Early layouts, were based on a 100 metre square subdivision grid layout.

This yielded twenty plots, approxi-

mately 20m x 22m per grid square as follows:
\ C(h.,

J/L

__)Ilv______J

I

(I

I I ll

[ I I II

J
ll

![

Add to this unimaginative approach the construction of
2m-2.5m high boundary walls which, while ensuring privacy
for the family within their home and garden, resulted in
inadequate sight lines at cross road intersections.

The

outcome was a series of dangerous cross roads at which car
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crashes occurred with much too regular frequency.
The response by the Town Planning Office was to insist
upon a 450 splay at all corner plots to provide sightlines
at road intersections.

This was applied, but it was soon

noted that this angled corner, with access to two and not
one road, was where the owner located his access gate thus defeating the road safety purpose the angled corner
was intended to fulfil.
Such early lessons, of which this is a simple example,
were quickly learned by the Town Planning Office.
Remedial action was taken, as part of evolving a system of
development control procedures appropriate to the needs
and pressures of the time.
The Town Planning Office, assisted by their Consultants,
were firm in requiring developers to comply with the
Master Plan.

For example, road corridors were safeguarded

in accordance with the provisions of the Plan.

In fact,

the Mayor of Jeddah insisted that where, for example, the
Plan specified a 30m road, a 50m land reservation should
be designated.

Subsequently, this decision was found to

be invaluable when, with increasing difficulty in making
landowners observe car parking standards within their
site, a lOrn service road could be constructed on both
sides of the 30m dual carriageway (i.e. the Master Plan
requirement), thus providing both highway and car parking
capacity.

Also, for the same reasons, the Mayor insisted

that the width of local roads be increased from an 8 metre
305

Requirements for open space

cross section to 15 metres.

and provision for social facilities, calculated in accordance with the necessary standards, were insisted on by
the Planning Office.

This became known to developers as

the "70:30 rule" as they soon learnt that, excluding major
roads, the ratio of "public", i.e. local roads, open spaces, school, clinic, mosque and shopping areas to
"private" i.e.

subdivided house plot areas would not be

acceptable by the TPO unless not less than 30% of their
land was allocated for public needs.
Examples of typical layouts, from the grid pattern
onwards, are attached (Figures 17.1-17.3).

These indicate

graphically the evolution of private sub-division layouts.
Crossroads, it will be noted, were superseded by T or Y
junctions and,

in some cases curved, rather than straight,

roads appear.
By the early 1980's over 200 sq km of land, predominantly
in the northern sector of the city, had been planned by
private developers.
It must be recorded, however, that the development of
these private sub-divisions gave rise to a major problem.
An owner, having received planning permission, would then
sell off individual plots.

The owner of a plot would, in

many cases, after receiving building permission, then
start to construct his house.

But his specific plot could

be in an open, unmarked area and the land surveyors
responsible for setting the plot boundaries would often
306

have to locate and determine these boundaries by taking a
traverse from a fixed point several kilometres distant
from the plot in question.

Inevitably inaccuracies crept

into the fixing of the plot boundaries and it would only
be when subsequent owners (or the consultants for the city
road network construction) came to determine their

speci~

fie plot or road alignment, that the error would come to
light.

This lack of accurate setting out, which was not

realised at the time by either the landowners or the
Municipality, is an object lesson, in the need for absolute accuracy in the transformation of plans on paper to
the land itself.

It was only in 1985 that the

Municipality started to resolve this problem by preparing
cadastral, land ownership maps, i.e. maps based on
accurate coordinate controlled land measurement.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

URBAN PUBLIC TRANSPORT

As the setting up of a public transport system requires
specialised study, the Master Plan transportation advisors
were commissioned in 1976 to carry out an Urban Public
Transport Study.
l

Two basic objectives were set:

to prepare a long term planning strategy for the development of public transport to complement the highway
strategy incorporated in the Master Plan,

2

to determine short term priorities for the development
of urban public transport services and for the
construction of passenger terminals and bus maintenance depots.

Even though the increase in the ownership and usage of
private cars generally results in a decline in demand for
public transport (particularly in Jeddah where massive
expenditure had been committed to constructing major
highways), the need to restrain the use of private
transport and to encourage the use of public transport
formed the basis of this study.
The Master Plan established the land-use and transportation framework and urban development policies for city
growth over the twenty year period 1971 to 1991.

The

highway planning proposals provided a high degree of
freedom for the predicted car owners to use private
transport.

Consequently public transport would serve pri311

marily the needs of

non~car

owners and people without the

family car available for some journeys.
By 1976, indications of growth supported the high, rather
than low, growth estimates made in the Master Plan.

Thus,

the high population estimate of 1,650,000 for 1991 formed
the quantitative basis for the provision of urban public
transport services.

On this basis, the assessment of

potential demand indicated that the urban public transport
services would be likely to attract 34,000 to 45,000
passengers during the peak period in 1981 and 71,000 to
94,000 passengers during the peak period in 1991.

These

estimates confirmed the need to establish an efficient
public transport system to complement the highway and car
parking facilities being provided for private transport
users.
Even fast and frequent public transport services are
usually less convenient than the "door-to-door" and
"travel when you choose" characteristics of the private
car.

Therefore the public transport service was designed

to meet three objectives:
1

to achieve maximum convenience to passengers by having
services routed close to their origins and destinations;

2

to achieve operational efficiency by matching the
capacity of the system to the levels of passenger
demand throughout each sector of the city;
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3

to achieve economic efficiency by minimising capital
investment in public transport facilities, as a means
of pursuing a low fares policy in order to encourage
the use of public transport.

Achieving these objectives necessitated maintaining a high
degree of flexibility to meet the changing patterns of
demand throughout a period of rapid urban expansion.
Under efficient operating conditions, conventional bus
systems can carry up to 8,000 passengers per hour per
route, whereas transit systems can accommodate higher
capacities of up to 50,000 passengers per hour per route.
From an assessment of user requirements,

it was estimated

that approximately 50% of the passenger demands would be
dispersed throughout the city.

Therefore the travel

demands in Jeddah would be served best by a multiple
route, high frequency bus system.

The potential demand

for, and role of, a fixed track system was examined in the
analysis and evaluation of alternative long term strategies.

In the short term the study concluded that the

scale and dispersed pattern of passenger demands would be
served best by a bus system.

Thus,

in terms of achieving

a high degree of flexibility at minimum capital cost, the
strategic short term policy recommended for public
transport was to develop a bus system.
The Master Plan road hierarchy of primary expressways,
secondary collector/distributor roads and local roads
allowed considerable flexibility for buses to be routed to
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and through the residential and commercial areas of the
city.

The bus system which was developed thus comprised a

network of high speed, limited stop express bus routes
backed up by a frequent stopping local

ser~ice.

The

routing and route frequency proposed for this system are
illustrated in Figures 18.1 and 18.2 respectively.
In 1976 public transport services were provided by taxis
and mini-buses, which had a capacity to carry 20 to 25
passengers.

The assessment of the demands for urban

public transport services indicated the need to introduce
larger size, higher capacity urban buses, which would provide a more efficient means of accommodating the higher
passenger volumes along the main bus routes.
In order to provide an attractive alternative to the private car, urban buses must provide a high degree of
passenger comfort, must be strongly built to provide a
high level of passenger safety, and must be built to a
high standard engineering specification to ensure operational reliability.

Consequently, the recommended speci-

fication for the urban bus was a standard ll metre long by
2.5 metre wide, diesel-engined single deck bus, with a
capacity of up to 70 passengers.
The Master Plan and subsequent Central Action Area study
made provision for two public transport interchanges.

The

main bus terminal was located off King Abdulaziz Street to
the west of the existing commercial centre.

Secondary bus

terminal facilities were located at the proposed transit
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route station adjacent to the proposed commercial/office
centre on the site of the then airport.

These locations

were near the centre of demand and they were conveniently
located in terms of access to the main highway network.
The potential demands for urban and inter-city public
transport services indicated the need to,

first, pursue a

development strategy of developing one terminal of adequate size to accommodate the short term requirements.
Secondly, the longer term needs should be safeguarded by
securing a reservation for the future development of a
second terminal.

The short term policy adopted was there-

fore to develop the terminal on the site at the sea front
adjacent to the existing commercial centre as an immediate
action project.

In the interests of passenger convenience

the terminal was subsequently designed to incorporate convenient interchange between bus and taxi as well as direct
interchange of passengers between inter-city and urban bus
services.
Unlike passenger terminals, bus depots should be located
outside the city centre but in a location providing good
access to the population to be served.

Depot locations

should also ensure that buses can reach their route commencement points quickly and directly thereby minimising
unnecessary bus mileage before going into service.

In the

interest of operational efficiency, the bus maintenance
depots were designed on a modular basis where each module
provided the comprehensive operational and administrative
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control centre and maintenance facilities for operating a
bus fleet of up to 125 buses.

The assessment of the long

term and short term fleet requirements indicated the
need to develop two such standard depots and to safeguard
the longer term requirements by securing reservations for
the future development of two additional depots.
sites were scheduled, one at Kilo 8,

Two

just off the Mecca

Road and one to the south of the stormwater channel near
the Medina Road.
In order to achieve an efficiently managed service, four
essential requirements must be met:
1

convenient access and circulation for passengers' travel desires;

2

reliability in terms of the routes and frequencies of
services;

3

comfortable conditions for passengers during their
journey;

4

safety for passengers in terms of the buses being of
suitable design, maintained in good mechancial condition and being driven by experienced bus drivers.

i.e. an efficient operational and management structure is
an essential prerequisite to establish an attractive
alternative to private transport.'
The efficiency of the city bus services also depends on
establishing an effective means of coordinating overall
316

transport policies, especially for highways, traffic mana=
gement, car parking, traffic control and the licensing and
fare structures for taxis and mini-buses.

In the longer

term it was recommended that these strategic planning and
management functions would best be achieved by
establishing an Urban Transport Authority.

In the short

term, a Public Transport Directorate was established to
coordinate the operation of bus, mini-bus and taxi services.
Establishing new public transport facilities and providing
high quality, reliable, convenient, efficient and safe
public transport services cannot be achieved cheaply.
Nevertheless,

the costs of setting up a public transport

system represented a relatively small percentage of the
investment in the highways, car parking and urban facilities planned to accommodate the growth of the population
envisaged in the Master Plan proposals.

However, as the

scale of investment required to provide the new public
transport facilities would be well beyond the resources of
the owners/operators of the present day mini-bus services,
the recommended strategy for the development of urban
public transport services was based on:
1

Central Government establishing a financial aid
programme to assist in funding the high capital
investments of setting up the public transport systemi

2

the Central Government providing financial aid to pursue a low fares policy by subsidising operating costs.
317

The decision to set up an urban bus service for Jeddah was
taken by the Ministry of Communications, Department of
Transport,

in 1978.

A central passenger terminal was

constructed on the site scheduled for this purpose, out of
town depot sites secured, and, by 1979, a comprehensive
bus service was operating throughout Jeddah.
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Until the early 1980s, when the system adopted for naming
and numbering streets and areas started to be implemented,
there was no overall or consistent identification system
which permitted streets or areas of the city to be enumerated.

This was both confusing and inefficient.

The

postal service depended upon incoming mail being held at a
central depot under a post office box number until collected.

Telephone, electricity and water bills were distri-

buted by hand by each authority (and often lost or
misplaced in the process).

Residents learned how to draw

guidemaps (or give verbal instructions which were more
often than not the cause of endless search) to direct
visitors to their home.

No common base existed for sta-

tistical or reference purposes.

With a large and rapidly

growing city this was an unsatisfactory situation.
Con~eguently,

following the approval of the Master Plan,

the Ministry of Municipal and Rural Affairs decided that
the Kingdom should have a common system of street and area
identification.

The various consultants who had, or were

in the course of preparing city Master Plans were
appointed to carry out a three part study:
l

to evaluate systems in use in other countries and
recommend the most appropriate system which should be
adopted for the Kingdom
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After evaluationu consultation and decision on the system
to be adopted for the Kingdom, the consultants were then
to:
2

Apply the selected system to the city (or cities) for
which they had prepared a Master Plan.

3

Prepare contract documents for implementation.

The stated objectives which the system had to satisfy were
as follows:
1

The system should relate to the approved Master Plan.

2

It should be easily applicable to any area of the
city, old or new.

3

It should be easily comprehended by the public, both
residents and visitors.

4

It should give positive location, without ambiguity,
quickly and easily for emergency use, to the Post
Office and all other Government Departments.

5

It should be expandable and also meet changes within
the already developed urban areas.

6

The updating procedure should be a simple task.

7

It should enable a computer programme to control the
system for rapid retrieval of information.

8

It should be able to provide positive designation to
an isolated development.
322

9

The areas between existing city development and isolated development should be capable of being filled in
using the same system, without distortion.

10

The system should indicate the direction and orientation of streets and communities and their relative
distance from the central area of the city.

11

The system should be equally appropriate for cities
which form a grid pattern and those with a random
street pattern.

12

It should allow for the identification of the
following types of street:

13

a)

Major arteries of long continuity

b)

Intermediate shorter streets

c)

Small places and courts

d)

Built-up masses with disconnected circulation.

The system should be capable of immediate application.

By mid 1976 each consultant had submitted his first report
recommending a system to be followed.

A series of

meetings and reviews were then held in the Ministry's
offices.

After a two month evaluation period, a system

was selected for implementation.

In fact, due to the

comprehensive nature of the remit and the need to have a
dual numbering and naming system, a great deal of com-
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monality

wa~

found in the consultants recommendations

(preliminary discussions with Ministry officials had
determined that a dual system was essential - a numerical
system to form the basis of all future data referencing
and a naming system for everyday identifiable and
understandable usage).
The traditional system of haras, or districts had been
found to be unworkable as a basis on which the system
could be developed.

They had been outstripped by city

growth and the hara, related to a small, pedestrian based
grouping of buildings, was inconsistent with, for example,
the new urban transportation networks, the new residential
areas in course of development and, in general, the new
scale of growth and mobility allowed by vehicular
transportation.
The selected system was based on two levels of reference,
a city level and a local level; the combination providing
a unique reference number for each street or plot of land.
At

~he

city level, each city was divided into four

quadrants formed by two roads forming axes crossing at a
central point in each city and running in a north-south
and east-west direction.

In all cases, the axes to be

adopted would be well known existing streets.
Each major road parallel to the two main axes was then
numbered in sequence in a north, south, east and westerly
direction, with, for example, the northern roads numbered
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Nl, N2 0 N3o etc. until the extreme major road of the
approved Master Plan area was reached.

In order to give

orientation to the system each major road was given a
direction letter depending on which side of the axis it
lay.

This system is shown diagrammatically in Figure

19 l .
0

Major roads formed community sectors which were given a
reference number by taking the furthest intersection of
the two major roads from the city centre (see
Figure 19.1).
Where, at the perimeter of the Master Plan area, no roads
existed or were proposed in the Master Plan, the system
adopted was to assume the existence of a hypothetical road
as a boundary.

This hypothetical road was given the

number of next road in sequence as the roads progressed
from the centre (see Figure 19.2).
Within each defined community sector, the local roads were
numbered progressively from the direction of the two
central axes (see Figure 1,9. 3).

Odd numbers were allo-

cated to roads parallel to the N-S axis and even numbers
to roads parallel to the E-W axis.

When a street had a

short break or gap in it but was on the same parallel and
thus allocated the same number, a suffix was added to that
number to distinguish each fragmented length of street,
eg. 25, 25a.
Plots were numbered with odd numbers on the right and even
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numbers on the left of the streetu increasing numerically
away from the city centre.
The names for streets and sectors were chosen by a special
committee set up by the Municipality.

In the first

instance, names were confined to community sectors
andtheir encompassing major roads.

Where names were not

provided for local streets, the number provided the
address and street location.
Having thus allocated each plot an odd or even number
along a numbered street, the address within the city could
be determined.
A typical address is illustrated numerically in Figure
19.4 ie. plot 18 is situated in community sector N2/W2 on
street number 19.
When the name was allocated to a local street the system
would be duplicated as follows:
No. 18, Street 19 (Street Name)
N2/W2 (Sector Name)
Members of the public can choose whether to use the named
or numerical system as their address (or both).
During the second stage of their studies, the Consultants
applied this system to the_city or cities for which Master
Plans had been prepared.

This stage also defined the

standards to be adopted in implementing the system.

For

example, in April 1977 the Ministry issued an instruction
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that the street narncr, were to be written clearly using the
Naskh Arabic style of calligraphy.

The design,

including

use of colour identification, size and layout of all signs
-

from motorway gantry type to the plot/house number plate

- and locational principles were evolved,

jointly by all

consultants, during this second stage of the project.
The final stage of the project, which was completed in
1978, was the preparation of contract documents,

including

city street and area identification plans, working
drawings, specifications and bills of quantities.

These

documents formed the basis on which competitive tenders
were received to implement the system.
By 1985 this system had been implemented for most of the
developed area of the city of Jeddah.

The contractor

responsible for the implementation also produced guidemaps
for sale to the public.

A key plan showing the sector

names is indicated on Fisure 19.5 and a typical map
showing part of the city is illustrated in Figure 19.6
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CHAPTER Tt1.ENTY

FIRST REVIEW OF THE MASTER PLAN

SCOPE OF WORK
In 1977, following a limited competitive tender, the
Consultants Sert Jackson International/Saudconsult were
appointed to carry out the first review of the Master
Plan.

The consultants, RMJMP, who had prepared this plan,

were not invited by MMRA to compete.
This review was to be carried out in four principal stages:
1

Main Guide Plan or Master Directive Plan (1:10,000
scale) plus technical reports.

2

Implementation Plan (1:2500 scale) plus technical
reports.

3

Selected Action Area Plans (1:1000 scale) plus technical reports.

4

Approval for

Imp~ementation.

The required stages of work may be summarised thus:
ONE

Main Guide Plan
l.l

Collection and Information

Starting from national level, through regional
to city and district levels.

This stage required

positive and accurate knowledge of all items and
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influences, direct or indirect.

This phase, as

well as the survey of existing physical matters,
such as buildings, roads, topography, population,
etc., also covered all other items such as
Five~Year

Plans, studies of tradition, religious

and secular customs and other areas.

This was to

be applied to district levels as well as city
level.
1.2

Analytical Studies

Following the collection and organisation of
information, the analytical stage required the
work of a specialised, integrated and harmonious
team on all scientific, technical and philosophical activities to achieve a profound and cohesive
study.
1.3

Extraction of results and preparation of

Main Guide Plan
The results of the analytical and predictive studies identify the main outlines of the Guide
Plan.

These can then be extracted and featured

in a 1:10,000 scale city plan, supported by a
relevant technical report to explain the Plan.
The Plan's purpose was to give guidance and
direction, i.e.

provide directives to general

policies either in land use or distribution of
residential densities, as well as in transportation movement (roads and all types of public
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transportation), development boundaries and

orga~

nisational regulations.
TWO

Implementation Plan
This was to consist of 1:2,500 scale plans,

sup~

ported by a report clarifying the land use
ratios, areas of various uses,

land acquisition,

etc.
The Implementation Plan was to cover the same
area as the Guide Plan.

Its purpose, as indi-

cated by its title, was to deal with all aspects
of implementation, physical situation, precise
knowledge of time phases, boundary of residential
building areas and identification of locations
and timing of various services and utilities.
In this way development was to be related to the
timing of utilities and services.

The

Implementation Plan was also to indicate the
residential and non-residential areas and any
areas of historical significance which should be
preserved.
THREE

Selected Action Area Plans
These plans at 1:1,000 scale together with an
attached report were considered the most
appropriate plans for implementation.

Areas were

to be chosen according to priorities and needs,
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particularly areas and districts which needed
prompt organisation, so as to avoid their negative influence either socially or physically on
other parts of the city.
FOUR

Approval for Implementation
Following the final submission of each of these
three stages of work (final reports were to be
preceded by drafts), approval for implementation
would be given to the consultants by MMRA.

In effect, this approach was not structurally different
from that followed by RMJMP in preparing the first Master
Plan.

The significant change of emphasis was that the

'Master Plan' was to be known as a 'Guide Plan' and that,
in place of four five year phases of implementation, a
more specific and detailed examination was to be made of
plan implementation.

In this it is the writer's opinion

that the scale of 1:2,500 required was too detailed and
could thus confuse strategy with local problems or issues.
1:5,000 scale - which is sufficiently clear to appreciate
major problems, but not as detailed as to lose sight of
the overall need - would have been a more appropriate
scale for this task.

Nonetheless, if this approach were

to achieve firmer control and organisation of phased development, it was a step forward to fill the 'gap' between
1:10,000 and 1:1,000 scales of planning.
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THE SURVEYS
The three major primary surveys carried out by Sert
Jackson during 1977-78 dealt with physical planning,
transportation and socio-economic data.

These surveys

paralleled the work done in 1971 by RMJMP, but, and most
unfortunately, while the 1971 survey information was made
available to Sert Jackson, they were discouraged from
setting up a dialogue with RMJMP.

No serious attempt

could therefore be made to achieve, for predictive and
other purposes, a continuity of analysis.

Thus, the

essential fourth dimension of planning - time - was not
give

su~ficient

weight or importance.

is so often the case in planning,

In this, as

'political' rather than

'technical' wisdom had prevailed because of the Ministry's
view that a fresh appraisal,

'unbiased' by the views of

the previous consultants, was the correct way to proceed.
A brief review of the findings of the surveys, which
collectively describe the existing situation in Jeddah
during 1977-78 is as follows:
ONE

Physical Planning

This survey dealt with land use, the physical characteristics of the city, such as building age, condition and
density, and land values and ownership.
The land use survey showed that the metropolitan area of
Jeddah extended to 1,215 square kilometres, of which 97
square kilometres had been developed (exclusive of major
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air and

sea~port

uses which accounted for a further 100

square kilometres).

The major developed land uses were

housing 29%, roads and parking 22%, and undeveloped land
within the urban area 32%.

No other urban land use

exceeded 25%.
New growth had been located generally in accordance with
the existing (i.e. RMJMP) Master Plan.

A major exception

was the new major centre shown to the west of the new airport, which had not started.

Residential development had

been predominantly high-rental apartment blocks, which, by
1978, were in over-supply.

Housing for low-income resi-

dents had not been so vigorously provided, so the city had
a shortage of such housing.
New shopping had tended to follow the road construction
programme, new shops being located on service roads.
There was little evidence of the RMJMP Master Plan concept
of secondary centres.
Although there had been growth in this sector, manufacturing industry was still low for a city of Jeddah's size.
MaJor new projects included the expansion of the refinery
and the Mercedes truck assembly plant.
Community facilities were being continuously expanded but
had still some way to go.

This was particularly true of

the provision of local playgrounds and recreation areas.
Transport facilities were a major land use sector, especially at a time of transition between the old and new
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airports.

A problem which had yet to be resolved was the

future land use and redevelopment of the existing airport.
Overall, the nature of growth in Jeddah,

i.e.

very low

growth for many centuries, rapidly, accelerating growth
for the last quarter century, had resulted in buildings of
low average age.

However, the standard of building had

been such that the construction and/or facilities of many
buildings was poor, especially in low-income areas.
Building densities followed a similar pattern to building
quality, being most dense in the poorer area of south
Jeddah, and the traditional housing areas around Ruwais
and Bani Malek and least dense in the higher quality
housing areas.

Residential vacancy rates were high, espe-

cially in the areas of new high-rental houses.
Land ownership was complex, but was predominantly priva~ely

owned, with large tracts of government land for

public facilities, and government owned lands beyond the
urban areas.
central area.

Land values were high, especially in the
Land which fronted to major roads attracted

a large premium over adjacent lands, due to the attractiveness of such lands for commercial development.
TWO

Transportation

The traffic and highway related surveys were carried out
during June and July 1978.
was twofold,

first,

The purpose of these surveys

to use the information gained in

updating the Master Plan.

Secondly, to allow this infor340

rnation to be used by the highway design consultants
engaged on the detailed design of the urban road network.
The data collected on transportation characteristics was
divided into two broad groups.

First, there was a need to

monitor the changing patterns of car ownership and use in
order to be able to respond to, and accommodate, such
changes within the planning framework.

Secondly,

it was

necessary to determine solutions to immediate problems and
to ensure their continuing effectiveness in the future.
The first category was determined by carrying out a home
interview survey.
changes,

In order to be able to assess any

it was necessary to cover the same range of data

collected in the 1971 Transportation Surveys.
As a household survey only produces trip information for
those trips having one end at home within Jeddah,

it was

necessary to supplement this data with those of trips
having a horne base outside Jeddah and yet entering and
leaving the Metropolitan Area i.e. the number of through
trips had also to be determined.

A roadside interview

survey was therefore conducted, collecting from a sample
similar information to that collected from the households
within Jeddah.

These two surveys combined to produce the

information on trip characteristics and vehicle ownership.
An analysis of Central Area traffic problems was made by a
combination of complementary survey techniques,
14-hour classified traffic counts,

junction counts, and a

parking survey of the Central Business District.
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involving

The

classified traffic counts formed a cordon ring around the
Central Area recording the types of traffic as it entered
and left the Central Area.

The parking survey noted where

vehicles parked whilst within the cordon.

A junction

count at the entrance provided information for the seaport
area.
Studies were undertaken at selected junctions to ascertain
the capacities of the different layouts and operations.
The information gathered was intended to enable certain
junction design characteristics (including the appropriate
phasing of traffic signals) to be improved.
So as to produce a bench mark for the highway network
development against which future extensions and improvements could be measured, a complete road inventory and
condition survey was undertaken.

The physical charac-

teristics of every road in Jeddah were assessed and
recorded.
In this survey, comparisons were made to record and evaluate the

chang~ng

mation, with notes,

circumstances since 1971.

This infor-

is set out in the following five

tables.
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Table 20.1

Household and personal trip records:
A comparison 1971-1978
No of valid
Interviews

Date

Jeddah:
Jeddah:

Source:

No of valid
Trips Recorded

Transportation
Survey 1978

7542

28900

Western Region
Plan Study
1971

97 3

6361

Sert Jackson Transportation Survey, 1978

Thus the 1978 household survey was based on approximately
eight times as many interviews as that carried out in
1971, and tne total number of trip records obtained was
nearly five times greater.
A further comparison was made between the differing household size distribution:
Household size characteristics

Table 20.2

Household Size
Distribution(%)
DATE

Households Persons Persons
Sampled in Sample
per
4-8 9 or
l-3
Household pers . .eers. more

Jeddah:
Transportation
Survey 1978

7542

Jeddah:
Western Region
Plan Survey
1971

973

Source:

37484

4.97

34%

54%

12%

4914

5.05

30%

65%

5%

Sert Jackson Transportation Survey, 1978

The average household size had decreased slightly (i.e. by
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0.08 persons per household) between 1971 and 1978, but of
most significance was the increase in the percentage of
households containing 9 or more persons (i.e. from 5% to
12%).
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Survey~

Table 20.3 Jeddah: Transportation

Family Income

Under 1000 SR/month
1000-1999 SR/month
2000-4999 SR/month
Over 5000 SR/month

1978 Household Income and Vehicle Ownership Characteristics

One Vehicle
Owned

No Vehicles
Owned

Households in
Income Groups

Two or rr.ore
Vehicles Owned

Nos

%

Nos

%

Nos

%

Nos

%

8326
33235
78154
50623

5
19
46
30

7360
21735
25829
10442

88
65
33
21

897
10833
47472
30797

11
33
61
61

69
667
4853
9384

2
6
18

l

Total
percentage

100
100
100
100

100%

w
~

Table 20.4 Jeddah: Western Region Plan Study,
1971 Household Income and Vehicle Onwership Characteristics
Family Income

Under 1000 SR/month
1000-1999 SR/month
2000-4999 SR/month
Over 5000 SR/month

Households in
Income Groups
Nos

%

Nos

61202
9421
3021
819

82
13
4
1

50753
4217
776
210

100%
Source:

One Vehicle
owned

No Vehicles
Owned

Sert Jackson Transportation Survey, 1978

%
83
45
26
26

Total
Two or rr:ore
Vehicles Own~___percentage

Nos

%

9966
4679
1846
399

16
50
61
49

Nos
483
525
399
210

%
1
5
].3

25

100
l.OO
100
100

Table 20o5 Vehicle Type Ownership Distribution:

Survey

Non-Vehicle
Owning
Households

Nos

% of

MotorcycleOwning
Households

Nos

total
Jeddah:
Transportation
w Survey 1978
,j:>.

A comparison 1971 and 1978

% of

Households owning private vehicles

Cars
Nos

%

Taxis
Nos
%

Light
goods/
Pick-ups
Nos %

Jeeps
Nos %

Others
Nos %

1'otal
Owning One
or more
Vehicles
Nos
%

total

64469

38

5911

3

90114 53

3726

2

9131 5

1104 1

1380 1

105455

62

Jeddah
W Region
Plan
Study 1971

67775

80

4805

6

13638 17

860

1

839 1

315 -

545 1

16197

20

Notes:

1

1971 sample size was 3,764 householdso expansion factor= 20o981:
therefore the estimated total number of vehicle-owning households = 78 0 9720
It is assumed that in 1971 no household owned more than one vehicleo
Motorcycles are not included as vehicles"
'Others' include trucks and buses"
Percentages are given to the nearest whole number"

0'1

2
3
4
5

Source:

Sert Jackson Transportation Surveyo 1978

These tables show the significant increase in household
income over this period and, associated with this increase
in affluence, the even more dramatic increase in car
ownership.

From 80% of households not owning cars in

1971, this figure had decreased to 38% in 1978 and the
total households owning one or more vehicles had increased
from 20% to 62%.
The 1971 transportation surveys had identified the average
car ownership level as 48 vehicles per 1000 persons.
Consequently, based on a resident population of 381,000
people, the number of cars within the City was estimated
to be some 18,000.

The predictions made in the 1973

Master Plan based on experience in other countries and the
forecasting techniques developed by the Transport and Road
Research Laboratory, estimated that car ownership would
increase to 230 vehicles per 1000 persons by 1991 and to
reach a "sa.turation" level of 300 vehicles per 1000 persons by 2010.
The Sert Jackson transportation surveys indicated that car
ownership had increased, in 1978, to 120 vehicles per 1000
persons.

The revised Master Plan was based on car

ownership increasing to 250 vehicles per 1000 persons by
1990; 330 vehicles per 1000 persons by 2000; and reaching
a "saturation" level of 350 vehicles per 1000 persons by
2010.
Taking account of the growth in both car ownership and
population, the number of cars within the City in 1978 was
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estimated to be 110,000.

This represented a sixfold

increase during the seven-year period 1971 to 1978.
The population and car ownership forecasts made in the
revised Master Plan indicated that the number of cars
within the city could increase to 400,000 by 1990 and
could reach 750,000 by 2000.

These forecasts represented

a twentyfold increase during the period 1971 to 1990 and
over a fortyfold increase during the period 1971 to 2000.
THREE :

Socio-Economic

The population of Jeddah in 1978 was approx 915,800.

Of

this total, 862,362 was derived from the 5% random sample
interviewing of householders and the remainder were
counted but could not be interviewed for various reasons.
Adjusting the 1971 figure of 381,000 to include the
floating population gave an equivalent total of approximately 404,600.

This represented an increase of over

511,000 people in 7 years - an average annual increase of
73,000 approx or over 6,000 increase monthly between 1971
and 1978.

If this growth was projected on a linear basis,

it would give a population of approximately one million by
1979 and by the end of 1985 it would be 1,459,000.
Of the 1978 population 47.2% (432,250) were of Saudi
nationality and 52.8% (483,550) were non-Saudis.

In 1971

Saudis made up 57.9% (234,500) and non-Saudis 42.1%
(170,175) of the total population, so that the greater
increase was in foreign immigrants into Jeddah.

In spite

of the increase in immigrants, the majority of whom were
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of working agep the overall population of Jeddah continued
to remain young, with 41% of the total belonging to the
under 15 years age group.

Males (55%) outnumbered females

(45%) in each of the age/sex groups defined, though the
basic structure of the population remained similar to that
in 1971.
For the Metropolitan Area of Jeddah, population densities
per hectare had increased by 12% per annum since 1971 ie.
from 8.1 to 18.4 persons per hectare.

For the built up

area of Jeddah, population densities had increased from 41
to 91 persons per hectare, or a percentage increase of
122% since 1971.
in Figure 20.1.

The boundaries of these areas are shown
There was a great variation however in

the density of population according to locality.

For

example, population densities in northern areas were as
low as 16 persons per hectare, whilst in areas immediately
south of downtown Jeddah they were as high as 800 persons
per hectare with increases in almost 600% registered between 1971 to 1978.
A great improvement had been achieved in the standard of
living since 1971.

This was reflected in better accom-

modation facilities and housing conditions in general.
Although there had been a rapid increase in the population
of Jeddah, 85% of households were, by 1978, living in
dwellings of 4 rooms or more, as compared to 31% in 1971.
In 70% of cases accommodation amounted to more than 1 person per room, as compared to 26% in 1971.
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Shanty dwellings had decreased in number with only 3% of
households living in shanty cottages, the large majority
of whom were low income earners.

However, a significant

proportion of the dwelling stock, 20% (34,700 dwellings)
of the total (173,500), was in bad condition, and

accen~

tuated the general problem of the housing needs of the
city.

Approximately 20% of Saudi households (13,900)

lived in dwellings in poor condition, the majority (9000)
of which were of older Arabic traditional dwelling type;
also, in 1978, over 20% of families of non-Saudi nationality (103,600 people) lived in dwellings in poor condition.
There were almost 59,700 boys (57.5%) and over 44,000
girls (42.5%) studying at Government schools, giving a
total of over 103,700 (100%).

In addition there were 2260

boys and 3500 girls in private schools.

Thus, by 1978, a

total of 109,460 children were attending school in Jeddah.
Teacher/Student ratios for boys in Government schools
varied between 1:17 in secondary schools and 1:26 in elementary schools.

Student/teacher ratios for Government

girls schools were parallel with those for Government boys
elementary and intermediate schools.

In girls secondary

schools, however, the high teacher/student ratio
of 1:40 reflected the lack of trained and qualified
teachers in this sector of Jeddah's educational structure.
The secondary education attendance statistics also showed
that schooling for girls was behind that for boys.
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Government elementary and secondary girls schools were
larger and more crowded than boys schools.

Compared to

males the educational level in the female portion of the
population was consistently lower.

Perhaps the most

outstanding instance of this was the fact that, at almost
50%, the illiteracy rate for females was more than double
that for males.

Approximately one third of the adult

population of Jeddah was illiterate.

The education of

girls was heavily supplemented by night literacy classes,
with 60 schools attended by 8000 students, and a
teacher/student ratio of approx 1 :

35.

Class/student ratios for Government boys schools had
attained the standard of 1 : 30 as set by the Ministry of
Education.

This was a remarkable indication of the

progress of education in Jeddah during the 1970s.
However, girls schools generally had more crowded
classrooms with an average of l
each class.

: 35 ratio for students in

There were lower student/teacher ratios (1

16 for boys and l

: 15 for girls) in private schools.

School sizes averaged out at 282 for boys and 233 for
girls.
There were approximately 330,000 people in Jeddah who were
over 6 years old and who did not attend school or who had
completed formal education.

Of these almost 1 in 6 had

attained or completed college/university training.

One in

every three of the 330,000 people had completed some level
of schooling.

While problems remained, there Has no doubt
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that educational facilities for children in Jeddah had
been transformed during the period 1971 to 1978.
There were approx 300 doctors available to serve an estimated population of 915,000,
3000 patients.

i.e. a ratio of 1 doctor for

Comparison of 1971 and 1978 doctor/patient

ratios showed a marginally improved situation, bearing in
mind the problems presented to Government Health
Authorities in Jeddah by a population which had more than
doubled in the last seven years.
In 1978 there were seven hospitals and 36 clinics in
Jeddah.

These hospitals had 203 doctors, 431 male and

female nurses, and 142 administrative staff; and were able
to cope with all cases in gynaecology, paediatrics, maternity, opthamology and tuberculosis, as well as general
cases.

They were visited daily by an average 5703

patients.
Since 1972 the Ministry of Health had been active in
extending its services.

Construction was in final stages

on a new General Hospital (460 beds) located on Medina
Road.

This hospital was scheduled to open in 1980.

The

number of hospital beds in Jeddah in 1978 was 1540 i.e. 1
public hospital bed for 600 people living in Jeddah.
The number of employed heads of household in Jeddah was
approx 163,000.

Of the eight categories of occupation,

the 'services' component attracted to itself the bulk of
employed population (approx 29% of heads of household).
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At the other end of the scale 'agriculture' held only 1%
of employed population.
'Commercial' occupations engaged 15%, while
(manufacturing)

'industry' and 'construction' were on par

with each other (approx 14% each of employed population).
'Government' and 'transportation' employment had each
about 1 in 10 of the working population of Jeddah. Of the
heads of household in Jeddah 94% were employed, with the
remaining 5 categories dent',

'housewife',

'unemployed/never worked',

'retired' and 'content' -

'stu-

having an

approximately equal share of the remaining 6% of householders.

It was noted during the survey that those resi-

dent longer in Jeddah were less likely to be engaged in
manufacturing industry or in the construction trades, but
more likely to be employed in the commercial or service
sectors, or holding a job in government.

This reflected

the higher concentration of Saudi nationals in the commercial and service sectors.
The examination of the nationality of heads of household
indicated that:
i

Immigrants from African Non-Arab countries, from
India and from Europe had a strong preference for
the construction trades and manufacturing
industry:

ii

North Americans and Europeans tended to involve
themselves more in 'service' occupations:
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iii

The Saudi component of the working population
showed a strong predilection for the commercial,
service and transportation sectors of the urban
economy;

iv

Otherwise there was a fairly even spread of occupations through different nationalities.

The improvement in the general standard of living was
reflected in the sharp increase in household incomes.

The

proportion of households who were earning more than 2000SR
per month increased from 5% in 1971 to almost 80% in 1978.
Even taking inflation into account, the growth in real
incomes had been unprecedented.

In practically every

house there was a refrigerator, a TV set, a radio, a fan
and a gas stove.

The high incidence of basic consumer

durables was considered a recent phenomenon and clearly
demonstrated the significant progress made in this direction.

Luxury consumer durables had started to penetrate

households; having acquired the basic domestic equipment,
households were moving towards the purchase of other
durables.

Thus, ownership of washing machines and air-

conditioners had already reached a level of 70%.
By 1978, the sewage system had extended to cover 67% of
the population of Jeddah; and a public refuse collection
system, which had not previously existed, covered approx
50% of dwellings.

However, according to opinions recorded

in the socio-economic survey, major problems remained concerning sewage disposal capacities, the need to introduce
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a comprehensive garbage disposal system, and, in general,
the cleanliness of the urban environment.
Practically every house was connected with electricity and
running water.

The improvement in this respect had also

been unprecedented:

seven years previously only 68% of

houses had electricity and only 46% had running water.
A significant proportion of houses had a telephone but the
majority were still without.

By 1978, slightly more than

30% of dwellings in Jeddah had a telephone connection.
Although the majority of dwellings did not have this service, the progress made in this direction over the previous decade was impressive.
THE REVISION AND UPDATING OF THE 1971 MASTER PLAN
Sert Jackson International/Saudconsult produced the final
version of the revised Master Plan in January 1980.
Entitled 'The Jeddah Master Directive Plan', it concentrated on the ten year period 1980-1990 and was the
summation of the survey and analysis carried out over the
three year plan preparation period.
In preparing this Plan, longer term strategies were examined to the year 2000 and a preferred strategy adopted.
This then formed the framework within which the 1990
situation was postulated.

This work consisted of a Master

Directive Plan at a scale of 1:10,000 supported by reports
and schedules.

The Plan aimed to achieve two primary

functions.
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1

guide market pressures to the extent that they may be
acceptably accommodated

2

provide for public facilities to the extent that they
may be reasonably anticipated.

The Plan was based on estimates of growth in population
and employment which forecast that by 2000 Jeddah's population would be 2,250,000 (from 1,000,000 in 1980) and
employment would increase from 282,000 in 1980 to 900,000.
The Master Directive Plan 1990 estimates were that the
population would increase to 1,600,000 and employment to
640,000.
If the RMJMP 1971 plan estimates are compared to the 1980
estimates, at the high 1971-1991 predicted rate of growth,
the figures show the following:
Table 20.6
1990

POPULA':'ION

1991
1,650,000

RHJMP estimate
Sert Jackson/Saudconsult estimate

1,600,000

EMPLOYMENT
495,000

RMJMP estimate
Sert Jackson/Saudconsult estimate

640,000

The main elements of the Sert Jackson plan comprised:
1

Residential:

It was proposed to reduce housing den-
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sities both in traditional areas (partly by rehabilitation and partly by the introduction of much needed
public facilities), and in the undeveloped newer
areas.

Specific new residential developments in the

Plan period included South Corniche City, the existing
airport (after 1984) and the North Corniche up to
Sharm Obhur.
2

Employment:

It was proposed to strengthen Jeddah's

role as a commercial centre by:

a)

Extending the industrial areas to the south of
the existing industrial estate, and, to a lesser
extent, to the east of the bypass.

This would

thus provide adequate well-serviced land for
warehousing, for processing and redistributing
goods and for manufacturing of construction and
consumer oriented products.
b)

providing adequate major highways and supporting
infrastructure to serve the new airport and the
seaport.

3

Transportation:

it was proposed to cater for all tra-

vel demand, given the following constraints:
a)

restricted growth in central area employment

b)

controlled development of commercial 'spine'
roads
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c)

reduced densities in existing and proposed resi=
dential areas,

d)

limitation on car accessibility and usage for
work trips.

In order to meet the demand for travel movement,

it

was considered that a public mass transit system would
be needed to be introduced by 1985.

4

Hierarchy of facilities and centres:

A hierarchy of

centres was proposed so as to better provide for the
various service requirements of the community.

These

would provide for social needs such as mosques, shops,
open space, schools in such a way as to minimise travel, increase amenity and give a focus to the local
community.
5

Form of the city:

It was proposed to emphasize the

natural features of the city region, namely the coast
and the hills, and to conserve these as much as
possible for future public enjoyment and leisure.
These features both contained and gave rise to the
resulting linear shape of the city.

Linear growth

would generally be low rise in form with the exception
of the spinal corridors radiating from the existing
city centre and the corniche frontages.

In these

latter areas a higher density of d~velop~ent would be
accepted.
As a reflection of the dynamic growth of the city, the
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study area for the Master Directive Plan encompassed an
area of 1215 sq km.

This is shown compared to the RMJMP

Plan area in in Figure 20.1.
In their review of the RMJMP Master Plan, Sert Jackson
first examined the validity of the thirteen key objectives
the earlier plan sought to achieve and which are set out
in Chapter 9 of this work.
In summary, these objectives aimed at achieving ordered
and balanced growth by means of:
1

balancing residential areas to workplaces and shopping
to minimise congestion and maximise transport facilities,

2

segregation of

'bad neighbour' uses to promote a

clean, safe environment,
3

provision of community facilities, e.g. schools, open
space, mosques, clinics, hospitals,

to promote social

welfare and community cohesion
4

provision of a high standard of transportation and
public services.

Sert Jackson concluded that the planning objectives for
their study should accept these same objectives.

The

revised Plan also shared with the 1973 Master Plan the
general preference for structuring uncommitted development
along the coastal plain north to the southern edge of the
new airport, and, as far as possible, keeping development
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away from the foothills.

In these general terms, the

Master Directive Plan basically attempted to adjust population growth and development to the concepts established
in the original plan.

In view of the extent of existing

or committed development that had been achieved by 1980,
and which had followed the 1973 Plan, this was the most
sensible approach.
Certain specific matters contained in the 1973 Plan were
found not to have been realised and were amended in the
1980 Plan.
1

In summary, these were:

The proposed satellite development to the south west
of the new airport had not occurred.

Areas between

this satellite development and the stormwater ditch,
not scheduled for development, had in fact been developed, with mostly speculative accommodation designed
for upper income groups.
2

Much of the population increase which had taken place
since 1971 had resulted in an increase in density of
the older traditional areas of the city.

This had led

to overcrowding and lack of facilities for those lower
income groups living in such areas.
3

Proposals for a hierarchical centres policy,
comprising a predominant city centre, two major secondary centres and a series of district centres had not
been realised.

New retail growth, which should have

taken place in the two major secondary centres, had
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taken the form of linear extension to the central area
along the Medina Road and, to a lesser extent, along
the Mecca Road.

The office component of these centres

tended to be spread in relatively cheap residential
accommodation speculatively developed (with help of
government loans) during the construction boom.
4

Although it would appear that there was a demand for
supermarket type shopping facilities to be made
available at a district level, such facilities as had
developed since the approval of the 1973 Plan had
neither taken root in the locations proposed, nor been
supported with any balance of community

facilities~

Generally, provision of public facilities for open
space, education and health was well below that
required for the population.
5

Total car ownership in the city increased by more than
500% between 1971 and 1978, exceeding the 1973 plan
projections by 50%.

The revised Plan was thus more of a 'tuning-up' exercise,
noting and correcting such deficiencies as were found in
the earlier Plan, rather than a root and branch replanning of the city.

The review also accepted that,

essentially, the 1973 Plan could not have foreseen the
economic boom that resulted from the 1973-1974 oil price
increases.

This boom fuelled speculative land and

building development, which, in turn, set up tremendous
pressures on the 1973 Plan development boundary and
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phasing proposalsg which could not be wholly resisted.
Figure 20.2, which compares the RMJMP population growth
estimates (made in 1971) with that of the revised growth
estimates prepared by Sert Jackson, shows the dramatic
increase which took place over the five years 1975-1980.
However, also Figure 20.2 shows that, in the longer term,
no great disparity emerged between the two predictions.

IMPLEMENTATION
The study area for the Master Directive Plan (Figure 20.1)
had been extended to take account of the rapid growth of
the city.

In the preparation of the Master Directive Plan

a long term strategy plan had been established for the
year 2000 at a scale of 1:50,000 and a more detailed physical plan produced for 1990 at a scale of 1:20,000 (shown
reduced to 1:150,000 as Figure 20.3).
passed an area of 1215 sq krn.

The latter encom-

This area extended to the

north of the new airport, in the east along the Mecca Road
to Kilo 17 and, to the south the Corniche and Royal Decree
Land.
As required in their Agreement, Sert Jackson also prepared
a detailed 1:10,000 plan for an area essentially
comprising the main city, to the extent of available maps.
Having established the Master Directive Plan, Sert Jackson
produced Execution Plans to implement the Master Directive
Plan.

These plans defined, located and programmed the

necessary investments in public services and facilities.
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In order to achieve the benefits of a phased programme of
development including the coordination of capital programmes and for the development of roads, utilities, public
facilities,

etc.

Sert Jackson decided to phase develop-

ment in relation to the Third and Fourth Development Plan
periods i.e. 1979-1983 and 1984-1988.

In this way phased

service programmes could be related to national funding
and budgets.

This also accorded with the timescale of the

Master Directive Plan and with the timing of the proposed
Execution Plans.
As the area for manoeuvre in terms of phasing was relatively limited, the criteria adopted were as follows:
1

Committed highway programme:

Major roads, either

built or committed, would create pressure for development.

Where such roads were part of a committed

programme, then other services facilities should be
programmed to accommodate in an orderly way the
resulting demand for development.

The proposed road

network for the 1990 Master Plan is illustrated as
Figure 20.4.
2

Subdivisions:

No subdivision should be approved

unless it lay within an area of the city which was
programmed for development in the Master Directive
Plan.

Existing approved subdivisions had extended

well beyond the 1978 built-up area.

Development of

these subdivisions should be restrained to accord with
the Execution Plan phasing.
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No services should be

extended to
3

out~of-phase

development.

Other development commitments:

These, as for example

the Royal Decree land near the mouth of the Wadi
Fatima, were very sizeable in extent.

Phasing of

ser~

vices would depend on the degree of political commitment and on the degree to which their development
could be seen to be part of the orderly and balanced
growth of the city.
4

Strategic phasing requirements of the plan: In a
situation where the natural land development pressures
were extending rapidly in all directions, phasing of
utilities and services, to be economic of resources,
could act as a natural restraining force.

However, in

addition to the general goal of extending the serviced
area of the city in a systematic and economic manner,
the plan promoted for example the early development of
the North Corniche up to Sharm Obhur, and the development of the existing airport land.

It also aimed to

work towards the balance of land uses finally proposed
for 1990.

The estimated land use requirements for the

period 1977-2000 are quantified in Table 20.7.

The

timing and location of facilities and their financial
programming formed the basis of the Execution Plan.
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Table 20.7 Existing and Proposed Land Use by Sector. Jeddah
Metropolitan Area, 1977. 1990 and 2000
Area

Land Use

Existing
ie 1977

Rcsidentialg
Low Density
Medium Density
High Density

1,120
755
895

Hecta~r~e~s~~~--~----------

Proposed
1990

Proposed
2000

13,455
4,250
4,545

13,000
7,300
5,000

2,770

22,500

23.300

340

L050

1,300

500

4,030

5,500

Government

910

6,630

7,500

Facilities

250

400

600

Recreation
open spaces

140

1,680

3,500

Commercial incl.
Mixed Uses
Industry:
Light
Warehousing and
storage
Oil-related

Transport:
Major roads
Other transport

203

1,200

134
163

2,600
230

3,000
12,500

2,500
8,960

1,350
8,900
10,250

11,460

15,500

400

1,560

2,000

Included in

1,980

Included in
'Above land
uses'

15,560

51,040

63,200

Vacant land

105,940

70,460

58,300

Total metropolitan
area

121,500

121,500

121,500

Utilities
Redevelopment of
Old Airport Site
subject of
special land use
study
Total Developed
Land Area

~Transport'

Developed land area per person
1977
180 sq m
1979
325 sq m
1990
319 sq m
2000
276 sq m
Source: Sert Jackson Revision & Updating of the existing
Master Plan 1980.
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INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORKS
The Jeddah Planning and Development Department (JPDD) is
responsible to the Ministry of Municipal and Rural
Affairs.

A Steering Committee was established at the

inception of the Sert Jackson project to give guidance in
the preparation of the Jeddah Action Master Plans.
Committee was chaired by the Mayor.

This

Members included the

Sert Jackson Project Director, the Assistant Director of
the Jeddah Planning and Development Department, the
Director of Planning of the Municipality and UN representatives.

Independent of this committee, the Supreme

Coordination Committee of the Municipality was responsible
for the resolution of all implementation matters connected
with the development of Jeddah.

At a higher level, there

was the High Committee for Planningo under the chairmanship of the Governor of Mecca.
The Consultants proposed that the JPDD should become a
technical department with a specific identity.

It was

also· proposed that· the function of the Steering Committee
be taken over by a planning coordination committee.

This

committee would be assisted by the existing coordination
committee.
The planning coordination committee would be responsible
for:
1

The implementation of the Master Directive Plan,
Execution Plan and Action Area Plans.
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2

The preparation of any Gubscqucnt plans or

regula~

tions 0 or amendment to plans or regulations.
3

The preparation, coordination and implementation of
all budget programmes related to the above plans.

4

Coordination of all consultants undertaking technical
studies related to the above plans.

The development coordination committee would assist the
above committee with responsibility for:
1

Coordination and direction of all agencies connected
with the implementation of approved budgeted

expen~

diture related to the planned development of the city.
2

Resolution of any problems or disputes arising between
executive agencies in the implementation of approved
planning and development policies.

It was proposed that a development control sub-committee
should be formed to streamline procedural and technical
matt·ers in respect· of development control.

The members of

this sub-committee would be the Deputy Mayor for Technical
Affairs, the Vice Mayor of ·Municipal Affairs, Vice Mayor
of Administration, the Director of the JPDD, the Director
of Lands, the Director of Municipal Serviceso and two
nominated members to represent registered Saudi Consulting
Offices.

This sub-committee could also include assistant

mayors of the local municipalities as members.

This sub-

committee would examine special or controversial cases.
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The Director of the JPDD would act as its convenor=
secretary.
The JPDD wouldr be responsible for studieso preparation of
plans and recommend actions in all fields included in the
planning function for decision by the appropriate
ties.
l

authori~

It would:

Act as a clearing house for the projects defined in
the Execution Plan and Action Area Plans.

2

Update such plansr e.g. five-yearly review of Master
Directive Plan.

3

Act as the technical secretariat on all planning matters, relating to the proposed planning coordination
committee.

4

Coordinate with all agencies responsible for the deve=
lopment of the city.

The JPDD would carry out the following coordination functions:
1

Capital programme:

This would be derived from the

preparation and monitoring of the capital improvement
programme which would then be handed over to the
Municipality for implementation.

Such a capital

improvement programme would be presented to the
Steering Committee for approval and be linked to the
Execution Plan.

The projects would be continuously

updated on a yearly basis in order to match the
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overall five year programme.
2

Planning and Programming of Service Centres:

The

distribution and build=up of service centres would be
linked to

th~

re6ident population.

Thereforeo the

JPDD would be involved in the identification of sites
of such service centres and their gradual development.
Building programmes would be undertaken by the

sec~

toral ministries but standards of provision would be
reviewed by the JPDD.
3

Planning of Utilities:

The JPDD would be involved

directly with priority selection and programming
according to population needs.
4

Land Acquisition:

The JPDD would act as a clearing-

house for land acquisition programme for specific

pro~

jects such as the creation of streets or the location
of service centres.

An estate department would follow

the land acquisition programme and recommend the
purchase or expropriation of land accordingly.
5

Development Control:

The JPDD would have an important

consultative role in matters relating to the control
of all developmento
6

Planning Byelaws:

Following the approval of the

Master Directive Plan, Planning Byelaws would, in
principle, form the legal means of implementing the
plan.

Jeddah Municipality would be the competent

authority to implement the plan and enforce the
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planning regulationso

In oummaryp its duties would

include:
issuing permits for subdivision of land or
alteration thereof
issuing permits for the creation or alteration of
buildings on approved sites
interpreting the planning regulations to the
public and other public agencies
penalising contraventions of approved permissionsp and otherwise generally enforcing the
planning regulationso
7

Land Development Policy:

In order to achieve balanced

urban developmentp the planning authority would need
to make available land in the right place at the right
time, as necessary, for the planned provision of
services.

ONGO'ING WORK
Upon completion of their planning studies in 1980-81, Sert
Jackson International/Saudconsult disbanded and a new
entity - Sumait

=

was formed to continue with detailed

Action Area planning follow-up studies in collaboration
with the Town Planning Office.

Since 1981, Sumait have

carried on with this work and had (by 1985) prepared about
100 sq km of detailed plans for different sectors of the
city's metropolitan area following the same procedures and
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requircmentn laid down in the Sert Jackson Agreement"
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THE HIGHWAY NETWORK IN 1984

CHAPTER TWENTY ONE

During the period 1971-1975, the first phase of Plan
implementation effort had been concentrated on the preparation of highway designs and contract documents.

Apart

from the first flyover, which was opened in 1975 at the
Kilo 2 Mecca

Road~Airport

Ring Road intersection, on site

work up to 1975 had been concerned with the improvement
and widening of existing roads.
The next decade,

from 1975 to 1985, saw a dramatic

increase in the construction of the city's highway network.

By 1985, the entire urban road network had been

nearly completed.

Over 4000 km of urban roads, primary,

secondary and local, were built during this period.
This accomplishment achieved one of the principal aims of
the Mayor.
development,

Realising that if roads were able to precede
road corridors could be safeguarded and

construction proceed rapidly,

the Mayor pursued a vigorous

programme of road construction.

Over the period of the

Third Five Year Development Plan (1980-1985), the
Municipality of Jeddah received, for road construction
alone, a total budget of SR2,916,802,000 (or approximately
£500,000,000) allocated as follows:
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Table 21.1

Municipality of Jeddah~ Road Projects and
Budget Allocations 1980-85
SR
272,000,000
137,600,000
210,000,000
1,827,202,000
470,000,000

Corniche
Tunnels and bridges
Walkways and lighting
Beautification
Temporary asphalting
Total

2,916,802.000

Source:
Municipality of Jeddah, Training Seminar for
Engineers, February 1984.
In order to expedite the road construction programme, the
Municipality and the Ministry of Communications agreed
that primary roads of national significance should be
implemented by the Ministry, in coordination with the
Municipality's own programmes.

Thus, by the mid 1970s,

the Ministry of Communications had launched an equally
ambitious road building programme to serve the city and
the region.
The four major projects undertaken by the Ministry using
the Consultants, Dar-al-Handasah (Shair and Partners)
were:
1

Upgrading of Medina Road north of Palastine Road to
motorway standard.

2

The elevated central area ring road section of Prince
Fahd Road.

3

The city by-pass road from Medina Road north of the
New Airport to the Mecca Road at about Kilo 12 from
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the city centre.
4

The Jeddah-Mecca motorway.

These four routes formed an integral part of the 1973
RMJMP Master Plan.

Their location is shown in Figure

21.1, which indicates the extent of the city highway network as at 1978.
As the new Airport was scheduled to open in 1980, priority
was give to the upgrading of the Medina Road to urban
motorway standard.

This was the most complex of the four

projects as it was the only one which used a busy existing
road; the other three were totally new road routes.

The

approach adopted was to build the grade separated intersections first.

The junction at the southern entrance to

the new Airport was designed to free flow urban motorway
standard (see Figure 21.2). The section of Medina Road to
the south (ie. Saudia) terminal was completed just prior
to the opening of the new King Abdulaziz International
Airport in late 1980.

A further two years were required

to complete the remaining section, to the foreign airlines
terminal and the Hadj reception centre at the northern end
of the airport.
completed dual

By 1983, the link to the recently
carriag~way

road to Medina including a

grade separated access to the by-pass was complete.

Thus,

in total, twelve grade separated intersections, from the
crossing of Medina Road with Palastine Road to the
northern by-pass interchange provide an uninterrupted free
flow of traffic to the airport and northwards to Yanbu,
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Medina and Tabuk.
In parallel with the Ministry of Communications programme
for Medina Road, the Municipality started constructing the
east-west cross routes.

The first route to be completed,

in 1977-78, was Tahlia Road (Road 5 on Figure 21.1) and
the second and third grade separated junctions within the
city to be completed were the Medina Road-Palastine Road
and the Medina Road-Tahlia Road intersections
respectively.
As discussed in Chapters 13 and 14, there was a critical
need to create north-south routes around, rather than
through,

the city centre,

in part to serve the city

centre, to protect the Historic Area and also to link the
industrial southern areas, including the seaport, to the
mainly residential northern areas.

The rapid growth of

Jeddah, and the continued existence of the Old Airport
(which could not close until the new one was ooerational
and thus acted as a constraining barrier to cross city
traffic), meant that a high capacity ring route, close to
the city centre, was required urgently to cope with the
population growth and the resultant increase in traffic
volumes.
In order to meet this traffic demand,

it was decided that

the 6km long central section of Prince Fahd Road should be
elevated with slip ramps forming access and egress to the
secondary road system.

This road, which required demoli-

tion to clear the corridor it occupied, took four years to
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build and was opened in 1982.
achievement.

It was a remarkable

Cross city traffic can reach the seaport in

minutes rather than the previous 'snarl-up' which took
place around and through the city centre.

Again, in

parallel with the construction of the elevated section,
the Municipality extended Prince Fahd Road northwards to
act as a parallel major

route to the Medina

north~south

Road.
The by-pass was built in two stages.

First, from the

existing Mecca Road to link with the east-west Tahlia Road
and, secondly, from Tahlia Road northwards to the Medina
Road just north of Sharm Obhur.

The first section was

constructed without grade separation at its junctions with
the east-west city primary roads.

These junctions were

upgraded during the second, northern phase of construction.

The first phase of the first stage opened in 1978

and the completed by-pass was opened in 1982, by which
time all twelve grade

separa~ed

interchanges had been

completed and the link across the existing Mecca Road to
the Mecca motorway was also completed.
The fourth major route constructed by the Ministry of
Communications was the Jeddah-Mecca motorway.

This route,

which was completed and opened by H M King Fahd ibn
Abdulaziz in October 1985, is a further remarkable highway
engineering achievement.

In strategic terms, it was one

of the priorities identified by RMJMP during the regional
stage of their plan for the Western Region and had been
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included in their Master Plan studies for Mecca and
Jeddah.

In this respect it demonstrates the value of

interrelated urban and regional planning, as both city
plans were prepared with this regional route incorporated
into their respective urban structures.
As with the Prince Fahd central section, the Motorway
required a high capacity elevated route from the eastern
built-up sector of the city westwards to the seaport
southern entrance and the south Jeddah primary road network.

The motorway then continues, on land reclaimed from

the sea, northwards to link up with the high speed motorway standard road (Al Andalus Road) which lies to the east
of Medina Road. This was the third major north-south route
(i.e. excluding the by-pass) incorporated in the 1973
Master Plan.
~he

eas~ern

The elevated length of this motorway, from
boundary of the city to its continuation at

ground level as Al Andalus Road, is l7km and this lengthhas 7 grade separated junctions.
The total distance between Mecca and Jeddah of about 75km
city centre to city centre is now linked by a road to
motorway standard and can be traversed in just over forty
minutes.

This is in utter contrast to a journey time (as

mentioned in Chapter 7) between Jeddah and Mecca which ,
only forty years previously, was measured in days, not
minutes, as asphalted roads were non-existent.
It was not until 1983-84 that the Ministry of Defence and
Civil Aviation released the old airport for development.
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This permitted an immediate start on the urgently needed
north-south and east-west high speed roads to complete the
major elements of the city road network.

These roads are

nearing completion at the time of writing this work.
The current (1985) Ministry of Communications road projects for Jeddah comprise the following:
1

Completion of all roadworks under the elevated
Jeddah-Mecca Motorway.

2

Construction of Seaport Gate no. 4/Petromin
interchange including the bridge over the pipelines
b~tween

the tanker terminal and the refinery (as part

of the south Jeddah primary network).
3

Completion of the Jeddah-Mecca Motorway-Al Andalus
link.

4

Construction of Phase 1 of the interchange between the
by-pass and the south primary to the stadium
interchange.

5

Construction of an elevated road at Waley al-Ahd Road
from the Prince Fahd Road intersection to the Mediua
Road intersection.

The Ministry appointed the Consultants Saud Consult to
prepare detailed designs and contract documents for these
projects.
In parallel with this work by the Ministry of
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Communications, the Municipality has progressed with the
completion of the primary and secondary network and the
permanent and temporary asphalting of local roads.
Additionally, as described in Chapter 15, the Corniche
recreational route has been completed.
at June 1985 is shown in Figure 21.2.

The situation as
Table 21.1 lists

roads, main and local, by Sub-Municipality as at December
1984 (the Sub-Municipality boundaries are also shown in
Figure 21.2).

This was when the last available comprehen-

sive check on progress was carried out by the
Municipality.
In order to assess the extent to which the 1973 Master
Plan road network was followed,

the Master Plan road pro-

posals are shown as a transparent overlay to Figure 21.2.
Given the necessary adjustments which emerge from detailed
studies to define actual road corridors, there remains an
overall consistency between the '73 proposals and the
actual.

The main difference, which relates

~o

the

underlying land use development, was that the '73 Plan did
not allocate urban development in the large area east of
Medina Road and south of the new airport.

Wnen it proved

not possible to prevent development in this area (a large
part of which falls within the noise contours for
aircraft; an area which, in theory,

is not suitable for

residential development), the road structure was amended
to service this area.
The northern section of the by-pass had to be moved east-
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wards because the Ministry of Defence and Civil Aviation
decided to build a third runway and thus extended the airport site eastwards.

The opening of the new airport

allowed construction to start within the old airport site
in 1983.

The old airport road network which, by 1985, was

nearing completion (but without grade separation at intersections in the current construction programme), departed
from the 1973 proposals in order to make use of the
existing asphalted runways and taxiways, which could, with
the construction of kerbs, central reserves and lighting,
act as highways at less cost than that of building new
roads.
A few key parts of the network have yet to be constructed.
This most important of these are, first,

the link from the

old airport site southwards across the Mecca Road to the
completed section of the south Jeddah network (this route
is shown with a broken line adjoining the number 12: i.e.
Al Thagar

Sub-Municipali~y

in Figure 22.2), and the

completion of the southern part of the network.
it has been a remarkable achievement

~o

Overall,

have completed

most of the total urban road network in less than a
decade.
The Municipality, in building this road network, gave
thought and care to landscaping.

All pavements (in local

terminology - sidewalks) and central reservations of dual
carriageways had tree and shrub planting boxes incorporated in their design. Tree lined streets and avenues
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now predominate the urban scene: not only spreading green
'fingers' throughout the city, but also providing shade
and shelter from a hostile sun.

The planting and main-

tenance of these trees and shrubs is the responsibility of
the Plantations Department of the Municipality.

A large

tree nursery is maintained by this department.

Figure

22.3 shows a satellite photograph of Jeddah taken in 1983.
This high resolution photograph shows the extent of vegetation planted in Jeddah and also shows clearly the road
network as completed at that time.
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'X'able 21.1

Mm1icipalit.y
Obhur
( incl Dhaban)

Road Network by Su.l>-·Muncipali ty as at
Dscember 1984
Estimate of
population

Major Roads
%
km

l..ocal Roads
%

All Roads
km
%

km

24o000

211a4

23.74

354a2

1L10

565.6

13.85

N0W Jeddah

120 0 000

128a3

14.40

366a0

11.47

494o3

12.12

New Airport

100,000

180.2

20.23

534.0

16.73

714.2

17.49

Aziziyah

122 0 000

43.0

4.83

233.1

7.30

276.1

6.76

Ruwais

45,000

26.1

2.93

94.5

2.96

102.6

2.95

Old Jeddah

70 0 000

16.9

1.90

43.7

1.37

60a6

L48

Sharafiyah

120,000

21.4

2.40

151.1

4. 73

172.5

4o23

45,000

63.2

7.10

135.9

4.26

199.1

4.88

400,000

21.2

2.38

148.8

4.66

170.0

4.16

Al Thagar

26,000

28.7

3.22

87.8

2.75

116.5

2.85

Um al Salam

75,000

15.0

1.68

351.8

11.02

366.8

8.98

University

160,000

21.8

2.45

305.9

9.58

327.7

8.03

Khozzam

145,000

53.8

6.64

268.5

8.41

322.3

7.89

Al Mina

100,000

59.7

6.70

116.8

3.66

176.5

4.32

1,522,000

890.7

100.00 4082.8

100.00

Bani Malek
( incl Briman)
Hindawiyah

TOI'AIS

Notes:

100.00 3192.1

Major roads> are roads which are wider than 20m in
cross-section.
Local roads are roads which are 20m or less in cross-section.

Source:

Arabian Cleaning Enterprises and RMJMP, Appraisal of the
Existing Road Network as at December 1984.
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JEODAH MUNICIPALITY

CHAPTER TWENTY TWO

STRUCTURE OF MUNICIPALITY SERVICES
Upon his appointment as Mayor of Jeddah, Eng Mohammed Said
Farsi initiated an analysis of the services provided to
the city by the Municipality.

This led to a

reorganisa~

tion of the Municipality structure in order to achieve a
more efficient and effective service and one which would
respond to the pressures of rapid growth.
tional streams were recognised.

Two main func-

First, Administrative and

Financial matters and, second, Technical Affairs.

An

Assistant Mayor was appointed to lead each of these two
major functions and a departmental structure

dev~loped

to

fulfil the increasing responsibilities of the
Municipality.
A simplified overall

orga~isa~ional

structure of the

Municipality is illustrated in Figure 22.1.

The respon-

sibility for the management and coordination of all
aspects of the development of the city rests with the
Department of Technical Affairs,

led by its Assistant

Mayor, Eng Barakat Bajunaid.
Responsibilities are divided between twelve departments as
follows:
1

Archives and mapping

2

Building Controls and Permits

3

Electricity

4

Land Acquisition(*)
390

5

Land Distribution(*)

6

Planning

7

Projects and Follow-Up

8

Roads and Bridges

9

Storrnwater Drainage

10

Studies

11

Supervision

12

Surveying

(*) Land Acquisition and Land Distribution are under the
control of a single Director-General and may be considered as one unit.
The Assistant Mayor for Technical Affairs is also responsible for such ongoing matters as building permits, a service which is delegated to 17 Sub-Municipalities:
1

Al Mina

10

Azziziyah

2

Khuzzam Palace

11

New Airport

3

Al Hindawiyah

12

New Jeddah

4

_:U.l Balad

-'-~

1 ':)

Obhur

5

Sharafiyah

14

Eskan

6

Al Thagir

15

Dahban

7

University

16

Breman

8

Bani Malek

17

Urn al Salam

9

Al Ruwais

REVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT OF MUNICIPALITY TECHNICAL SERVICES
In his address to the Training Seminar for Municipality
Engineers (Jeddah, February 1984), Eng Barakat Bajunaid,
the Deputy Mayor for Technical Affairs, stated:
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Municipality and its technical services will have
given you some idea of how all the parts are contained
within one overall whole. We do not regard this
structure as fixed or ideal.
Rather we are continually seeking ways and means to improve and make
more efficient the service it is our duty to provide".
A key aspect in the improvement of efficiency is the need
to have a comprehensive technical information service.
Equally important,

in the case of a rapidly growing city

such as Jeddah, is the need to keep this information up to
date and ensure that all technical departments have access
to a consistent and up to date data base.

This is an

essential prerequisite of decision making, particularly
where large problems or issues require, by their
complexity, many different factors to be considered.
The Municipality, to meet this need,

is currently engaged

in setting up a Topographic and Cadastral Information
Management System (TACIMS).
computer/graphic basis
retrieval.

fo~

This project will establish a
information storage and

It will be essential that this system not only

be installed and in production, but also that:
It is kept up to date.
Its potential capacity is utilised to build up a city
wide comprehensive data base.
It is used by all technical departments to establish a
unified, consistent and comprehensive data base
covering technical information.
The aim of the Municipality is to train and prepare an
expert team to operate the system, and to create a struc-
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ture that will ensure that it is used by all the technical
departments involved in the city planning, development,
expropriation and recording processes.
In order to achieve these aims, the Department of
Technical Affairs started, in 1985, a detailed analysis of
their existing structure and a review of how best to develop an efficient and integrated technical service.

This

review includes the relationship of the Municipality to
other Government providing Ministries (e.g. Health,
Education, Communications) and, in particular, to the
Public Utility Companies (i.e.

electricity, water,

sewage, telecommunications) which fall under the overall
direction of the MMRA Regional Office of Public Utilities
in Jeddah.
The writer,

in consultation

with The Deputy Mayor for

Technical Affairs, has considered how the present structure of the Department of Technical Affairs could evolve
and respond to the challenge of continuing to seek means
to improve the efficiency and quality of the services it
provides.

The following recommendations were made the

subject of a report by the writer to HE The Deputy Mayor.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPROVEMENT OF
MUNICIPALITY TECHNICAL SERVICES
Organisations exist for a reason - to

f~lfil

their purpose

and discharge their responsibilities in an efficient,
methodical and caring way.

Morale as well as mature and

experienced leadership (the 'human' element) is as impor393

tant as the organisation itself.

The structuring of an

organisation should reflect these two attributes and
values, so that the people involved, at all levels,
understand and support the aims, objectives and functions
of the organisation of which they are a part.

This

approach can also be a major factor in continuity over
time and, from this point of view, no one individual
should be considered irreplaceable or without whom the
organisation would cease to function.
With these principles in mind and from an analysis of the
interrelationship of departmental functions (see Figure
22.2), a coherent structure which groups functions and
responsibilities within common or shared need is set out
diagrammatically in Figure 22.3.

This diagram highlights the need to create a central strategic body to embrace all Technical Affairs.
S~rategy

This

Group would be responsible for an overview of all

technical activities, including formulating policies and
objectives~

setting priorities and programmes; controlling

the allocation and use of budgets for studies and projects; and be the reference point for all Heads of
Departments on matters of policy and decision-making.
This central group would have a liaison function with
Municipal Affairs and Administration and Financial
Affairs, under the overall direction of HE The Mayor of
Jeddah.

The Studies Department, which initiates studies

and projects, and the Follow-Up Department, which records
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progress on all technical matters, should be part of this
strategic group.
The remaining activities of the Department of Technical
Affairs could then be grouped under three functional
headings:
l

Information

2

Control

3

Executive

These are shown in Figure 22.3 as three separate groups
identified by function.
The Information group would be responsible for the
setting-up and constant updating of all technical information and data systems.

These systems should be applied

to:
c)

~and

b)

Transportation Management and Planning

c)

Design Standards

d)

Building Regulations

e)

Road Design and Layout

f)

Utility Networks

g)

Land Valuation

h)

Land Ownership

i)

Demographic and Economic Information

Use Planr:ing

The systems being developed as part of the TACIMS Project
have the capacity to manage this comprehensive series of
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data and to produce graphic representation of this

infor~

mation wherever appropriate or possible to do so.
The first task of the Information Group, once this system
starts to function, should be to produce a handbook and
explanatory guide for all Heads of Department which will
set out the programmes, the data selection, processes and
programmes, and how to obtain access to and use of this
information.
The Control Group would be responsible for controlling the
use of land and all development thereon.

Its framework of

reference would be the Master Plan for Metropolitan
Jeddah.

As well as this control responsibility, the Group

would prepare and review the forward planning and needs of
the city, at both a strategic and detailed level.

It

would also set standards and the procedures to be followed
at all stages in the development process and, in coordination

wi~h

the Information Group, monitor and check the

progress of the growth and development

o~

the city, to

ensure that the required standards were being complied with.

The activities of the Control Group would thus comprise
town

planning~

buildings~

the general administration of lands and

expropriation of land; and the control and

issuing of permits for buildings.

As this latter function

is delegated to Sub-Municipalities, the Control Group
should ensure that correct procedures are followed
strictly.
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The Executive Group would take responsibility for all projects carried out by the Municipality including buildings,
roads, utilities, such matters as the naming and numbering
of areas and streets, traffic and identification signs,
beautification projects and all cleaning and maintenance
responsibilities.
With regard to the seventeen Sub-Municipalities,

it is

necessary to consider their role and function in respect
of technical matters.

In order to provide a framework for

their terms of reference and responsibilities, and to
ensure that they are carried out in a consistent and standardised manner,

there should be an overall Director

responsible for the Sub-Municipalities.
Sub-Municipalities which have in common similar problems
and characteristics, should liaise with each other within
a group system.

For example, the heavily built-up City

Centre, with most of the commercial and office development
and high rise buildings, requires a coherent format of
overall coordination in regulating the distribution and
control of development, and such specialised aspects of
traffic and car parking management and control.

The newer

northern development areas have much in common with each
other and are different in nature and quality from the
very mixed developments to the south of the Central Area.
Thus three groups emerge as a logical functional grouping
of purpose and shared problems and attributes.
In summary, the Central Strategy Group would formulate and
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direct the overall control, direction and priorities to be
followed by each Group and be consulted on all major decisions.

The Information Group would ensure a consistent

and up-to-date flow of information and "feed back" to all
groups.

The Control Group would be responsible for all

non-executive functions related to planning and development.

The Executive Group would carry out all projects

executed by the Municipality, including supervising the
use of Consultants and Contractors on specific projects.
These Groups, as well as the Sub-Municipalities, should
not function in isolation from each other, but should
achieve an organised system of coordination to ensure that
each provides a supportive role to the overall achievement
of an efficient, well organised and managed Department of
Technical Affairs.
This proposed structure is shown in Figure 22.4 which
indicates the four Groups and the division of operational
departments between Groups.

Each Group should have a

Director responsible for the overall

m~nagement

and

control of the departments within his Group. Also, each
Group would appoint a Coordination Officer who would be a
member of the Coordination Committee, which would hold
regular meetings to ensure that an overall cohesive purpose
and direction of effort was being maintained.
A specific Sub-Committee of the Coordination Committee
should be responsible for liaison with the agencies responsible for the design and implementation of all essential
398

public utilities.
The seventeen Sub-Municipalities are shown in three Groups

~

North, Central and South, under the overall direction of a
Director-General of Sub-Municipalities (see Figure 22.4).
The writer advanced these views in the spirit of Eng Barakat
Bajunaid's address quoted earlier in this Chapter- that the
Municipality must seek to maintain an active and dynamic
structure capable of responding efficiently to the pressures
of growth and change in a large, thriving and growing metropolitan city.
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ANALYSIS OF THE 1984 SXTUATXON
THE PL~ AND ITS REALISATION

=

ANALYSIS
The Master Plan for Jeddah, which was prepared in

1971~72

for a future 20 year period, could not have envisaged the
momentous events of international significance which would
subsequently have a direct effect on the Plan.
events were, first,

These

the emergence of OPEC as a controlling

agency which could regulate, apparently at will, a price
fixing structure for most of the world's oil supply.
Secondly, stemming from this, the vast revenues which
would accrue to Saudi Arabia.

Not only did the price of

oil increase from $1.80 per barrel in 1970 to $36 per
barrel in 1981, but Saudi Arabia's output increased from
3.5 million bpd to 9 million bpd.

This resulted in an

increase in annual revenue of the order of $9,526 million
i.e. from $2,300 million in 1970 to $11,826 million in
1981.
A principal beneficiary of this wealth was the City of
Jeddah.

During the period of the Third Five Year Plan

(1980-85), Jeddah received about one third of the
Kingdom's total expenditure on development projects.
Excluding the considerable sums spent on land
expropriation and compensation for roads and open spaces,
the Municipality's budget for projects during this five
year period was of the order of SR4,272 million.
amount has been summarised as follows:
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This

Table 23.1

Third Five Year Plan - Jeddah Municipality
Projects~ Total Cost

Subject

Budget (SR)

Jeddah Corniche

272,000,000

Tunnels and bridges

137,600,000

Roads~

1,827,202,000
470,000,000
210,000,000

Beautification
Temporary asphalting
Walkways and lighting
Stormwater

732,273,000

Public Gardens and Plantations

120,946,000

Public Markets

119,888,000

Other Projects

366,820,000
16,000,000

Computers

4,272,729,000

TOTAL
Source:

Municipality of Jeddah, Training Seminar for
Engineers, February 1984.

In order to obtain a comprehensive picture of the overall
expenditure/investment in the city over this period, other
publ.ic spending must be added to that of the Municipality.
Such expenditure included that on Education, Health and a
wide range of religious and cultural

facilities~

on

massive infrastructure programmes to provide water,
electricity, sewage and telecommunications7 on the major
'one off' projects such as the new International Airport
(the cost ·of which was of the order of SR3,100 million),
Saudia City to accommodate airport and Saudia employees
(population approximately 20,000), the vast expansion of
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the Seaport, King Abdulaziz University (including a new
township for university staff), the Naval Base (again
including a staff township), other major public housing
projects by the Ministry of Public Buildings and Works,
and self=contained community developments by various
Ministries and Government Departments for their staff
(e.g. Ministry of Defense, National Guard).

In addition

to the Municipality expenditure on roads listed in Table
23.1 the Ministry of Communications was responsible for
the design and construction of the city's primary road
network.
It is not possible to obtain records of expenditure on
these projects, but in the writer's estimation, it is
possible that the total public expenditure on Jeddah
during this period could have peaked at over SRSOO,OOO,OOO
(approx £80,000,000) per week.
What almost created an uncontrollable· situation was not
this vast public expenditure, but its accompaniment of
private spending which almost overwhelmed the Plan and the
planners.
The fundamental reasons for this lie in the politicoinstitutional context.

During this period of unprece-

dented growth in the late 70s-early 80s the Municipality
was under political pressure not unduly to constrain development.

In many ways this was an understandable con-

comitant of the growth of prosperity in a developing
country.

The improvement of living conditions is one way
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in which people can be seen to be enjoying a share of
national wealth.

Against this policy, the Municipality's

powers to exercise development control though the issue of
planning and building permits was of limited value.
An example of this Government policy was the the provision
of non-interest bearing loans for residential development
by the Saudi Arabian Real Estate Development Fund (REDF).
The REDF was established in 1976 to provide interest free
loans to individuals and small investors up to SR300,000
repayable over 20 years.

The loan itself would be reduced

by 20% for timely repayment and by a further 10% for early
repayment.

The availability of such funds, and the terms

under which they were offered, led to a boom in private
residential development.

In Jeddah, as a major centre,

greater advantage was taken of this facility than
elsewhere in the Kingdom.

This, in turn, added to the

pressures placed on the Municipality to grant permissions
for housing development.
Within this context, it must also be mentioned that considerations of National Defence and

int~rnal

security

coupled with the private interests of influential businessmen could override Municipality plans and lead to
irrational development.
History and tradition also presented difficulties in the
presentation and orderly implementation of the Plan.

It

is in the nature of the Sha'aria not to present unnecessary restrictions on the individual in making benefi407

cial use of land legally in his possession.
Under all these circumstances, the orderly and controlled
phasing of development by five year periods enumerated in
the RMJMP Master Plan became unrealistic and unenforcable.
Additionally, the MOMRA reforms implemented in 1976 as a
result of the McKinsey recommendations (op cit p.l68
Chapter 10) did not include powers for the Municipality to
exercise strong controls over private development.
The pace of development and the pressures outlined above
meant also that the Municipality similarly had limited
powers to control land use.

This applied for example to

sites zoned for schools, mosques and other social facilities.

The providing authority would often find it more

convenient to purchase a site not in accordance with
the Action Area zoning plan but on land where a purchase,
by negotiation with the owner, could be more readily
obtained irrespective of its suitability for its purpose.
In practice, it proved impossible for the Municipality to
prevent a change of use from that permitted.

A recurring

example of this was the use of residential accommodation
as offices.
Another deficiency was the reluctance, by the
Municipality, to apply the car parking standards provided
for in the Master Plan follow-up studies.

In new areas

of development, this was overcome, to a considerable
extent, by increasing the cross-section of the road to
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allow for extra parking lanes on one or both sides of the
road.
Sert Jackson International, in their 1978 review of the
RMJMP Master Plan (op cit Chapter 20) highlighted three
aspirations of the original plan which it had been
impossible to realise.
1

These were summarised as:

A hierarchy of shopping centres from city to community
level.

In the Review Plan this concept was replaced

with unrestricted ribbon shopping development along
major roads.
2

District Centres serving local commercial and community needs.

3

The servicing of areas with utilities prior to development.

With regard to the first two aspects, the RMJMP Plan may
have been idealistic rather than pragmatic in its
approach.

The value of such an approach did however

receive the full support of the Ministry at the time the
Plan was prepared.

The third aspiration was similarly

frustrated due to the unprecedented rate of city growth
which occurred during the first ten years of Plan
mentation.
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imple~

EVALUATION
The existence of an official plan approved prior to the
'boom' period of growth allowed the city to grow within an
ordered and generally controlled framework.

As has

already been discussed, the surge of private development
and the forced pace of development overwhelmed other
aspirations of the Plan.

However, the essentially robust

and, at that time (if the high population estimate is
taken), the ambitious growth targets allowed for in the
Plan enabled the planners to channel this dynamic growth
within the planned framework.
The vast expenditure on public works, particularly roads
and infrastructure, matched by the tremendous efforts made
by the Mayor through his Co-ordination Committee to
achieve coherent, rather than chaotic, results could be
said, in fact, to have accelerated the implementation of
the Plan rather than to have destroyed it.

In this, there

can be no doubt that the existence of an approved plan
within which capacity for expansion to about 2,000,000
population had been allowed was the essential prerequisite to guide and control this period of unparalleled
urban growth.
Indeed, it is likely that the reason Jeddah received such
a large share of national investment during this period
was because it did possess an approved Plan and, thus,
investment could confidently be channelled directly into
its implementation.
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What was inescapably attendant on such major and rapid
programmes of implementation was the inconvenience to the
residents of the City who had to live and work through the
disruption and upheaval such programmes inflict.
ferent times,

At dif-

large areas of the City suffered electricity

cuts and an unreliable water supply as streets were dug up
to install new or larger cables and pipelines or that the
demand exceeded the resources to maintain the service.
Disruption caused by road construction often meant traffic
congestion and delay.

This is exemplified in Figure 23.1

which indicates the principal shopping thoroughfare - King
Abdulaziz Street -

looking more like a construction yard

than the heart of a busy, bustling shopping area.
A more serious aspect of this construction boom was the
extent to which 'value for money' was achieved.

In the

mid to late 70s, the supply of building materials, mostly
imported, could not keep pace with demand.

At one stage,

the average period spent offshore by ships awaiting an
unloading berth reached 112 days and a fleet of helicopters was used to expedite unloading.

Labour was in short

supply and skilled tradesmen could command a premium for
their services.

Inevitably project costs increased, par-

ticularly where ambitious target completion dates were
imposed on the contractor.

Concern was expressed by the

public sector that collusion was suspected in tendering
for and carrying out major projects both between consultants and contractors and between contractors tendering
for the same project.

One result of this was that the
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consultants appointed for the design/contract documentation stage would be replaced by an independent consultant of a different nationality for the supervision
stage of the contract.
In the private sector, the provision of residential

accom~

modation to meet the growing demand necessitated by the
economic boom was thwarted by the profits to be made out
of speculation in land.

Short term gain, rather than

longer term investment, directed a great deal of private
sector money into the buying and selling of land as an end
in itself.

It was only when rents reached such a pitch

[the writer's experience is that the rent for his home in
1970 was SR16,000 per annum;

the same villa, in 1977, was

leased for SR160,000 per annum] as to assure a prodigious
return on investment, that speculation moved into
buildings rather than land.

And then, quantity rather

than quality was the keynote.
Reliable information is impossible to obtain, but by
inspection and by a general awareness of the situation, it
is the writer's judgement that value for money was not
achieved in the construction field in the mid to late 70s.
With such doubtful standards of construction, future
problems of safety and stability of structures and applied
decorative features (e.g. blockwork walls with a marble
external facing) will arise.
During the early 80s a noticeable improvement in standards
of construction began to take place.
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Tighter controls and

inspections by Municipality engineers ensured that substandard construction would no longer be accepted.

Also,

by the mid 80s, speculative housing developments had
almost ceased.

This was the direct consequence of the

precipitate action which, by

1982~83,

had created a large

surplus of apartment type housing.
Speculation in shopping and commercial centres, although
still in evidence in 1984, had again dwindled, but not
before several over-ambitious, badly located centres were
built which, by 1985, lay mainly unoccupied.
For the inhabitants of Jeddah a welcome outcome to this
period of overbuilding was that rents, for housing, shops
and office space began to return to a more normal
situation.

Developers, who had built well and who asked a

fair, rather than exorbitant rent found tenants and continued to be assured of a commercially viable development.
Property speculation, as distinct from bona-fide property
development, was an unfortunate but perhaps inevitable
product of this period of rapid growth.

Since the early

SO's, well-designe6 and constructed villas, apartment
buildings, centres and public buildings have improved and
stabilised the city.
The Mayor of Jeddah, in addition to the official and
diplomatic responsibilities of his office, took a direct
involvement in vetting the standard of new development
and, in particular, the environmental quality of Jeddah.
The Mayor personally examined all major development appli413

cations, including those for public buildings
ticularly mosques

=

=

par-

and initiated a city wide programme of

landscaping and the provision of public parks and gardens.
The Mayor was also able to persuade leading businessmen
and companies (Saudi and expatriate) to contribute works
of art including fountains, monuments and sculptures to
enhance the city.

This was done,

in part, because no pro-

vision was made in Municipality budgets for such adornments and also because it was the Mayor's opinion that the
people of Jeddah would have greater regard for their city
if functional requirements could be balanced by grace and
dignity.
Prior to his appointment as Mayor as liaison officer to
RMJMP, Eng Mohammed Said Farsi had participated in the
preparation of the Master Plan.

He was confident that the

Plan had been prepared soundly and that it was an
appropriate framework for growth.

The Saudi engineers,

architects and planners, who had been members of the team
which prepared the plan, went on to receive senior posts
in technical departments in the Municipal,ity, in MOMRA or
in the Ministry's regional office in Jeddah.

These pro-

fessionals were, again, determined to place development
within planned rather than an ad hoc framework.
Thus, the aspirations of the training programme initiated
in 1971 was to prove its value to an even greater
than could originally have been anticipated.

It also pro-

vided continuity in people and in decision making
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exten~

throughout the preparation of the Plan and its irnplementation.

This continuity maintained a stability, purpose

and sense of direction which was vital in serving the best
interests of the city during a period of rapid growth and
change.

The continuing presence of the Consultants who

had led in preparing the Plan and whose experience
remained available to assist the Municipality, was a
further major factor in maintaining this sense of purpose
and direction, as well as ensuring an ability to cope with
the unprecedented pressures and demands placed on the Plan
and the planners.
In his concluding speech to the engineers of the
Municipality at the training seminar held in February
1984, the Mayor reminded young engineers of their duty and
responsibility to their city as follows:
"It has taken a great deal of planning, thought and
effort over the last fifteen to twenty years to
qchieve what you now see. Everyone in the
Municipality, myself included, took part in this
effort. Younger, newly graduated engineers have to
gain the necessary experience before they can take
charge-of a department ...
We should learn how to blend all the information we
have gained into a better knowledge and understanding
of both the specific and strategic nature 6f our work.
Thus, if you specialise in highway design or road
construction you should still be aware of the quality
of the environment and aesthetic as well as practical
values
A city is like a person : it has a heart
and it must live".
During the preparation of the Master Plan, thirteen key
objectives which the Plan should seek to fulfil were
listed (op cit Chapter 9).

Fifteen years later, an eva-

luation as to what extent these objectives had been
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fulfilled could be summarised as follows:

Objective A

"
to ensure adequate and continuous
supply of water and energy".
The achievement of this mundane yet

essen~

tial factor in urban formation must be
accounted a major success.

For a brief

period in the late 70s, when construction
problems affected supply to parts of the
city,

interrupted provision of supply

occurred.

Apart from that hiatus, from 1980

onwards, the city and all its inhabitants
were assured of a plentiful supply of water
and electricity.

Note: A distinction must

be made in the case of the illegal and
unplanned developments which took place in
fringe areas of the city where it was not
the planned policy to service such areas.
Objective B

"Promote the maintenance of public health at
all levels".
New government hospitals and clinics, to the
highest health and welfare standards, now
serve the people of Jeddah.

Specialist and

general private hospitals augment the free
service provided by the government.
Within the responsibilities of the
Municipality, the cleanliness of the city,
the maintenance and watering of parks,
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planting and gardens is effectively carried
out.

Refuse collection and street sweeping

is dealt with on a daily basis by a public
health company under contract to the
Municipality. Their duties include pest and
mosquito control, street maintenance and
removal of abandoned cars.

In addition to

the general function of keeping the city
clean and tidy at all times, training
programmes for Saudi staff are carried out
by the company.

These programmes also

include the education of school children in
the importance of keeping the city clean and
tidy.
Objective C

"Provide an adequate road network at city
and local levels".
This objective has been, like Objective A, a
signal achievement.

Few cities today have

achieved as comprehensive and efficient a
road network and one which respects the
quality of the environment as that of
Jeddah's.
Objective D

"Encourage the development of appropriate
public transport systems ••. "
As described in Chapter 18 (Urban Public
Transport) the city now has an efficient
public transport system using buses for
local and inter-city needs.
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Currently (in

1985). the Municipality is reviewing a pro=
posal for a rapid transit system in conjunction with the Transyt Company of Toronto,
Canada.

The feasibility of a 2~ km central

area pilot proposal awaits a decision by
MOMRA and Ministry of Communications as to
whether or not it will be allowed to proceed
as the initial stage of a segregated rapid
transit system.
Objective E

"Achieve •.. an appropriate mixed distribu=
tion of high, medium and low income groups
to maintain social cohesion ... ".
In this the Plan cannot claim to have
achieved fulfilment.

In overall terms, a

polarity has occurred between the northern
private high income sector residential areas
and the low income groups concentrated in
the southern residential areas.

At the

local level, apart from the luxury villas in
select enclaves within the residential areas
north of Palestine Road and west of the
Medina Road, a more random mixture of development has achieved a socially acceptable
balance of building density and income
groups.

As Saudi Arabia is a rich country,

however, it must be stressed that there is
no impoverishment or deprivation.

With

severe punishment for criminal or moral
offences, lack of older, decayed inner areas
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or suburbs and little if no unemployment,
the city enjoys a comparatively safe,
healthy, morally disciplined but amenable
lifestyle.
Objective F

"Provide sufficient religious, medical, edu=
cational, administrative and recreational
facilities ... taking into account special
aspects of life in Saudi Arabia".
The "special aspects" were the deep rooted
Islamic customs and way of life of a strict
Muslim community and the determination, by
the leaders of the country, to maintain
these values.

In this context, the act of

prayer five times each day, the strict
observance of fasting during the holy month
of Ramadan, and the general conduct of the
people of Jeddah, non-Muslim as well as
Muslim, reflects that of a city in the
country holding custodianship of the Holy
Places of Islam.

At the purely local level

mosques, schools, hospitals, clinics, parks
and gardens have been provided generously to
serve the people of Jeddah.

In this, the

great wealth of the Kingdom has been applied
unstintingly to achieve this objective.
Objective G

"Encourage development of local industry and
employment".
In so far as a Plan can be supportive
towards the attainment of this objective,
then it could be said to have been so.
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The

Ministry of Trade and Commerce, in support
of the Third Five Year Plan's objective to
encourage growth in the private sector, has
made land and essential services in the
Industrial Estate available at very low
cost.

Other institutions such as the

Islamic Development Bank have granted
generous facilities to assist new businesses
and commercial ventures.

Also, Jeddah's

role as a major regional administrative
centre, provides substantial employment
opportunities in the public sector at all
levels.
In the private sector Government regulations, which require that a Saudi national
represents non-Saudi commercial and
industrial concerns, ensure local involvement and thus a share in the prosperity of
all aspects of trade and business.

In this

context, the merchants of Jeddah lead the
Kingdom in experience and expertise.
As well as University courses in Business
Studies, Institutions offering technical
training in trades and skills have been set
up by the Government to' prepare Saudis to
take a more direct role in the management of
trade and industry.
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The building industry, which in 1978
accounted for 14% of the workforce is
currently in decline.

This should be par-

tially offset by the growing need to service
and maintain both the existing

infrastruc~

ture and the built environment.
Objective H

"Support development of business and commercial planned activities
"
This objective correlates with G.

Again, in

so far as the Plan and its implementation
was able to provide for the physical
infrastructure of roads and services
together with adequate land for development
to support growth in these sectors, then
this Objective was achieved.
Objective I

"Control city growth to the extent that is
necessary to allow maximum benefit to all,
at least inconvenience".
An evaluation of this objective rests on the
interpretation of 'maximum benefit'.

If the

worst excesses of private development have
been eradicated and,

if the inconvenience of

living within a vast construction site has
passed, then the benefit of living in a
clean, organised, green and efficiently
planned city may now be said to be beneficial to the people of Jeddah.
In the sense of a planned phasing of growth,
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then, as already instancedo the Plan could
not be said to have succeeded.
Objective J

"Provide development controls to ensure the
beneficial and balanced growth of the city".
As discussed in Chapter 10, planning regulations of a consistent and comprehensive
nature do not exist in Saudi Arabia.

The

Municipality control land use and density of
development by first, specifying the land
use in the planning permission (although
this, as mentioned earlier, was in many
cases unenforcable in practice).

Secondly,

by applying formulae to control density of
development based on percentage land use
cover and height of buildings (see Figure
12.1, p203).

The Municipality maintained

environmental and social standards in new
development areas by ensuring that provision
was made for non-residential purposes e.g.
open space, school sites, shopping and community facilities, appropriate to need.
There is much to be said for such, essentially, simple regulations where no overall
statutory controls can be applied.

For the

most part, these rules did control the density of development to an extent which maintained a balance of road space (and thus
traffic volumes), consumption related to
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provision of public utility services, social
and environmental standards.
Objective K

"Safeguard areas of buildings of outstanding
architectural and historic value as part of
the conservation of the Islamic tradition".
This objective referred primarily to the
special case, which was emphasised in the
Master Plan Report, of the Historic City.
Continuing to emphasise this objective led
to the Historic Area Study (op cit Chapter
14) and to the conservation and rehabilitation of this outstanding urban heritage.
Without the pursuance of such an objective,
it is likely that the old city would, by
1985, have disappeared completely due to the
market pressures and the potential value of
the land for multi-storey city centre redevelopment.

Objective L

"
develop a dynamic sequence of city
planning which will be able to respond to
the pressures of growth and change".
The fact that the robustness of the Plan and
the continuity achieved by the planners
coped with the dramatic growth and change
over the period 1972-85 could be said to
indicate success in fulfilling this objective.
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Objective M

~Establish an effective information and
classification system for data storage and
retrieval".

This objective must be accounted for as a
casualty of other, more immediate and
demanding pressures on all technical staff
involved in plan implementation.

However,

as described in Chapter 22, the Municipality
are making considerable progress towards
overcoming this deficiency.
Overall, in considering the extent to which the thirteen
objectives set out in 1972 were achieved during the period
of implementation to 1985, the evaluation must be that, to
an even greater degree than might have been anticipated,
most of the objectives could be said to have been achieved
or progress made towards their attainment.

An objective

which fell short of achievement - that of social cohesion
- was perhaps too theoretical to withstand the social and
economic forces which apply to the individual's desire for
a quality of life and the expression of this in his home
as an indicator of his material success in life.

Such

'clustering' of wealth to the exclusion of less privileged
individuals is not unique to the city of Jeddah.

More

importantly however, the polarisation of income groups in
Jeddah was neither absolute nor widespread, nor, at any
level, had it resulted in

deprivatio~

or distress.

The second 'casualty' of rapid growth i.e.

that of

achieving a balanced and controlled sequence of develop-
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ment (Objectives I and J)o

lacking adequate planning

powers and the declared national policy to encourage
growth, was simply not capable of fulfilment.
advantages of immense wealth, however,

One of the

is that no penalty

need be incurred under great pressures of growth in not
adopting the most sensible and cost effective approach to
the growth of a city.
A matrix of comparative degree of achievement of the thirteen plan objectives could be presented as follows:
Table 23.1

Plan Objectives

Objective

Degree of achievement

+
A
B

c

D
E

F
G
H

0

*
*
*
*

*

*
*

*
*

I
J

K
L
M

Matrix of Achievement

*

*

*

*

As has been mentioned in this evaluation and in Chapter
10, no comprehensive planning legislation exists at
national level.

This poses the question that,

if the

Kingdom had possessed the equivalent of the British 1947
Town and Country Planning Act, would the legislation have
assisted or hindered the approval and implementation of
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the Master Plano

Underlying this question is, of course,

the wider context of form of governmento

Saudi Arabia is

a Kingdom ruled, to a large extent, by an autocratic
ruler.

Democratic processes in the form of elected

parliamentarians or local government members as practiced
in the United Kingdom do not exist in Saudi Arabia.
Ministerial and municipal appointments are made by the
King, in consultation with his Council of Ministers.

Each

city has a Municipal Council, again nominated, and, at the
more local Hara level, an Omda, or wise man cum spokesman,
represents local views and regulates such matters as
registration of births, marriages and deaths and certificates of character.
In Saudi Arabia there is thus no elected planning body and
no public participation in decision-making in planning and
its implementation.
It is the writer's view that, such was the pace of growth
and the magnitude of funds available to commit to the
development of the city tQ_serve this growth, that the
statutory processes to be followed in, for example the UK
by way of approval of plans and the implementation of
development control, including public participation and
the right of appeal, would have made both the approval of
the Plan and its subsequent implementation within the time
period demanded impossible.

So rapidly did circumstances

change and so great were the pressures requiring decisions
and actions that,

if the 'democratic' processes had also
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:required to be observed 1 the :result

l.oJOUld

have been

inac~

tion when action was required and time lost when there was
no time to lose.
Care should be taken in attempting to draw comparisons
between what is appropriate to a UK situation i.e. that of
a mature society with an ingrained sense and acceptance,
indeed insistence, on democratic procedures to that of a
comparatively newly founded country with no democratic or
urban traditions and, almost overnight, the possessor of
vast wealth.

In the latter circumstances, the manner in

which Saudi Arabia is governed and decisions made is
appropriate and has undoubtedly best served the interests
of the City of Jeddah during the period with which this
work is concerned.
One example in support of this view is that by 1984, 350
km of the planned 600 km primary road system planned for
Jeddah in 1991 was in operation.

About a further 50 km of

the network was under construction and a total of 42 grade
separated interchanges were either completed or under
construction.

This can be compared to a UK metropolitan

situation wherein has lain years of proposals, reports,
debate, public inquiry, and comparatively little achieved
in the construction of a road system capable of meeting
the traffic demands imposed upon metropolitan areas.
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HYPOTHESIS
This work has been concerned primarily with presenting a
record of what happened during this dynamic period of
growth and expansion of Jeddah and to explain how it happened.

But why was it that it did happen?

Could it be

said that what happened would have taken place simply
because needs and pressures made it inevitable?

Or was

there, in some way, a combination of factors within which
and from which (or conversely, without which), the City of
Jeddah could not possibly have achieved a fourfold expansion in fifteen years in a comprehensive rather than
piecemeal and, generally, in an efficient, rather than
wasteful, manner?
The writer's judgement is that such a combination of critical factors can be identified and that without the
interaction of four elements, each one essential to the
other in creating a whole, what was achieved and how it
was achieved would not have been possible.
The four components which prepared the city

fo~

growth and

which, despite tremendous pressure, maintained a harmonious and cohesive whole, were the following:
1

A framework within which growth could be organised and
directed.

2

A committed activist with the necessary authority and
aptitude to ensure that the complex and multiple agencies, public and private, involved in the process of
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city growth were marshalled and coordinated towards
the cohesive implementation of the Plan.
3

Continuity in decision making.

and
4

The potential availability of resources, principally
financial, to provide for the demands of growth.

The first component - the framework for growth - was the
Master Plan.

A working rather than theoretical document,

the Plan was used throughout to maintain direction and
equilibrium.

In 1973, in so far as the writer is aware it

was the only, and thus first, physical planning .report and
Master Plan to receive the approval of the Council of
Ministers (this factor had a direct bearing on the fourth
component listed above).

The success achieved in imple-

menting the Plan lay in the nature of its preparation.
The variable rather than fixed growth rate over the period
1971-1991 was crucial in the Plan's ability to serve the
future.

Also, the continuous detailing, revision and

updating of the Plan was a basic part of the Plan's implementation.

In this, the 'philosophy' of the Plan of an

approach and methodology which created a process of
p~anning

based on the Plan rather than a finite and

inflexible plan could be judged to have been both relevant
and correct.
Thus the first component provided the means but whether
these means were to be used, ignored or squandered was an
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equally vital factor.

This brings the second factor into

account

Mohammed Said Farsi was appointed

=

leadership.

Mayor of Jeddah in 1974.

As Planning Officer for the

Western Region, as liaison officer to the Consultants who
prepared the Master Plan, and, as an architect by
training, Mohammed Said Farsi combined technical
experience with a positive and dynamic personality.

Also,

having participated in its preparation, he understood the
Plan and the process by which it had been prepared.
Relevant as they are, these aspects, in themselves, do not
constitute the essential factor of leadership which the
Mayor, with increasing confidence, displayed in his management of the growth and development of Jeddah.
Although the circumstances of history can play a large
part in making people what they are, the mark of the individual can make the difference between success or failure,
between recognition or obscurity, between action or
procrastination.

In terms of their impact on cities, Shah

Abbas in 17th Century Isphahan, or, earlier, the Medicis
in 15th Century Florence, left a signal account of their
personal greatness, as did, although for different
reasons, Baron Haussman in 19th Century Paris.

In 20th

Century England, great civic leaders such as Neville
Chamberlain in Birmingham and Herbert Morrison in the
London County Council, each, in their own way, left their
stamp of authority on their cities.

Ebenezer Howard and

his Garden City movement is a further outstanding example
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of an individual who achicvod a greatness appropriate to
his place and time.

Mohammed Said Farsi can be compared

to these men in terms of his singlemindedness of purpose
and his stamp of authority as Mayor of Jeddah.
It would be wrong, however, to say, and in this the writer
is certain that Eng Mohammed Said Farsi would agree, that
the building of a city could be the responsibiilty of any
one person.

This is the third quadrant of the circle -

the team work and the continuity which was achieved in
this over a fifteen year period.

Starting with the

Consultants and their training programme for Saudi engineers, from this foundation was built a knowledgeable,
experienced cadre of professionals who continued, both
Saudis and Consultants, to detail and develop the Plan and
to be involved directly in all stages of its implement.ation.

It is difficult, perhaps unjust, to single out

names but the writer is able to quote the Mayor on this:
"We were like pioneers, discussing and planning the
future of Jeddah. Your Saudi colleagues whose names
come to mind include Hassan Assad, Tarif Assad,
Abdulaziz Hussain, Abdulaziz Abbas, Ahmed Sawan, Zaki
Farsi, Sami Al Khatib, Barakat Bajneid, Amr Darwish,
Abdulla Baeissa. These and many others all worked
together without any disputes or disagreements with
the experts who came to help and guide us in our
work."
The 'experts' mentioned by the Mayor was the RMJMP multidisciplinary team.

The nature of regional or city

planning is such that many skills must be brought to bear
to comprehend the many elements involved.

This includes

expertise in the fields of sociology, economics,
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geographyf transportation and highway planning and
environmental standards and designo

Information, when

collected, requires to be checked, analysed and synthesisedo

Resources and objectives need to be quantified and

alternatives evaluatedo

Only then can plans and

program~

mes be preparedo
This is a process which requires a composite approach that of several minds working together to achieve balanced
and comprehensive solutionso

In this process, the indivi-

dual must be prepared to fuse his thoughts and findings
with those of others.

The harmonious achievement of this

fusion of minds is the responsibility of the director of
the project.

He stands as the arbiter and final decision-

maker on behalf of his team.
As a footnote it should be mentioned that because of this
element of continuity, the lack of achievement towards the
objective of establishing an effective data storage and
retrieval system was less serious than might otherwise
have been the case.

Perhaps this is not the best way to

build up a databank and has, inevitably, limitations in
time, but in practical terms, this continuity of people
did much to ensure consistency in decision makingo
With regard to the fourth factor - the potential availability of financial resources- the key word is 'potential'.
ThS aim of the Council of Ministers to ensure that sufficient resources would be made available for the overall
improvement and betterment of the standard of life for the
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people of Saudi Arabia had to be paralleled by the effi=
cient, rather than wasteful, distribution of the vast
resources available.

In this Jeddah, with an approved

framework for growth and possessing, due to its existing
strong geographic and economic base for growth, the
greatest potential of any city of the Kingdom to absorb
growth, was ready and able to take full advantage of this
situation.
Thus, the four key ingredients of direction, leadership,
continuity and resources combined, in thought and in
action, to achieve the development of a city at an unprecedented rate, but firmly and securely within an overall
and consistent development framework.
Finally, mention must be made of the High Committee which,
such was the importance attached by the Kingdom to the
Western Region Plan, was set up to supervise and approve
the consultants' work (op cit p69).

Under the chair-

manship of HRH Prince Faway bin Abdulaziz, the senior participating members of the High Commi t.tee were HRH Prince
Ahmed bin Abdulaziz (Deputy Governor of Mecca) and H E
Sheikh Abdullah Sudairy (Deputy Minister for Municipal
Affairs).

The outstanding. quality and ability of these

two leaders did much to ensure the successful preparation
and implementation of the plan.

In this they were sup-

ported by the other members of the High Committee and the
Technical Committee, notably Dr Orner Azzam, an architect
planner, and Engineet Saud Lirigawi, who had, as Director
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General for Planningo the overall responsibility for
planning within the Kingdomr and of course, the Mayor of
Jeddah.
In the final analysis, the human element is the single
most important element of all.
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'THE EMERGJE:NCE OF AN URBAN

ENV!RONMEN1

As has been described in Chapter 14, the old city of
Jeddah is an outstanding example of distinguished vernacular architecture and townscape.

It is difficult to

believe in this, the 20th Century, which has seen more
rapid change than perhaps any other period in history,
that, until 1947, Jeddah was a small walled city.
"When I think of Jeddah today, a city of over one and
a half million people, I can also think back to a time
when Jeddah was situated only with her walls, like a
white dove, nestling peacefully on the seashore,
awaking at daybreak, seeking her. livelihood from the
sea: fishing, commerce, cargo transportation."
Eng. Mohammed Said Farsi, Mayor of Jeddah, 1984
Thus, 23 years later, in 1970 - when the writer started
his stay in Jeddah - the city within its walls, virtually
unchanged for more than a century in both its built form
and way of life, was a clear, living memory to Saudis of
the writer's age.

With such a splendid heritage to appre-

ciate and learn from,

the writer resolved that the future

architectural expression, as well as the planning of the
city, should seek to achieve,

in a contemporary form and

expression, a comparative significance.
To attempt to write an appreciation of how successful or
otherwise the quality of the environment and the built
form of the development which has taken place over the
fifteen years covered by this work,
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is not easy.

Certainly, the creation of a Corniche and the rehabilitation and restoration of much of the old city must be
accounted as positive contributions to the quality and to
the 'genius loci' of Jeddah.

Equally positively, well

designed buildings, many of them the recipients of international awards, have given the city an architecture of
distinction.

Three of many such developments are the new

Airport (terminals designed by Ed Stone) and, in particular,

the Hadj shelters (designed by Skidmore, Owings

and Merrill); the new downtown Saudi Arabian Monetary
Authority Headquarters (designed by Sco~t Rowell and
Caudett) and the home of Abdulaziz al Sulieman, a magnificent interpretation of the vernacular style into contemporary expressio-n, by the Aga Khan award winning Egyptian
architect, Abdel Waheb al Wakil.

Many other fine

buildings, both public and private, exist and, particularly in recent years, the overall quality of architecture has improved.
Fine buildings, by themselves, however, do not necessarily
create an urban environment.

The creation of an environ-

ment of quality lies as much with the private, as with the
public, sector.

It also requires a meaningful rela-

tionship between man, space and time.
For example, the Historic City is an excellent example o-f
a harmonious and distinctive urban-architectural form and
continuity which was appropriate to the social order, climate and quality of life of its inhabitants one hundred
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years ugo.

The keystone of this was the family and the

family horne 3 private and embracing several generations of
the same family living together in harmony.
This way of life is no longer the norm.

Younger Saudis

now wish to have a home of their own and tend to form a
husband/wife family group, separate, but linked, to the
rest of their family.

The car, as much as any other

single factor, has promoted this trend.

In addition,

affluence allows a wider choice, including foreign travel
and a desire for a wide range of recreational, shopping
and other facilities.

Again, within the space of a

generation, Saudi Arabia has developed from a vast, sparsely populated, almost isolated country, into a significant voice in the affairs of the non-communist world.
rnevitably, such major changes at both the international
and national level, together with a dramatic improvement
in the standard of education of the younger Saudis, has
produced a lifestyle different from that of previous
generations.
What has not changed is the adherence of the Saudis to the
tenets

of Islam.

Continuity and probity in family life

and in the conduct of national affairs has been maintained.

Outward expressions of life and habitat are

perhaps a sign of a different lifestyle, but, fundamentally, the way of life remains unchanged.
This subject in its wider and deeper manifestations,
implications and relationship to the form, character and
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qual~ty

of the emergent urban environment, within the con=

text of all the complexities and opportunities of contem=
porary life is really the subject of a thesis in itself.
The writer, in this work, wishes to make the point, that
within the planning and architectural context of a city,
lies the inter=relationships and interaction of social,
cultural, monetary and climatic values.
Kaizer Talibl describes the contemporary living environ=
ment in Saudi Arabia as follows:
"There has been a great amount of environmental change
in the living and working conditions of the urban as
well as rural population in the last twenty to thirty
years.
It is not only the pbssibility of importing
new goods but the basic infrastructure (such as new
roads, electricity, water, sewer, telephones and television) which seem to ~ffect the lifestyle directly.
Increased leisure time, better communication over long
distances within the country, and the increased aware, ness of the world at large brought about by the different media ha~e created new possibiLities. In the
rural areas, electrification, water and sewer systems
have greatly improved the hygiene level.
The unprecedented rate of urbanisation has affected
both opportunity levels and physical environmental
conditions in the cities."
and again:
"in spite of factors which influence urban life and
cause alienation, the Saudis steadfastly maintain
their own cultural values, social patterns, family
life, and community relationships through contact with
'original' communities or neighbourhoods~ villages or
towns".
The extent of urbanisation in Jeddah, measured in built-up
or partially built-up land, gives some idea of the rate at
which this process has taken place.

The walled city of

1947 encompassed 1! sq km: by 1971 this had grown to just
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over 40 sq km, but, by 1985, the urban area of the city
had extended to over 1,200 sq km, with a densely developed
'core' of over 300 sq km.
These figures highlight the significance of an 'unprece=
dented rate of urbanisation'.
In qualitative terms, Kaizer Talib reports on Jeddah thus:
"The Mayor of Jeddah, engineer Moharn~d Said Farsi, is
one of the {ew individuals in the country ~oncerned
about preserving traditional buildings. Approximately
eight hundred of Jeddah" 1 s old ~ouses will be sav$d by
a j>rese):"va1:.ion order. Building codes are also bedng
established ~hat wol.lfd require desi~ri~rs to d~sign in
the' context 0~ the. existing environm~rit in the oid'er
parts of the city.
In a rapidly stimulated Urban·economy, the' implementa·tion of such· preservation orders
and direct ·intervention by the lo~a~ (and sometimes
central} government agencies may be the qnly ~eans by
Which the vernacular. archi tect·ure' Cah be ·pr'eserved 1
restored and recycled".
This supports one of the key factors of the hypothesis set
out in the preceding chapter, i.e. that of leadership.
Although not able to avoid entirely the mediocrity of much
of the new development the pers·onal involvement of the
Mayor has ensured that the quality of the new reflected an
affinity and continuity with, now th~t Suakin2 has
entirely disappeared, the unique and magnificent vernacular of the old.
In terms of the environment, the Municipality of Jeddah
has over recent years commissioned Consultants to prepare
detailed studies which have led to the implementation of
area improvement in older inner areas of the city.

In new

areas, as has been described in Chapter 17, generous pro ..
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vision of ancillary facilities and open space has been
made in conformity with Municipality standards.

This is,

of course, a different matter from the control of the
standard of design by the individual owner, but such regu=
lations at least provide an overall coherance, context and
framework within which the individual idiosyncratic
expression of built form can be tolerated.
In a continued effort to raise the standard and quality of
development, the Municipality during 1984-85 carried out a
comprehensive review of the system whereby architects and
engineers r,eceive the licence which allows them to submit
projects for Municipality approval.

Non-licence holders

are not allowed to submit plans and no

bu~lding

can be

constructed (legally} without a building permi't first
being issued by the Municipality.
The first part of ,this

r~view

set out the experience and

standards required of architects and engineers before they
wou],d be allowed to join the Municipality's register of
Licenced 'Engineers. . According to experience a-nd
assessment of achievement, each Consulting Office,
Engineering Office or Engineer is now permitted a maximum
number of design and supervision projects per year.

This

ranges frpm an unlimited number and size of project (Saudi
Ministry of COmmerce Registered Saudi Consulting Offices)
to a maximum of six projects, each of not more than 1,.20.0
sq km in gross area and three storeys in height for engineers with 2-3 years experience.
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E~ch

year, this grading

system is reviewed by the special committee (which inclu=
des an

e~pert

on Islamic vernacular architecture).

Engineers can have their permitted number of projects and
magnitude of projects increased or decreased according to
the quality of their work.
The Mayor has in mind to initiate awards for various cate=
gories of buildings.

This award will take account of the

context as well as the quality of the individual building
or building group.
In order to obtain a building permit, the registered
architect or engineer has to follow a three stage submission and approval proeess.

First an avant project is

required to indicate the general layout, concept,
and use of materials proposed.

~aising

Upon approval by the

Municipality, the engineer then has to prepare a final
design for his pi6ject, giving full details of layotit,
floor plans and, in particular, the elevational treatment
proposed, with an outline specification of materials and
external finishes. ·Only when this final design has been
approved by the Municipality can the engineer then proceed
with w6rking drawings and contract documentation.

The

Municipality have set out what they consider to be the
minimum requirement for this stage.

No changes to the

approved design will be permitted without prior approval.
Fin~lly,

a nine part check list of stages of construction

where inspection and approval to each stage is carried out
for each project by the Municipality's supervising engineers.
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This system, which started in 1985, should do much to
ensure an improvement in the quality of design and
construction throughout the city.
This approach is representative of the concern of the
Mayor and his Municipality technical staff, now that (by
1985) the earlier frenetic pace of development has
slackened.

The Municipality are determined to raise stan-

dards of design and construction and, by so doing, strive
to achieve a quality and form of built environment
appropriate to that of an historic Arabian city.
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NOTES

1

Talib Kaizer Shelter in Saudi Arabia

2

See Reference 1, Chapter 14o
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(London~

1984)o

CONCLUS.IONS

The form an:d atruct:ure of Jeddah as it exists today is
that of its 1973 Master Plan.

In eity planning terms, it

is a :rare occu:rence to have achieved the implementation of
a Plan for a major existing city within a fifteen year
time period.
That this happened was not a matter of chance.

Plans are

not implemented unless all the people and agencies
involved in the processes of implementation work together
and work hard towards positive and productive ends.
Furthermore,

in a fluid situation of growth and change, it

is vital that the -Plan should make clear what is essential
and what ·is detail.
"essentials" which,

The writer has identified seven
jointly, maintained a sense of direc-

tion, balance and continuity throughout a remarkable
decade and
1

a half of dramatic city evolution.

These were:

The Master Plan was not a self-contained study.

It

was prepared within a regional development framework.
Planning is an interactive process.

Growth and bene-

fit should not be restricted to cities to the detriment of rural

are~s.

How to achieve a balance in this

is not a simple matter: yet any urban study which
neglects its regional or

sub-reg~onal

context must be

deemed to be incomplete, perhaps even damaging in its
aspirations.

Considerable thought

wa~

given by the

consultant~ as to Bow to achieve an integrated
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urban/regional dev<?l6pmen:t programineo.
success of this approach
a.

Examples of the

included~

The policy recommended and adopted of meeting
urban water needs by desalinationi saved
livestock and agriculture from extinction in the
wadis around (within; in the case of Medina) the
Western Region cities.
Jedd~h

of an adequate provision of water - a fun-

damental
b.

necessit~.

The needs and func-tions of the Hadj were coo~dinated

c.

This policy als.o assured

~he

at city and regional level.

urban primary road network integrated with

the inter-urban network and programmes of
construction.
d.

The implementation of the new city at Yanbu by
the Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbh;
secured a better balahce. of regional economic
growth and distribution.

Jeddah's growth thus contributed to the wellbeing of
the Western RegiOn.
2

The Master Pla.n itself was conceived as qn organic
rather than st·atic or fixed document.

This meant

establishing a system of planning which could had

to~

indeed

cater for pressures of·growth unforeseen at

the time of preparing

th~ -Pl~n.
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In this, the inain

elements wereg
a.

Flexibility of growth to high or low population
estimates.

b.

A basic plan structure which was open ended in
terms of potential for growth and rate of growth.

c.

The directions of growth were those most sympathetic to the existing situation, natural
setting and, overall, followed the embryo urban
grain of the city.

d.
3

Adequate provision for mobility and movement.

Theothree most important aspects, or opportunities,
inherent in the existing situation were appreciated at
an early· stage
them.

a~d

the maximum benefit derived from

They were:

a.

The sea

b.

The Historic Area.

c.

The development potential of the 'old' airport a 20 sq km key urban site·.

Where such key elements exist, their importance must
be made

clear~

In other words, the planner m)lst see

wherein lie priorities ahd opportunities and not let
them be lost by default or inaction.
4

The Plan atteJIIpted to identify, then maintain a sense
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of rightness and continuity to the individual
cumstances and

chai~cteristics

of Jeddah.

Patrick Geddes's "genius loci".

cir~

This is

Plan makers must

respect this subjective aspect of their work.
5

The continuity which was achieved in progressing from
plan preparation to plan implementation.

6

The continuity and strength of leadership

maintain~d

throughout this fifteen year period.
7

Motivation
An essential element of human endeavour.

In this, the

people involved rose to, rather than were overcome, by
the challenge and opportunity inherent in such a vas.t
and rapid programme of city development.
It is difficult to identify or to know where the process
and applica,tion of p;lanning stops.
years

~nvolvewent,

During his fifteen

the writer has ranged from

the future of a regibh larger in

a~ea

than the

cons~dering

Uni~ed

Kingdom to the preparation of detailed measured dtawi,ngs
and cgntract documents for the restoration of historic
buidings.

What is important is to maintain a continuity

of purpose and direction throughoUt.; all are interacting
parts of a wholeo the one incapable of achievement without
the other.
TechnQlogy is a planner's to.ol which has been taken up
recently by theJ•iunicipality.

Its Department of Technical

Affairs is in the_course of establishing
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a

citywide tech-

ni'cal data bank based on a computerised digital mapping
system.

This wi·ll improve the efficiency and productivity

of Municipal services.
The improved quality of new buildings has benefited the
urban environment.

With this has come an incteasing

awareness. by the people of Jed4ah as

w~ll

as those par-

ticipating in its development. of the need to ensure that
Jeddah protects the heritage embodied in the traditional
buildings ·and

~nvironment

of the Hist.o.ric City and main-

tains its qualities as an Arabian ci,ty by the sea.
Jeddah can face its future with confidence.

It has

experienced a tumultuous period of growth and expansion
and emerged as a city of con·siderable individual character
and distinction.
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~EJ.u6li Arabia town plans have been prepa'!fedl pK'imarily for X'eorgani=
o®~iotl @f tho buildings 9 dwellers blocksv and streets to meet the new
~®®de of the people to live in better condition~o
Howe~erv these

offo'Jft® ®xerted would not lead to the c'Jfeation of a comprehensive plano

~1~mne~@ ~ealirn~d the necessity of application of the various planning
©o~~ept~ t~ the iown 9 not only aa a metropolitan but also ~o the sur=
~ounding areas under its jurisiditiono
Any devia~ion from that would
~®md to defective planning of the town an~ the eniire region involvedo

K have called for the a~on of regional planning principle to the
\fJ
affairs in a statemen~ pub ishe
t~g Saudi daily
~.k
19l~~er 90 AL BILAD 91 issue Nool563 in 138~olli ~_g_5ol~ol384 !'was offered
· 6~-pie//'
D.X! opportrmi ty to go tound most of the towns and rural districts of
·11i""2:
~h~ Kingdom 0 to make Gtudies for about five monthso
As a result of
I
~h~i study tour I came to the firm unde~standing that there is profound
!ii®®d for the adoption of the planning principb'Le 11 at ~he level of a
Ci6!'i.{ 1.
lS"®~ion for the develihpment of town and rural affairs a
··· ··
· ~@cal Gov~rnruent

~N was
~®~ion
'\S·o~;ma 0

recommended that architectural standards be developed for the
with a view.to improving means of living for the inhabitants of
to raise rural standards and to undergo planning and programming
vi ih the utmost justification and preference in all parts of the cou.ntwl)
for regional planning we have to divide the Kingdom
@g Saudi Arabia into regionsa This is what I am trying to do in this

&;; ~ prerequi~ite
~pgro

of-Research:
of the basic statistical datap whether demographic or economic &
this research 9 have been practically un=
difficultyp in this research we adopted
~@ approach of undertaking a preliminary survey which usu~lly preceeds
oO comprehensive surveyo
As it will be mentioned later in this re=
-.~~ch 9 I aiD putting in here my personal experience for a period of
~® years 9 during which I have been responsible for town planning
fairso Also I am depending on reports which I submitted in this
~s1d 0 a~ well as my personal observations of the Kingdom 9 including
0ore recent tour for five months 0 which I took during the year 1964/
-08t

~©ial 11 which are needed for
v~ilableo
To overcome such

~5o

~@ work is only a preliminary ·attempt in the direction of regional
1anningo I~ may be considered as a step in the ~ight direction and
U@ hoping to have a chance to do more field work and analytical
~~~ie~ in the 6ame fieldo
I hope also that other colleaguea would
® ~~s of thia research as a ~tatting point for further studies in
o i:wportMt ax-e& of planning in the futur®e
Q
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.. .. I_NTRODUCTION
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N~ed

for R€}1B£n~l Planninf§o
~
The complo2ity which has distingui~hed our mode~n life haB
~reated a need fo~ new trends in all the aspects of national
life and its goalso In recent times a growing ne@d fX2fi&1ts foJ.>
activities ~ueh aa t~ pla~ng 0 count~~ide programming and
for organi~ing a n®w aystem @f local governmento Need is
increa~ingly felt for the collection of statistic~ information
and census d~t~ f~om varioua localiti®~ and for th® ~egional=
lisation of euoh services as educati©n 0 health 0 hou~ing 0 water
aupply 0 electrieity 0 roads and transport or even industry and
agriculture o
0

~The Kingdom ~f Saudi Arabia is a developing country with a
vast area of about 2ol50p000 square kilometers and a widely
dispersed population in scattered settlements and activity
centreso With distinct variety of national resources located
in diffe~ent part~ of the countryg and cultural activities in
and around populated areas 0 it is very important to define the
:cadi ants and ehB.IDaCJteristics of such areas within the country~
in an attempt to help in building- -u.p- a strong ·base for econonu.c
and social developmento It is to be mentioned that th@ region=
alisation of development wo~d provide a st:oong base for
equitable distribution of public services among the population
according to their needs in various localities in an intr.grated
manner with1I?. the context of general development in the countcyo
Through regional development~ each region may become an active
part of the country 0 capable of achieving for itself a balanced
and proportioned development with the help of the central
authorities 0 so that no single region may eventually over
develop or remain under developed by comparison with the rate
of progress destined for the country as a whole o This does
not mean that the goal should be the establishment of absolute
equality among all regions and localities in the c9untryo
Consideration must always be give~ ~o the natural capacity and
resources in ex:.tstance 0 as well ~s the cultural heritage and
the historical characteristics of various regions 0 which
naturally cannot be absolutely equalisedo

\,t Definition of Regional Planni~o
~ The scope of planning can be national 9 regional 9 local or
international in terms of resources and obje~tiveso Whether
the aims and objectives are economic or social or both 0 planning
has its physical sideso This presentation is largely concerned
with regional planning and more partic~larly with physical
pl~ing in Saudi Arabia.with the view of reaching the most
integrated and co=ordinated developmento
t~ As

it is used throughout this research pape:r vvRegional 00
planning deals primarily with phy3ical planning of town and
oountr,yside 0 and the term is generally us~d with reference to
the eXtension of town pla.rmingo Indeed in Fra:nce it ia often
Ct!lled 01lUrba.n regionalism 00 ~It may includ® the general plannin.g
of a+l availal;lle :&-e.sou:i:',ce,s in the a.J;"~a 0 as in. the. organisatinZA
and wbrk of '{;he T®nnessC§e" Valley Authority in the UoBoAo Jl an·
amp.~ct which i~ b~comihg 1ncreasi~ly prominent in the p.!.rumi~
p~.ogr&\U'!).e~ of otheJ: eountrieso(lo)
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of Re~Qln_gil Pl®~g
~Regional plan~ ar® in essence the graphic representation of

the policy to ba followed wi~h regard to the major elements of
regi~nal dcvel©pmcnt 0 which are formulated on the basi~ of
eonclueion~ drawn f~om the re~ult of regional surveys 9 and
other compJ.ementaey infox-rn~t:ton on regional or national policyo
Regional pl~~ do not necessarily aim at ~ccuracy
detail but
~ather at prcs0nting a general outline capable of variationa
In ©th®r wo~da 0 whil~ the proposals they contain should be

ot

fea~.tblev it i~ on~ ©f their advantages that they can be 'Joth
m©re comprehen~ive ~d more flexible than is possible in plans
drawn up fo~ s:ooalle:r ru:-eas like a city or a town a

~

~ Aa town planning has devaloped ~d development has extended
over wide:r areas 0 the study rand prepara.tio:u of skeleton plans
for larger regions has become a necessity in order to secure
effective resultsa

~ A tentative plan for a region should be a picture of
development opportunities that suggests an ideal framework to
ba aimed at 9 r~ther than a detailed working programme for
immediat@ exeeutiono In Britain 9 it has been found that such·
plana have been of great assistance as a guide to the develop=
ment of proposals in statutory development plansa They may be
beneficial alsQ in considering proposals for education and
health servicesv water supply :facilities and sewage disposal
systems 0 and .other linea of developmenta
~ Many problems of planning can only be solved if approached

from the regional point of view and dealt with by local
authorities and private ownersv acting in co=operation 9 in large
areasa The improvement of the road system in an area cannot be
intelligently planned until a regional study has been madeo In
those countries where the location of industry and population
is subject to some measure of control 9 the value of regional
planning is too obvious to need comment (~)
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The socio-economic survey for the Western
1.1
Area ilan is in 2 parts:

5% sample survey to collect.data on basic
socio-economic characteristics.

a

A

b

Additional detail surveys,
Since the exact
priorities for these will only emerge as the
study progres~es we cannot at this early stage
draw up a pr~cise specification for this
second component~

1.2

This report 0 therefore 0 deals only with the

5X, sample survey and sets_out 0 as requested

parar~raph

0

in

5.6. of the i\gre.ement 0 the method 0 type 0

sample and programme for this survey. He have
tried to keep the report brief 0 but it is important
at each stage of our sttidy that \ve set out the
methodology and processes by· \vhich we arrive at our
findings.

1,3

We have divided the sample survey into two
parts: urban and country. This is not because of
any fundamental difference 0 but because the details
of questionnaire design~ s~mpling method~
log.istics and timing make i t convenient to treat
the two separately, This paper deals with the urban
part of the survey which will be carried out in the
5 main centres of Jeddah 0 Mecca 0 Medina 0 Taif and
Yanbu.
A further paper will deal with our proposals
fnr the rural survey.

2

SocioL~conon~ic

•Jcsi :?TI and h.1rpose of the Questionnaire

2, 1
Table 2, 1 below shows how the 5'% sample
fraction indicated in our terms of reference
requires a total of about 6 0 400 interviews and how
these will be divided between the 5 centres,
Table 2.1: Sawple Sizes
BEST ESTU!ATES

OF POPULATIOU

NO.OF HOUSEHOLDS
OF AVERA.GE SIZE~
6 PERSONS

Jedoah
300 0 000
2~0QOOO
hecca
;,.edina
120 0 000
Taif (max) 100 0000
Yanbu
5"00 000.
TOT,·•.:...

50 0000
41 0 700 .
20 0000
16 0 700
80300

8?C,OOO

SAMPLE

SIZE
5%
2,500
2,100
1,000
800
400

1360700

2,2
We have ol~nned for interviews which will last
for 10-15 mins: The trial interviews confirmed
experience in 2urope tha~ 10-15 mins, is a
critical break point. Below this point it is possible
to con'~l·.ct most intervie\-.is 'on the doorstep 0 ,
J_,::ynncl t~is point arrangements must be made to enter
the house, respondents become \·Jorriec~ about the time
t.:1ken and non-response increases rapidly.
In' short D
the scale of the operation is magnified many times
which in turn places it heyond the scope of our
present study,

2.3

He conducted a large number of trial
interviews before arriving at the final questionnaire C:\ppendix C), This questionnaire has been
tested and adjusted in the light of a pildt survey
of around 200 int:erviews, ~ie found that it just met.
the conditions outlined in the previous paragraph and
in fact, succeeds in both ~eeting the~e conditions
and collectin3 all the 1nain items of information \ve.
.;

·,·

-

----

3
rcqu ir0 in a surv.cy of-this ld.nd,

Questions have
also been included \..rhich will assist :i.n colleeting
data for the transportation survey,

..

·

2,4
In designing the questionnaire we also bore
in mind the fact that the large interview team

requtre::, for the survey would be unlikely to contain
people with extensive survey s~ills, We
therefore concentrated on unambiguou~ factual
questions and avoided questions 'Vlhich would require
detailed probing e.nd evaluation by the intervieHer.

~any

2.5

The accompanying paper 0 lnstructions for
lnterviewers 0 (Appendix B) shows exactly how each
interview will be conduct.ed,
The main outputs for each city will give the
total population and the way it is structured by
household type 0 age 0 plac~ of origin 0 occtipation 0
industry and income. \~e have also asked a number
of questions about car ownership 0 wod<. journeys and
housing conditions bec~use of th~ir fundamerital
importance for land use pdlici~s. We ~hail
investigate correlations between these variables:
in particular the data based on migration should
yield invaluable clues to the factors making for
chan3e in study areas,
2,6

.

~-

The sample sizes are adequate for the
purposes of extracting information on individual
zones within the cities 0
2. 7
A supplementa:ry page on extr~·~ housel:iolc.. li1embex-s
is acldecl to each ques.tionnaire to be used when
appropriate.
2. S
i.Je propose to survey Taif during July and
August, when its population will be at a maximum.
For this part of the sutv~y it will be ne~essary to
produce~~ slightly revis~~ q~estionnaire with
addi tiona_l questions to deternlin_e the usual
residence of people who have second homes in Taif,

,,<·

-j

2.9
To summarise 0 this survey will give the kind
of information which is hdrmally provided in fully
developed countries by the national population
ceilsus. For this reason 0 the qt:Aestionnaire bears
some resemblance to the more advanced typ~s of
standard population census form. However 0 this is
not a result of any slavish copying: ·we arrived at
this end point only after careful consideration of
the data requirements of the Saudi Arabia Western
-~rea Plan.
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l.l
The timing of the vario~s survey stages
is conditioned by 3 factors:
a

The need to obtain results early enough to be
used in th~ regional plah process.

b

The desirability of completipg fieldwork in
Jeddah, tviecca, i'-1edina and Yartbu before the full
heat of the summer. The T.:lif fieldwork wi 11
be left until July/August.

c

The availability.c:>f suitable manpower limits
the extent to which we can compress the time
taken by hiring large numbers of personnel.
Thus, there is a 2 way interaction between
pro.g,ramming and manpower e~stl.mation.

3,2
The PFQgramme outlihed in Figure 3.1 offers
the most reasonable solution. The following points
are noteHorthy:
a

Several stages must be completed before any
fieldwork can commence. The first batch of
interviewers must be hired and- tr:ained ~ A
sufficient amount of map updating arid pre
-survey work must be comple,ted to ensure a
continuous flow of interviews from'the start
point. Finally 0 cleArance mqst be obtained
fro!Tl the client before the f in(ll questionnaire
can be completed in time for fieldwork to
commence on ~ay 22 at the l~t~st.

b

It will be desirable to retain interviewers
for as long as p6ssible, rather .than
training a fresh batch for ea'ch cit:y. On
the other hand \ve must take account of the
cost involved in operating~ interview teams
at a signifi<:ant distance from their base.
The arrangement outlined in Fig. 3.1 offers
the best compromise.

''·

. '
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The main interview tea~ of around 35 persons
will be based in Jeddah Rnd will operate
solely in that city for the first q days,
The bulk of the Jeddah fieldwork ,, apart
from mi~or clearing up operations = will be
coiTpleted in this period and most of the team
\.rill then be transported daily to 1·iecca,
:> f ter completion of the 1· ecca survey P the team
will be available to supplement the country
survey or to carry out coding work until the
end of Julyp when it will tackle Taif.
The second team - of around 12 persons will be recruited and based in Medina, (Work
'"i 11 commence in Yaribu 1 week after the
start of the Jeddah fieldwork),
After
completin; Yanbu the team will move on to
!·:edina and \vill finally be available to
supplement the country survey team,
c

Coding will be carried out in the Westplan
office in Jeddah,
It is proposed to. start
codin~ soon after the completion of fieldwork
in Jeddah, and from that point onward there
s~ould ~e a steady flow of work coming in;
both from the urban survey and the country
survey,

d

It is hoped to employ data processing
facilities in Jeddah,
If this should prove
i~possible, then the allowance of 1 month for
data processinB and preliminary analysis may
prove to be inadequate.

.

3,3
~P propose to build up a team of 30
interviev.Ters to operate from Jeddah. At a normal
rate of 10 interviews per man day this team should
comDlete the bull<. of the Jeddah fieldwork in about
C) w~rking days.
(We must allow a further period as
shovm in the programme for 0 mopping up operations'
by a selected nucleus).
The same team should complete
the ~'.ecca and Taif fieldwork in rather shorter
periods,
It seems reasonable to assume that this
team \.Jill be retained full time on the urban survey
for a total period of around 25 working days
includin~ training time.
The Medina team will
have 10 i.ntervie\vers, They should complete the
Yanbu field\vork in about 4 days and will then move
on to ~-,edina for a oeriod of about 10 days.
This
team will be employ~d full time on the urban survey
for a period of about 20 working days.
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3.4
;\s mentioned above 0 the ratio of supervisors
to interv~ewers will need to be.~ari~d through the
rluration of the project. 1-\n average of J g 5 seems
re~~onable.
The supervisors will be partly members
of the 1•lestplan counterpart team but mainly from
out & j_(lt-:· !-]'1( ._,_ ......~ : il~ 2 7.:: lt l: l
t

3,5
The interview staff could be used for coding
purposes i~ the lag before the Taif fieldwork
corr.rr:Pncc:>s; alternatively they could be diverted to
the country survey which would be a more efficient
usc of their training.
Either way some permanent
codini'?, ~taff \-Jill be required. Each coder shou'ld
he able to code and check ari average of 30 questions
;_:-1er day.
Supervision of co.cers will be carried out
by the ~estplan perroanent staff.
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~ sample survey-of the kind we are
considering invblves a choice from a number of
alternative types of sample fr,mes,
The bestknown types of f~ame are as follows:-

i
U

iii

iv

List of households
List of d\·rellings
1
.~visions of the survey area into
naturala
sroups of dwellings \vhich are sufficiently
clear-cut to be easiLy identified from
existins maps but not so large as to give
rise to serious !:l,ampling errors·,
0ivisions of the survey area into areal units
of equal size. This is usually athieved by
S\:.rerimposing an arbitrary grid - the technique
is know as a area sampling 0 •

A.2
It is fortunate th~t type (iii) is feasible
for the p~rposes of this surv~y.
The cities of
~estern Saudi Arabia possess ~ p~onounced structure
of streE:t blocks.
These are st.Ifficiently well
defined to form sui tabfe basic units for sampling
purposes,
The~e is also~ very good.coverage of
maps and. air photos upon which the existing block
pattern can be easily identified. ThUs type (ij.i)
stands out as the b~st available sample frame •.
F!ere the sample '\vO~~d be a random sample of street
blocks.
(Our onerational defini~ion of the term
• street block' is given in para A. 4 below and
examples oi typical !_=;a!!1pling units are given in
figs A..l and A,2).
E:very hous~h:otd reside-nt in
each block \WU ld be iritterviewed.
~.3

Defore discussing d~tai~$ it seems
\vOrthHhile to deal With a COmmonsense Objection.
The number of households per block doei viry quite
cons idera hly.
ln some 'districts '(for example the
r-~ecltna ;{oad arP.a of Jeddah) there are blocks which
cot1tain 1. household only 0 while in more densely
developed districts there ITay be 20 or more
households per block. Apartment buildings (which
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\•'ill bE· treated as single blocks for our purposes)
arP scattered about the cities and normally contain
sf'vc;.:-al dozen households,
h.t first sight 0 it I'1ay
a p~1ear tl1.q t this heterogeneity would affect the
accuracy of the survey in one of t'h'o \vays:
a

That our 5~·~ survey of blocl<s would not
contain exactly .5'::G of the householc~s in each
survey area.

b

That certain types of block (whether defined
by size or some other quality) might stand a
0isproportionate chance of being selected,
Thesample Houlr:l then be biased towards households
~~o live in this type of block.
ln the first
case our estimates of the size of the
population would be incorrect; in the second
case estimates of the structure of the
population would be incorrect.

:-lovrever, \.Jhen the objections ar.e stated v.ri th
this degree of precisionp it should be rapidly
seen that t~y are invalid.
If the;sample is
carefully selected by a random process then it
will represent a ~icrocosm of the universe.
;::ach type of block should be represented in the
sample in proportion to the frequency with
which it is foun4 in the survey area as a whole.
Individual households will all stand an equal
chance of being selected and the sample will be
a ~ood cross section of the total pQpulation.
ln short, there is no element of built-in bias
in the process.

~.4.

The detailed procedure will be as follows:

a

The existing 1:2500 maps will be updated with
the use of __ rec.ent .air pngtographs, This
updating process need only be accurate enough
to indicate the block pattern of new development.

b

Block boundaries will be drawn in on the maps
and each block will be allocated a numl:>er 0 to
facilitate sample selection. To remove any
element of discretion from this process the
following definition of the term block Will be
rigidly adhered to:
" .\.building or g,roup of contiguous
buildings 0 which is completely surrounded
by pub 1 ic roads or pathways."
Thus if any choice arises between °block_s 0
and 0 sub-blo~kS 0 g th~n the smallest unit
consistent with this definition will be taken.
This \-lilt increase the· number of blocks in the
sample and ~hu• reduce samplin~ error.

.
.,_::.

~.

,· .
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.-\,5
ALL blo_cks ;ill be num.bered. T(le ~ample will
therefore ihclude a proportion of entirely flonresidential blocks.
A,6
The .5% sample of blocks will then be drawn
by a systematic random process. the selected blocks
\vill be allocated new eode numbers for field
identification purposes and th?ir location will be
marl-;.ed on 2 sets of maps, one f,oi: fteld U:se a..nd the
other for office control and records. Amned with
the field maps a pre-survey team will vi~it the
sites and paint block numbers on the buildings for
the guidance of the intervi¢w team. Tcyey will
identify completely non-re~idential blocks so that
these can be eliminated fr.om the work schedule to
prevent abortive visits by the interviewets. They
will make any other necessary notes for the
guidance of interviewers.
·
A. 7
The field maps and notes will then be handed
over to the interviewer supervisors who have the
following responsibilities:
a

They must work out a daily interview plan
in consultation with the survey leaders,

b

They must direct their interviewers to the
s.elected sample u.Pits· and .make ad hoc
decisions about the most economical use of
manpower, In most districts the chosen
blocks 'v-lill be close together: the
interviewers will then walk from one block to
the next and the supetvisor will be in close
contact with his tea}n. In low density areas
a judicious use of motor transport will be
necessary and supervis~on pr~blems will be
greater,

c

Each interviewer has instructions to write
one of 3 code letters on the door -of every
dHelling he vis~ts. 'rhes_e code let~ers signify
'interviewed 0 or 0 no contact/refusal 0 or
9
unoccupied 0 , In large blocks it is quite
easy for the interview team to miss out the
occasional dwelling. The supervisor must
therefore check that all dwellings have been
properly tackled and that the interviewers
have taken down the required call b~ck
information in cases of no con'tact ore refusal.
.

d

~

\

. ,.

..

The supervisor must check all cornpleted forms.
Both this and the preceding op_eration must be
completed as quickly as possible so that it
.does not become inconvenient to send
intervie\o~ers back to rectify errore or
omissions.
..:,.

.1 :

·.:<.

·.·
...

10
e

-

1-lhilst perf'orming these duties the superviDor
mps't b'~S' ready to deal wi 'th any problems which
arise Cluring individual intex·views. He must
also oversee a proport;i..on of interviews to make
sdte tba:.t tpe fnterviewers are asking the
qt1estions as instructed.
These duties t,rill
obviously be mos"t important fn the early· stages
of the survey When the intervie\~el~S tr.ough
tl•ormtt 11ly t~ained wi~l l:>e. stili ;:.e la_t:Lve ly
inexperienced, For this rea~on it ~ill be
advisable to vary the ratio of supervisors to
interviewers throughout the course of the
survey.

Special interviewers will make further
visits to intervie\'11 people \o.1ho could not be
contacted or refused to be interviewed on the first
occasion.
On these visits they will be guided by
the interviewers 0 call-back notes and their chalked
code numbers on the d'l.velling d6o_ts,

A,B

,',, g

.-

~-Je propose to obtain a measure of
quality
control 0 by re-interviewing a samble of tHe
households.
The interviewers used for thi-s will
b~::; of a very high standard.
0

~~.10

The pilot surv~y c~rried out between Karch
and <\pri,l empl.oyed the procedure outlined above.
!ll~S S'.lt'Vf:')' provided ex'tremly valuable experience
and c:er:·onstr:ated that a nu:;nber of organisational
ele,::-:.=:·nts (mainly logistica_l) required to be
ti!::,htened up, but the basic procedure was shmv-n to
be sound.
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Instructions for Interviewers

A survey team wilt' mark .the walls of the
dwellings or blocks of dwellings wh~re you must
con·juct interviews. Your supervisor will havedetailed instructions about them.
They have been
carefully chosen to be an a'ccurate cro·ss s·ection
of a 11 the dwelLings in Jecidah. · Do not ca3:'ry out
intervie\vs at other d\vellilig·s.
·

B. 1

B.2
First explain the purpose of the survey,
Nearly all people will agree to be interviewed,
lf a person re!1,1ses to be ,interviewedp_ try to
persuade him but' do rlot~'have a violent argument
with him.
Ask your supervisor to give you help
i:( necessary.

3.3
You must interview the head of the
household. Do l!Ot take info;-mation frpm s~r~a~l
children.
lf the head i's away from home_ th~·n try.
to find out the best time to interview him and
\vrite this on your progress shee,t.
B.4
Accuracy is more important than speed.
Fill in the form carefully- and \~rite c_learly:
your interview \vilC'be 'us'eless-- L.f~·y&u do not
collect full details. or if we cannot read ~the
questionnaire at the office. .fto\veverp do not
take longer than necessary: if people try to
delay you with irrelevant information or elaborate
hospitality then you must politely tell them that
you have ~ore work to do,

B.5

Je~ember

that your attitude can influence
people give,
They may give
tr1(~ sot·t of answer they think you want to h,ear
ra thi'T than thE' precise truth. Try to avoi-d this
by askin:s the questions and re,ceiv;i.:ng the answers
in a completely neutra,l manner._ Do not ask :leading
questiOnS like 0 YOU .0Wfl a ca'r Of C(jurSe? D
0
Your wife wa;s born in the same vi'llage ·as youp I
suppose? 0 • Irg;tead say 0 Do you own a car? 0 and
0
\Jhere \.JaS your wife born? D
th•::-

·· .. r ..

i.!1fcr!-~lation v.~hich

Or

.

\.

-~..~

---

.-;:

'

..
.
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B, 6

Fit Ling tn the Form

=

General

There art" ~ questions which a pp l.y to the
whole househol1 ~at the top of the first p~~~ and
15 questions for e:ach member of the housc!hold).
vJhen a question has been precoded you simply dr<=H·.r
a ring, round the appropriate co::ie lll~i'1be!:-: . oi::h2r-1.d s,_,
write in the ans\-Jer in the space prov1ded.
If you
make a mistake then cross out the ring, or ans\·Jer,
draw in tl1e new one and mark it with an arrow to
avoid confusion e.g.:

1
2
3
4

incorrect code number crossed out
corrE:ct code number ringed and Dark~:d
with arro\-t

5
Use the margin or the comments hm{ at the enri of r:~c
questionnaire for additional information.
In case
of doubt always \-lrit·e in additional information hut
make it clear which question this a~Yplies to.
B, 7

To save time you can use the follm!ins:
abbreviations,
II
If the a~swer is the sawe as ~h0
answer- ii( tli.~ box above it .
tf the answer is 'none' or 9 not
applicable'.
for ',no reply 0 : if tht~ int..,:rvieh•ee
n.r.
refuse.s to answer the question.
for 0 doesn't knO\.J'.
d.k.
Do not leave any box empty.
1 f you do w.:'~ shall
not know whether the answer iS I J1Qrle I Or \·Jhether
you hav~ mi~se~ th~ que~tion,
B.8
You must take down information for the
'hou_sehold 0 ~ thts· is tl1e-"g-i:':o\,lp of people \:.'hO live
in the dw~lling 'ltlhere you are intervie'>.,iin;~.
'Household' is dot the_sa·me thing as 'fanily': some
members of the fafuily~~y live elsewhere or so~e
of the residents may nbt be members of th•::: sa:r:e
family (friendsp servants, etc.). Thus, you nust
teik,e full det(iils of all the people ,.,ho nor-nally live
at the ho'use where you are interviewing, but you
must not include people who notmally live else\,'ht~t-e.
If there is doubt about \vhere a person nor!!1ally lives
then take down his details and r~c6rd the nbture of
his residence in the comments box.
B. 9
A complete definition of the term 'househol::l'
is 'a group of people who live in the same d\vellinr~
a~d eat from the .same food'.
In a fe."Vl cases you may
find more than one household living in a dwel.lin~:;.

:

·.·.

-~
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13
If so you ffi\lS'i: intervi~.v the head of eac;h
hduseho}d $epa;Cately, \:)se
separate qJt?Stionnaire
for each household and .Wrtte in the comments box
v household' shares dwelling wi.th t'h.e household \vhose
head is names.............
Ask yb0r s0p~rvisor for
help on this point if necessa~y.

a

G. l 0 \•Jhcm the interviewee has finished r,iving details
of household members ah-1ays ask him if there are any
r.1ore. There is a space for 7 members on the
questionnaire,
lf the household h.:t$ more than 7
m·2mbers v then use one of the spare sheets provided
and staple it securely to the questionnaire.
B. 11 Questions 1 0,12 and 16 ask \vhere each person
Has born 9 ~vhere he (or she) lived 5 years ago and
where he (or she) worlq:;. You must get full details
of each of these locations as follm.·ls:~
a

b

If the location is outside Saudi Arabia then
just take the name of the state 0 e.g. write
0
Jordan ° 0 'Kuwait-0 0 °Ethiopia 0 ,
lf the location is inside Saudi Arabia bu·t
outside Jeddah then take the name of the city 0
· to~-.~n or village,
If it is a village \.Jhich is
so small and obscure that the person in the
office' who analyses- your que'stionnaire may not
kno\.J about ito then wtite also the name of the
nearest ,.,<? 11 knmm city. i\.lways do this if thcr·e
is any doubt- e.g. WJ;"ite 0 , , , • • • • • near Taif 0
or 1 • • • • • , • • • near Yanb0 1 •

c
0

.d

If the location is inside Jeddah then vrrite
Jedcl.ah o plus the name of the district Hi thin
J"edd.ah, Thus_ 0 e.g. write 0 Jeddah; Sharafia'
or 0 Jeddah; K.andara 0 ,
If. the location is in the same house \-lhere
you are tnterviewing 0 then write· 0 same hous8°.

This may sound complicated 0 but it is rea].ly quite
simple. Just remeber that the nearer the location
is to horne, the more precise are the details needed.

B.l2

Filling

in the

Form~

Details

Question No.
1.
Check with the supervisor if you are
doubtful.

2.

Some people neither ovm the d\·mlling they
live in nor ppy rent for it. For ~xample,
some hpuseholds live rent-free in houses
which are o-vlhed by distant relatives.
Other"s .g~t free housihg from their
employer. Code such households under 0 3 1
and give de~ta-ils be lo\.J.

·:

1.·'

.

.

.'

'~ -~

..

·,,

.•

·"!.,

~

u

people

~any

o~rrvery

olus motor vehicles

\.Jlii ch do not Ho.rl~ and are never likely to
run again. Only record tllose motor
vehicles Which are availab'le for \.lSI? at
the time of the interview or will become

available some tiMe ~n ~he following month.
i'\ mbtpr vehicl.e ot,'ned by an erhp loyer shoul'~
he re'Corded if the hou·sehold has the use of
it outside Horking b01.1rs.
Insert the
'

'

nun.bcr o'f vehicles oHned in each ca t(~~;nry
in the> space provided.
There is no need to ,,,rri te the name of

each pe~son: the relation~hip to the head
is adequate al:one,
If the age of an individual is not
precisely knmv!'1. 9 then get an estimate
v.•i thin the age bracket$ shot,m on sheet A
and write in the app~opriate code letter.
L\.h.rays get fuLl d?tails of the 6ccupa t ion.
It is not suffic"Lenfifor exe.rnple, to
write 0 of:fice gork.~r 0 - such a terr.-, can
cover a ~ia~ r4rige of skills. We need to
know the level of sl~i 11 arid responsibility
involNedi~~he j6b.
Theref~re ~rite
0
copy typisi 1 9 1 translator'v 'office manager'
or som~ other precise term as applicable.

13-2 0

17

Note that the boxes for ouestions 12-19

have'! been div.i<:ied into 2 ~spaces.
I( an
individual has two jqbs you rr.ust write
dct.ail~ ,of t-he first job i.n the top spaces
and c'\et.aits of th~ second job· 1.1"1 the
botto1n ·spaces. The;:e is 119 need to take
details of the firms location for the
second job.
Try and get the actua 1 inco)nc.
Give the
inc orne f'or the second job i:ri the lmver
space if there is a second job. Write in
a code letter f~om sheet 1 B' if a
precise income cannot be given.
·Try to 3ct actu?l type of vehicle, e.g.
private car, ta"X.i,
If journey to \,•ork is
not by vehicular mode state actual moc1e 0
e. s:,. \va lk 9 bicycle.

19

Get usual time of starting work to
nearest ~ hour 0 e.g. 08.15 or 08.30,
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1

Check the form

2

Write in your code

3

Fill in the progtess sheet

4

Take your piece of chalk
or near the door:

"I

II

" . ' \ II

"V"

for
for
fDl.~

nw~ber

tliln

h'd te on

"intervie\.ved"
''head of hnuseholrJ absent"
"chvellinr, vacant"

J\.1\-Jays check \vith the neighbours that a c1Hellin~~
is really vacant,
If a dwel.lin~', has mor-e than one
entrance door v then v.Ti tE the san~e code letter on
all the doors .
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SURHVS

NEED FOR TRANSPORTATION SURVEYS
1.1
In order to expand the nature and
extent of information and knowled~e of traffic
movements in the towns of Jeddah, Mecca~ Taif~
Medina and Yanbu, we propose to carry ou~
several traffic surveys.
The information
collected in these surveys will be of
considerable help in iderttifying short-term
projects for improvement of the existing
traffic conditions? as well as providing
information re·quired in ol~der to determine the
future traffic moveme~ts in these five cities.

PURPOSE OF PAPER
1.2
The purpo~e of this paper is to outline
the information to be collected and the survey
procedures for two types of surveys 7 the Traffic
Census; and the Roadside Interview Survey.
This
outli~e has been prepared primarily f~r the
guidance and instruction of temporary staff
engaged for the surveys,
The two surveys
mentioned above wil~ measure the movement of
vehicles passing the census point"
They do not,
however, completely explain the movement in the
city 9 as the movement of vehicles should be
correlated with certain socio-economic factors
which explain why the journey is taking place.
Once this relationship has been established the
future traffic patterns can be forecasted with
some degree of confidence.
Appendix C 6f this
paper suggests a method by which the socioeconomic travel p@tterns can be established and
a pilot study will confirm the feasibility of
the proposal,

3

SB0 VEYS

2.1
A traffic census involves measuring the
volume of traffic passing a particular point on
a given road,
As the traffic passes the survey
or census station a vehicle count is made in
both directions and flow da~a is related to
half-hourly intervals.
The counting process
involves identifying the types of vehi~les
passing the census point,
The standard survey
form shown at the end of this section has been
prepared for use thr6ughout the Survey.
Each
form is provided with an indentity block so that
details such as survey point location, enumerator,
time period, direction of travel and survey
data can be suitably recorded.
Details of-these
items are given belowDATE OF SURVEY
2.2
In the survey form, six boxes are provided
for recording the date of the survey by numerical
definition'
e.g.

6 May 1971 would be recorded 06.05.71
22 October,
1971 would be recorded 22.10.71

LOCATION OF CENSUS POINT
2.3
The location of the census points will be
determined prior to the commencement of the field
surveys and each census point will be referenced
on a plan.
Therefore, the survey form need only
record the name of the road e.g. Medina Road.
DIRECTION OF TRAFFIC
2.4
In most surveys the direction of traffic will
be identified by recording INBOUND for tra£fic
entering_the town, or OUTBOUND for traffic leaving
the town.
ln surveys within the town. alternative
descriptions will be provided as appropriate to
each survey station,

5

.-__;

STATXON NUtvJBER
2.5
In general~ th~ number of the census point
(station No.) will identify both its location
and the d1rection of traffic movements being
recorded"
e.g. OUTBOUND traffic on Medina Road
could be recorded as 01 ~ the first digit (0)
identifying the direction of movement and the
second disit (1) identifying the location of the
survey station.
Hence INBOUND traffic on Mecca
Road could be recorded as 12 - the (1)
identifying "INBOUND" and the (2) identifying
Mecca Road.

TIFIE PERIOD
2.6
Throughout the survey the time period should
be defined by reference to the 24 hour clock. e.g.
8 o'clock in the morning s~ould be recorded as
08,00.
In general the traffic passing the census
point ~ill be recorded by half-hour time period~
e.g. fro.m 08.00 to 08.30 or from 17.30 to 18.00.
and during the survey a NEW FORM MUST BE STARTED
AT THE COMMENCEMENT OF EACH HALF-HOUR TIME PERIOD.

PERSON IDENTIFICATION
2,7
The person carrying out the traffic count
must record his name in the appropriate space to
enable the survey superviso~s to identify him
should it be necessary to clarify any of the
information recorded on the form.

TYPES OF TRAFFIC
2,8
The survey form identifies six types of
traffic;

3

motor-cycles
taxis

4

5

trucks

6

1

2

private vehicles
commercial pick/u~s or
jeeps
buses

In addition» the headings of two columns have
been left blank and, when necessary~ these
columns ma~ be used for any type of vehicla~
provide~ the type of vehicle being recorded is
clearly 'identified on the form~
Iri order to maintain consistency in the recording
of vehicle types 0 the colour of the vehicles
o~er platG should be used as a guide to
id~ntification of.vehicle type:

TYPE OF VEHICLE

Z~~~ARD

Motor-Cycle
Private Vehicle
Ta:ci

ijhite numbers on Black plate
White numbers on Bl~ck plate
Black numbers on Yellow plate

,,

COLOUR OF NUMBER PLATE

6

C orr. :n c :':.-· c i a 1

up/Jeep
Trucks
Buses

P i c ;, -

White numbers on Red plate
White numbers on Red plate
Black numbers on White plate

METHOD OF RECORDING TRAFFIC
2.9
We propose to adopt the standard method of
recording vehiclesp this is-known as the five
barred gate
system.
In practice this is
a very simple system.
e.g.
When the first motor cycle passes the
census point record as:
·,

When
When
When
When
When
When

the
the
the
the
the
the

r.~·\

second record as:
II
II
third
0 ~ .·
II
II
fourth
1\li
II
fifth
''d~
sixth
"-+H-'r· \
"
sewenth "
" ».~
'

I

\\

in
in
ln
in
in
in
in

column
column
column
column
column
column
column

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

The census form has been divided into b_o.xe..s
within each column for vehicle types and each
box must be used in sequence to identify the
number of vehicles of that type passing the
survey station,
DO NOT START a second box for
that type until the five parred gate has been
completed.
2.10
The heavy line across the middle of the
page is for official use by the survey
supervisors,

7
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SURVEYS

GENERAL
3,1
The Roadside Interview survey comprises
direct interview•of vehicle drivers passing a
survey SLation on a road.
In general only a
"sample" of passing traffic will be stopped by
police officers and the drivers int~rviewed will
be requested to co-operate by providing information
about the journey they are making.
The information
required is general in charact~r, and does not
include personal information such as the name of
d-river.
In any case~ the information will remain
confidential.
The requisite information comprises
the type of vehicle; the origin o~ the_trip
.
(journey); the destination 6f the trip; th~ purpose
of the trip; the number of p~rsons in the vehicle;
and the place of residence of the driver.

3.2
A standard survey form has been prepared for
use throughout the Survey (see end of section)
but as with the traffic c_ensus forms an identify
block is provided so that various facts essential
to the analysis of the info~mation collected can
be recorded,
Details of the various parts of the
identify block are given below,
;'.

DATE OF SURVEY
3,3
The date of the survey should be recorded by
numerical definition, as outlined in paragraph
2' 2'

LOCATION OF SURVEY STATION
3,4
The location of the survey station should be
described as indicated in paragraph 2.3.

DIRECTION OF TRAFFIC
3.5
The direction of traffic being interviewed
should be recorded as outlined in paragraph 2.4.

STATION NUMBER
3.6
The number use~ to identify the survey
station will be .dstermined-in the mann~r outlined
in paragraph 2.5.
9

THlE PERXOfl

3.7
Tho timo pericd of tho roadside intorviowo
will bo doto~minod in tho manna~ outlinod in
pa.rae;raph 2.6.

PERSON IDENTIFICATION
The pe~son carryine out the inte~view mu8t
his name in tho appropriate spaco 0 no
outlined in parosraph 2.7.
3.8

raco~d

FIRSTp THIRD AND LAST COLUMNS
3.9
The first 0 third and last columns on the
roadside interview form are for official use by
the survey supervisors and these columns MUST
BE LEFT BLANK.
VEHICLE TYPE COLUMNS
3.10 The survey form identifie8 six types of
vehicle and at the commence~ent of fhe interview 0
the interviewer MUST record the type of vehicle
being interviewed by INSERTING an X in the
appropriate columns.
o-RIGIN OF TRIP
3.11 The information required in this column
varies according to the location of th~ survey
station 9 but MUST be sufficiently ADEQUATE to
enable the origin to be identified clearly.
a

EXTERNAL Survey Stations ; whera the survey
station is located outside the main urban
area of a town 9 the ORIGIN of INBOUND traffic
should be recorded as the name of the town
or village the driver has come from.
However 9 when the trip started inside the
town the ORIGIN of OUTBOUND traffic MUST BE
DEFINED by the name of the Street 0 or
Locality or by reference to a building (e.g.
AIRPORT) in order to ensure that the
precise location of the trip origin can be
identified,

b

INTERNAL Survey Stations : where the sunvey
station is located inside the main urban
area of a town 9 the ORIGIN of all 'local'
trips (i.e. trips starting within the town)
must be defined in detail by name of Street
/Locality/Building.

DESTINATION OF TRIP
3.12 Where the destination of a trip lies withi-n
the townp the detailed infor~~tion outlined ~h
paragraph 3.11 (a) must be rGcorded.
Trips ~ith
an external destinatio~ should be recorded by the
10
-

J

name of the town or village t6 which the driver
is destined.
TRIP PURPOSE
3.13
The survey form identifies five trip
purposes which are likely to be the most
importantD but provides an additional space for
OTHER trip purposes.
When a driv~r inditates
one of the five trip purposes (wo~k; shopping;
school; social or transport of goods) the
interviewer should INSERT an X in tbe a~prapriate
column,
When the trip is being made for some
other purposeD the interviewer should DEFINE the
stated PURPOSE as clearly as possible within the
space provided.
VEHICLE OCCUPANCY
3,14
In general~ the interviewer should be able
to see the number of occupants (including the
driver) without having to ask the driver, but it
would be more polite to ask the driver and
record ~he total numbe~ of occupants in the space
provided on the form,
PLACE OF RESIDENCE
3.15
Traffic entering and leaving a town is
generated either by residents of the town or
visitors to the town,
In order to establish
this information the interviewer should ask the
driver "are you a resident of Jeddah?" (the name
of survey town).
If the answer is YES - INSERT
Jeddah in the space provided, on the form.
If
the answer is NO - ask "in which town or village
do you reside?" and INSERT the town or village
name in the appropriate space on the form.
CONDUCT
3.16
INTERVIEWERS MUST ALWAYS BE POLITE and
where the driver is unsure of a question, the
interviewer should repeat it clearly and give as
much help as possible.
3.17
INTERVIEWERS MUST ALWAYS THANK THE DRIVER
for his co-operation at the end of the interview.
3,18
INTERVIEWERS MUST OBEY the DIRECTIONS of
the POLICE OFFICERS who are responsible for their
SAFETY and {he safety of the motorists.
3.19
INTERVIEWERS SHOULD NEVER ATTEMPT TO
CONtROL THE TRAFFIC, thi~ is the so~e
responsibility of the traffic police.

11

rc----~----

~~=

4.1
The collection of the most recent
statistics on Airport travel began at Jeddah .at
the beginning of June.
Information about other
Airports~ Seaports~ and Railways in the Region
will be collected throughout the period of data
collection.
Hiring and Training of interviewers for
the roadside surveys is governed by the
university examinations,
When these are over on
the 12th June approximately r~cruitment and
training of the roadside teams will commence.
As shown in Fig. 4.1 Roadside Interviews
commence on the 19 June and finish in August.
Should a city be completed before the scheduled
completion date staff will be employed on da~a
collection or coding of a supplementary homeinterview journey suryey.
4-2

4.3
The pilot study for the home-interview
journey survey will take place in the period
26 - 29 June.
After an assessment of the r~sults
the actual survey will commence about the 6 July
and continue Through to completion in September.

.'
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\'
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RESUITS OF PILOT ROADSIDE iNTERVIEW

A,l
The pilot roadside interview survey was
carried out over a limited period in the early
evening of Wednesday 12th May 1971.
A.2
The survey team comprised Abdu~ Aziz
Hussein 9 Abdul Aziz Abass 9 Sami Al-Khatib 9 Hassan
Omar Assad 9 Abdullah Ahmed and Suleiman Saleh;
supervised by G,B, Jamieson and D. Howard.
Chief
Inspector Assad Abdul Karim directed a team of
four police office~s who controlled the traffic
entering and leaving the survey station, which
was located at Kilo 14 on the Medina Road.
We
are indebted to the Police for their willing
co-operaTlon and assistance 9 without which the
survey would not have been possible.
TRAFFIC CENSUS
A.3
The totaJ number of vehicles counted
passing the census poinT was:
TIME

OUTBOUND

INBOUND

2 WAY
-TOTAL

18.15

to

18-30

33

18

51

18.30

to

19.00

56

54

110

19,00

to

19,15

23

23

46

112

95

207

1 Hour Totals

A-4
The composition of traffic during this one
hour period was;-

15

:.· ..

TYPB

==--- --- =-:=--=

OUTBOUND --

~

.;;::~

~--

INBOUND

_:o..: - -

No.

c>.

•o

No.

%

2

L8

3

3.2

49

43.7

48

50.5

Taxis

6

50 4

2

2.1

Pickups

6

50 4

14

14.7

49

43.7

28

29 0 5

112

100%

95

100%

Motor-Cycles
Private Cars and
Jeeps

Trucks
Buses
Other Vehicles

Totals

OR!GIN AND DESTINATION SURVEY
A.S
The origin and destination survey covered
the same period (18.15 to 19.15)~ but only
Inbound_t~il.X~ic t1as stopped and interviewed.
The proportion of traffic interviewed was:
TYPE

%
Expansion
Interv.
Factor

Total
Vehicle

Number
Interv.

Motor-Cycles

3

2

66.7

1. 50

Private Cars
/Jeeps

48

37

77.1

1. 30

2

2

100.0

1. 00

Pickups

14

14

100.0

1. 00

Ti>ucks

28

25

89.3

1.12

95

80

84.5%

1. 49

Taxis

. .

...

~

Buses
Other
Vehicles

Totals

. I

'

,,
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A.G
1he trip purposes of the drivors
interviewed were:

PURPOSE

L._"

---:::--~-~

NUMBER

---~=-=-~---·~.:------=--~=-~-=-:----=-~-----=---

Hark

%

_-:-:....;;_---::__.::_~~-:::-_:-.:..::-==._-====..._

--

---,

15

18,8

5

6•2

Social

18

22.5

Transport of Goods

18

22.5

Others

24

30.0

Total

80

100.0

Shopping
School

A.?
The trip purpose recorded as "others"
comprised:

PURPOSE

NUMBER

Enjoyment

%

12

50.00

Returning from work

8

33.30

Restaurant on Medina Road

2

8. 35

The Airport

1

4-.18

Testing motor vehicle

1

4.18

Total

24

A.S
The vehicle occupancy data provides an
interesting insight into the us~e of vehicles:
TYPE

Number
of lnterv.

Total
Occ~up.

Average Malti.mum
Occup. Occup.

Motor-Cycles

2

3

1. 50

Private Cars
/Jeeps

3?

98

2.65

11

2

3

l . 50

2

Pickups

14

73

5.22

12

Trucks

25

43

l . 72

4

2.75

0

Taxis

~

Buses
Other
Vc:!hiclGs
:Tot iJl

. 80

·220

.·.
~~

1 •

A.9
Similarly thG plRco of ~ouidonco of tho
drivar ~howu an intcrestine ~elationship to
Jeddah:
Place bf Residence
Jeddwh

No. of DrivcX>o .----=----=-==-

·-~--::-

:--_-="=

77

96.25

Mecca

2

::LSO

Medinel.

1

.L2§

80

100.00

Total

A.lO The origin and destination patt®rn of
inbound h•affic was:
Place of

Ori~in

Number

l'J

Obhor
(The Creak 30 km
from Jeddah)

38

Cement Factory
(10 kill from J®dd~h)

.1.9

23.70

Ain Aziziyah
(35 km from Jeddah)
Rab-igh
Zoo ( 7 km from Jeddah)

12

15.00

1

1. 25

Bahussein Factory
( 7 5 km from Jeddah)

6

7.50

Khlais

2

2.50

Totals

80

47.50
~:i

PLACE OF DESTIJJATION
Jeddah

Number

(Al Sharafiyah)

7

8.75

"

(Al Ruv1ais)

6

7.50

"

(The ilarket)

8

10.00

"

(Al Bagdadiah)

5

6.25

8

10.00

2

2.50

l-lecca Road

9

11.20

Mecca

2

2.50

Jeddah (U.S.A. Embassy)

1

l . 25

11

Jeddah

(

Ba b

t·1 e c c a )

(Unlversity)

"

(Airport Street)

2

2.50

"
"

(Al Kandarah)

3

3.75

(Al Sahifa)

4

5.00

"

(Lebanese Embassy)

1

l. 2 5

II

(A1 Amariyah)

1

l . 25

"

(Origin of Medina Road)

4

5.00

"

(Al Hendawiyah)

1

l. 2 5

"

( !1 a h j a r

2

2.50

"
"

(Super-Market)

2

2.50

(Bab Sharif)

3

3.75

"
"
"
"

(Quarantine Hospital)

3

3.75

(SDI Building)

1

l. 2 5

(Sabil Street)

1

l. 2 5

(A1 Grayat)

1

l. 2 5

"

(Bin Ladin Factory)

2

2.50

"

(Al Hela1 A1 Ahmar)

1

l. 2 5

St r e e t )

80

Totals

THE INTERVIEW TIME:
Average time

Min Time

Max Time

19
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REVIEW OF PILOT

SURVEY

B.l
The percentage of vehicles interviewed was
high due to the excellent work of the police and
the enthusiasm of the interviewers 5 plus generally
good co-operation form the drivers.
Drivers are
initially concerneQ that it is a check on vehicle
licences and the lesson to ~e learnt is to avoid
giving advance warning of a census point too early
as drivers may then divert to other routes.
A
sign indicating that the purpose in being stopped
is to provide statistics is most important.
B.2
Examination of the results revealed a large
proportion of vehicles in the 'other' classification
when journey purpose was considered.
An analysis
of this class was given in A6 where it will be
seen that 50% in this group was for Entertainment
or Recreation.
An additional classification will
therefore be incorporated in the final survey forms.
Of the remaining interviews in this 'other' class~
33% were given as 'returning from work'.
These
should have been recorded as work journeys.
There
is some difficulty in training interviewers to
record this question accurately and the problem
will be resolved in the final form by giving the
classification 'home' and asking the journey
purpose at both ends of the journey.
A clear
record of the journey will therefore be obtained
and the desired journey purpose coded in the office
at the coding stage.
To provide for this extra
column the expansioij factor which is needed,to
gross-up the sample of vehicles to the population
of vehicles will now be incorporated in the first
column reserved for 'office use'.
An expansion
factor is obtained for each vehicle class by
dividing the number of vehicles counted by the
ennumerator by the number of vehicles interviewed.
This is repeated for each half-hour survey period.
B.3
As the most important peak travel periods
occur in the morning and evening the two survey
periods per census point will be 0700 hrs - 0900
hrs and 1700 hrs - 1qoo hrs.

21
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n·

15 minute stand-by rest period.
Thus ~f~er 1 hour
an "interviewer can e~pect a break from intet"viewing
for 15 minutes. This period is intended to bo usod
for checking his survey forms to ensure that tho
sheets are numberedn and that town 9 station location 0
date and time-period are given. Also a quick cbeck
that all appropriate columns are coded. The suparvisor must also cross-check the forms at this st~ge.
B.S
The pilot survey revealed that the direction
of coding was not always being recorded~ and to
avoid any confusion o~er this the survey forms will
be printed on different coloured form~. One colour
will be for Inbound forms and the coding box for
direction will be pre-coded as 1.
Lik~wise Outbound
will have a different colour arid will be pre-coded
0.
8.6
Copies of the original and the proposad final
roadside interview survey forms are attachedn
together with ~he form u~ed by the ennume~ators
carrying out the classified vehicle counts.

,.
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YRAHSPORTATION
SURVEYS

~ [?) [?) (Qj 01lffil 0~
PROPOSED METII ODOLOGY FOR INTERNAL JOURHEYS

C.l A comparitively recent technique employed
in Transportation Studies~ known as Category
Analysis, has been shown to produce results which
explain in a most satisfactory way the travel
movements in an urban area.
One of the most
attractive features of the method is its
uncomplicated approach to the subject. Basically
all that is required is the grouping of households
into a number of categories and deriving a travel
pattern for that class of household in terms of
number, purpose and mode of journeys.
C.2
are:

In this study the three important factors

a

Number of Vehicles owned.

b

Number of Males 15 yrs and over.

c

Household Income

C.3
These factors are sub-divided into High~
Medium, Low.
The limits of these divisions will
be established from the results of the pilot study
of the Socio-Economic Survey and the initial
results of the main Socio-Economic Survey.
C.4
Having now defined 81 different categories
a number of households in each category will be
visited to record the journeys made on the
previous day.
From these interviews journeyrates per household type by certain mode/purpose
combinations will be calculated.
By predicting
the future distribution of categories a new
travel pattern for the city, ba~ed on the total
numbsr of trips produced, average journey length
and locati~n of opportuniti~s to meet the
requirements of the trip (i.e. a work trip must
have an employment opportunity at its end) can
be established.
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not used becuuso tho numbo~ fourid ~n tho.Sociul
Survey was very smull ·· in this case cG:r:-tain
categorfe~ will be a5gregut~d.
ThiR Rives this
survey great fl•xibili~~ in establishing
meaningful trip x-at~s.
This iriformation will
therefore su~plem~nt the main roadside
transportation surveys in the five cities.
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HIJRA YEAR DATES AND GREGORIAN BQUIVALENTS

APPENDIX E

Starts on

1385
86
87
88
89

1
21
11
30
19

May
April
April
March
March

1965
66
67
68
69

----------------~--~--~~-~----~~--------

1390
91
92
93
94

9
26
15
4
23

March
February
February
February
January

1970
71
72
73
74

~----------------------------~----------

1395
96
97
98
99

13
2
22
11
30
19

January
January
December
December
November

1975
76
76
. 77
78

1400
01
02
03
04

28
17
7

November
November
October
OctoberOctober

1405
06
07
08
09

26
15
4
24
14

S?ptember 1984
S?ptember
85
S?ptember
86*
87*
August
88*
August

9

1979
80
81
82
83

Dates are approximate for future yearso

Muharram
Safar
Rabi I
Rabi I I
Jumad I
Jumad I I
Rajab
Shaban
Ramadhan
Shawwal
Dhul-Qi 0 dah
Dhul=Hijjah

~reg_or.!_~!!_mon~!!§.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

GLOSSARY OF ARABIC WORDS

Ayn
Bab
Beit
Emir
Harrat
Hadj
Hara
Jaddah
Juddah
Khan
Kishla
Liwanat
Majlis
Malik
Mihrab
Musharabiyah
Omda
Rais
Rawashin
Sabkah
Sahn
Sha'aria
Shara
Sharm
Shish
Souk
Sunna
Sutoh
Tihama
Wadi
Wali
Vila yet
Vizier
Umra

Spring
Gate
House
Prince
Lava field
Pilgrimage (the Fifth Pillar of Islam)
District of a city
Grandmother
Seashore
Caravanserai
Barracks
Colonnaded sanctuary
Council
King
Niche facing the Holy City of Mecca
Casement window
Head man of the Hara
Mayor (Ottoman)
Bay window
·
Sand flats, often with saline
incrustations
Open courtyard
·The· Islamic code of Taw· and beha\rioi.fr
Street
Bay, cove, inlet
Timber framed balcony
Market
Traditions of the Prophet
Roof top terrace
Coastal plain
Valley or dry watercourse
Governor (Ottoman)
Province of t~e Hejaz (Ottoman)
Minister (Ottoman)
·
'Small' pilgrimage, i.e. pilgrimage to
Mecca at any time other than during the
Hadj
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ROBERT MATTHEW, JOHNSON-MARSHALL & PARTNERS

The following chronological bibliography presents the
titles of the reports relevant to Jeddah submitted to the
Ministry of Interior, Municipal Affairs, Regional and Town
Planning Department by RMJMP.
Title of Report

Submission Date

Socio=Economic Survey Methodology (Urban)

13.5.71

Special Report on Airport Road Jeddah

20.6.71

Socio=Economic Survey Methodology (Rural)

23.6.71

Transportation Survey Methodology

23.6.71

Second Special Report on Airport Road Jeddah

8.7.71

Initial Appraisal, Jeddah

13.7.71

Interim Regional Survey Report

19.8.71

Regional Survey Report

4.11. 71
'

Immediate Action Report, Vol 1

17.2.72

Immediate Action Repo;rt, Vol 2: Urban Design

17.2.72

Immediate Action Report, Vol 3: Water

17.2.72

Initial Report on Hadj Survey

19.3.72

Regional Framework Report
Alternative Urban Strategies:
and Yanbu
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